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Foreword

Thne present volume contains 45 papers, presented on the twelfth
Symosium. of AER, held in Sunny Beach, Bulgaria, 22 - 28
September 2002. Thne papers are presented in their oiginal form, ie.
no corrections or modifications were carried out. The content of this
volume is divided into thematic groups. Core Monitoring Surveillance
and Testing, Safety Issues, Spectral and Core Calculation Methods,
Core Operation and Fuel Management, Neutron Kinteics and Reactor
Dynamics, Spent Fuel Transmutations and Decommissioning, Poster
Session - according to the presentation sequence on the Symposium.

Budapest, November 2002
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Core Monitoring, Surveilancse and Testing



Chairman: . Nemes

This session contained presentations at all. The annual meeting of Working Group C, held in
Smolenice, Slovakia is summarised. In the meeting 12 presentations was shown in the general
topic of working group.

The result of physical startup tests of NPP Temnelin was presented. The tests were carried out
by VUJE Trnava, and compared to calculation results of NPP Temelin staff. The operation of
Scientific Supervisory Group during commissioning of NPP Temnelin units also summarised.

A paper about new advanced software for reactivity meter and it's application for NPP
Kozloduy startup physics tests was introduced., A safety analysis report was also belonged to
this session about the study of emergency mode of rejecting VVER-1000 cluster under
conditions of actuation of emergency protection with diffierent rates of insertion and partial
flure to insert control rods to the core.



Safety Issues



AER Working Group C activity in 2002

Imre Nemnes
Paks NPP Ltd

Hungary

12~" annual meeting of AER Working Group C was organised by NPP Bohunice and SE
Bratislava in Smolenice, Slovakia 648 of March 2002. At the meeting participated 28 people
from 9 organisations of 4 VVER operating countries. In the 2 days of the program 12 papers
were presented. The title of papers and the list of participants are attached. At the meeting the
following topics were discussed :

* Core monitoring system developments

Several papers connecting development works on SCORPIO VVER system were presented.
On basic system a number of improvement have been evaluated. The main purpose of
changes was to fit the system to the developments of off-line calculations, and also include
experiences coming from operators, physicists and system supervisors.

The CHECK-RECON module - calculating the pin power and subchauiel heat-up data - also
has been improved. The new version take into account individual assembly inlet temperatures,
individual pin burnup. The SPND signal calibration renewed and the new variant handle the
fuel assemblies containing Gd burnable poison.

The KRITEX module for the monitoring of reactor criticality approach is developed as the
part of SCORPIO in-core monitoring system ~the new version has been implemented at
Bohiunice NPP, Slovakia.

A paper about the development of core monitoring system of Kozloduy NPP, making
possible the analysis of archived data also presented.

* Reactor-physical measurements on VVER units

The problem of power peak at the vicinity of absorber-follower intermediate part of VVER-
440 assembly was discussed. In Bohiunice NPP a trial to measure it by VOLNA and
SCORPIA system was treated. The consequences of local linear eat ramp limit was
discussed.

A paper was presented about the verification of different neutron flux chains (TELEPERM-
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XS, SUGAN, AKNT-07) in Slovakia.

The practice of assembly coolant velocity measurement in Hungary, based on noise signal
evaluation was presented.

The anomaly of some assembly outlet thermocouple in Dukovany NPP was widely discussed.
The reason of irregular behaviour may be hydraulic or measurement technical (electronic)
origin.

* Introduction of 3.82%1/ enriched fuzel

This topic was partially discussed in last meeting and now it has continued by Slovakian
colleagues. In Bohunice NPP the application of this fu~el started at 2001.

* Operational databases, practical codes and methods

Following the last meeting, where Czech database system was prescribed, a paper about the
introduction of HERMES database into Hungarian in-core fuel management works was
presented. The operation XDANAIDA code for the planning of assembly movements and
fuel accounting also was introduced.

1 0



AER Working Group C meeting

Smolenice, Slovakia 6-8 of March 2002

List of presentations:

* M. Sedlacek:
Results of KRITEX module testing at Bohunice Unit 3 and 4

* J. Kment:
Upgrae of SCORPIO VVER

* V. KrysI, J. Svarny, J. Sustek:
Short information about Upgrade modules CHECK andRECONin SCORPIO FEDU

* V. Chrapeiak, V. Adarnovky:
Calculated and measured supervision of the local linear heat rate ramps in the VVER
440 in Slovakia

* R-Hascik:
Experience in neutron flux chains veriffcation at Slovakc NPPs

* I. Nemes:
Application of HFIMES database at NPP Paks refuelling design calculations

* PBagocsi:
DANVAIDA code application for the planning of assembly refuelling movements at NPP

Paks

* M. AntaL, M. Kacmar:
Nuclear fuel cycles of Bohunice NPP units

* L. Paulik V. Mraz, M. Valovic:
Experience with proffledfuel in Bohunice NPP

* N. Georgieva, V. Spasova:
Development of the Temperature Field at the vVER44o core outlet Monitoring System
andApplication of the Data Analyses Methods

• K. Krinizs:
Coolant velocity measurements

* 3. Bajgl:
Long-term analysis of thermocouples measurements



AER Working Group C meeting
Srnolenice, Slovakia 6-8 o March 2002

List of participants:
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Spectral and Core Caluculational Methods



Information of AER working group A on improvement extension and validation of
parametrized few-group libraries for VVER-440 and VVER-1 000

J.vamny
Skoda JS a.s. Orlik 266, 31606 Plzen

Czech Republic

AER Working Group A&B had its 1 oin meeting at VUJE Tmnava as., Modra -

Harm6nia, "Villa Szondra", Slovakia, April 29+30, 2002. There were altogether 17

participants from 8 member organizations and with 12 presentations. List of participants and

List of papers can be seen in attachment.

Original objectives of the meeting WG A:

1. Continuation in benchmark comparison

2. Extension of libraries (new libraries with Gd burnable absorber)

3. Upgrade of libraries (spectral effects, cold states)

Presented papers and to the above topics:

P. Mikolas presented methodology and upgrade measures of a new few group library

WIB72GniG for macrocode MOBY-DICK. The basic spectral calculations (WIMS8) of

FA with Gd- fuel were presented and detailed problems of control fuel assembly coupler

boundary conditions (y-matrix) with and without Hf plates were discussed. This new

library in which were included also a new formulas for SPND signed interpretation seems

to be efficient tool for practical implementation of latest VVER-440 fuel upgrades.

The first calculation of VVER 1000 FA benchmark were presented by M. Mikisek to

show potentialities of spectral code HELIOS to provide standard computation procedures

in few group library preparation. All benchmark calculation will be finalized for

Symposium
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Implementation of a new library WIE72GrnG in mnacrocode system MOBY-DICK was

reviewed by

J. Svarny and impact of the constructional control fuel assembly coupler upgrades (Hf

plates) was analyzed. The calculations provided by macrocode MOBY-DICK and

supported by Monte Carlo code MSNP4B has shown positive contribution of Hf plates to

safety enhancement of VVER-440 cores.

The impact of control fuel assembly coupler without and with Hf plates in axial linear

heat rates distribution in 20,40 and 80 axial meshes of macrocode MOBY-DICK was

given by J. Gerza. This application of a new library WIE72GnG has shown that 40 axial

mesh points calculations are sufficient and comparable with 80 axial mesh point

calculations.

P. Mikolas lectured a progress on solution of VVER 440 Gd benchmark, t was stated

that three basic spectral codes WINS, HELlOS, TVS provide close results. Calculations

provided by codes CASMO and NESSEL should be additionally explained.

ure activities

mntinuation in benchmark validation (FA benchmark with Gd burnuble ansorbers)

is activity is important namely for a new fuels which impact on core power distribution is

not experimentally supported)

tension of libraries (new (updatet) fuel and libraries)

dating fuel (VBR-440) is in direction of implementation of Gd burnuble absorbers,

radial and axial fuel profiling, new construction of control FAs, wider pitch of fuel pins,

kinetics parameters, SPND interpretations,. )
pgrade of the libraries (spectral effects, interpolation of data for core fuel loading

optimization )

list of ptopas

Sandor Patai-Szab6 TS Enecon, Budapest
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Core Operation and Fuel Management



12' AER Symposium

on VVER Reactor Physics and Reactor Safety

September 22.28, 2002
Sunny Beach, Bulgaria

Tuesday. September 24

Afternoon session SCore Operation and Fuel Management"

Chairman: P. Daitek

P. Dailek (VOE Tmava Inc.) at presentation AER Working Group B Activities in 2002' reviewed
AER Working Group B Meeting, that was held at Modra-Harm6nia, Slovakfa on Aprif 29+30, 2002,
together with Working Group B.

I. Nemes (NPP Paks) at demonstration Power Uprate Plan of NPP Paks Units' presented
activities connected at NPP Paks with (step by step, unit by unit) power up-rate to the 108 % Nm,
equivalent to the 500 MWe gross. Technical modifications n order to provide necessary flow rate and
inletioutlet temperatures (MCP-s propeller exchange, primary pressure - regulating system up-rate to
increase saturation temperature to 326 "C, decrease of core inlet temperature below 267 C,
renovation of thermal hydraulc base of refuelling design and core control codes C-PORCA and
VERONA) and main features of new nominal state and transient cycles were characterised. Joint
2-step fuel modemisation project was desribed:

l1t stage - slight modification - pin pitch increased to 12.3 mm (sub-channel outlet temperature
decrease by 2-2.5 "C) and Hf layers in followers (elimination of the power peaks n the
vicinity).

2"'d stage - fuel cycle economy Improvement - higher enrichment, Gd burnable absorber, modified
geometry

More precise check of positive Hf nfluence (vams), contract basis of fuel innovation (ChrapaIak),
comparison with simmilar NPP up-rates/upgrades (Siltanen, Tinka). alternative fuel vendors as BNFL
(Pihlatie) and other topics were treated at consequent discussion.

J. Svarrn9 ffiKODA Nuclear Machinery Co. Ltd. Plzefi) at presentation OPAL - the In-Core Fuel
Management Code System for WVER Reactor' characterised the code system. General objective
function compoises safety and economical factors. Major objective of core part (CP) of the system s to
maximise EGG Kdr for given fuel cycle length. CP consists of four steps as follows:

* calculation of a Loading Priority Scheme

* calculation of Haling power distribution (fuel shuffle andfor enrichment splitting algorithms.
heuristic rules)

* optimal BP assignment



* 3u pin wise depletion and constraints check

To reach demanded cydle length, single cycle opdmrisation is enveloped in the iteration loop

Fuel loading optimisation benchmark (Nemes) and enrichment iterations for fuel cycle adjustment
(Datilek) were. treated in the discussion.

Ts. Haralampieva (NPP Kozloduy) at demonstration WJWER-440 Core State Evaluation in the
Case of Fuel Assembly Loading In an Improper Position' presented results of fuel assembly
inadvertent loading analysis. Five variants of assembly improper loading were taken into account. The
variants with the most adverse power distribution assomalies were analysed and methods to control
such failures and situations were evaluated. Assignment of analysed event to the safety category
(Tinka) and connection of the topic with poster section (Danilin) were discussed.

Yu. Kukushkin (JSC TVEL. Moscow) at presentation Experimental Research on Safety
Assurance of Advanced WER Fuel Cycles' treated two separated topics:

a) Development of modernised control rod butt joint for WER-440 reactor was characterised. Power
distribution near the butt joint was studied at critical test facility P' at KI. Application of Hf plates
was suggested for adjacent local power peaks elimination. Initial design was improved by
elimination of openings In Hf-absorber. Satisfactory function of improved butt joint was confirmed
by facility measurements and PERMAK-3D calculations.

b) Implementation of 4-year fuel cycle at Volgodonsk NPP-1 with WER-1 000 was featured. Results
of measurements performed during physical start-up (reactivity effects, critical state parameters .... )
were compared with results of TBC-M, BIPR-7A. PERMAK-A and IR calculations. Applicability of
4-year cycle to other VVER-1 000 units as well as qualification of used codes was confirmed.

M. Plhatie (Fortum Nuclear Services Ltd.) at presentation ENIGMA Analysis on the Effect of
Load Follow Operation and Power Spiking at the Absorber Junction on BNFL Fuel Behaviour in
Lovilsa NPP' gave nformation aboutt evaluation of fuel rod load - follow - performance in Loviisa
NPP. Power histories, calculated with HEXBU.-3D) code took into account reactor power cycling, axial
power assymetry due to control rod nsertion and local power spiking due to absorber - follower
junction. Constant base load. weekend power cycling and daily power cycling were operation modes
taken nto account (ncluding Xe transients). Cladding fatigue (CF) and stress - corrosion cracking
(SCC) were controlled by ENIGMA-B 7.3.0 code at BNFL Lead Test Assembly. No rod Integrity loss
was Indicated. CF Is more probable failure than SCC induced failure. ENIGMA code is not validated
for Russian fuel.

J. Mlku-S (NRI iRel plc.) at presentation Power Peak n Vicinity of WVER-440 Control Assembly'
informed about first part of the experimental activity connected with evaluation of the power peaking
induced by a control assembly (CA). CA model, experimental conditions and measurement
preparation In I-R-0 reactor at the Nuclear Research Institute Rez plc. were described. Results
characterised by zero boron concentration are used for codes validation. Continuation of experimental
activity at I-R-0, endangered by NRI flooding was discussed.



Neutron Kinetics and Reactor Dynamics



Session 5. NEUTRON KlN, IrICS ANL) l(AL UK LU r'f4ALvit1,,

Chairman: P. Siltanen

Eight presentations were given in the session.

The activities of AER Working Group D at the meeting held in Moscow on 2 1-23 May 2002
are summarised by P. Siltanen. At the meeting, three updated solutions to the 6" AER dy-
namic benchmark concerning an asymmetric main steam line break in a VVER-440 plant
were presented and compared. The new results show some enhanced agreement, but also
some enhanced disagreement. Presentations were given on code development and improve-
ments for reactor dynamics applications and on safety analysis methodology and results. The
OECD NEA has invited AER to participate in defining and in solving an international
benchmark called the VVER-1000 Coolant Transient (V10OoCT). The draft specification of
the benchmark was reviewed and comments were collected at the meeting.

The paper by SA Goreinov et a]. (presented by V.1 Lebedev) describes development- of the
computational fluid dynamics code GIDR-3M, intended for the 3-dimensional modelling of
the VVER reactor inlt section up to the core. The basic equations and the methods of solu-
tion are reviewed. As an example of code application, the simulation of steady-state coolant
flow conditions in a VVER-1000 reactor is demonstrated. In the given presentation, colour
pictures and inverted colour pictures were used to illustrate calculation results of pressure and
velocity components as well as temperature distributions.

V. Dementiev, S. Tsyganov and L. Shishikov explore the possibility to correct the application
of the point kinetic reactivity meter in order to reproduce the static core reactivity in rod drop
experiments. The proposed method consists of correcting the measured signal produced by an
ionisation chamber by results obtained from a dynamic simulation of the experiment. This
corrected signal, representing an importance weighted integral of the neutron flux in the
whole core, is then directed to the reactivity meter. Further, the adjoint flux in the integral is
replaced by the direct flux. The authors suggest further discussion of the suitability of the
proposed approach.

S. Danilin, S. Nikonov and M. Lizorkin present an updated solution to the sixth AER dynamic
benchmark on main steam line break using the code ATHLET/[BIPR8KN. The main differ-
ence to the previous solution concerns the modelling of the steam generators (SG). The new
SG model includes a downcomer section, a riser section with seven layers of heat exchange
tubes, and a separator of steam and water. This allows water to circulate in the SG. thereby
influencing its heat transfer characteristics. The new solution shows clear differences from
the previous one.

The paper by . Tinka and E. Tinkova explores the significance of power distribution details
in hot channel analyses. The studied effects include the hot rod power peaking (Fm,) allow-
ance for different numbers of operating coolant loops and associated permissible power lev-
els, the axial power distribution, and the radial power distribution in the fuel pin (pellet). A
conservative design limit with resec to DNBR is derived for maximum FMn. The local axial
power peaking in the vicinity of the control rod joint can be significant, producing a minimum
DNBR- The peaking of the pellet radial power distribution towards the pellet surface at
higher burnup can somewhat reduce the minimum DNBR as well as reduce the maximum fuel
temperature in rapid transients such as control rod ejection.



The paper by Y. Kozmenkov et al. (presented by U. Robde) provides an intermediate statu
report on the EU VALCO project concerning the validation of coupled transient analysi
codes for VVER reactors. An overview of the planned scope of the project is given. Firs
results are presented from an ATHLET DYN3D calculation of a main coolant pump tril
measured in the Kozloduy-6 VVER-1000 plant. Preliminary results are also given for thi
steady-state calculation of the measured power distribution in the fll scale V-I000 zer(
power facility at the Kurchatoy Institute. Experiments performed at this facility will be use(
to validate neutron kinetics models.

E. Kaloinen and . Peltonen describe a wide-range model of two-group cross sections no"
implemented in the dynamices code HEXTRAN. A polynomial consisting of 45 terms ir
seven arguments is used to model changes in each cross section from nominal values. The
coefficients are tabulated as a function of fuel burnup. New features of the model include twe
spectral effects resulting from changes in isotopic composition of the fuel, at a given bunup.
These effects arise from changes in Xenon atomic density, and from depletion in off-nomninal
conditions, correlated with deviations in Pu-239 atomic density. The coefficients of the poly-
nomials are generated with least squares fitting to a large number of fuel assembly spectral
calculation results with CASMO. Results of first dynamic applications are given.

N. Kolev described new proposals concerning the VVER-l1000 Coolant Transient, benchmark
being developed under 0ECD NEA sponsorship. CEA in France has been active in this re-
spect. It is proposed that the benchmark set will consist of two parts: VI OOOCT-l is simula-
tion of the switching on of one main coolant pump, when the other three are in operation.
V100OCT-2 is calculation of coolant mixing experiments and a main steam line break tran-
sient Each of the two parts contains three exercises. Performance of the exercises is esti-
mated to take nearly four years and to be completed by June 2006.
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SUMMARY

AER Working Giroup D on VVER reactor safety analysis held its eleventh meeting in
6T ansjonat Soyuz" near Istra in the Moscow region during the period 21-23 May 2002. There
were altogether 18 participants from nine member organizations. The coordinator for the
working group, Mr. P. Siltanen (FNS) served as chairman. In addition to general information
exchange on recent activities in the participating organizations, the topics of the meeting
included:

*Improved solutions to the 0i dynamic benchmark: Asymmetric Main Steam Line Break.
*Code development and improvements for reactor dynamics applications.
*Safety analysis methodology and results.
*OECD/NEA proposal for VVER-1000 coolant transient benchmark.
*Future activities.

A list of participants and a list of handouts distributed at the meeting are attached to the
report.

1. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC BENCHMARKS

1.1. Improved solutions to the 6th dynamic benchmark on M8LB

The 6h dynamic benchmark (AER-DYN-006) is an asymmetric case of main steam line break
in a NPP with VVER-440 reactor. The definition prepared by FZR was presented at the 1l&
AER Symposium in September 2000. First solutions were reported and compared at the WG
D meeting in May 2001. Some solutions were recalculated during the summer 2001. .
Yliemi presented a comparison paper of the available solutions at the AER Symposium in
September 2001. The scatter among the different solutions was still rather big, so it was
decided during the symposium to request for updated solutions by the next meeting of WG D
in 2002. Elimination of identified shortcomings in modelling and of deviations from the
specification was expected to yield better agreement of th solutions. Three updated solutions
were reported at this meeting.

S. Kiiemn [1] presented a comparison of the latest available solutions from FZR, VTT, KI,
AEKI and NRI for the benchmark. Three solutions have been updated for this meeting after
the last symposium: by FZR, VTT and 1(1. The biggest changes have taken place in the 1(1
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results. There are also some notable changes in te FZ results. Lesser changes appear in the
results from VTI'. The new results show some improvemnents and some enhanced
disagreement. Overall, the agreement between the different results does not appear to be
improved.

A. Hiildinen 2] reported on new calculations of the benchmark performed with the code
HEXTRAN-SMABRE at VTT. Five different variations have been calculated:

1. Reported case. No feedwater is supplied to intact S~s before MSIV closure.
2. All water from SG I entering the steam line goes to break.
3. All water from SGI1 uppermost node goes to break.
4. Mixing junction added for reactor vessel upper head.
5. Corrected supply of feedwater to intact SGs.

The biggest influence on the results is obtained in case 3. Due to the maximal loss of water
from the broken SGI, the collapsed level and the pressure in SG l are initially reduced faster.
The minimum cold leg temperature in loop 1 is also reached faster, but i remains higher by
some 10 00 compared to the other cases and recriticality is not reached. The normal supply of
feedwater to the intact SGs in case 5 maintains a nearly nominal collapsed water level, as in
the old results. Otherwise the influence on the results is fairly small.

S. Danilin [3) reported on the updated calculation of the benchmark performed with the code
ATHLETJBIPR8 at the KI1. The major change from the previous calculation concerns the
modelling of the steam generators. The new SG model includes a downcomer section, a riser
section with seven layers of heat exchange tubes, and a separator of steam and water. The
reactor pressure vessel is divided into six parallel sectors. The new results differ clearly form
the previous ones. In particular, the flow rate of liquid to the leak is now higher than before
and higher than that predicted by other codes during the early seconds. Reactor scram is also
delayed from 12 s until 40 s in the new calculation. Isolation of the intact SGs from the leak
by closure of the MSIVs is delayed from 52 s to some 98 s.

S. Kliem [4] reported on the differences between the old and the new calculation of the
benchmark performed with the code DYN3D/ATHLET at FZ. The major change concerns
the modelling of the steam generator exit pipes into the steam line. Five exit pipes are
modelled instead of one big pipe. This reduces somewhat the flow rate of liquid into the leak
in the initial phase. The pressure in the broken SG I remains higher throughout the transient.
The behaviour of the temperature in cold leg 1 appears to follow the pressure behaviour in
SGI, being some 8 00 higher than the saturation temperature. Due to the increase in cold leg
temperature by about 10 0C, the second power peak indicating recriticality is practically
eliminated.

In the following discussion it was concluded that the new comparison of solutions does not
merit publication at the next Symposium in Sept. 2002. S. Danilin informed that the 1(I will
prepare a new solution for the Symposium. The delay in power rise to reach reactor scram
will be excluded. . Hadek informed that NRI will provide a new solution for the next WO D
meeting in 2003. Updated solutions should be sent to S. Kliemn to be used in further
comparisons.

The following was agreed concerning documentation of this benchmark into the AER
Benchmark Book (BB):
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* The specification AER-DYN-006 is completed and included into the BB after the updated
solutions have been received. Action: FZR.

* Each final solution is documented on a Solution Sheet and included into the BB together
with the ASCII solution file as soon as possible. Action: FZR, AEKI, WIT, KI, and NRI.

1.2. Documentation of dynamic benchmarks in the AER Benchmark Book

A. Kerezturi informed that files in the AER Benchmark Book library had been lost and they
have been restored again. The files will also be renamed in the near future to support easier
identification of the contents of each file.

P.S. A new directory called aerbench (instead of the old AER_-BENCH) has been updated on
July 9, 2002, containing renamed files of specifications and solutions. More information can
be found in the file README~st.doc: under the same directory. The full address of the new
directory is ftpJ/lftp.kfld.hulpubllocallaerbenchl.

Action: All participants are requested to check that the latest versions of their specifications
and solutions have been restored and identified properly in the new library.

2. CODE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS
FOR REACTOR DYNAMICS APPLICATIONS

C. Strmensky [5] reported on first experience with the coupled code RELAP5-DYN3D. The
modified codes operate in parallel coupling under the general control module DYNREL. The
typical model for one 60' sector of the core in RELAP5 has 5 radial zones (channels) and 10
axial layers. Results were given for a test case on withdrawal of control rod group 6 from an
initial position 125 cm to fully out of core. Future developments include expanding the core
geometry to the whole core and improving the description of control rod motion.

D. Shishkov reported on reuts of coupled dynamic calculations for a VVER-1000 reactor
using the code BIPR8KN for three-dimensional neutron kinetics and RELAPS for thermal-
hydraulics. The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) software package is used to control the
execution of the separate codes and the exchange of data between them. The code system
operates on a dual-processor computer, with RELAP running on CPUI1 and BIPR8 on CPU2.
Typically core calculations with BIPR8 use 20 % of the CPU time. Results of four test cases
were presented. Three of these were disturbances to the full power condition due to changes in
core inlet coolant temperature, boron concentration, and flow rate. The fourth case was a
disturbance due to the movement of control rods. The results demonstrate qualitatively
correct behaviour of the coupled codes in all the test cases.

V. Lebedev [6] described the development of the G1DR-3M program of three-dimensional
hydraulics with heat transmission for the calculation of the VVER reactor inlet section. The
model of the VVER-1000 reactor consists of 14000 nodes. Colour pictures and inverted
colour pictures were used to illustrate calculation results of pressure and velocity components.
The model of Kolmogorov and numerical viscosity are used to describe the turbulence of the
flow.
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N. Kolev described the effects of approximation refinement on the solution of the AER-DYN-
2 rod ejection benchmark. In a paper presented at the Symposium in 2001 the first phase of
the analysis was given, dealing with the initial and just-ejected states. Fine mesh solutions by
the code CRONOS are extrapolated to zero mesh size and are verified by comparison to
solutions with the code MAG. Comparison with available nodal solutions shows significant
differences in the ejected rod worth and in the power distribution, providing potential for large
differences in the transient results. Additional analysis indicates that the contribution of the
change in boundary leakagelinflow is greater than previously estimated. Taking into account
this effect as well, the major part of the discrepancies can be explained Numerical
experiments for quantitative analysis have been prepared.

3. SAFETY ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

A. Kereszturi [7] reported on investigations of hot channel calculation methodology for a
VVER-440 fuel assembly. The investigated aspects include:
• Influence of the burnup distribution in the fuel pellet on the heat transfer through the pellet

and gas gap, including effects of the burnup-dependlent power distribution in the pellet.
* Influence of the pinwise power distribution and of the closed subchannel approximation

on min DNBR.
The investigated tranisients include control rod ejection and group withdrawal without scram
(ATWS). Detailed pin cell transport calculations and heat conduction models were used to
investigate eat transfer in the fuel pin. For fast tranisients, the results demonstrate
considerable non-conservative effects fom simplify'ing asswnptions regarding pellet burnup
and power distribution on the beat flux to coolant and hence on rain DNBR. Mixing between
subchannels was studied with the COBRA code. Multi-channel calculations using different
pinwise power distributions indicate the following for mini DNBR. The maximum outlet
temperature of the hot subchannel alone is not sufficient for defining a mini DNBR. The
maximum pin power must also be taken into account. For a given maximum pin power, the
most conservative power distribution is a flat one. A single (closed) hot channel model is
slightly non-conservative with respect to the flat power distribution. This can be compensated
with a 2 % reduction of the flow area.

P. Siltanen [81 presented a summary of the updated Finnish Safety Guide YVI, 6.2 (effective 
May 2000) concerning the design bases and general design criteria for nuclear fuel. The
quantitative limits apply to fuel assemblies with average burnup up to 40 MWd/kgU. For
higher burnups, acceptable limits shall be justified by experiments. A new feature is the
division of postulated accidents into two separate classes according to the probability of
occurrence of the event:

*Operational transients (p > 1 la)
Class postulated accidents ( 0-2/a > p >]. O'lIa)

*Class 2postulated accidents (p < I (Ya).
Another new feature is the specification of limits on the acceptable number of damaged fuel
rods in each of these event classes: 0. 1 %, %, and 1 0 %, respectively.

I. Tinka [9] reported on safety aspects of detailed fuel rod power distributions, including both
the radial distribution in the fuel pellet and the axial peaking induced by the control rod joint
in rods of neighbouring assemblies. The radial effects were studied in a case of control rod
group withdrawal. The effect is found to be minor on the min DNBR, while the maximum
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fuel temperature and radial averaged fuel enthalpy are reduced compared to a uniform radial
power distribution. The influence of axial peaking was studied in the steady state case. From
the point of view of min DNBR higher positions of the regulating group can be more limiting
and should be given due attention in the choice of conservative axial powver shapes for safety
analyses. Eventually, Hf plates will be introduced into control rod follower assemblies to
reduce the local power peaking.

A. Pinegin 1 0] reported on the analysis of improper core loading for a VVER-l1000 reactor.
The analysis concentrates on the detectability and step-by-step elimination of erroneous pairs
of fuel assembly loading by making use of the in-core instrumentation system (ICIS, i.e. TC's
and SPND's). Six different criteria or tests are applied at several power levels during reactor
start-up. The tests concern deviations between experimental and calculated assembly powers,
deviations of measurements from core symetry, and analysis of the local structure in
assembly powers. Extensive simulations were carried out, covering all possible pairs of
misloaded fuel assemblies and taking into account errors in calculations and measurements, as
well as some failures in the ICIS. The results indicate that application of the total test scope
can ensure a reliable control of core loading. There are only some non-detected erroneously
loaded pairs of assemblies, which can lead to significant deviations of linear heat rate values.

A. Kotsarev [ ] presented the results of a study on the influence of the degree of coolant
mixing on the power trnient following an erroneous start-up of the last circulation loop,
which contains cold water. A cold sector consisting of 29 fuel assemblies in the VVER-440
core is defined. Part of the cold water enters this sector with a variable degree of mixing with
the warm coolant from five operating loops. The calculations were performed with the code
ATHLET(BIPR8KN. In addition to the degree of mixing, the temperature of the cold slug,
the time of valve opening in the cold leg, and the conductivity of the gas gap in the fuel pin
were varied. The results show that the most adverse results are obtained with minimal mixing
of the cold slug. The most critical quantity is the centre line fuel temperature, which exceeds
3000 C in some calculated variants. A high fuel temperature is enhanced by faster opening
of the isolation valve and by a low value for the gas gap conductance in fuel pins.

S. Kryukov [12] presented results of RIA calculations for the VVER-1000 reactor using the
TIGR- code developed at KI. The spatial neutron kinetics is based on the BIPR8N model.
The operation of various plant equipment and control actions is also modelled. TIGR- 1
allows the thermal-hydraulic reliability of a fuel assembly to be analysed using a multi-
channel model to account for convective and turbulent interactions between the subchannels
in selected regions of an assembly. This gives more realistic margins than the traditional
isolated hot subchannel model. Results were presented for two cases: the ejection of a control
rod cluster and the uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod cluster, assuming full power, a
number of equipment failures, and loss of off-site power. In both cases analysed, a heat
transfer crisis is reached when limiting values of the linear heat rate are assumed for hot rods
in the initial state.

S. Tsyganov [13] reported on simulations of reactivity meter readings obtained in rod drop
experiments for different ionization chamber (IC) locations around the VVER-440 reactor.
Calculations were made with the dynamic code NOSTRA, including a model for calculating
the IC signals. The studied core has a 4-batch and low-leakage loading pattern. The
simulations include full scram, scram with one stuck control rod in different locations, drop of
the regulating group, and drop of single rods in different locations. The results bring out
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clearly the azimuthal dependence of the reactivity meter readings for different IC locations as
well as the deviation of the readings from static reactivity. Based on the analysis of these
results, some proposals are made for optimising the placement of [CIs in order to improve the
accuracy of reactivity measurements.

4. VVER-1000 COOLANT TRANSIENT BENCHMARK

The OEDC Nuclear Energy Agency (NE) has invited AER to participate in defining and in
solving an international benchmark called the VVER-1000 Coolant Transient Benchmark
(VlOGOO-Cl). This benchmark is the third one in a series of international benchmarks intended
for coupled codes with three-dimensional neutron kinetics and system thermal-hydraulics. The
benchmark is cosponsored by OECD NEA and by the US DOE.

The V1000-CT benchmark is a real plant transient during the commissioning phase of
Kozloduy NPP unit 6. The experiment is the switching on of one main coolant pump, when
the other three pumps are in operation and the reactor power level is about 30 % of nominal.
Due to the experimental nature of the transient, measurements from the plant are readily
available. A draft version of the final specification, dated April 2002, has been prepared
under Prof. Kostadin Ivanov by persons affiliated with The Pennsylvania State University in
USA, INRNE in Bulgaria, and Kozloduy NPP. This specification was distributed to the active
participants of Working Group D before the meeting.

At the meeting, P. Siltanen presented a set of slides summarising the proposed benchmark,
prepared by B. Ivanov and K. Ivanov. In the following discussion participants expressed their
general views on the proposed benchmark The main points can be summarised as follows:

• The purpose of the benchmark is somewhat unclear. The transient seems to be more a
problem in regulation than an exercise in safety analysis.

* The transient is not very interesting for validating 3D neutron kinetics. The changes in
core power and core inet temperature are quite small.

* The mixing of coolant before entering the core is a more interesting feature. In-core
measurements relevant to mixing should be given.

* A VVER-1000 input deck for Kozloduy unit 6 is required also in the VALCO project
funded by EU, involving a trip of I out of 3 operating main coolant pumps. This aspect is
helpful, when participating in both b~tnchmarking exercises.

• A point kinetics calculation is expected to have only small differences compared to a full
3D) kinetics calculation. Perhaps it is unnecessary?

* Concerning the proposed extreme scenario: A pure control rod ejection would be better
than a combined event with pump start-up and control rod ejection.

Detailed comments on the specification were also collected. P. Siltanen presented the general
views and the detailed comments of AER Working Group D at the starter meeting for the
VI1 000-CT benchmark, held in Rossendorf, Germany on 30 May 2002.

N. Kolev informed, that at the upcoming starter meeting NRNE and CEA of France will
propose to supplement the VVER-1000 coolant transient benchmark (CT) with another
benchmark on main steam line break (MSLB) for the same plant. Particular emphasis will be
placed on coolant mixing in the reactor vessel. Coolant mixing experiments can be used in a
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first phase to test and/or tune various mixing models, such as fine mesh CF1D, coarse mesh
3D, and mixing matrix models. If this proposal is accepted, CEA will also be interested to
participate in the benchmarks.

At the meeting, the following member organisations expressed their intention to ake part in
the proposed benchmark: FZR, NR[ Rez, and WIT. Among participants from KI there were
differing opinions at this time. AEKI and VUJE will decide their participation later. INRNE
will evidently participate at least with their RELAPS code using point kinetics.

5. FUTURE ACTIVITIES

The following topics are either in progress or are of potential interest in the future activities of
Working Group D:

*Completion of the documentation of dynamic benchmarks AER-DYN-001 to -005 for the
AER Benchmark Book.

*Solution of the 6'i` dynamic benchmark on an asymmetric main steam line break.
*Clarification of the cause and significance of mesh refinement effects on solutions to

control rod ejection benchmarks.
Calculation of actual transients measured at power plants.

*Methodology for safety analyses.
Safety criteria for high burnup fuel.

*Hot pin and hot channel approximations in safety analyses.
*Uncertainty analysis for safety analyses.
*Transient fuel behaviour models and approximations for use with 3D) core models.
*Validation of two-group neutron kinetics data.
*Wide range representation of two-group cross section data.

It was proposed to hold the next meeting of Working Group D in the Czech Republic in Rez
in May 2003. The final decision will be made at the meeting of the Scientific Council in
November 2002.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

0 1 P. Siltanen Fortumn Nuclear Services Ltd, Finland (FNS)
02 S. Kliem, Research Centre Rossendorf Inc., Germany (FZR)
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04 J. Hadek Nuclear Research nstitute ke2 plc, Czech Republic(NI
05 C. Strmensky Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute, Slovakia (VUJE)
06 A. Kereszturi KFK1 Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungary (AEKI)
07 A. Hdimilainen VT'T Processes, Finland (VIT)
08 N. Kolev Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Bulgaria

(INRNE)
09 M. Lizorkin Russian Research Centre `Kurchatov Institute",

Institute of Nuclear Reactors, Russia (KI)
1 0 S. Danilin
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12 S. Nikonov
13 D. Shishkov -'-

14 S. Tsyganov
15 V. Lebedev
16 S. Kryukov
17 A. Pinegi -

18 B. Shumosky
19 N. Novikova - -,interpreter

LIST OF HANDOUTS

The following handouts were distributed to the participants during the meeting:

[1] S. Klier: Comparison of updated solutions of the 6th dynamic AER benchmark.
[2] A. Ha.mildinen: The sixth AER dynamic benchmark calculation with HEXTRAN-

SMABRE.
[31 S. Danilin S. Nikonov, M. Lizorkin: The new solution of the AER sixth dynamic

benchmark problem with ATHLET / BIPR8.
[4] S. Klien. A-&KXrussenberg: Updated solution of the 6th dynamic AER benchmark

using the coupled code DYN3D) I ATHET.
[5] C. Strmiensk. The first experience with RELAPS-DYNID coupled code.
[6] V...Lbede: Development of the G1DR-3M program of 3D) hydraulics with heat

transmission for the calculation of VVER reactor inlet section (Figures demonstrating
the results).

[71 A. Kereszturi: Investigation of the hot channel calculation methodology.
[8] P. Siltanen: Updated Finnish safety guide YVI, 6.2 Design bases and general design

criteria for nuclear fuel".
[9] I. Tinka: Some safety aspects of a detailed fuel rod power distribution.
[10] A. Pineni. M. Lizorkin, B. Shumsky. Accident analysis connected with the improper

core loading.
[1 1] A. Kotsarcv S. Danilin, M. Lizorkin, S. Nikonov: Influence of the mixing degree on

the process connected with the wrong start up of the circulation loop.
[12] S. Ervkov M. Lizorkin, W. Pchenkin, A. Budnikov, W. Bolnov, W. Demurov:

TIGR-1 code. The use experience of the thermal hydraulic assembly model with cell
nodalization for the Kalinin NP? unit 3 RIA calculations.

[13] S. Tsycnov L. Shishkov: Optimization of ionization chamber placement for the
subcritical measurements with rod drop method.
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OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)

NEA Nuclear Science Committee (NSC), NEA Committee on Safety of Nuclear

Installations (CSNI), and Atomic Energy Research (AER)

VVER-1000 Coolant Transient (V100OCT)
Benchmarks

Background

The Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) has completed, under Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
sponsorship, a PWR Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Benchmark against thermal-
hydraulic/neutron kinetics codes. Recently another OECID/NRC coupled code benchmark has
been initiated for a BWIR turbine trip (TT) transient. During the course of defining and
coordinating the ODECID/NRC PWR MSLB and BWR TT benchmarks a systematic approach has
been established to validate best estimate coupled codes. This approach employs a multi-level
methodology that not only allows for a consistent and comprehensive validation process but also
contributes to determine additional requirements as well as to prepare a basis of licensing
application of the coupled calculations for a specific reactor type and to develop a safety
expertise in analyzing reactivity transients. Professional communities have been established
during the courses of these benchmark activities that allowed in-depth discussions of different
aspects of assessing neutron kinetics modeling for a given reactor and how to implement best-
estimate methodologies for transient analysis using coupled codes. The above examples
demonstrate the benefit of establishing such international coupled standard problems for each
type of reactor. Further continuation of the above activities is the development of a VVER-1000
coolant transient (V100OCT) benchmark set, which defines coupled code standard problems
based on actual plant data. The overall objective is to assess computer codes used in the safety
analysis of WER power plants, specifically for their use in reactivity transients in VVER-1000. In
performing this work the Pennsylvania State University (PSU), USA and CEAIDEN, France have
collaborated with Bulgarian organizations, in particular with the Institute for Nuclear Research
and Nuclear Energy (INIRNE) and the Kozloduy nuclear power plant (KNPP).

The V100OCT benchmark set consists of two parts: Part (V1000CT-1) is simulation of the
switching on one main coolant pump (MCP) when the other three MCP are in operation, and Part
2 (V100OCT-2) is calculation of coolant mixing experiments and main steam line break (MSLB)
transient Each of the two parts contains three exercises.
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V100OCT-1: Switching On One Main Coolant
Pump

Boyan vanov, Kostadin N. lvanov
Nuclear Engineering Program

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802, USA

Paviin Grudev and M. Pavlova
Institute of Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy (INRNE)

Tsarigradsko shausse 72
1784 Sofia, Bulgaria

V. Hadjiev, Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant
3320 Kozloduy, Bulgaria

V100OCT-1 Definition and Objectives

The reference problem chosen for simulation in a WER-1000 is a MCIP sitching on when the
other three main coolant pumps are in operation. It is an experiment that was conducted by
Bulgarian and Russian engineers during the plant-commissioning phase at the Kozloduy NPP
Unit #6as a part of the start-up tests. The test was done, as it is important for the safety of the
NPP with WER-1000, model 320. The reactor is at the beginning of cycle (BOC) with average
core exposure of 30.7 EFPD and boron concentration 5.95 gkgH20. At the beginning of the
experiment there are three pumps in operation - 1 st, 2nd and 4th main coolant pumps and the
reactor power is at 29.45% of nominal power level according to the equipment that controls
neutron flux. MCP #1, #2 and #4 are operating under stable conditions and MCP #3 is out of
operation. The initial conditions are as follows. The inlet temperature in the reactor core is about
555.00 K The temperature differences between the hot and cold legs for the loop with working
MCP vary between 8.3-11.5 0K while the same temperature difference for the loop #3 with the
MCP out of operation is -3.6 K. The total mass flow through the core is about 13611 ks with
an average flow of 5000 kg/s through each of the working loops and negative (reverse) flow of -
1544 kg/ s in loop #3. There is a core axial non-symmetry as it can be seen from the value of the
axial offset of the core power distribution at the initial state - 28.5 %. The control rod group #10 is
inserted into the core at about 36% of the reactor core height. Analysis of the initial 3-D3 relative
power distribution showed that this insertion introduced axial neutronics asymmetry in the core.
At the beginning of the transient there is also a radial thermal-hydraulic asymmetry coming from
the colder water introduced in %/ of the core when MCP #3 is switched on. This causes a spatial
asymmetry in the reactivity feedback, which is propagated through the transient and combined
with insertion of positive reactivity.

In summary, this event is characterized by rapid increase in the flow through the core resulting in
a coolant temperature decrease, which is spatially dependent. This leads to insertion of spatially
distributed positive reactivity due to the modeled feedback mechanisms and non-symmiretric
power distribution. Simulation of the transient requires evaluation of core response from a multi-
dimensional perspective (coupled three-dimensional neutronics/core thermal-hydraulics)
supplemented by a one-dimensional simulation of the remainder of the reactor coolant system.

PSU has completed for Part 1 benchmark specifications and a cross-section library for coupled
3-D kinetics/thermal-hydraulics calculations in a format similar to the PWR MSLB Benchmark
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Final Specifications. Incrudea in te toerienmarK speciricauui5 nic.

1 thermal-hydraulic plant data,

2. neutron kinetics core specifications including core geometry, neutron modeling and
composition map:

3. macroscopic cross-section library with exposure distribution accounted for through cross-
sections. The cross-section library has been developed using HELIOS-1.8 lattice physics
code.

Definition of the V100OCT-1 Exercises
The benchmark consists of three exercises.

Exercise 1 - Point Kinetics Plant Simulation

Exercise 2 - Coupled 3-D Kinetics/Core Thermal-Hydraulic Response
Evaluation, and

Exercise 3 - Best-Estimate Coupled 3-D5 Core/Thermal-Hydraulic Plant
Transient Modeling. In addition, an extreme version of Exercise 3 is defined as follows: the
control rod of group #10 located in the sector of the core cooled by MCP2 3 is ejected after
switching on of the MCP 3. The ejection of the rod begins at the 13th second of the transient and.
the velocity of ejection is 17.75 ml/sec. The scram is activated upon reaching the high neutron
flux set point, which is 107% of the initial level. This extreme scenario will develop very peaked
spatial power distribution and nonlinear asymmetric feedback effects. It is designed to test and
compare better the predictions of coupled 3-D kinetics thermal-hydraulic codes.

The benchmark specifications for V100OCT-1 include a complete set of the iniial and boundary
conditions that are needed for the participants to perform the aforementioned three exercises.

V100OCT-2: Coolant Mixing Tests and MSLB

N. Kolev
Institute, for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy (INRNE)

1784 Sofia, Bulgaria

0. Caruge and E. Royer
Service Fluides Num~riques, Modfilisaflon et Etudes
D~partement Mod6lisaflon de, Systbmes et Structures

Direction de 'Energie Nucleaire
CEA Saclay, 91 191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex, France

V1 OOOCT-2 Definition and Objectives
The recent OECDINEA and AER coupled code benchmarks for light water reactors markedly
contribute to the testing of best estimate coupled codes in reactivity transients. At the same time,
these benchmarks and flow mixing studies indicate that further improvement of the mixing
computation tools in the integrated codes is necessary. For this purpose the coolant mixing &
main steam line break (MSLB) benchmark for VVER-1OCO (V1 OOOCT-2) was defined. Reference
plant is Kozlocluy-6 and the multilevel testing approach is employed. Measured data from NPP
mixing experiments and code-to-code comparison will be used to validate the reactor vessel
thermal hydraulic models. The improved coupled codes will be tested in asymmetric MSLB
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transients with complex core-plant interactions.

V100OCT-2A

Plant measured data from VVER-1000 coolant mixing expeniments will be used to test and
validate vessel mixing models (CFD, coarse-mesh and mixing matrix). The task is to compare te
various calculations with measured data, using specified vessel boundary conditions and core
power distribution. The validated models will be used to analyze the main steam line break
(MSILB) transient The experiments include single loop cooling down or heating-up by disturbing
the heat transfer in the steam generator (SG) through the steam valves, at low reactor power in
the range of 5-14% and with all MCP in operation. They were conducted during the plant
commissioning phase at Kozloduy-5. 6 and Kalinin-1, 2.

V100OCT-2B

The transient to be analysed is initiated by a main steam line break in a VVER-1000 between the
SIG and the steam isolation valve (Sly), outside the containment This event is characterised by
large asymmetric cooling of the core, stuck control rods and large primary coolant flow variations.

Because of the possible return to power and criticality after reactor scram due to overcooling, the
main objective of the study is to clarify the local 3D feedback effects depending on the vessel
mixing. Special emphasis is put on testing 3D vessel thermal hydraulics models and the coupling
of 3D neutronics/vessel thermal hydraulics. For the purpose of this benchmark two versions of
the MSLB scenario are defined. The first scenario is taken from the current licensing practice and
the second is derived from the original one using aggravating assumptions to enhance the code-
to-code comparison.

The original scenario is based on conservative assumptions that maximise the consequences for
a return to criticality:

1. The reactor is at the end of cycle (EOC) and at hot full power (HFP). The steam generator
(SG) inventory is near the maximum value.
2. Two most reactive control assemblies remain stuck out of the core and are assumed to be in
the affected sector. The scram worth is reduced supposing that one control rod bank does not
drop in the core.

Other major assumptions are that off-site electnic power is available; the main coolant pump
(MCP) of the affected loop trips, the other MCP operate normally during the transient and the
pressurizer is connected to the affected loop.
The second scenario is derived from the original one by assuming that all MCP remain in
operation and the scram worth is additionally reduced through adjustment of the absorber cross
sections.

The V100OOCT-2 benchmark specifications are in preparation. They will include:

1. Case-specific geometry data;
2. Thermal hydraulic plant data from mixing experiments;
3. Thermal hydraulic plant data - MSLB related;
4. Neutron kinetics core specifications',
5. Macroscopic cross-section library;
6. Setpoints and interlocks;
7. Complete set of initial and boundary conditions needed for the exercises.
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Definition of the V100OCT-2 Exercises

The benchmark consists of three exercises.
Calculation of WER-1000 mixing experiments (2 sets)

Exercise 1. Comparison of CFD and coarse mesh calculations wit
measured data, using specified vessel boundary conditions and cor
power distribution.

VVER-1000 MSLB transient (2 scenarios)
Exercise 2. Coupled 3D neutronics/vessel TH simulation usin
specified vessel thermal hydraulic boundary conditions.
Compare the different mixing models (coarse mesh, CFD, mxii

matrix).
Exercise 3. est estimate coupled simulation (plant, 3D vessel ar

core).
Note: point kinetics plant simulation can be added on request of the participants.

* Further details on V100OCT-1 are available In the Draft Benchmark
Specification (7 May 2002) (requires password)

* Summary of the V100OCT starter Workshop (ncluding summary of 13WRTT3
hosted by the Forschungzentrum Rossendorf (FZR), Germany, 28-30 May
2002

* First Workshop to be held In Spring 2003 at CEA Saclay, France

Contact at OECD/NEA:

OECD/NEA Data Bank
Le Seine-Saint Germain
12 boulevard des les
F-92130 ssy-les-Moulineaux
France
Tel: +33 145 24 10 72/178
Fax: +33 145 24 11 10/28

Last update: 15 October 2002
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AER Workinw Group E in 2002

Ludmila Mar-kova, NRI Rez, Czech Republic, nmaroa rr.cz

The 7th meeting of the AER Working Group E Physical Problems on Spent Fuel,
Radwaste and Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants" was organized by NRT and
held in Rez near Prague, Czech Republic, on 16-17 April, 2002.
The Internet page of the meeting was accessible via the official NRI Internet Pages
http:llwww.nri.cz before the meeting and about a month after it.

The meeting was focused on the following topics:
* the VVER calculational benchmarks (CB2-S, CB4)
• international collaboration on VVER benchmarking generally
* Monte Carlo source convergence (issues related to criticality safety calculations

using 3D away-from-reactor codes based on Monte Carlo method)
* fuel depletion and criticality safety calculations of spent fuel management

systems
* burnup credit implementation in the VVER-440 application area
* spent fuel storage issues (independent wet/dry storage, pool)

List of participants:

Bela TORMA, Paks NPP, Hungary, orma~npphu
Ferenc HANOL, Paks NPP, Hungary, hanofe@Jnpphu
Gabor Hordosy, IFKI Budapest, Hungary, hordosy~sunserv. kJhdhu

Vladimir Chrapciak, yIJE, Trnava, Slovakia, Chrapciak~vujesk
Radoslav Zajac, Slovak Technical University, Bratislava, Slovakia, rzajac~centrum.sk

Mliroslav Keselica, Dukovany NPP, Czech Republic, keselm).edu~,mailcez-cz
Ludmila Markova, NRI Rez, Czech Republic, mar~nricz
Jan Kyncl, NRI Rez, Czech Republic, kyn~nricz
Karel Zalesky, NRI Re7, Czech Republic, zal~,ni. 
Radim Vodka, NRI Rez, Czech Republic, vor~niicz
Tomas Marek, NRI Rez, Czech Repilblic, mak~nricz, .pmarek(~seznamcz
Eva Tinkova, EGP Praha, Czech Republic, inkova(~egpcz
Pavel Mikolas, SK0DA. JS, Plzen, Czech Republicpmiko~As(&adlnskodacz
Jiri Svarny, SKODA JS, Czech Republicjsvamy~ff ad i.skodacz
Josef gustek, SKODA JS, Czech Republic,jsustek(~jad laskodacz

List of papers:,

V Chrapciak: Preliminary evaluation of numerical benchmark CB2-S
Radoslav Zajac: The increase of the accuracy of calculation of the neutron emission

from the spent nuclear fuel VVER-440
M. Kesel ica: Spent Fuel Tracking System at the Dukovany NPP
V Chrapciak, P.Mikolas: Evaluation of horizontal burnup profile for VVER-440 fuel

assembly
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G Hordosy Short summary of the source convergence problems discussed at the
NEA WPCNS meeting in December 2001

.1. Svarny. MCNP cask modeling B 4 benchmark results
L. Markova: Preliminary Evaluation of CB4 Results (VER-440 Burnup Credit

Benchmark)
J. Kyncl: A Note on CB4 Benchmark
G. Hordosy: Effect of the spatial change of the fuel assembly burnup on the

criticality of a conceptual compact storage pool
T. Marek: Basic Analyses of k., Sensitivity to Depletion Parameters and Bur-nup
J. Svam-y: Axial burnup profiling and end effect.
P. Mikolas: Creation of database of spent fuel isotopic composition for VVER440

Conclusions

The participants found the meeting very fruitful. The topics of the participants'
contributions resulted firom the issues currently solved by the participating analysts, e g
burnup credit implementation in the VVER environment. New topic connected with the
source convergence of calculational methods based on Monte Carlo was introduced by
the Hungary representative in 0ECD/NBA/NCS WNCS and widely discussed.
Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic are interested in the mutual collaboration of
the analysts working in the area of VVER spent fel applications Also Finland is
contributing much to the common effort in spite of the fact that this year the Finnish
representative apologized for not being able to come. As for the former Eastern Germany
VVERs analysts, it is understood that our former colleagues have not been working yet
exclusively in the VVER environment. On the other hand, it could certainly be useful and
profitable for a parts if also frther VVER operating countries as Russia and the
Ukraine think of the fture personal participations in the AER Group E meetings and
activities. Both the Kurchatov's institute, Moscow (which this year apologized for not
attending the meeting) and IPPE, Obninsk, never participated in a person at a Group E
meeting. However, in the past both institutions virtually collaborated via Internet on
VVER spent fel benchmarking, which was very appreciated. As for Bulgaria
participation, we understand that some support is needed to fund the attendance of
prospective participants.

As for the organizer of the 8th AER Group E Meeting in spring 2003, the Group E
representatives of VUJ Trnava, Slovakia, and KFK1 Budapest, Hungary, will discussed
the issue at the level of their institutes. The final decision will be announced to the AER
Secretary before the AER Science Committee Meeting.
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Section 6. Criticality Safety and Spent Fuel

Chairman: V. Chraptiak

In this section were 6 papers presented.

Mr. Chrap~iak has informed about WG ,,E activities in 2002. Two presentations were about
numerical benchmarks C132-S (final evaluation, Chrap~iak) and C1B5 (definition, Manolova).
In two presentations (Kovbasenko, Prodanova) are calculations of nuclide inventory and spent
fuel criticality with codes NESSELA, NUKO and CASMO-4 described. In last presentation
Mr. Kyncl have analyzed convergence and numerical error for Monte Carlo method (code
MCNP4a).

Vladimir Chrap~iak



V. LeEK: REEIV' Ituul'UUUK MC aCUVRLY U1

AER Working Group ,,`
Spent Fuel Transmutations

Part 1. 0~ regular meeting.
Part 2. Transmutations in EU and further countries.

4 th regular meeting.

The fourth regular session of the AER Working Group 4" (WGf) was hold in Treat,
Czech Republic in April 2-5, 2002. The organization of the session was based on the decision of
the AER Scientific Council meeting, which was held during the I ' Symposium of AER,
Hungary, Csopak, September 24-28, 2001.

There is a program of the session in the Appendix No. 1 and the list of participants in the
Appendix No.2.

The representatives of participating countries have informed about the current status of
solutions and plans in the spent nuclear fuel problems in their countries.

There has been given an overview information on the MOST project, which is done in the
5th framework program of EU from March, 2001. Slovakia expressed wish to take part in the 6n
framework EU projects, concerning end of fuel cycle as an associated member. Czech specialists
will give to Slovak colleagues all current data and will inform French coordinators.

Thorough information about the AMPULA experiment has been given - program is open
to other participants.

Russian code ISTAR for burn up calculations in molten salt liquid fuels was successfully
put into the operation in NRI Rez Czech Republic and in VWJE Trnava and Technical University
Bratislava in Slovakcia at the end of the ast year - both sides will cooperate on the frther
development.

Necessity of the systematic study of the old literature, specially from the ORNI, was
underlined. The modem databasis should be prepared.
Comparison of the AMSTER and SPHIN variants of MS reactors from the point of view of
transmutation and secondary radioactivity should be prepare to be able to make decision for
the design works.
Slovaian colleagues suggested to organize next, 5 meeting in Slovakia, Smolenice, April
22-25, 2003.

American "Program Plan for Development of Molten-Salt Breeder Reactors", ORNL-
5018 (1974) was given for participants to be acquainted with it and some examples of the last
Semiannual progress reports, too.

Materials presented on the WGf session are reachable via

OpfiergfAv
up to the end of AER symposium this year. Participants can read and copy presentations but
cannot change if. If there are some needs to change the flies, they must be sent to lele(1~nri.cz

Czech side underlines that successful participation on the further development of the end
of nuclear fuel cycle problems suppose to unify activity of several branches - physics is only one
of them.
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it as been recommended to continue in the organization ot turther regular meetings in
the framework of AER WG'f" Transmutations, as well as of the AER symposia

Appendix 1.
Program of the AER Working Group Meeting

` Spent Fuel Transmutations 
Trest. Czech Republic. April 2 - 5 2002

There were 18 presentations given on the session, most of them in the electronic form.
All were accessible through the www pages on the address ftp:f/aerwgfuiv~cz already two weeks
after the session. We recommend to do it through the fp protocol also for others. If the address is
prepared it could be done immediately without problems.

Appendix 2
List of parti ipants:

ADDRESSES

There were 24 participants from Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Germany present on
the working group. Addresses and names see fplar&uv
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Transmutations in EU and further countries.

There were two meetings of EU MOST (Review of Molten Salt Technology) cooperation
Cadarache, January 22-23, 2002 and Cadarache, June 21 in connection with the Gedeon
conference Cadarache, June 19-21 in France. All this negotiations are exclusively devoted to the
transmutation of nuclear spent fuel with the molten salt reactor without accelerator.

Representatives of the American ORNI, took part on the last two meetings. Gedeon
meeting attended about seventy mostly France specialists. Representatives of Germany, Czech
Republic, Hungary, EU nuclear research laboratories and Russian specialist from ISTC
cooperation were also present. Most of presentations were in the French language. This activity
forms step by step strong collective of specialist, which will be able in near future to prepare
projects of the industrial type.

MOST project is supposed for the two years period up to the November 2003. That is
why several new projects are suggested. Corresponding information for the preparation of 6lih EU
framework program should be available in the form of Expression of Interest (Eol) on the
internet during September 2002. Czech Republic took active part in preparation two of them.
About EoI sehttp://www.cordis.lu/fb6/eoi-instrumen 

Ongoing co-operations directly connected with molten salt end of fuel cycle are
AMPULA (Russia, Czech Republic) - burn up of ampoulas with americium in research reactors
and ICTCI1606 - study of molten salts with plutonium in loops experiments.

Rising interest to molten salts is also due to high temperature reactor which could be
cooled instead of helium with various molten salts and used to the hydrogen production for the
future cars engines.
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Ch Iteau de Cadarache, France, June 19-20, 200,
12t SYMPOSIUM of AER on VVER Reactor Physics and Reactor Safel.

Sunny Beach, Bulgaria, September 22-28, 200

Molten Salt End of Nuclear Fuel Cycle, Money and Time.

Vladimir Lelek
lelekcnri.cz

Nuclear Research Institute Rez
Czech Republic

Introduction.

We are now in the process of planning and analyzing of our degree of knowledgi
and as a result of it should be a promise what we are able to do during the next six years
Sometimes it Is said that we are planning innovative type of the reactor but it seems the
all we want to close nuclear fuiel cycle - at least spent all elements which are arising i
contemporary commercial recors by neutron capture on the heavy nuclei, which we wan
to fission and make heat and electricity from them.

It is not so easy to make a plan to develop new type of the reactor - you need lot c
money to prepare such document and not only money, you need also to be in consensu:
with thelpotential customer to have a perspective for the realization.

It is quite natural to try to use any available source of information to document tha
our effort will be realistic and that the aim will be fulfilled. We suppose that the neares
technical document Is [1] and it seems us also that, that old molten salt breeder reactor ii
technically about the same (maybe 80%) as this we want to do. It is also clear for thi
informed people that i s not the task for the several boys or girls - It s huge Industrial tasi
for which group of people, specialized in various branches are needed. Money and peopli
are mutually connected - quality of money is measured by their amount, with the quality c
people or manpower it is more complicated - both are necessary. It seems me that it 
also not enough, something like common will and society demand are also needed for th(
specialists to live and work for such the common target.

Being limited by the time and money we are trying to use the old knowledge tC
demonstrate where we are now on the way to suggest society some solution and how fa
we could be able to come having corresponding funding, groups of specialists anc
conditions for common work.

I am pretty sure tha such task should have some facility realization or at least rea
technical readiness to do it after six years and so that let us look what was possible in the
sixtieth in US at least in plans which were at the end not accepted due to political reasons
It is without any doubt that the contemporary society is richer - but is it also so able?
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Basic principles for the MS reactor transmuter planning.

As the first principle - six year development in the new EU task - we suppose to
analyze what would be to bring the knowledge to the full project of so called in old US
program (ORNL-5018; Program Plan for Development of Molten-Salt Breeder Reactor)
molten salt test reactor mockup, to be able to start built up immediately after the six year
and political acceptance.

It seems us in the first approximation that works concerning structural metal,
graphite and some capital investment like Processing Engineering Laboratory, Integrated
Process Test Facility, Steam Generator Tube Test Stand and Pump Test Stand will be the
same and only these works are giving now about 90 mil. EUR. have taken inflation rate in
USD 2.5% (more precisely coefficient is not two times but 2.52 times) and this gives two
times more than 1974 year USD), which is given in the ORNL-5018. It would be good if we
could give more precise estimation of the inflation rate in US ( was informed that inflation
was at the beginning after 1974 about 6% and then about 3%).

Such considerations are bringing us to the amount at least 200 mil. EUR.
(USO)/EUR = 1.1). We do not have too precise information now about the EU possibilities
but it seems us that this is too much. Some further sources must be given - either money
from the spent fuel funds or more countries like US or Japan would have to unify their
funding. It is clear that such thing will be extremely complicated for cooperation but it
seems, that it will be the most powerful approach. To understand how the old plans could
be brought to the contemporary situation would be strong argument for the planning and
money demand.

It seems me that only software and modeling had great development and 
corresponds also to the greater demands for safety analyses, planning and licensing. We
shall have to add probably strategy of the fuel cycle generally, to understand 'qfich power
must be installed and how to do it step by step, changing old electricity capacities to the
new molten salt burners. Also control mechanism of the non-proliferation mechanism must
be introduced directiy into technical plans and development

We suppose that the fel should be delivered as spent PWR fuel in transport
containers and by fluoride volatility process prepared the stream of uranium out and Pu +
minor actinides, probably separated by electrochemical methods and prepared as the
reaco fuel. nternal reprocessing is not yet done and will probably cost more than
cWOrsponds to the old chemistry planning. So that Rt is supposed that two chemical task
will be: front end and internal removal of fission products.

Physical calculations and flowing are now from safety requirements under much
greater demands, that at that times in which reactor was the main modeling device. From
this point of view it is under question mark if both steps MS test reactor mockup and MS
test reactor would be necessary before the full-scale facility. It seems me that much could
be done if we in the first stage on the mock up will have slower flowing and power and
after collecting experience we should be able to work with power several times greater
having quicker flowing and greater flux. But it seems that such consideration are now out
of our experience.

Special analyses concerning costs and future estimation of development - we are
speaking about the tme interval about hundred year and costs comparison of final
disposal and reactors and various safety concepts (geological, engineering, political,..
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Strictly speaking all such considerations suppose at least future stable political systems ,
be able to works with the facilities. Something probably should be based on some believ
(like religious) that this is the problem which must be solved.

My conclusion about this problem is that there are too small collectives in fluorn
chemistry and nearly no physical chemists are included. On the other side there are in 
states some people, which are trying to study transmutations (mostly physicists) but the
are too splitted and do not have conditions for the dlose cooperation, which is absolute
necessary if to work on one project - some steps to the closer cooperation will be usefi
but such situation cannot be changed quickly. It seems that the overall capacities engage
in the problem are much greater that the direct necessity but they are distributed in varioL
places and of another technical profile.

Problems of so called spent fuel funds are different in the different countries an
mostly arose in the period in which the closed fuel cycle was the only dream. It seems th;
it is the broader result of the sometimes condemned green policy. Society is able to soh
the problem of the closed factory or buildings like the nature can solve the problem of loc
environment problems but nuclear energy is too great to let it. That is surely why m
should accept this "green"~ demand of the dosed fuel cydle which society expressed in i
final disposal terms in the time past. It is also dear, that laws in some countries does n
allow to use spent fuel funds too freely to protect them from the bankruptcy. B
technology is under development and explanation should be done to the society th
nuclear engineers are also able to fulfill their "green` targets as it was done by the ca
factories through the catalyzators.

Let us try how to estimate how much money is civilization collecting to solve it.

Available money estimation.

It is known that in our country (Czech Republic, from Dukovany, 4x44OMW
176MW) we are paying approximately 2mil. USD monthly into the Spent Fuel Fund (SF
called RAWRA agency.

EU and other countries nuclear power station capacities were determined from tI
IAEA data - see Table 1.

From that follows, that about 3618.5 mil EUR in EU is given into the 8FF each yei
Estimation can have rather big error but probable number will be higher due to prices
manpower, which is in EU countries more expensive than in Czech Republic. All such dE
are public available, but have not find corresponding tables so thatthe estimation is do
in the described way.

If we say that we shall need about 250 mil EUR for six years, we shall need abc
41.2 mil EUR yearly. This is about 2% of the year money for the EU + assoc. countries
also US take part then it is slightly less than 1 %.

It seems that such money are acceptable money if as a result technology would
developed, which will be instead of final disposal. Moreover it is expected that part oft
work will be supported directly from another EU funds and also by national R&D funding.

It is also known that spent fuel must be stored and guarded - as a result of so
technology development such money will be step by step saved.
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Further income from the technology - electricity and secondary raw materials
should be also included in future.

It should be noted that as a result from such money not yet full technology will be
available - only responsible data for the first facility, which will serve for the technology last
step development (before the industrial step).

Expected cost of the facility will be of the same magnitude - 250 mil EUR, but it will
already transmute fuel, examples of PWIR and could fully transmute all fuel from EU
research reactors.

We suppose, that SFFs are indexed slightly above the inflation rate (?). So that
specially SFFs of formerly western countries, which are already long time functioning,
should have good income from it. This could be of the same order about 1 % - R&D money.

It seems that there are no reasons to interpret R&D costs for transmutation than
final disposal works.

It should be noted that authors like me does not have rights to suggest something to
the society. There must be much greater consensus among specialists - but we are now
in the process of looking for it. Author will be happy if could help it.

In the enclosure of this material, which we are bringing some tables, describing
stages of the task. It should be said that it is more the material for the discussion than for
the planning - it is very fist draft. Look and criticize!

Maximal and minimal variants.

Technically we are sure that there are three such aims for the next six years:
(i to project something like MSRE (money about several tenths of millions of

EUR); this suppose that after six years we are ready to build up facility.
Money for the realization are not included

(ii) to follow American program fully - argumentation is enclosed and promise
something, which is called MSR mockup (power about 50 MW, and full
simulation). In such a case it needs money about 200 mil EUR- It seems
that we (Europe) are not in the position as US was in 1974 and that such
approach is now nearly impossible.

(iii) to keep the program in the small dimensions and try wait to development
mainly in the chemistry to be able to prepare facility project in the next
framework program.

We believe that variant (i) is realizable without any doubt. Situation more or less
depends on the degree of on line chemistry realization. It is in this variant supposed that
chemistry Will be external and realized during the next framework program.

Author express thanks to 0. Matal from the TU Brno for the psychological support
and technical discussions during the preparation of this material.

There Is now in EU process called Expression of Interest. Some formal information Is on the web site
http://ww.oordis.lu/fp6leol-4nstruments
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Table 1.
NUCLEAR POWER STATUS AROUND THE WORLD end of 2001) 

reactors in operation reactors under construction
No. of units total not MWE No. of units total net MWE

ARGENTINA 2 935 1 692
ARMENIA 1 376
BELGIUM 7 5712 _____ ______

BRAZIL 2 1855 _____

BULGARIA 8 3538 _____

CANADA 14 9998_____
CHINA 3 2167 7 6420
TAIWAN 6 4884 2 2580
CZECH REPUBUC 6 2589 1 912
FINLAND 4 2858 ____

FRANCE 59 63073 ____ _ ______

GERMANY 19 21122 ____

HUNGARY 4 1755 _________

INDIA 14 2503 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IRAN _ _ _ __2. 2111
JAPAN 53 43491 4 3190
KOREA REP, OF 16 12990 4 3820
LITH-UANIA ______2 2370 _ ____

MEXICO 2 1360 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NETHERLANDS _ ___1 449
PAKISTAN 2 425 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

POMANIA ______1 650 1 650
RUSSIA 29 19843 3 2825
SOUTH AFRICA 2 1800 _________

SLOVAKIA 6 2408 2 776
SLOVENIA _____1 876
SPAIN _ _ _ __9 7512 _ _ _ _ _

SWEDEN 11 9432 ____

SWnTZERLAND 5 3192
UNITED KINGDOM 35 12968
UKRAINE 13 11207 4 3800
UNITED STATES 104 97411 ____

1WORLD TOTAL 438 35,2 31 2775

This total Includes Taiwan, China where six reactors totaling 4884 MWE are in operation. Two units (2650
MWE) are under construction. Table reflects status as of April 2001 as reported to the IAEA.

CZ payment Into the SFF for 1760MW 2 mH. USD nmontfril

E EU = 122 924 MWE
E (BG+CZ+HUN+SK+SLO+CH) = 14 138 MWE
us = 97 411 MWE
JAP+KOR = 56 481 MWE

TOTAL for SFF= 290 954 MWE

[1 1760 x2 x12 x(USDIEUR) =4364.31 ; 1% =43 mil. EUR; USD/EUR = 1.1;

*)IAA BULLETIN 4(2001 )No.4
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Lit e ra tu re .

[1] L.E.McNeese and Staff of the Molten Salt Reactor Program,
Program plan for development of molten-salt breeder reactors,
ORNI-SWl8, December 1974, 670 pages (available from INIS)

Two first information from the upper mention report are here for the general interest and
demonstration of the inflation factors.

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
OPERATED BY UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION FOR THEUS ATOMIC ENERGY COMISSION
Printed in the United States of America Available from
National Technical Information Service
U.S. Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road. Springfield. Virginia 22161
Price: Printed Copy $13.60 Microfiche $2.25

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States
Government Neither the United States nor the United States Atomic Energy Commission,
nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employee&
makes any warranty, express or implied or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately ownec, rights.
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Final Discussion



Sumniary of the final discussion at the 12"l' Symposium of AER

Ulrich Rohide, Sergej Danilin

During the final discussion at the 120" Symposium of AER in Sunny Beach (Bulgaria),
September 23-27, 2002, following items were stressed by the participants:

Concerning changes and extensions in the thematic field of AER it was emphasised, that
thermo-hydraulic problems become more important in the frame of safety analysis by using
coupled thermal hydraulics/neutron kinetics code systems. Especially 3 problems
concerning mixing of fluid with different temperatures and boron acid concentrations are of
growing importance in connection with best estimate safety analysis for cold water and boron
dilution transients. Simplified models validated on experiments and detailed CF1) analysis
should be integrated into the codes. Being a broad field of research, thermo-hydraulic
problems, however, can be considered in AER only in the extend as needed for the application
to safety analysis.

More emphasis should be put on the regulatory bodies view on reactor physics and safety
analysis. The unification of regulatory rules and safety criteria should be supported by
technical recommendations for VVER reactors. However, existing recommendations of the
IAEA should be followed.

All participants in the discussion agreed upon, that the recommended shifts in the thematic
areas can be accomplished within the existing Working Groups

It was emphasised, that the young generation problem is an urgent and important one in
almost all AER member countries. However, no way for a relevant contribution of AER to
this problems was seen. The young generation problem must be solved within the AER
member organisations and countries.

The wish was expressed to give status reports on situation of nuclear energy in the member
countries not only at the symposiums.

Dr. Krasimira Ilieva, the President of the Bulgarian Nuclear Society, informed about the
situation of nuclearenergy in Bulgaria. In spite of the positive evaluation of the safety level of
the units 3 and 4 of NPP Kozloduy by international expert commissions, the closing of these
units latest until 2008 is requested as a pre-condition for joining Bulgaria the EC. The most
urgent problem is, that units and 2 of the NPP are requested to be closed until the end of
2002. Bulgarian government agreed to this request. It was proposed by participants in the
discussion, to include into the conclusions of the 2' Symposium an expression of
disapproval of closing the units and 2 of NPP Kozloduy three months before the end of
cycle because it makes no sense nor from economical point of view, neither considering
safety aspects. This proposal is offered to the Scientific Council Meeting for consideration.
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STUDYING EMERGENCY MODE OF REJECTING VVER-1000 CLUSTER UNDER
CONDITIONS OF ACTUATION OF EMERGENCY PROTECTION WITH

DIFFERENT RATES OF INSERTION, AND PARTIAL FAILURE TO INSERT
CONTROL ROD INTO CORE

Yu. Ovdiyenko, V. Khalimonchuk, 0. Kuchin
(SSTC NRS)

ABSTRACT

This presentation at example of emergency mode related to rejection of cluster studies
how safety of RF with VVER-1000 is influenced by time of CPS control rod increased as
compared to the designed one, and what is the effect of incomplete insertion of some clusters
into core by signals from emergency protection (AZ). Modeling was performed with the use of
spatial kinetics computer code DYN3D [2] using nodal method to calculate distribution of
neutron flux in core, which advantages were addressed in [3]. This mode was modeled in the
beginning, and end of the reactor campaign at the rated level of power with consideration of
complete scale core. It was assumed that emergency protection signal by which CPS control
rods are to be dropped is produced due to decreasing period of reactor below 1 0 s. Influence
of different time of control rods dipping (there were considered dipping time 2, 4, 6sec) aind
partial noninsertion of some control rods (there were considered sticking of 1, 3 and 5 control
rods at 1/3H from core top) were studied.

Studying emergency modes of nuclear facilities operation plays important role as to
provision for safe operation of NPP. Presently, increased requirements are posed to these
studies in terms of quality and adequacy of their modeling. There are several reasons for their
special importance concerning Ukrainian NPPs. First of all, this relates to improvement of fuel
cycle (using gadolinium burnable absorbers, FA with zirconium spacing grids, and guiding
tubes), secondly - to upgrading CPS (using clusters with tips of dysprosium or hafnium
titanate), thirdly - to manifested deficiencies of core and FA design (bending FA, time of CPS
control rods insertion into core increased as compared to the designed one, incomplete
insertion of clusters into reactor). All this taken together stipulates necessity performing
additional assessment of VVER-J 000 under operation at Ukrainian NPPs safety while the
Regulatory Authority making scientifically grounded decisions as to issuing permissions to
operate them. Making such decisions often requires to prove meeting limits of VVER- 1000
safety under some emergency modes. It should be noted that TSS for RF V-320 [ ] considers
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much of designed basis accidents (including such reactivity accidents such as rejection of
cluster, spontaneous insertion of CPS control rod, cooldown of core part) with the use of
simplified model concerning point kinetics of reactor. Taking into account international
experience, and current situation with computer codes, the necessary additional substantiation
of VVER- 1000 safety shall be performed at spatial models of core with the use of reasonable
conservative approach to selection of scenarios on emergency modes.

This presentation at example of emergency mode related to rejection of cluster studies
how safety of RF with VVER- 1000 is influenced by time of CPS control rod increased as
compared to the designed one, and what is the effect of incomplete insertion of some clusters
into core by signals from emergency protection (AZ). Modeling was performed with the use of
spatial kinetics computer code DYN3D 2] using nodal method to calculate distribution of
neutron flux in core, which advantages were addressed in 3]. As object of calculation, the 21
fueling Unit 5 at Zaporizhya. NPP was selected. This mode was modeled in the beginning, and
end of the reactor campaign at the rated level of power with consideration of complete scale
core. t was assumed that emergency protection signal by which CPS control rods are to be
dropped is produced due to decreasing period of reactor below 10 s. These calculations,
according to the requirement from item 3.3.28 of PBYa-04-74, considered not insertion of one
the most efficient rod. Also, it was assumed that time of CPS control rods cluster working
group rejection is equal to 0. 1 s, while time of emergency protection actuation delay is equal to
0.4 s.

1 REJECTION OF VVER-1000 CLUSTER IN THE BEGINNING CAMPAIGN AT
THE RATED LEVEL OF POWER WITH DIFFERENT RATES OF CPS CONTROL

RODS INSERTION

Initial condition of core (t=0 s) is characterized by the following parameters:
- Power of reactor is 3000 MW;
- Temperature of coolant at inlet of core is 287'C;
- Working group of CPS control rods is located at position of H110 =213 cm from

bottom of core;
- Non-uniform equilibrium poisoning with Xe, and non-uniformn non-equilibrium

poisoning with Sm, which concentration equals to sum of equilibrium concentrations
of Sm and Pm at the rated level of power,

- The most efficient CPS control rod corresponds to cluster FA 2N147 om the 3 d

group (during all the calculations keeps extreme upper position).
Rejection of working group cluster from FA of X. 85 was considered. Fig. presents

cartogram on distribution of in-core FA relative powers (kg,) at the moment "t=0", and at
t-0. i s, when cluster was rejected outside core.

1 4
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Fig. 2 - Axial distribution of average linear loading fuel elements

As it is seen from Fig.2, under initial condition, maximum average linear neutron and
thermal power per fuel element ' (without taking into account deformation of power density

across section of FA) are of equal values (since in stationary condition balance occurs between
neutron and thermal power of reactor), reached at height of ~120+.,130 cm from bottom of
core, and equal to some 260 Wicm for FA M87 and Xa99, whereas taking into account
maximum possible coefficient of irregular power density across section for FA X.87 and 99
equal to kx=1 .2, linear loading neutron power per fuel element shall not exceed -312 Wcm.

Insertion of positive reactivity related to rejection of cluster just by the moment of
transient t=0.01 s leads to appearing emergency protection signal caused by decreasing reactor
period below 10 s, and at t=0.41 s all the CPS control rods start inserting into core. It should
be noted here that while modeling the reactor period was estimated proceeding from temporal
behavior of integral neutron power of reactor. Since the period for RE with VVER- 1000 is
calculated by changing neutron power based upon readings from lateral ionizing chambers,
then, in fact, signal on decreasing the reactor period below 10 s can be registered at another
moment. This work did not assess possibility of appearing this signal at another moment. A it
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is seen from Fig.3, positive reactivity at z=0. s, when cluster of working group from PA NM 85
being at extreme upper position reaches maximum value equal to -0.07 IJI. During the period
of 0. 1-0.41 s (CPS control rods are not under insertion yet), it is decreased even something
more (see Fig. 3) due to impact ofrnegative feedbacks.
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As it comes from Fig.2"b", axial deformations of average linear loading thermal power
per fuel element, and their maximum increasing reached at t0.5 s, when thermal output of
reactor reaches its maximum is considerably lower than deformations, and values of linear
loading neutron power. This is explained by delayed increasing thermal power as regards
neutron one. Obviously, maximum average linear loading thermal power are increased by only
-3 Wlcm, and do not exceed -265 Wlcm, and taking into account conservative value of
kK=1.2, maximum value of linear loading thermal power can be estimated as -320 W/cm.

Despite that neutron power of reactor starts decreasing since t0.41I s, temperature of
fuel during this transient (Fig. 5) stops increasing since t--0.5 s. In so doing, average
temperature of fuel pellet of maximum loaded fuel element in FA )(287 at height of
120-130cem from bottom of core is increased from 1l25 C at t0 s up to 1130 'C, while at
200 cm from bottom of core - from 1092 'C up to 1 105 C.
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Table Efficiencies of separate CPS control rods
X.i of CPS control Efficiency, %
rods group

________________Start of campaign End of campaign
1 0.150 0.410
2 0.149 0.410
3 0.940 1.437
4 0.896 1.417

5(8-29) 0.120 0.145
5(4-29) 0.179 0.210
6(7-32) 0.247 0.239
6(6-35) 0.179 ~ 10.207

7 0.179 0.666
8 0.177 0.649
9 0.176 0.654
10 0.135 0.495

There were three following options modeled: incomplete inserting one (A W417), three
(FA X-17, 74, and 151), and five (A Ye-13, 17, 74, 90, and 151) clusters of Group 3.
During all the calculations, under actuation of emergency protection one the most efficient
CPS control rod )C-147 was not inserted into core. Initial condition of core completely
corresponds to that described in Section 1.
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As the calculated results show (see Fig.7), maximum values of subcriticality (after
completed action of fast feedback) are equal to -9.803 (6.3%) under partial not inserting one
rod, -9.4p3 (6.0%1/) under partial not inserting three rods, and -. 9p3 (5.7%/) under partial not
inserting five rods. In this situation (one cluster of Group 3 was rejected, and the most efficient
CPS control rod is not inserted into core by AZ signal), the regulated requirement as to
permissible value of subcriticality equal to not less than 5.5% established for the case when
reactor was at the rated level of power before actuation of AZ is met even under partial not
inserting five rods.

3 ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR SUBCRITICALITY DURING DESIGN BASIS
ACCIDENT RELATED TO REJECTION OF CLUSTER UNDER PARTIAL NOT

INSERTING CPS CONTROL RODS BY SIGNAL OF EMERGENCY PROTECTION
AT END OF CAMPAIGN

This transient was calculated under the same input parameters as for the beginng
campaign, however, taking into account non-uniform equilibrium poisoning with Sm. The same
as in Section 2, by AZ signal all the CPS rods are lowered into core for the designed time.

By the end of campaign, efficiencies of CPS control rods were changed due to
redistribution of neutron flux across core (see Table 1). Because of the rods from Group 3 for
this loading were still the most efficient, the previous layout of CPS control rods with partial
not insertion was selected.

Progressing initial stage of the transient is similar to that described in Section 1. Fig. 8
presents radial distribution of specific power density per FA for t=O s and t=0. 1 s.
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3. During runaway of neutron power lasting -0.5 s, energy released by fuel does not exceed
44 Jg that is considerably lower than 960 JRg accepted for VVER as the safety criterion
assuring absence of considerable damaging fuel elements due to short-term releasing
energy when initial cracks can cause brittle fracture of cladding.

4. There is short-term increasing output temperature of coolant by -20 C at maximum
stressed FA, and during the emergency mode under question exceeding permissible output
temperature can only be observed in those cases when the margin to maximum
temperatures at FA located nearby the rejected cluster is below 2 'C.

5. During the emergency mode under question, subcriticality of reactor can be reduced below
permissible value of 5.5% while sticking five CPS control rods at position of 1/3H--,, from
top of core. If 2 of S stuck rods will restart their movement with delay of not more than 12
s, then permissible value of subcriticality will be assured.

LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

Fig. - Distribution of specific power density
Fig. 2 - Axial distribution of average linear loading fuel elements q

Fig. 3 - Changing reactivity under rejection of working group cluster from FA JN& 85
Fig. 4 -Changing neutron and thermal power under rejection of cluster
Fig. 5 - Changing average temperature of fuel across section of FA N87 at height of

200 cm from bottom of core
Fig. 6 - Changing temperature of coolant at outlet of FA N299
Fig. 7 - Changing reactivity under actuation of emergency protection while partial not

inserting CPS control rods at the beginning campaign
Fig. 8 - Distribution of specific power density by the end of campaign
Fig. 9 - Changing reactivity under actuation of emergency protection under partial not

inserting CPS control rods by the end of campaign
Table - Efficiencies of separate CPS control rods
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STARTUP PHYSICS TESTS AT TEMELIN NPP, UNIT 

SEDLAtEK M., MINARtJN M., T6TH- E., ELKO M., HAWtK R.
VCJJ Tmoava, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The objective, scope and proceedings of the physics tests of Temelin NPP, Unit physical
commissioning are given in this paper. Furthermore, some results of selected physics tests are
presented: reactor initial criticality test, determination of reactor power range for physics
testing, measurement of control rod cluster assembly group no. 10 reactivity worth in case of
limitation system LS(a) actuation, control rd cluster assembly system reactivity worth
measurement with single control rod cluster assembly of greatest reactivity worth stuck in
fully withdrawn position, measurement of differential reactivity worth of control rod chaster
assembly group no. 9, boron "endpoint"' determination and measurement of power reactivity
coefficient.

1. INTRODUCTION

VOTE Trnava, Inc. participated in the commissioning of Temelin NPP Unit 1 in the area of
physics tests preparation, performance and evaluation. VOJE Tmava Inc. specialists
developed the test procedures, which include test objective, initial and final conditions of NPP
instrumentation and systems before and after the test performance, test sequence, evaluation
methods, test criteria etc. Specialized. data acquisition, treatment, archiving and evaluation
software applications developed by VUJE Tmava were used in course of the test performance
and evaluation.

This paper gives an overview of objective, scope, process and some results of selected startup
physics tests of Temelfi NPP Unit commissioning.
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2. OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND PROCESS OF STARTUP PHYSICS TESTS

The objective of Unit 1 startup physics tests was to verify the reactor core neutron

characteristics, which are important to nuclear safety.

The scope of physics tests was determined according to commissioning programs of WWER-
1 000 plants in Russia and Ukraine and guidelines of Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
USA. Thig scope was extended with the tests that conform to the latest nuclear safety practice,
namely ejection of control rod cluster assembly and limitation system actuation with the
control rod cluster assembly of greatest reactivity worth stuck in fully withdrawn position.
The final test program consisted of following tests and subtests, in chronological order:

F003/A Reactor initial criticality test,
FOO3C/l,2 Determination of the neutron source used in point kinetics equations,
F004 Check for coupling of control rod assemblies with their drives,
F003B Determination of reactor power range for physics testing,
FOO3D) Reactivity computer checkout,
F00611 Efficiency of limitation system (reactivity worth of all control rod cluster

assemblies dropped into reactor core),
F005/1 Verification of control rod cluster assembly group no. 10 reactivity worth in

case of limitation system LS(a) actuation,
F00711 Isothermal Temperature Coefficient in the range within 268÷.285 C and

pressure reactivity coefficient measurement,
F01 6/i Reactor noise measurement with all control rod cluster assemblies in working

positions at HZP,
F006/2 Verification of selected control rod cluster assembly group reactivity worth

after limitation system LS(c) actuation,
F005/2 Integral reactivity worth of control rod cluster assembly groups measured using

group swap method and boron "endpoint" determination,
F005/3 Determination of differential and integral reactivity worth of control rod cluster

assembly groups by changing the boron concentration in moderator and
measurement of differential boron worth (boron reactivity coefficient),

F007,2,3,4 Measurement of temperature and pressure reactivity coefficient on 8111 91* and
1 0"' group of control rod cluster assemblies,

F006/5 Efficiency of limitation system (reactivity worth of all control rod cluster
assemblies dropped into reactor core from RIL position estimated after 1000
Mwd/tU),

F01 6/2 Reactor noise measurement with control rod cluster assemblies in RIL position
at HZP,

F006/6 Efficiency of limitation system (reactivity worth of (N-i) control rod cluster
assemblies dropped into reactor core from RIL position estimated after 1000
Mwd/tU with single control rod cluster assembly of greatest reactivity worth
stuck in fully withdrawn position),

F005/4 Reactivity worth of single control rod cluster assembly ejected from the reactor
core,
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F006/3 Efficiency of limitation system (reactivity worth of (N-I) control rod cluster
assemblies dropped into reactor core with single control rod cluster assembly
of greatest reactivity worth stuck in fully withdrawn position),

F0 14 Measurement of reactor core symmetry,
F009 Measurement of power coefficient of reactivity at 1 % of full power.

Note: There were several subtests performed as a part of the whole test. The number
of subtest is listed after the slash behind the test procedure number.

The physics tests at Unit of Temnelin NPP were performed from October 9, 2000 to October
24, 2000. The net time needed for all tests performance (not considering non-physics tests and
idle-time) was 260 hours. First reactor criticality was achieved on October 11, 2000 at 6:19
AM. All physics tests were carried out in power range 3 * 0-3 - 1.9 % of full power.

V0JE Trnava specialists worked as test leaders/coordinators and were responsible for data
acquisition from systems PFS and STDAS and their fuirther processing. They were supported
by (CEZ-ETE reactor physicists. Technological systems were controlled exclusively by
CEZ-ETE operating staff.

3. RESULTS OF SELECTED STARTUP PHYSICS TESTS

Preliminary evaluations of individual tests were produced immediately after the test
completion. The test leader submitted the preliminary evaluation results to (CEZ-ETE in form
of Test Report (11. Temelin NP? Unit Startup Physics Tests Final Evaluation Report 21 was
delivered to CEZ-ETE in two months after completion of startup physics test program.

Overview of selected test results is summarized in following paragraphs.

REACTOR INITIAL CRITCALITY TEST (F003A)

Control of reactor criticality achievement was improved by neutron sources used for the first
time in this type of reactor in order to increase initial neutron flux. Neutron sources were
placed in fuel assemblies 02-31 and 12-37. Criticality approach was controlled with source
range neutron detectors (ionization chambers - K) no. 5, 15, 25 and neutron detectors (K) of
PFS system no. 4, 14, 24. After withdrawal of all 1 0 groups of control rod cluster assemblies
the critical state was achieved with decrease of boron concentration in primary
coolant/moderator. Time scale graph of source range detectors' inverse count rates during
boron dilution is shown in Fig. . The shown time interval represents filter saturation
followed by boron concentration equalization among primary circuit (PO), pressurizer (KO)
and deaerator of make-up system (OD), boron dilution in high flow and low flow regime until
the first reactor critical state achievement at 6:19 AM, October 1 , 2000.
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Fig. 1 Time scale graph of source range detectors' inverse count rates during boron
dilution.

Fig. 2 Signal of source range neutron detectors recorded during first criticality approach
at Unit Temelin NPP.
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From Fig. it's evident that source range detector no. 5 (K 5) which was the farthest placed
from neutron sources staid under its sensitivity threshold until high flow boron dilution stage
was finished. Time to criticality during approach was assumed from extrapolation of inverse
count rate curves to zero value. Taking into account that shape of these curves depends on
mutual position of source and detector (for detector placed near the neutron source the curve
is of concave shape and for detector placed far from the neutron source the curve is of convex
shape) the predicted time of criticality differed for each 1K. As the control of criticality
approach followed the conservative strategy the ime to criticality was predicted according to
values obtained from K 5, which in comparison with other ionization chambers had shown
the shortest time to criticality.

VERIFICATION OF CONTROL ROD CLUSTER ASSEMBLY GROUP NO. 10
REACTIVITY WORTH IN CASE OF LIMITATION SYSTEM LS(A) ACTUATION
(F0OS/I)

The test was divided into four parts. Reactivity worth measurement of control rod assembly
group 10 between positions given in Table after LS(a) actuation was performed in each part
of the test. Individual measuirements consisted of stepwise control rod group insertion into the
core followed by stepwise group withdrawal to initial position (final position).

Comparison of measured and calculated values is listed in Table 1. Experimental reactivity
worth of measured interval is represented as an average of measured worth values determined
during rod group insertion and withdrawal. Measured reactivity worth of the measured
interval is determined using the calculated integral worth of control rod group no. 10. Relative
deviations between measured and calculated values are within range -6.6 + -5.9 % rel. and
conform to test criterion which allows for ±20 % rel. deviation.

Table 1 Reactivity worth of control rod group no. 10 for measured intervals at primary
coolant temperature of 279.6 'C.

Position ofmes-cl
control rod P~ 1cM caic

group no. 1 0 c

step pmpmrl
(l step = 2cm) jmpr rl

103,6 + 127,1 58,9 62,75 -6,1

88,3+ 126,8 111,3 1 19,19 -6,6

73,3 +130,0 173,0 185,24 -6.6

153,5 122,3 40,2 42,71 -5,9
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DETERMINATION OF DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL REACTIVITY WORTH OF
CONTROL ROD CLUSTER ASSEMBLY GROUPS BY CHANGING THE BORON
CONCENTRATION IN MODERATOR AND MEASUREMENT OF DIFFERENTIAL
BORON WORTH (BORON REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT) (F005/3)

Determination of integral and differential reactivity worth (using boron exchange) of control
rod cluster group 9 ran simultaneously with reactivity worth measurement of groups 8 and 10.
Overlap of these groups is set to 50% (see Fig. 3). Worth of group 9 was measured throughout
its whole length, from fully inserted to fully withdrawn position (0 -175 steps). The
measurement used boron exchange method. Small reactivity changes caused by boron
concentration change were compensated by periodical insertion/withdrawal of groups 8, 9 and
1 0 in such way, that the reactivity was kept within ±30 pcm. Value of reactivity introduced by
insertion/withdrawal regarding to shift in control rod cluster group position represents the
differential worth for respective group position. Measured points of differential worth form
the measured differential worth curve - see Fig. 3.

Numerical integration of individual differential worth in measured position range results in
measured integral worth characteristic curve for control rod groups 8, 9 and 1 0. Calculated
values are taken from neutron-physics calculations for Unit . Relative deviation between
measured and calculated integral reactivity worth of control rod cluster groups 8, 9 and 10 in
measured range was -7.2 % rel. and the result meets the test criterion.

140…

f25 a 75 Kc151

Pgioi or or~~ 10 jstept

Fig. 3 Differential reactivity worth of control rod cluster group 9 measured with boron
exchange method, Tpo 279.0 'C, ppo = 15.60 MPa, NR = 0.003 %Nnm
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BORON "ENDPOINT" DETERMINATION (F005/2)

The purpose of this test is to determine so called "endpoint" boron concentrations for these
control rod group positions:

- ARO, all control rod cluster assemblies are fully withdrawn from reactor core, or
- ARI x, all control rod cluster assemblies of group x are in individual mode fully inserted

into the core, where x is the number of measured group (x = 1, 2, 3 .. 10), other groups
are fully withdrawn from the core.

It's impossible to bring the reactor into steady state exactly in these positions therefore the
reactor is stabilized in positions near to ARO or ART x. The remaining reactivity worth of
respective group has to be estimated. This is done by inserting of respective group (in case of
ARO by withdrawal) into the end position and from the reactivity change the addition to
measured boron concentration is assessed. This corrected value of boron concentration is
called "endpoint" concentration. Measured values of "endpoint" concentrations are listed in
Table 2.

Table 2 "Endpoint" concentrations for control rod group positions.

Group (CA). (ACMD (C&)M (CB)CO meas-calc
position ____

ARI 6,3250 -0,0047 6,3203 6,5826 -0,26
AR! 2 6,3250 -0,0050 6,3200 6,5826 -0,26
ARI 3 6,1750 -0,0215 6,1535 6,4276 -0,27
ARI 4 6,1750 -0,0117 6,1633 6,4276 -0,26
ARI 5 6,3500 -0,0103 6,3397 6,5820 -0,24
ART 6 6,4500 -0,0183 6,4317 6,7061 -0,27
ARI 7 6,3250 -0,0175 6,3075 6,5643 -0,26
ARI 8 6,3250 -0,0185 6,3065 6,5637 -0,26
ARI 9 6,00 -0,0110 6,1890 6,4384 -0,2
ART 10 6,50 -0,0107 6,3393 6,5957 -0,2
ARO 6,50 0,0184 1 6,58 6,833A-0,2

(CB). - measured value of boron concentration near to ARI x/ARO
(ACa)mn - boron concentration assessed from insertion/withdrawal to ARI x/ARO

(C8)m ~ - measured value of 'endpoint' boron concentration
(C&Wj - calculated value of 'endpoint' boron concentration
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EFFICIENCY OF LIMITATION SYSTEM (REACTIVITY WORTH OF (N-i) CONTROL
ROD CLUSTER ASSEMBLIES DROPPED INTO REACTOR CORE WITH SINGLE
CONTROL ROD CLUSTER ASSEMBLY WITH GREATEST REACTIVITY WORTH
STUCK IN FULLY WITHDRAWN POSITION (F00613)

Test process was monitored with K 14 and K 24 which are shifted by 1200 around the
reactor center.

Control rod cluster assemblies were dropped into the core from above critical state with p=
4-24 pcm (+3.4 cent) and power of 0.4 % N.,. Control rod cluster assembly 02-33 which is
the nearest assembly of group no. 4 to K 14 was stuck in fully withdrawn position. The
reactivity computed fromt K 14 and K 24 signals exhibited different behavior. Detector K
14 registered the stuck control rod cluster and from steady reactivity value it's possible to
assess ifluence of the stuck cluster on total worth of all control rod groups. According to
evaluation methodology the test criterion is based on the difference between reactivity
determined from the signal of the detector nearest to stuck control rod cluster and calculated
reactivity. K 24 didn't register the stuck control rod cluster and recorded just the reactivity
corresponding to total reactivity worth of all control rod cluster assemblies without the stuck
cluster.

The stuck control rod assembly 02-3 3 was released and dropped into the core 76 seconds after
limitation system actuation Reactivity of IK 14 stabilized at approximately the same value as
of 1K 24, i. e. at the value corresponding to total reactivity worth of control rod system
without the stuck cluster.

Reactivity worth of the system with one control rod cluster stuck in withdrawn position and
also the total worth of all control rod clusters are sumnmarized in Table 3.

Table 3 Reactivity worth of control rod cluster system (total and with one stuck cluster).

Measurement IK no. PmmPac mewn - calc loo
_____ ____ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ c alc

_____________________ __________ % rel.

60 clusters dropped 4 --- _____

into core with cluster 14 4355,9 4994,2 -12,8
02-33 stuck 24 ---__ _ __ __ _ _ __ _--___ _ _

after stuck cluster 4-- 
02-33 was dropped 14 5638,1 6649,4 -15,2
into core 24 5555,9 ______ -16,4

_______________ 14+ 24 5597,0 6649,4 -15,8
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Fig. 4 Behavior of reactivity determined from signals of IK 14 and 1K 24. (N-I) control rod
clusters were dropped into the core with delayed drop of single control rod cluster.

MEASUREMENT OF POWER COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY (P009)

Power coefficient of reactivity measurement was the last physics test of physics
commissioning. It was performed by raising and lowering the reactor power - two power
increases and two decreases were carried out. The test evaluation is based on processing of
reactivity, K current signals, values obtained from wide range neutron detectors, average
temperature and average pressur of primary circuit coolant. Reactor thermal power was
determined with use of thermal power calibration curve for 1K 24 current signal. Temperature,
pressure and reactivity drift changes occurred during the measurement whose influence on
reactivity had to e compensated. Measured power coefficients of reactivity and their
comparison with calculated value are listed in Table 4 together with changes of primary
circuit main parameters during measurement.

Relative deviation between mean measured and calculated value of power coefficient of
reactivity is -0.8 % rel. and meets the test criterion of ±30 % rel.
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Table 4 Comparison ofnmeasured andecalculated values of power coefficient of reactivity.

Initial and final values (p 11 (OP ' Rel.

Meas. NR Tpo group 1 0 .ON) ~ O~ N) dev.*

% Nno 0C step pcm/oN. pcrm/%N. % rel.

1. power 0,009+1,263 279,1-279,0 102~÷1 10 -14,02*+0,57 -2,0
increase

1. power 1,035÷0,007 278,9,-278,6 108+99 -14,6511,31 2,4
decrease _______

2. power 0,010÷1,121 278,5÷278,6 103-109 -14,484*0,59 -14,30 1,3
increase__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2. power 0,980-0,006 278,7÷.278,3 109,102 -13,56*L1,13 -5,2
decrease__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

valu 0,006,1,263 278,7 105 -14,180,0-,

*Rel.dev. mea - calc10
calc

4. CONCLUSION

The startup physics test program for low power tests of Temnelin NPP Unit 1 was performed
according to Stage program [31 and all measured values of neutron-physics parameters
compared with calculated values [4] met the requirements of test criteria.

Due to limitations of this paper it wasn't possible to present complete information about
methods of test performance and evaluation and all test results. More detailed information is
provided in [1], [2), [5].
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LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

ARO -All Rods Out, all control rod clusters are fully withdrawn from core
ARI x -All Rods In, all rods of control rod cluster group x are fully inserted into core
calc -calculated value
CEZ-ETE -Czech Power Board - Temelin NPP
HZP Hot Zero Power
ITC -Isothermal Temperature Coefficient
lK -ionization chamber
KO -pressurizer

LS -Limitation System
meas - measured value
NPP - Nuclear Power Plant

Nmn ~- reactor nominal power output
OD - deaerator of make-up system
porn - percent milli-rho, unit of reactivity (1/1000 of % reactivity)
PFS - reactivity computer and data acquisition system for physics tests
PO - primary circuit
ppo - primary system pressure
rel. - relative
RIL - Rod Insertion Limit
step - unit of cluster motion; step = 2 cm
STDAS - plant data acquisition system
TPO - Reactor Coolant System temperature

Pmm ~- measured reactivity
Pcwc - calculated reactivity
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ABSTRACT

The aim of Hot Zero Power Physics Tests (HZPPT) is to experimentally coal

neutron-physical characteristics of the reactor core and to give a proof that the core sal

observed.

The Reactivity Meter CVR8 (IBP8) has been used for many years for HP P'

Kozloduy NPP WWER-440 reactors.

A new Advanced Software for Reactivity Meter CVR8 (ASRM) is developed

from Kozloduy NPP. Actually ASRM is a software appendix and improverment to Rt

CVRS. Nowadays this new software for Reactivity Meter CVR8 is under procedure of v

validation.

Main results of HZP Physics Tests are obtained by means of both Reactivity Mt

ASRM. Theoretical values, calculated by means of SPPSI.6 [1] code are given accordin

experimental conditions. Comparison between experimental and calculational data durn

Tests at Kozloduy NPP WWER-440 reactors is presented in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

H-ot Zero Power Physics Tests (1-ZPPTI) at Kozloduy NPP WWER-440 reactors consist of thc

following items:

* CRITICAL BORON CONCENTRATION;

* NEUTRON FLUX SYMMETRY;

* ISOTHERMAL TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT;

* r0 GROUP CONTROL RODS WORTH;

* CONTROL RODS WORTH.

During the HZP physics tests relatively large discrepancies between experimental a(

calculational values of the reactivity effects and coefficients are observed, especially in the case o

measuring control rods worth. These discrepancies basically due to the old and unable to updat

software, built-in CVR1-8 reactivity meter, which is used to measure reactivity during the tests. T

resolve this problem, a new software complement to the CVR.-8 is developed by specialists from NPI

Kozloduy. It uses preliminarily calculated sets of delayed neutrons precursors parameters, whic

depend on the specific fuel loading of the reactor core. Thus, the differences observed betwee

experimental and calculational data were reduced to 10-15 % for small subcritical states (- 2 .L -3 6,f

2. ADVANCED SOFTWARE FOR REACTIVITY METER

Both CVR8 and the Advanced Software for Reactivity Meter solve the right side of tb

inversed point kinetics model [2]:

where:

- decay constant of the delayed neutron precursor of the i-th group

/7, - delayed neutron fraction of the i-th group

flr - delayed neutron effective fraction

p - measured reactivity

p'- measured reactivity in Pffg units

I - detector current

An intermediate range out-core boron detector with current output is connected to the CV]

reactivity meter to measure reactor neutron flux. CV1RS uses four built-in invariable sets of delay
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neutrons precursors parameters, depending on the U235IpU239 ratio in the reactor core, as it is sh(

bel1o w:

• Set 0 - 100% U235 and 0% Pu239;

* Set 1 - 90% U23S and 10% Pu239;

* Set 2 - 80% U23 and 20% Pu239;

• Set 3 - 700 h U23 and 30% Pu39

During start-up HZPPT set 2 is used, which is the most appropriate, (as recommended b.

provider of the CVR8 reactivity meter) relatively corresponding to the standard fuel loading

average bum-up in the WWER-440 reactor core at the beginning of the fuel cycle. These dat

presented in Table 1. The Reactivity Meter CVR8 has two basic disadvantages:

* possibility of saving and restoring measured detector current and calculated reac

data is not provided;

* CVRS8 uses very limidted number of built-in invariable sets of delayed neutrons preci

parameters (pij and 1), which do not take into account the concrete reloading pattern.

The first disadvantage leads to HZ? physics tests data loss and it is impossible those dau

evaluated and fitted off-line at a later moment of time. The second one brings very large relative

between experimental and calculational data, because calculational reactivity data are given

units, where P3.r depends on the concrete isotopic content in the reactor core.

As a solution of the problem a PC-based software appendix to the CVR8 reactivity n

developed (ASRM) . This software uses CVR8 as a detector current data source only. The adv..

of the new ASRM are as follow:

* possibility of applying various sets of delayed neutrons precursors parameters to c;

reactivity, according to the concrete fuel loading;

* possibility of on-line and off-line reactivity calculation and data saving on a hard c

floppy drive;

* HZ? physics tests data fitting;

* Advanced user interface, based on MS Windows platform.

Two of the user windows are shown in fig. 1 and fig. 2.

3. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATIONAL DATA

The preliminary results from the software verification and validation procedure

almost full coincidence between CVR8 data and ASRM data, using Keepin's set of delayed

precursors parameters for 80% U23" and 20% Pu29 - the relative error is less than 0. 1%. The
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H-ZP Physics Tests, the Advanced Software for Reactivity Meter can be used for WWER-440 reactivity

measurements with high reliability and precision.

Experimental and calculational data of the isothermal temperature coefficients are presented

in Table 2. These data are measured both with CVR8 and ASRM. The Reactivity Meter CYRS uses

Keepin's set of delayed neutrons precursors parameters for 80% U23" and 20% pu239, as it is shown in

Table 1. ASRM uses BIPR7[31 code calculated set of delayed neutrons precursors parameters,

according to the concrete core design and state. Theoretical values have been calculated by means of

SPPS1.6 code and they are given in 0,ff units, according to individual experimental conditions. A

significant reduce of the relative error between experimental and calculational reactivity data for the

isothermal temperature coefficient has been achieved - the use of ASR1M with BIPR7 code calculated

delayed neutrons precursorsparameter decreases the relative error almost 2 times which lies in the

range of 7+20%

Experimental and calculational data of the 6-th group worth are presented in Table 3. In this

case, the relative errors between experimental and calculational data have been also reduced twice.

Experimental and calculational data of the control rods worth are presented in Table 4. The

relative errors between CVR8 data and calculational data are in the range of 28-49/5. The relative

errors between ASRM data and calculational data are in the range of 20+.42%. Therefore, ASRM data

of the control rods worth are closer to the calculational data than CVR8 data are. In this case however,

no significant success has been achieved. Large discrepancy between experimental and calculational

data is still present. There are three main reasons, which explain that effect:

* kinetics model imperfection, which is used to measure reactivity [2];

* larger errors of the 3D-dfuion code, used to calculate large negative reactivity states, as

in the case of measuring control rods worth.;

* the use of one current detector only.

4.. CONCLUSIONS

A new improved softwar in addition to the Reactivity Meter CVR8 for on-line reactivit

measurements, off-line interpretation of reactivity measurements and data fitting is developed b

specialists from Kozloduy NPP. ASRZM is able to use various sets of delayed neutrons precursor

parameters (i, and 1*) to calculate reactivity, according to the concrete fuel loading. It is shown in tb

paper that using this new ASRM leads to smaller relative errors between experimental an

calculational data during HZP Physics Tests. Differencies between experimental and calculational dal

decrease almost two times, using BIPR7 code calculated sets of delayed neutrons precurso
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parameters. The ASRM implementation will take place after the successful end of the verifut

validation procedure, according to ANSI/IEEE Std 1012-1986.
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Fig. 1 Main window of the ASRM

Fig. 2 Data fitting window
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Table 

Delayed Keepin data Weighted data

neutron for 80% U235

group U235 Pu239 and 20% Pu239

1 0.0338 0.0343 0.0339
2 0.2185 0.2981 0.2344
3 0.1954 0.2114 0.1986
4 0.3953 0.3262 0.3815
5 0.1155s 0.0857 0.1095
6 0.0415 0.0443 0.0421

7, []) AX [s'l] i ['.]
1 0.0124 0.0128 0.0125
2 0.0305 0.0301 0.0304
3 0.1110 0.1238 0.1136

4 0.3010 0.3254 0.3059
5 1.1400 1.1180 1.1356

6 3.0100 2.6660 2.9412
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SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY GROUP ON NPP TEMELIN

Ivan 9ARVAIC
VOJE Tmava, Inc - Engineering, Design and Research Organization

Cen~k SVOBODA
Nuclear Research Institute Ike plc

ABSTRACT

The basic information about the Scientific Supervisory Group is given in this article,
including the review of Scientific Supervisory Group activity in the NPP Temelfn
commissioning process. The participation of V~kE Tmava in the fmework of Scientific
Supervisory Group activity is also presented.

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY GROUP FOR NPP`
COMMISSIONING

Scientific supervisory group (SSG) is the operator's support and supervision over nuclear
safety assurance and over scientific-technical level of the preparation and realisation of the
nuclear power plant commissioning. SSG is an independent on the commissioning
management of CEZ, a.s. ETE Construction Division. SG is established by the CEZ, a.s.
statutory body, in recognition of its responsibility for the nuclear power plant commissioning
process.
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SSG is established by the CEZ, a.s. statutory body, responsible in accordance with Act No.
1811997 Coil.

SSG supports the Operator by providing the specialised professional and expert work focused
on nuclear safety assurance, and especially assesses selected documentation related to
operation and commissioning, assesses preparedness for the individual commissioning stages
and the tests results, checks on the observance of nuclear safety during power ascension start-
up. Appendix - Matrix of Responsibilities, competence and SSG forms is an integral part of
this Statute. SSG function can be provided (for (CEZ, a.s) by a professionally competent
organisation, on contractual basis.

While performing its function, the SSG for NPP Temelin commissioning is guided by Act No.
18/1997 CoIl, and the SONS Directives No. 214/1997 Col, and 106/1997 Coil., and all
related and applicable legal regulations, by its Statute and Quality Assurance programme of
the competent organisation. Its activities are based on the IAEA recommendations and
respects decisions of the State Office for Nuclear Safety.

The SSG effort fulfils the following tasks:

* reviews the licensing and operation documentation as to its completeness and scientific-
technical state-of-the art - from the nuclear safety assurance standpoint

* assesses and recommends for approval the nuclear safety related documentation

* assesses and recommends for approval the low-power start-up and power ascension
programmnes

* within the Hot Functional Test programme, assesses preparation, performance and results
of the equipment tests related to the plant unit nuclear safety. The SSG makes out its
position as to the tests launching and then carries out supervision over the experimental
part of the Integral Hydraulic Test

* within preparation and realisation of the Active Testing" it examines the unit
preparedness and compliance with the approved programmes, examines also how the
partial programmes were fulfilled

* supplies recommendations (if needed) on repetition, completion and/or changes in the
tests scope

* checks on the fulfilment of the nuclear safety principles and rules, on the observance of
Technical Specifications for Safe Operation during activities within the start-up tests.
Immediately notifies the Operator's shift personnel on the cases when nuclear safety could
have been or was violated

• evaluates and recommends for approval the low-power and power ascension tests results
as to their completeness, quality of performance and observance of the tests acceptance
criteria

* recommends for approval the sumnmary reports on the completion of the individual
commissioning stages and their parts
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* monitors whether conclusions which have followed from the commissioning programme
evaluation are included into the unit operational documentation

* if needed, provides expert opinion on proposals for equipment and documentation
modifications following frm the commissioning results

* if needed, provides expert opinion on recommendations for safety enhancement following
from the commissioning results.

2. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES OF THE SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY GROUP AT
TEMELIN

The SSG started to operate in April 1999 and by the end of the same year it contributed to the
safety and quality of the commissioning process by fulfilling the following tasks:

* reviewing and commenting the programmes of site-acceptance tests, low-power tests and
power ascension tests

* providing expert opinions relating to the RCS cool-down rate by natural circulation, initial
core loading strategy, secondary and tertiary frequency regulation tests, as-built design of
the emergency primary coolant bleed system

*evaluation and endorsement of the `preparedness for pressure tests" protocol

*revision of Chapter 14 of Final Safety Analysis Report - "Start-up Tests Programme'

*selection of "non-active" tests to be performed

The first part of SSG activities was dedicated to the Hot Functional tests of the l ' Unit
Ternelin. In this period SG carried out supervision over the experimental part, assessed
preparation, performance and results of the equipment tests related to plant unit nuclear
safety. SSG made several standpoints and recommendations, concerning the concrete
problems. SSO specialists also performed their own parallel evaluation of some tests.

SSG performed the summary evaluation of the non-active tests of the I' Unit Temelin. The
evaluation was performed from the point of view fulfillment of the tests program, precisement
of results, acceptance criteria and accordance of results with safety documentation
assumptions. SSG performed several recommendations in this evaluation.

SSG performed the shift service through all active tests period. SSG compared the physical
start-up test results with design parameters. The agreement is an evidence about unit nuclear
safety. According these results SSG recommended to start the power- ascension tests
program.
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SSG also evaluated the tests on the planned power levels, beginning 5% up to 100% of
nominal power and recommended to continue on the next power level. The base assumption
was that partial programmes were fulfilled and acceptance criteria reached.

SSG also performed the summary evaluation of the st unit power start-up with
recommendations concerning the 2nd unit power start-up and next 1 t unit operation.

The analog activities were realised by SG in the 2nd unit commissioning process. The
physical start-up of the 2nd unit began March 4., 2002 and finished July 13. 2002. The 2nd
unit test period on the level up to 30% of nominal power finished September 3., 2002 and the
tests were interrupted because of generator trouble.

In the following year 2000, in compliance with progress in the commissioning process, the
SSG attention was tranisferred from the preparation of non-active and active tests programmes
to these tests evaluation. The SSG main outputs were as follows:

evaluation of li "unit non-active tests

Expert opinion "Independent evaluation of non-active tests and of 1"` unit preparedness for
active tests as seen by SSG"

evaluation of the initial core loading of 1 '" NPP Temneli unit

Summary protocol on the preparedness to the 2d~ regime of the physical start-up

Appendix No. to "Evaluation of 1' Temelin unit non-active tests"

evaluation of Ct and 2nd regime periods of the physical start-up

*Expert opinion on the 1'" unit preparedness for the 3 d physical start-up regime "Reactor
reaching first criticality and physical start-up tests"

*evaluation of the physical start-up

Expert opinion on the l'` unit preparedness for energetic start-up

*evaluation of the 1 unit energetic start-up - power level up to 5 % Nnom

evaluation of the li unit energetic start-up - power level up to 12 % Nnom.

During 2001 the SSG concentrated on active tests of 1SZ Temelin unit and later in the same
year - on non-active tests of 2d' unit. The SSG has also participated in solution of the most
serious problem of the 1` unit commissioning process - turbine vibrations. The 2001 outputs
can be summarised as follows:

*presentation of the results for the State Office for Nuclear Safety (SUJB) Advisory
Committee on nuclear safety

*evaluation of 1 " unit energetic start-up - power level up to 30 % Nnom

co-operation in solving the turbine vibration problem

*evaluation of repeated tests of I" unit ECCS systems

*evaluation of l unit energetic start-up - power level up to 55 % Nnom
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*evaluation of 2 d unit Hot Functional Tests

Expert opinion on the preparedness of 2"" unit for active tests

*evaluation of1" unit energeticestart-up -power levlup to 75 %Nnorm.

In 2002 SSG has concluded the following tasks:

*evaluation of I" unit energetic start-up - power level up to 90 % Nnom

evaluation of 1 ' unit energetic start-up - power level up to 1 00 % Nnom

sumnmary evaluation of the 1 st unit energetic start-up

*Expert opinion on the modification or elimination of some dynamic tests at power level
1 00 % Nnom

*Expert opinion on the power levels for 2nd unit energetic start-up

supplementing information on non-active testing of 2nId uni

*evaluation and other materials concerning an event which occurred at 2 Id unit - upon CEZ
a.s. request

*evaluation of the initial core loading of 2 'd NPI` Temelin unit

*evaluation of the 2nd unit physical start-up

*evaluation of 2nd unit energetic start-up -power level up to 30 % Nnoni

3. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY FOR TEMELiN
COMMISSIONING

With regard to the "specific" situation accompanying NPI? Temelln commissioning NRI made
an effort to enlist interest of other independent mostly foreign, experts who would support
SSG professionally and contribute to maximum possible transparency in the issues connected
with the plant commissioning. Thus, in 1999 the Scientific International Council with
participants from the USA, France, Great Britain, Germany, Austria, Russia and Slovakia was
established. Besides these foreign specialists, the Council has representatives from (CEZ as.,
NRI, KODA Praha, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (Technical University Brno) and
Faculty of Nuclear Engineering (Technical University Praha).

The Scientific International Council acts in close co-operation with SSG which for the
purpose provides it with relevant information, including necessary details and, if needed,
explanations. The Scientific International Council helps SSG by giving its expert opinions.

Within its activities the Council got informed especially on:

nuclear safety in the course oflI' Temelin unit commissioning
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*measures which resulted from the IAEA missions (and other similar bodies)

recommendations on the nuclear safety assurance

*preparedness of the selected equipment for the commissioning

preparation for and subsequent evaluation of the individual stages and the commissioning
as a whole.

The Scientific International Council advises NPP Temnelin (Operator - CEZ as.) through
SSG, on national and international experience acquired by the Council members, it is also
helpful in informing the European public, on the commissioning procedure and results of the
commuissioning process.

At its April 2000 meeting, when Scientific International Council was presented with results of
1 " unit Hot Functional Tests. The Council, upon discussion, reached the same conclusions as
the plant management and has also identified with the SSG independent evaluation results
confirming that these tests were successful, and that the problems which have arisen were
technical ones, and could not endanger the commissioning procedure. The Hot Functional
Tests were a significant milestone of the whole commissioning process of 12 unit.

The Council November 2000 meeting dealt with the performance and preliminary evaluation
of the '~ unit physical start-up stage. The invited representative of German GRS presented at
this meeting results of the independent study of the selected safety issues of NPI` Temelin
with an important conclusion that despite several reservations to the design, NPP Temelin
safety is indeed very high and there is no reason to discontinue its commissioning.

It should be stated that the Scientific International Council is an effective advisory body
whose contribution to dissemination of correct information on NPP Temelin commissioning
between professionals and general public is invaluable.

4. COOPERATION OF THE SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY GROUP WITH THE S1ilB

lImportant parts of the S activity are preparation and presentation of independent
evaluations of the commissioning tests (on each prescribed power level) for the SJB
Chairman Advisory Committee on Nuclear Safety. These evaluations and expert opinions are
transmiitted to the S as parts of the package of the required by law licensing
documentation submitted by the NPP Operator.
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5. VOJE PARTICIPATION IN THE SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY GROUP OF TEMELIN
COMMISSIONING

One of the areas of VWiE activities is the participation in the activities of the scientific
supervisory group for Temeclin commrissioning.

Based on a contract between VOJE and JJV fteZ, VfME personnel have worked in the
scientific group for commissioning directly on the Temelln site. They have applied their
experience from successful activities in the scientific supervisory of NPP Mochovce already
at the time of group establishment so that the group did not need to start on `green meadow".
They have assisted in developing fundamental documents and a system for the support of
scientific supervisory for the plant operator. They have cooperated in the development of
summary evaluation of non-active testing and of physical start-up at both units, of the power
start-up of unit I, and of the completed power stages of unit 2 power star-up. The VOJE staff
engaged in the scientific supervisory have assisted in addressing problems emerging during
the execution of testing and start-up tests. The scientific supervisory have expressed opinions
on these problems in the form of position statements and recommendations. One VOSE,
person has been in the position of deputy head of the scientific supervisory, others ar in the
positions of on-shift scientific leaders who carry out continuous shift jobs in main control
room during the commissioning. As was already shown two VOJE personnel are members of
the International Council for the Scientific Supervisory of Temelfi Commissioning.

The participation of VfME in the commissioning of Temelin units has been positively
appreciated by the (CEZ - ETE as the operator, by the tOV ket as the organization
responsible for the scientific supervisory of commissioning, and by the State Office for
Nuclear Safety (SCJB) of the Czech Republic.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED RESEARCH OF TRANSVERSAL MIXING OF
COOLANT IN THE CORE OF REACTOR VVER- 1000

LL Kobzar, D.A.Oleksyuk
RRC <<Kurchatov instituteo, INR, Moscow,

Russia.

ABSTRACT

The outcomes of experimental and calculation research of transversal mixing of coolant
are presented in this work. Testing was performed in RRC "Kurchatoy institute" on KS thermal
physical experimental facility.

A 108-rod bundle with 3.53 m of heated portion represents the simulator. The bundle
simulates three neighboring fuel assemblies of reactor VVER-1000. Each of three bundle sectors
contains 36 fuel pin simulators of indirect heating. The geometry of sector conjunction of three
FAs is perfectly simulated. The heat flux profile of all fuel element simulators is even lengthwise.
The radial non-uniformity of heat flux was created by fuel element simulators of different electric
resistance and also by changing the electric current delivered to various groups of fuel element
simulators.The testing was conducted in stationary and in non-stationary conditions.

Main objective of testing is verification of "Kurchatov"s code SC-i and other similar
codes intended for ai 3D thermal hydraulic calculation of VVER's cores in both normal and
accident operation conditions.

Efficiency of coolant mixing was assessed by character of transversal distribution of
coolant temperatures and temperatures of fuel element simulators at the bundle outlet.

Experiments showed that mixing of coolant depends on mode parameters and power
density configuration. Findings of SC-i well agree with measured data.
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INTRODUCTION

Proper calculation of coolant distribution parameters within the core cross section
enables to evaluate thermal technical capabilities of reactor in a precise fashion. An adapted core
simulator represented by several parallel channels is not always adequate to-an actual reactor
core. Hydrodynamics and heat exchange lengthwise the channel are not stabilized due to high
electrical voltage of nuclear reactor channels, lengthwise and sectionwise power peaking, and
also availability of spacing devices within FA. Uneven heating of the coolant sectionwise the
bundle of FA fuel element results in a complicated hydrodynamic flow pattern, when in one part
of the channel steam may generate, and in another part the flow remains single-phase.

The role of various reasons determining radial non-uniformity of coolant flow varies
with regard to reactor type and fuel assembly designs. The registration of these effects can not be
executed on the basis of uni-dimensional representation of fuel assembly thermal hydraulics, and
requires some form of spatial description of coolant flow.

Safety assurance problems of nuclear power projects requires to study a number of
problems caused by violation of design (ideal) specifications of fuel assemblies (bending of rods,
blistering of clads with blocking a part of their flow area, interlock of flow area by some objects,
etc.). Non-uniformity's of parameter distribution within a channel cross-section can be rather
significant, therefore, the subject of research requires splitting into calculation elements.

One of the methods used in 3D analysis of rod bundles is to split the useful area of a
complicated channel into elementary cells, were it will be possible to neglect flow parameters
variation (mass rate, temperature, void fraction). In general terms, a rod bundle is understood as a
system of commnunicating parallel channels. Equations of conservation of weight, impulse and
energy shall be written for each of such channels with allowance for thermal and mechanical
interaction of flows on the boundaries between the cells.

While performing a verification of cell" analysis codes intended for calculation of
VVER-1000 fuel assemblies, it is necessary to bear in mnind that such FAs have no jacket, and,
consequently, peripheries of fuel assemblies interact with the space between the FA and
peripheries of neighboring FAs. This fact leads to significant differences in thermal hydraulics as
contrasted to testing bundles, where peripheral cells are located near electrical insulation.
Therefore, RRC XI performed special testing simulating thermal hydraulic processes taking place
at the conjunction point of three fuel assemblies of VVER-l1000.

The findings of transversal cooling mixing research performed on a VVER-1000 core
simulator were compared with outcomes of code SC-Icalculations.
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BASIC PERFORMANCES OF CODE SC-I

Code SC-i calculates hydraulic resistance of a selected sector of the core and axial and
sectionwise distribution of the coolant parameters (flows, enthalpies, void fraction) departure
from nucleate boiling rations and temperatures of fuel pins.

A celiwise method lays the basis of code SC-I. According to this method the cross
section of an applicant part of the core shall be split into cells. The cells shall be understood as
parallel channels interacting between each other by means of turbulent and convective transversal
mixing of the coolant.

Code SC-i reflects a model of homogeneous two-phase flow realized in view of non-
equilibrium steam generated by surface boiling. and with slip correlation. The system of
differential equations of such model contains an equation of continuity, conservation of energy
and conservation of impulse for each cell in axial direction, and equation of conservation of
impulse in transverse direction for each connection between couples of cells.

Besides the main system of differential equations there was used an equation of state for
water and also closing correlations. The list of SC-i closing correlations applicable for thermal
physical processes comprises the correlations recommended for VVER reactors, and also other
correlations used in worldwide practice.

Pressure, incore temperature or enthalpy of coolant flow, coolant flow and its
distribution by cells in inlet section and also power density fields were assigned as boundary
conditions for code SC-1. Instead of coolant flow it is possible to assign pressure differential at
inlet and outlet of the core.

A capability to assign in detail geometrical parameters and material composition of all
structural elements of VVER core is ensured, as well as dependency of material properties upon
temperature.

There is a capability to solve problems on axial changes of cells flow sections, wetted
and heated perimeters, spans between fuel elements. This capacity allows using code SC-1 in the
analysis of FAs with local disturbance of geometry.

For calculation of critical heat flow the code .has 7 correlations. One of the correlations
shall be selected as a basic one in order to assign the input data; this correlation will be supplied
with more detailed information as contrasted to all other correlations.
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TEST EQUIPMENT

VVER-1000 simulator is one of KS test facility. A bundle simulating a VVER-1000 core
shall e installed in the test section, as shown in Fig.l. The test used a scheme of forced
circulation in KS test facility with delivery of coolant directly into the core simulator, and in the
fashion omitting two down lines of test sections, which simulate a down channel of reactor
VVER-1000.

The core simulator represents a 108-rod bundle simulating three neighboring fuel
assemblies of VVER-1000. Each of three bundle sectors (see its cross-section in Fig.2), consists
of 36 fuel pin simulators of indirect heating. The geometry of conjunction unit of three fuel
assemblies is simulated perfectly well (parts of rims of full-scale geometry, spans between rims).
Standard cells for spacing grids and parts of rims of spacing grids were provided by JSC
`Machine works` (town of Electrostal).

Sectors 1 and 3 simulate two fuel assemblies with mean" power density; the electric
resistance of fuel element simulators inside the fuel assemblies amounts to 0.2 Ohm. Sector 2 is
'hot'; electric resistance in simulators of two edge rows (bearing numbers 17 through 36) is the
highest (up to 0.32 Ohm), all the rest simulators have a resistance of 0.2 Ohm. Fuel pin
simulators have a life-size length (heated portion in cold state makes 3.53 m) and external
cladding diameter (9.1 mm). Heat flux is ensured by electric current passing through Ni-Cr rods
inside the simulators and insulated from cladding with magnesium oxide. The heat flux profile is
even lengthwise.

The bundle is arranged in a hexagonal housing formed by a set of talcum-chlorite
bushes. Such housing has the nominal outer dimension as 144.5 nn. The test bundle has
stainless steel plates on the periphery which are as thick as 1.2 mm, which work as displacers;
smooth lining of the housing and protectors of bushes from overheating when fuel pin simulators
are heated to high temperature.

A system with three independent power supplies with voltage amounting to 300 V and
total power up to 6000 kW is formed from four available rectifying devices of test facility KS.
The 1-st power source supplies the first group of fuel element simulators comprising the
simulators of two "middle" sectors of the core simulator including simulators 37 through 108 (see
Fig. 2), that is only 72 simulators. The 2-nd source of power supplies the 2-nd group of
simulators, these are two edge rows of simulators of "hot` sector (20-simulators carrying numbers
from 17 to 36). The 3-rd power source feeds the 3-d group of simulators comprising other 16
simulators of "hot" sector (simulator numbers from to 16).

Before the core simulator was assembled the electric resistances of all fuel element
simulators were gauged, then every simulator was given a number of its position in a bundle
proceeding from condition of formation of required radial heat flux distribution. Relative heat
flux in simulators calculated on the basis of measured electrical resistances, are listed in Table 1.
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Fig.3 shows the arrangement of thermocouples for measuring coolant and simulator
cladding temperatures. The arrangement of steam transducers in cross section of the core
simulator on the upper boundary of heat flux is also presented in Fig.3.

t 16

Denotations: 91]o, 

- Temuple 

-Pressure Tap 7

Fig. 1. Path of coolant flow in VVER-1000 simulator.
Arrangement of pressure taps and thermocouples intended for measuring
average coolant temperatures.
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Denotations:

1,2,3 - FA models number (1,3 - average" FA, 2- "hot" FA)

Q - 1 -group of heater,3 j2-group of heater

-3-group of heater
Fig. 2. Cross section of VVER-1000 core simulator.
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The following transducers are established in bundle cells for research of coolant
transversal mixing in output cross-section of simulator (Fig. 3):

-34 thermocouples (chromel-copel and chromel-alumnel thermocouples),
- 5 void fraction transducers.
For registration of cladding temperature of 9 reference simulators removable

thermocouples are arranged on the upper boundary of heated portion (Fig. 3).
Testing was performed with various combinations of mode parameters:
- absolute pressure: 3 and 6 MPa;
- coolant temperature: 120 - 15 0C;
- coolant flow: 20, 40, 60 thour.
Testing was performed with changing eat flux distribution along simulator cross-

section by means of changing electrical power delivered to every group of fuel element
simulators.

COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIENTAL DATA

Comparison analysis between measured and calculated temperatures for all cells (Fig. 3)
was performed in respect to all tests. Figs. 4 through 9 represent the comparison data in respect to
four reference tests, the mode parameters of which lie on the boundaries of investigated areas.
Every testing is reflected in three Figures. The first Figure shows the outputs of first chain of
thermocouples (Fig. 3): TC4-TCIO-TC20-TC34-TC52-TC1S7-TC73-TC97-TC121-TC14S-
TC 169-TC 8O. The second Figure images the outputs of second chain of thermocouples: TC58-
TC52-TC186-TC69-TC71-TC91-TCI111-TC131l-TCISI-TC149. The third Figure presents the
outputs of third chain: TC20-TC18-TC30-TC46-TC184-TC67-TCII1I-TC133-TC155. Abscissa
axis marks the distances between the centers of gravity of cells in a chain. Figs. 7 - 9 present the
outcomes of calculation made with allowance for transversal mixing of coolant (calculation 1)
and also calculated results acquired with supposition that all bundle cells are isolated from each
other (calculation 2).

For the greater part of analyzed data and data from Figs. 4 -9 the calculation reveals a
configuration of coolant temperatures similar with configuration of measured temperatures;
basically, the deviation between calculated and measured temperatures does not exceed 10 % in
relation to difference between maximum and minimum temperatures taken in a certain cross-
section of assembly. Such agreement between calculated and measured data testifies to good
calculation accuracy. As it follows from Figs.7 through 9, calculated data worse agrees with
measured data, if transversal mixing of coolant is neglected.
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'Cold' model parts

X hecal void ftocdou 10590* "Hot" model part

Fig. 3. Arrangement of thermocouples and transducers of local void fraction at the end
of heat flux of VVER-1000 core simulator.
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COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED DATA OF
DYNAMIC TESTING

Similar measurement was performed in dynamic testing. However, in dynamic testing
those transients were simulated which are connected with sharp power increase or decrease of
electrical heating or coolant flow at test section inlet. Comparison between measured and
calculated data was made for all investigated dynamic modes. Examples of such comparison are
given in Figs. 10 - 15. Two modes were selected: Bi and Cl. In mode BI the power of electrical
heating of the second group of fuel element simulators sharply increased without electrical
heating of experimental bundle after an initial state is set. In mode Cl in initial state and during a
transient all three sections of a bundle were heated. The transient started with sharp reduction of
coolant flow through a test section.

For two modes from Figs. 11 - 12 and 14 - 15 the temperatures in cells 2, 8, 18 and 32
(Fig.3) were compared. Thermocouples were arranged in these cells for the time of testing. All
the above listed cells are arranged in a "hot' section of bundle.

Comparison analysis between calculated and measured data has shown, that likewise the
above examples, temperature values and time history parameters calculated by code SC-I well
agree with measured data. The deviation for the greater part of calculated and measured data does
not exceed 1 %, which agrees with tolerance limits defined by fidelity grade of applied gauges.

CONCLUSIONS

The researches performed allow making the following conclusions.
-.Testing enabled to acquire a large amount of data on transversal mixing of coolant in

the VVER-1000 core simulator.
-.As a whole, code SC-i well describes experimental data of distribution of coolant

temperatures within the cross-section of the VVER-1000 core simulator in both
processes stationary and transient.

LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

dh - hydraulic diameter, m;

d, - diameter of fuel rod, m;

d, - thermal diameter, m;

G - mass flux of the coolant, kgl(M2 sec);
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p - pressure, bar;

N - heat rate, MWt;

M' - staionary heat rate, MWt;

Si -i-parameters in transient;

V'- stwionaiy i-parameters;

T - temperature;

Tay - average temperature;

T. - inlet temperature;

X - relative enthalpy;

z - longitudinal coordinate, m;

exp - experimental value;

cal - calculated value.
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THE ATHLET1BIPR8KN CODE PACKAGE APPLICATION FOR THE
CALCULATION OF THE COOLANT PARAMETERS DISTRIBUTION IN THE

REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL.

A.Kotsarev, M.Lizorkin, S.Nikonov
RRC `Kurchatov Institute', Institute of Nuclear Reactors,

VVER Department, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

The questions of intra-reactor vessel modeling with the aim of the calculation of the
three- dimensional (coarse mesh) coolant parameters distribution in the reactor pressure
vessel within the fre of the ATHLET/BIPR8KN 1/ application are considered. The
turning on of the inactive loop of VVER-440 reactor of Kola NPP? is presented as an example

The first attempt of the coolant mixing boundaries estimation for the analysis of the
process of the turning on of the inactive loop with different temperature or boron
concentration with ATHLETIBIPR8KN / code package in use have been made at the AER
Working group D meeting in Moscow. In this simplified case, the modeling was made by
selection of the pair element for the description of each of the characterized reactor part from
the inlet up to the core. These elements were proportional by geometry to the five combined
and one-selected loops. All part of the reactor was independent from each other. The mixing
(from minimal up to maximal) was modeled in under-core space by given values of the
coolant cross flow.

The aim of the simplified investigation was both the receiving of calculated estimation
of mixing degree influence on the process and answer on the question: what mixing degree
leads to the most conservative results.

The goat of the presented report is to show the use possibility of ATHLET/DIPR8KN
code package for the coarse-mesh modeling of the reactor, including the assembly by
assembly calculation of the fl core from the both hydro-dynamic and neutron kinetic point
of view. It is not supported to use the special approaches for the mixing modeling for the
receiving the space dependency distribution of the hydrodynamic parameters.
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The selection of some different reactor zones is supported by the space grid building
Each zone has own spacing out. These zones are:

ca Inlet mixing camera with down camera;
c) Space between the elliptical reactor bottom and the reactor shaft;
ci Space between the elliptical reactor bottom and lower base plate of the reactor shaft;
a Under core space from lower base plate of the reactor shaft up to the lower base plate

of the reactor core;
a The core assemblies (each assembly correspond to the separate thermal hydraulic

channel, without taking into account the intra-mixing;
o Space between lower and upper kept plate of the emergency cooling down system

directing tube;
a Outlet camera;
o Space between upper kept plate of the emergency cooling down system directing tubes

and head of the reactor.

Such approach allows refusing from the working out in detail of the parts, which do
not have influence on the process and giving possibility to describe in more detail the reactor
parts, where the mixing process is essential.

It is supported that all pins of each assembly are equivalent by the heat structure
modeling.

The flil scheme o the plant (primary side, secondary side) is realized in this
calculation in one-dimensional approach.

Conclusion
The principal possibility of the using of the ATHLET/BIPR&KN code package for the

tree-dimensional coarse-mesh calculation of the reactor is shown.
The authenticity of such approach applying will be tested on existing experimental

data. It will be useful and desirable to have the temperature measurements at the assembly
inlet in the process of the inactive loop turning on. Unfortunately, there are not such data.

The increase of the amount of details is limited by the computer memory and
processor. It has huge influence at the stage of initia matrix optimization.

To roceed from the carried out calculation with such model in use. the follow
preliminar conclusions about the slug mixing degree can be done:

o The slug from the being turned on loop has gone to the reactor vessel bottom without
any mixing;

o The main mixing is occurred on the way from reactor vessel bottom up to the hole
shield;

o As a result. the slug is fully mixing at the inlet of the core. The mixing degree is close
to 100%.19 then 0%.

The further work by the use of the ATHLETBTPR8KN code package for the three
dimensional coarse-mesh modeling of the reactor will concentrate on the verification of such
assumption on the base of the experimental data. It should be said, that the three dimensional
coarse-mesh model of the steam generator is developed at the time being on the base of the
ATBLET program 3/.
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Figure 1 . Down camera of the reactor
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Figure 12. Connection scheme of the loops to the down camera of the reactor
(the first loop is turned on)
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INVESTIGATION OF CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION
"INTEGRITY"

IN CASE OF STEAM LINE BREAK ACCIDENT
FOR VVER 1000/V320

Antoaneta E. STEFANO VA, Rositsa V. GENCHE VA,
Paylin P. GROUDEV

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy,
Tzarigradsko Shaussee 72, Sofia 1784, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT

In this paper are presented the results of investigation of critical safety
fuinction (CSF) "ntegrity' in case of Steam Line Break (SLB) accident. The
investigation has been done in supporting of Symptom Based Emergency
Operating Procedures for VVER1000IV2. This kind of analyses are designed
to provide the response of monitored plant parameters to identify symptoms
available to the operators, timing of the loss of critical safety functions and
timing of operator actions to avoid the loss of critical safety functions or core
damage. RELAP5/MOD3.2 computer code has been used to simulate the SLB
accident in a VVER.1000 NPP model. This model was developed and validated
at the nstitute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy for analyses of
operational occurrences, abnormal even., and design bases scenarios. The
model provides a significant analytical capability for the specialists working in
the field of NPP safety.

I. INTRODUCTION

The maximum challenged Critical Safety Function in case of Steam Line Break is
primary side Integrity". Steam Line Break event is characterized by rapid decreasing of
pressure in the failed Steam Generator and in the Main Steam Header. Other symptoms
include decrtasing of water level in the failed SG #1 and decreasing of primary system
temperature and pressure. After a while primary pressure will reach the set point for safety
injection system actuation (one Makeuip pump). As a result of this primary side pressure
stabilizes, while the coolant temperature decreases rapidly. It creates conditions for reactor
over pressurization and respectively challenges the CSF "Integrity".
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The represented NPI` in this investigation is a VVER1000 pressurized water reactor
that produces 3000 MW thermal power and generates 1000 MW electric power. The
VVER1000 design includes four coolant loops, each one including one main coolant pump
and one horizontal steam generator. This analysis is used for validation and verification of
Symptom Based Emergency Operating Procedures for VVER 1000 units at Kozloduy NPP.

HI. EVENT DESCRIPTION

The initiating event of this investigation is a total steam line break - ID 580 mm - on the
steam line of the SG#1 upstream of BZOK. For Large Secondary Break an immediate
pressure decreasing in the failed SG occurs, which results in reactor SCRAM and consequent
Turbine Stop Valve closing. Steam generator water level in the failed SG decreases rapidly.
An extensive primary system cooldown appears. Primary water volume shrinks initially. It
results in PRZ water level and primary pressure decreasing. Primary pressure and PRZ water
level are restored by Makeup system actuation. In this situation the most challenged is CSF
"Integrity".

For investigation of the CSF Integrity", by engineering judgment, it was taken a
decision to run the calculation at hot reactor shutdown conditions, which means at nominal
reactor pressure and temperature but no decay heat is assumed. It is also accepted minmu
water level in all SGs, which means minimum accumulated heal in the secondary side.

Thi paper presents the results of two calculations: Base Case Calculation and
Operator Action Calculation in case of postulated equipment failures.

Ill. BASE CASE OF SLB - INTEGRITY

As a boundary condition for investigation of CSF `Integrity" it is assumed that SGs
water levels are minimal - 1.71 m because we would like to have minimum accumulated heat
in secondary side. In this way, reestablishing of SG water level with colder feed water will
maximum increases the steam generator heat sink capability.

Scenario

L.Initial status
1.1. Hot reactor shutdown conditions - reactor system is at normal operating pressure and

temperature but no decay heat is assumed.
1.2. Actuation of only one Makeuip pump.
1.3. Reactor Systems respond without operator actions.
1.4. It is assumed that the SGs water levels arel1.71 m.

I.Schedule of automatic and operator actions
11.1 In accordance with signals Pse, < 50 kgf/cm 2 and Ats(1.11 > 75 0C pumps TQ1 ID01,

TQ12DO01TQ131)O1 are actuated.
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11.2. In accordance to the signals Psc < 45 kg f/cm 2 and t5(.fl) > 75 0C the MCP of
damaged SG switch off.

11.3.ln accordance to the signals 'Pressure of Check Valve (CHV) - Peny on steam line
Pclf < -2 kgf/Cmn2 and Pso < 50 k gf/cm2 and with accordance with both set points it
switchs off MCP of corresponding SG and it isolates the damaged SO from Feed
Water Line (FWL) with delay of 30 sec.

11.4. After reaching Pso < 50 kgf/cmn2 and Ats(I.1n) > 75 0C BZOK closes with 1 s delay and
in this way the damage SG is isolated from the Main Steam Header (MSH).

11.5. By reaching > 0.3 k gf/cm2 in containment it stars an injection of sprinkler
system by pump TQ111D0l.

11.6. By reaching Pso < 50 kgf/crJ and Pcmv < -2 kgf/cm2 it actuates a signal for stopping
of injection of Emergency Feed Water.

Results

The calculated sequence of events for the Base Case for SLB - Integrity is presented
below.

Table 1

Event Times
Steam Line Break, ID 580 0.0
MCP #1 is tripped 4.0
BZOK at faulted SO #1 closes 10.5
Isolation of feed water to SO #1 30.0
Minimum Pressurizer Water Level - 3.77 m 180.0
Stabilization of primary circuit pressure at 15.9 MPa 1050.0
Opening of Spray valve and injection to Pressurizer from 1510.0
cold leg #1 _____

Dryout of SG #1 (SG water level 3 cm.) 2000.0

The most important parameter behavior is shown from Figure 1 through 6. The
calculation was performed up to 2000s into the transient time.

F .I.Fig, 2.
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Reactor system is a subcritical at hot conditions. No fission product decay option as a
bounding condition was used for receiving maximum cooldown rate for primary side. Core
exit temperature for hot conditions was accepted 558 K.

Should a steam line break appear, MCP #1 is tripped due to the signals Ps < 45
kgfcm and Ats(I.1 > 75 0C. All BRU-Ks open (due to closing of turbine stop valves in hot
conditions). After 24.0 sec transient time BRU-Ks close by low-pressure signal.

The important system parameter trends for this break are an uncontrolled pressure
decreasing in faulted SG and this SG is completely depressurized. The behavior of faulted SG
pressure is presented in Figure 1. The other symptoms include decreasing steam generator
water level of faulted S (presented in Fig. 5.) and initially decreasing primary pressure
(presented in Figure 1. and temperature (presented in Figure 4.). A rapid, extensive primary
system cooldown occurs. Primary to secondary heat transfer is presented in Figure 3. As the
primary system temperature drops, the heat transfer to the steam generator (faulted SG) and
the primary system cooldown rate will be reduced. This trend will continue to the point where
the primary system water volume shrinkage (cause by the cooldown) is overcome by the
Make up system flow rate. Approximately, after 170 sec. the primary pressure drops to 12.6
MPa (due to shrinkage of primary side coolant) and begins to increase due to work of Make.
up system (there was no decay heat in primary side). Primary side pressure did not reach a set
point of starting TQ13DO1 - HPP.

Heat transfer in faulted SG drops rapidly to 36 MW after dryout of SG#1 below 40 cm
at 260 sec. Maximum heat transfer 730 MW from primary to secondary side in faulted SG
was reached at 10 sec. (see Figure 3.).

Behavior of cold leg liquid temperature is presented on Figure 4. The plate in core exit
temperature comes at 30 sec due to isolation of feed water.
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The steam generator blowdown is almost completed in 400 sec and further cooldown
of the primary system is controlled mainly by the auxiliary feedwater flow to the other S~s.
After 1500 sec transient time cooldown of the primary system is totally controlled by the
auxiliary feedwater flow to the other SGs.

Comparison of pressure in primary and secondary side is shown in Figure 1.

During the whole transient time there is a reverse flow rate through faulted SG caused
by work of other three MCPs.

The break flow rate is presented on Figure 2.

Figure 6. presents the behavior of Pressurizer water level. The Pressurizer water level
was assumed to be 7.6 m in hot conditions instead of 8.7 m as in nominal. Also, Make up
system works with maximum flow rate of 80 m3lhr from the beginning of transient in support
of low level in pressurizer. The let down flow rate was assumed to be constant - 25 m&ihr to
the end of calculations. For the first 180 sec the fast decreasing of Pressurizer water level
comes due to cooldown of primary side and it caused primary system water volume
shrinkage, when the pressure drops rapidly. The reason of increasing the Pressurizer water
level after the first 180 sec comes from Make-up system work.

The Pressurizer spray valve opens and starts to cycle and to inject cold water from leg
#1, using the MCPs of the other loops.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF OPERATOR ACI1ON CALCULATION - INTEGRITY

Following the methodology in the operator action calculation it is accpted failure of
'stop of feedwater" and the operator actions at the selected time to verify that this action has
restored the critical safety function 'Integrity".

In 'M~e operator action' there are two possibilities to reduce velocity of cooldown rate
for the reactor system. The first one is to stop feed water to damaged SG and in this way we
go back to base case. The second one is to stop other three MCPs and this way to reduce flow
rate through faulted SG.MTis variant is investigated here.

Scenario:

Initial status - the same as in Base case calculation.
In the scenario for Operator system calculation it was assumed as an operator action

switching off MCI's #2,3 and 4 in the third minute from the begging of transient.

The calculated sequence of events for the Operator Actions for SLB is presented
below.

Table 2

IEvent ITime, s 
Steam line Break, ID 580 0.0
MCP #1 is tripped4.
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13ZOK at faulted SG #1 closes 10.5
IMinimum water level in SG #1 - 1.34 m I34.8
0peralor stops MCPs #2,3 and 4 180.0
Minimum Pressurizer Water Level - 1.76mn 590.0

The most important parameters behavior is shown from Figure 7. through 12. The
calculation was performed up to 2000s into the transient time. Figure 7. presents the primary
side pressure behavior. The pressure in Primary circuit did not reach the set point of starting
injection of H-PP.

1o..o7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ISC0,0

~~ SC~fl l000O 1500 20G 5000 to~ 1500. amp0

Fk.~ 7. T . ) 

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~W,

Rg. . F4. 10.

2.0~~~~~~~~~10.

Fig. 11. Th Q F4 12.

Reactor system is a subcritical at hot conditions. No fission product decay option as a
bounding condition was used for receiving maximum cooldown rate for primary side.
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Should a steam line break appear, MCIP #1 is tripped due to the signals P50 < 45
k gf/CM2 and Al(.1 75 0C. The BRU-Ks open (due to closing of turbine stop valves in hot
conditions). After 24.0 sec transient time BRU-Ks close by low-pressure signal.

Thie important system parameter trends for this break a an uncontrolled pressure
decrease in faulted SG. The behavior of faulted SG pressure is presented in Figure 7

The intact SGs are depressurized. This comes due to cooldown these SGs by primary
side. The other symptoms include decreasing of steam generator water level of faulted SO,
but after reaching 134 m at 34.8 sec, SG water level in SG #1 back again due to work of feed
water. Decreasing of primary side pressure is presented in Figure 7. In the case with 'operator
action" there is almost the same deep depressurization of primary side, but switching off
M[CPs by operator delayed cooldown and that way and shrinkage of coolant is less. The
earlier stopping of primary depressurization comes due to switching off MCPs.

Approximately, after 520 sec. the primary pressure drops to 11.5 MPa (due to
shrinkage of primary side) and begins to increase due to work of Make up system (there was
no decay heat in primary side).

The behavior of cold leg liquid temperature is presented in Figure 10. A rapid and
extensive primary system cooldown occurs, too. Primary to secondary heat transfer is
presented on Figure 9.

Heat transfer in faulted S drops rapidly after decreasing primary side liquid
temperature. Maximum heat transfer of 730 MW from primary to secondary side in faulted
SG was reached at 10sec. (see Figure 9.). As in failed calculation, the damaged SG #1,
continue to cooldown primary side to the end of calculation. After some time (approximately
74 sec) primary side system starts to cooldown other Ss and it caused their
depressurizations. Behavior of cold leg liquid temperature is presented on Figure 10.

The break flow rate is presented on Figure 8. The steam generator blowdown continue
to the end of calculation. The value of blowdown flow rate after depressurization of SG #1,
depends of feedwater controller. In this calculation was assumed that feedwater controller will
support the nominal SG water level of 2.4 mn.

During the whole transient time there is a reverse flow rate through faulted SO caused
by work of the other three MCPs. After switching off MCPs #2, 3 and 4, reverse flow rate
through SG #1 decrease significantly.

The pressurizer water level depends from work of Make up system and shrinkage of
coolant in RCS. Switching off the MCPs by operator delay shrinkage, how it was mention
above and in this way pressurizer water level decreasing is reduced The minimum pressurizer
water level was reached at 590.0 sec - 1.76 m. After this moment injection of water by Make
up system dominate shrinkage of coolant and starts increasing of pressurizer water level.

V. CONCLUSIONS:

The Base Case calcutation shows that with minimum resources and without
operator actions the cooldown rate is in acceptable margin. The reactor system does not
over pressurized by make up system and reactor system parameters are not in the
dangerous area corresponding to cold over pressurization.
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The main conclusion for Base Case calculation is that the safety systems are
effective for an automatic plant recovery.

The main conclusion for Operator Action calculatiozi is that the action is not
enough effective for a plant recovery. There is only one way to stop further cooling down
of RCS - to isolated faulted SG from Feedwater.
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ABSTRACT'

This paper discusses the usage of Main Loop Isolation Valves
(GZZs) in case of Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) accident in
VVER440IV230. A double-ended single pipe break in SG #6 was
chosen as representative. In the paper are investigated two cases. In
the first one the operator isolates the affected loop by GZZS closing
and after primary depressurization re-opens them to cooldown the
damaged SG. The second case treats the situation, where GZ7,s fail to
close with the necessary operator actions for managing plant recovery.
RELAP5/MOD3.2 computer code has been used to simulate the SGTR
accident in VVER440 NPP model. This model was developed and
validated at Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy -

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
The results of analyses presented in this report demonstrate that in

the both cases (with or without GZZs usage) the operator could bring
the plant to stable and safety conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reference power plant for these analyses is Unit 4 at Kozloduy NPP. This plant is
a VVER 4401V230 pressurized water reactor that produced 1375 MW thermal power and
generates 440 MW electric power. The VVER440/V230 design includes six coolant loops,
each one including one main coolant pump and one horizontal steam generator. The behavior
of the horizontal SGs is very different compared to the western type vertical SGs. For
example, the secondary side of the horizontal steam generators contains much more water
than the western type vertical SGs. The Russian type horizontal SGs are designed so that the
internal steam generator natural circulation is organized. The internal steam generator natural
circulation contributes water mixing and avoiding liquid temperature stratification in the SGs.
Steam generators play very important role in the safe and reliable operation of VVER power
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plants. They determine the thermnal-hydraulic responses of the primary coolant system
during operational and accident transients.

1I. PURPOSE OF THE ANALYSIS OF SGTR AND DEFINITION OF THE
ACCEPTANCE CRITERION

The main reason for these, analyses is investigation of SGTR in supporting of SB
E0Ps. The calculations are designed to give an opportunity for wide estimation of GZZs use
in case of primary to secondary loss of coolant accident (GTR). The transient scenarios are
designed with the participation of leading specialists from Kozloduy NPP.

The following acceptance criteria are used to analyze SGTR for VVER-440/V230:
1.Fuel cladding temperature - not more than 1200 'C.
2.Safe and steady end state.

III. EVENT DESCRIPTION

This section contains a description of the expected plan response to a postulated Steam
Generator Tube Rupture accident.

The initiating event of the analyses is a double-ended one-pipe rupture in the middle
layer of the tube bundle in SO #6 close to the cold collector. Since the primary system
pressure is initially much greater than the steam generator pressure, reactor coolant flows
from the primary into the secondary side of the affected steam generator. In response of this
loss of reactor coolant, the pressurizer level and RCS pressure decrease. For the expected
case, pressurizer water level decreasing leads to an automatic reactor trip signal.

On the secondary side, leakage of contaminated primary coolant will increase the
secondary coolant reactivity resulting in high radiation indications. As primary coolant
accumulates in the affected steam generator, normal feed water flow is automatically reduced
to compensate high steam generator level.

In this paper there are investigated two cases:
1. Case with isolation the damaged SG #6 by closing Main Loop Isolation Valves

(GZZs), Depressurization by Spray in the pressurizer and consequent GZ~s re-opening.
2. Case without GZZs closing (GZZs fail to close), Depressurization by Spray in the

pressurizer.
The automatic systems alone will not terminate the primary to secondary leakage.

When a tube failure has been identified, recovery actions begin by isolating feedwater flow to
the affected steam generator (automatically).

In the first case - with GZZs closing - the operator closes both GZZs and switches off
MCP on the affected loop after reaching level 2.27 m in the ruptured SG #6. After GZZs
closing it is necessary isolation of the affected S #6 from its steam line by closing Main
Steam Isolating Valve or Fast Acting Steam Isolating Valve (BZOK). SG #6 letdown system
opening could normalize water level in it. n this way the break is completely isolated and this
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gives an opportunity for primary temperature and pressure reducing to stable and safe
conditions. The accepted strategy for post cooling down of the damaged SG #6 is GZZs re-
opening after primary side depressurization. In order to avoid secondary radiological releases
the operator have to reduce primary pressure under the set point for SG #6 safety valves
opening before GZZs re-opening.

In the second case - without GZ~s closing - it has been investigated a variant where
the both GZZs fail to close. As in the previous case recovery actions begin by isolating
feedwater flow to the affected steam generator, switching off the MCP on the damaged loop
and isolating steam flow after reaching level 2.27 m in the affected SG. 'The main operator
strategy in this situation is primary depressurization to prevent SG safety valves opening and
secondary side contamination. To avoid SG SWs opening primary side depressurization, RCS
cooling down and SG #6 isolation from its steam line begin simultaneous when water level in
the damaged SG #6 reaches 2.27 m. RCS cooling down comes with maximum speed - BRU-
Ks are in fully open position. In this way pressure in the damaged SG #6 and in the intact SGs
starts to decrease rapidly.

IV. ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE BOTH CASES:

The broken tube is located in the middle layer of the tube bundle in SG #6 close to the
cold collector.

In the initial state of the transient it is assumed:
* Reactor power to be nominal.
* Bum up status - corresponding to the end of life.
* Primary pressure and temperature to be nominal.

Initial secondary pressure is assumed to be nominal too.
• Pressurizer level is assumed as nominal - 5.2 m.
• Steam Generator water level is assumned to be nominal - 2.12 nm

V. SINGLE SGTR IN VVER 440 -CASE WITH ISOLATION THE DAMAGED
SG #6 BY CLOSING MAIN LOOP ISOLATION VALVES (GZZS),

DEPRESSURIZATION BY SPRAY IN THE PRESSURIZER AND CONSEQUENT
GZZS RE-OPENING.

Scenario:

1. The double ended break of one pipeline in SG #6 close to the cold collector.
2. The operator starts one Makeuip pump (6 m31ir) to inject in primary loop.
3. Switching on pressurizer heaters due to primary pressure decreasing down to 120

kgf/cM2 .
4. Actuation of Emergency Protection-I (AZ-1) according to the set point "Pressurizer

water lee 2.6 in".

5. Switching off all Pressurizer heaters due to Pressurizer water level became less than
2.0Om.
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6. Actuation of only one system for automatic step by step loading (AASSL)
according to the set point "Pressurizer water level < 2 mn". Only HPP #1 starts to inject borate
water with concentration of boric acid 39 glkg.

7. Closing of Turbine Stop Valves (TSVs) of the both turbines 10 seconds after
Emergency Protection-I actuation.

8. BRU-Ks opening due to pressure in the Main Steam Header reaches level 50
kgf/cm2 (4.9 Mpa)

9. The operator disconnects SG #6 from the feedwater and emergency feedwater lines
after reaching 2.22 in.

10. Water level in the damaged SG #6 increases up to 2.27 m. This is the reason for
the following operator actions:

* The operator switches off MCP #6;
* The automatic closes GZZs to 99-5% of their flow area. The other 0.5% the

operator tightens manually. Closing of GZZs takes approximately 980 sec.
11. After Loop #6 isolation by OZZs closing:

* The operator isolates ruptured SO #6 from the steam line (by BZOK closing or
Main Steam Isolating Valve P-i on its steam line);

* The operator opens the Letdown system on the damaged SG #6.
12. The operator stops HPP #1 when the following conditions are executed:

* Core exit subcooling margin is higher than 10 k gf/CM2 ;

* Primary side pressure is stable or increase;
* Pressurizer water level is higher than 3.5 mn.

13. The operator starts to cooldown the RCS by BRU-Ks with speed 60 0 C/hr.
14. RCS cooling stops after reaching core exit temperature with 10 CC less than the

saturated temperature corresponding to the pressure in the damaged SG #6. The operator
starts to support this temperature.

IS. The operator starts depressurization of primary side by using the Spray in the
pressurizer.

16. The operator stops depressurization by Spray.
17. Tfhe operator disconnects the darnaMe SG #6 from its Letdown system when the

pressure level in it became less than 46 kgf/cm .
18. GZZs opening after primary side depressurization so that the pressure differences

to be - 0.1 kg/cm 2 (10k Pa).
19. After depressurization the operator starts to cooldown the RCS by BRU-Ks with

speed 15 "Clhr.

The calculated sequence of events for this case is presented in the Table A.1.

Table A.I.

Event Time s
Break 0.0
Switching on one Makeup pump by the operator 50.0
Switching on Pressurizer heaters 250.0
Actuation of Emergency Protection - (AZ-I1) 711.0
Switching off all Pressurizer heaters (due to reaching the 716.0
set point - 2.0 m pressurizer water level) ______
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Switching on HPP #1 (PRZ water level drop to 2.0 m) 716.0
Turbine Stop Valves of the both turbine closing - l0 sec 721.0
after Emergency Protection - I
B RU-K #1 * #2, #3 and #4 opening 731.0
Water level in the damaged SG #6 reaches 2.22 m 805.0
The damaged SG #6 is disconnected from its feedwater and 805.0
emergency feedwater lines ______

Water level in the damaged SG #6 reaches 2.27 m 990.0
The operator switches off MCP #6 990.0
The operator actuates automatic GZZs closing on the Loop 990.0
#6__ _ _ _ _

The operator closes Letdown system on Loop #6 990.0
GZZs of the damaged Lop #6 are completely closed 1968.0
Ite operator starts to close Main Steam Isolating Valve on 1968.0
the SG #6 steam line (BZOK failed and operator actuates
MSIV P-1)
The operator openis SG #6 Letdown system 1968.0
The operator closes the Letdown system on the intact SGs 1968.0
The damaged SG #6 is completely disconnected from its 2113.0
steam line ______

Switching off HPP #1 by the operator 2117.0
Max. break flow rate, 9.86 kg/s from the cold collector and 2117.0
3 09 kgls from the end of pipe line _____

The operator starts to cooling down the RCS with speed 60 2117.0
0Chr by BRU-Ks____
The operator stops cooling the RCS (after primary side 2817.0
temperature became with 10 C less than the saturated
temperature corresponding to the pressure in the damaged
SG #6)
The operator starts depressurization of primary side by 2817.0
Spray in the presurizer from the cold leg
The operator disconnect SG #6 from its Letdown system 2980.0
due to reaching 46 kgf/CM2 in the damaged SG
Spray is stopped - low efficiency 6950.0
GZZs opening so that the presure difference of MOP #6 to 6950.0
be -0.1 gcm2 (104 Pa)._____
The operator starts to cooldown RCS by BRU-Ks with 6950.0
speed 15 "C'hr _____

End of calculation 18000.0

The most important parameters behavior is shown in the Figures from A.I. trough
AA. The calculation was performed up to 8000 sec into the transient time.
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Following the reactor trip, reactor power rapidly decreases to decay eat levels.
Turbine trip is initiated 10 seconds after the AZ-1 actuation. TSVs of the both turbines close
at 721.0 sec. Steam flow to the turbine is terminated and the pressure in Main Steam Header
starts to increase. At 731 sec it reaches 50 kgf/cin 2 and all four BRU-Ks open. Since the intact
and ruptured steam generators are connected via the main steam header, no significant
difference in pressures will be evident (see Figure A.1.).

At 716.0 sec after reaching the set point 2.0 m water level in the pressurizer HPP #1
starts to inject borated water with concentration of boric acid - 39 g/kg. This causes primary
side pressure and Pressurizer water level increasing. There is significant core exit subcooling
margin after the 716.0 sec (see Figure 2.). Due to reaching the set point 2.0 in pressurizer
water level all Pressurizer heaters switch off.

After reaching 2.27 m SG water level at 990.0 sec the operator starts to close GZs on
Loop #6. The automatic closes 99.5% from GZZs flow area. The other 0.5% the operator
tightens manually. It takes him 15 min (900 see) and at the end of this period at 1968.0 sec the
both GZs on the damaged Loop #6 are completely closed. In this way the operator stops
coolant blowdown from the reactor coolant system to SG #6 (see Figure A.3). Also at 1968.0
sec the break flow rate reaches its maximum of approximately 9.86 kg/s from the cold
collector and 3.09 kg/s from the end of pipe line.

After GZs closing the operator opens the SG #6 Letdown system and starts to close
Main Steam Isolating Valve on the 5G #6 steam line. It takes him 145 sec and at 2113.0 sec
the ruptured SG #6 is completely disconnected from its steam line.

At 2117.0 sec the operator stops HPP #1 due to PWL increasing up to 35 m (see
Figure A.4.).

The operator starts cooling down RCS with speed 60 0C/hr by BRU-Ks at 2117.0 sec
(this is happened after HIPP #1 switching off by the operator). At 2817.0 sec the core exit
temperature became with 10 C less than the saturated temperature corresponding to the
pressure in the damaged SG #6. After that moment the operator stops RCS cooling down and
starts to support primary coolant temperature. Pressure in the intact SGs decreases slowly due
to coolant shrinkage in result of BRU-Ks work. The core exit temperature trend is shown in
Figure A.2. There is a significant subooling margin of approximately 75 C at 2817.0 sec.
This is the end of RCS cooling down and the beginning of primary depressurization.

At 2817.0 sec the operator starts to depressurize primary side by Spray in the
pressurizer (Figure A.1 ). The purpose is primary side pressure to become equal to the
secondary side pressure in the damaged SG #6 so that after GZZs opening the break flow rate
to be minimal and SG #6 safety valves opening to be avoided.

Due to low Spray efficiency the operator stops primary side depressurization before
pressure equilibrium conditions to be established. Although the primary pressure is not
completely equalized to the secondary pressure into the damaged SG #6, primary pressure
reducing is sufficient for averting SG #6 safety valves opening.

Steam Generator Water Level (SGWL) in the ruptured SG3 #6 increases and reaches its
maximum value at 1968.0 sec. After that moment it starts to decrease due to opening of its
letdown system. The operator disconnects SG #6 from its letdown system after reaching 46
k gf/CM2 at 2980.0 sec.

.At 6950.0 sec the operator starts to cool down primary system by BRU-Ks with speed
15 0C/hr. SG #6 cooling down comes simultaneous with RCS cooling down.
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Conclusion:

The main conclusion for this calculation with GZZs closing, depressurization by Spray in the
pressurizer and consequent GZZs re-opening is that the safety systems and operator actions
are effective for plant recovery.
Fuel cladding temperature is less than 1200 0 C during the whale transient.

VI. SINGLE SGTR IN VVER 440- CASE WITHOUT GZZS CLOSING (GZZS
FAIL TO CLOSE), PRIMARY DEPRESSURIZATION BY SPRAY IN THE

PRESSURIZER.

Scenario:

1. The double-ended break of one pipeline in SG #6 close to the cold collector
2. The operator starts both Makeup pumps (6 m3/hr each one) to inject in primary

loop.
3. Switching on Pressurizer heaters due to primary side pressure decreasing down to

120 kgf/cmi1 .
4. Actuation of Emergency Protection - (AZ-i) according to the set paint 'low

pressure in primary side - P1 <115 kgf/cm2" or by set point "Pressurizer water level < 2.6 in".

All control assemblies drop with emergency speed to the fully inserted position. Primary side
pressure and temperature, Pressurizer water level and respectively secondary side pressure
drop rapidly.

5. Switching off all Pressurizer heaters due to Pressurizer water level became less than
2.0 mn.

6. Actuation of only one system for automatic step by step load (AASSL) according to
the set point "low pressure in primary side - PI< 105 kgf/cm2 or by set point "Pressurizer
water level < 2 mn". Only HPP #1 starts to inject borated water in cold legs #3 and #4
approximately 5 minutes after Emergency Protection - actuation.

7. Caosing of Turbine Stop Valves (TVs) of both turbines 10 sec. after Emergency
Protection - I actuation. It will cause secondary side pressure increasing.2

8. BRU-K opening due to pressure in the Main Steam Header reaches level 50 kgf/cm2

(4.9 MPa). BRU-K is trying to keep the pressure in the Main Steam Header equal to 47
k gf/cm 2 and when the pressure became less than this value closes. BRU-K opening causes
radiological releases in the secondary side.

9. Water level in the damaged SG #6 increase up to 2.22 m (it is with 100 mm higher
than the nominal value of the SG water level - 2.12 mn in the beginning of the transient). After
reaching this value SG #6 will be disconnected from the feedwater line by the operator.

10. When the SG #6 water level increase up to 2.27 m, the operator starts to close the
M4ain Isolation Valves (GZZs) of the Loop #6 trying to isolated it from the damaged SG #6
but one of them failed to close.

1 1. The operator restores the normal work of the Loop #6.
12. Reaching 2.27 m water level in the SG #6 is the reason for the following operator

Actions:
The operator isolates SG #6 from the steam line by closing Main Isolating Valves
on its steam line;
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* The operator starts to cooling down the RCS with maximum speed by BRU-Ks
when they are in fully open position;

* The operator starts depressurization of the primary side by using the Spray in the
pressurizer from the cold leg.

13. The operator stops cooling down the reactor coolant system when the core exit
temperature became with 10 t0C less than the saturated temperature corresponding to the
pressure in the damaged SG #6 and starts to support it (±2 0CQ during the rest of the transient
time.

14. Depressurization of the primary side continuos until one of the following three
conditions became truth:

* Primary side pressure is less or equal than the pressure in the damaged SG #6 and
the PWL is greater than 3.5 m
P is greater than 6.8 m

• Core exit subcooling margin is less than 10 (C
15. Switching off HPP #1 by the operator, after reacing following conditions:
* Core exit subcooling margin higher than 10 kgf/cm2;
• Primary side pressure became stable or start to increase;
* Water level in the intact SGs is nominal - 2.12 m;
* Core exit temperature decrease;
• Pressurizer water level is higher than 3.5 m.
* Pressurizer water level is higher than 6.8 mn and the primary side pressure isn't still

equal to the pressure in the damaged SG #6
16. If the pressurizer water level became less than 3.5 m after switching off HPP #1

the operator regulates it using the Makeup pumps.

The calculated sequence of events for this case SGTR - without GZs closing is

presented below.

Table B.1.

Event Time. s
Break 0.0
Max. break flow rate, 9.12 kg/s from the cold collector and 3,30 0.2
kg/s from the end of pipe line
Switching on Makeup pumps by the operator 50.0
Switching on Pressurizer heaters 270.0
Actuation of Emergency Protection - I (AZ-1) 810.0
Switching on HPP #1 815.0
Turbine Stop Valves of the both turbine closing 820.0
BRU-K #1 #2, #3 and #4 opening 830.0
Switching off all Pressurizer heaters 830.0
Water level in the damaged SG #6 reaches 2.22 m 930.0
Water level in the damaged SG #6 reaches 2.27 m 1100.0
The operator isolates SG #6 from its steam line and from its 1100.0
Letdown system
The operator starts to cooling down the RCS with maximum speed 1100.0
by BRU-Ks 
The operator starts depressurization of the primary side by using the 1100.0
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Spray in the pressurizer from the cold leg
The operator sto, ,s cooling the RCS (after primary side temperature 1270.0
became with 10 C less than the saturated temperature
corresponding to the pressure in the damaged SG #6)
Switching off HPP #1 by the operator 1920 .0
Depressurization stops when the primary side pressure became 3260.0
equal to the pressure in the damaged SG #6 and the PWL is greater
than 3.5 m ____

SG #6 water level reaches its max value 2.7 m 3500.0
End of calculation 3500.01

The most impoilant parameter behavior is presented in the Figures from B.1. trough
B.6. The calculation was performed up to 3500 sec into the transient time.

Fig. BI. Fig. B 2.~~062.
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water level doescn't increace very fast. Fecdwater control system automatically compensates
the changes in SG water levcl due to primarty to secondary leakage by reducing the feedwater
flow rate. If the Steam generator water lvel increase with 100 mm over he nominal, SG #6
would be disconnected from the feedwater arnd emergency feedwater lines.

Primary and secondary pressure behavior is presented in the Figure .I. S #6
isolation from its steam line, RCS cooling and primary side depressurization start
simultaneous at 1100.0 sec. Each one of these three operator actions exerts an influence on
secondary side pressure in the damaged SG #6. If the S #6 isolation from its steam line
comes earlier than the other two operator actions, which are mentioned above, pressure in the
affected SO #6 will increase and it will cause SVs of SG #6 opening. As it seen in the Figure
B.1, after 1100.0 sec due to work of BRU-Ks secondary side pressure starts to decrease
rapidly. RC2S cooling by BRU-Ks was performed when they are in fully open position, so that
the speed of cooling to be maximum.

Primary temperature trend could be seen in figure B.2.As it seen from Table B.1. at
1100.0 sec the operator starts cooling down RCS with maximum speed. Due to work of BRU-
Ks RCS was cooled down with approximately 35 C for about 170 sec. After reaching the
required margin of 10 OC between the primary side temperature and the saturated temperature
corresponding to the pressure in the ruptured SG #6, the operator stops RCS cooling and starts
to support the reached primary temperature (20(C) for the rest of the transient time.

It is shown in Figure B.2. margin to boiling temperature. There is significant
subcooling margin between Core exit temperature and Core exit sattemperature during the
whole transient time and especially during the work of B RU-Ks. So in the hot legs and reactor
core there is no void fraction appearance during the whole transient.

The break flow rate is presented in Figure B.3. It reaches its maximum value 12.42
kg/s at 0.2 sec. The flow discharge coefficients are assumed to be 1.0, 1.0. As it seen in the
Figure B.4., after 1100.0 sec the break flow rate starts to decrease due to work of Spray in the
pressurizer and approximately at 3260.0 sec coolant blowdown from the reactor coolant
system to the SG #6 stops and reverse break flow rate appears.

Pressurizer water level behavior is presented in the Figure B.4. Five seconds after
Emergency Protection-I actuation (at 815.0 sec) HPP #1 starts to inject borated water in
primary circuit and that causes PWL increasing. At 1100.0 sec PL starts to decrease
because of the work of B RU-Ks - there is significant shrinkage of primary coolant. When the
RCS cooling stops at 1270.0 sec and due to work of HPP #1 it starts to increase and reaches
6.8 m at 1920.0 sec. After HPP #1 switching off PWL decrease slowly.

Conclusion:

The main conclusion for this calculation is that the safety systems and operator actions
are effective for primary side depressurization. The calculation demonstrates an effective
strategy for preventing any secondary radiological release to the environment. The results
demonstrate also a successful strategy for cooldown of the Reactor coolant system. There is
additional ability for post SG cooling down by organization of `feed and bleed" or by backup
filling through the break in the damaged SG.

Fuel cladding temperature is less than 1200 0C during the calculation.
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VII. GENERAL CONCLUSION:

The thermal-hydraulic analysis of the calculations presented above show that
practically in the both cases - with or without use of GZZs - the operator could bring the
plant to stable and safety conditions.
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ABSTRACT

Paper provides summary of methodology of few-group library preparation with
emphasis on new features of assemblies, like fuel assemblies with Gd BP or CFA with Hf-
plates. Special attention is devoted to the transient part (coupler) of CFA from the point of
view of boundary conditions preparation. Based of this methodology prepared library is
implemented into macrocode for different number of axial meshes for both coare andfine-
mesh diffusion calculations.

Problems with local power peaking calculations in VVER-440 cores are closely
connected with the correct modelling of the power pertubations in the neighbourhood of
CFA coupler. The new version of MOB Y-DICK provided with the new few group data
library can assess most of effects induced by insertion of CFA in the core including effects
of newly designed Hfplates in the coupler of CFA. Compatibility of transport and diffusion
calculation was taken into account n the analysis of CFA movement without/with Hf
plates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since previous decade have been prepared few-group data to diffusion macrocode in
our company. An attempt to improve these data has been done in last time, especially taken
into account higher heterogeneity of core including fuel assemblies with Gd burnable poison
(BP), application of fine-mesh diffuision solution and its compatibility with a coarse-mesh one
and the better description of boundary conditions on control assemblies (CA). It is well known
that on accuracy of neutron-physical calculations has important influence the accuracy of few-
group data, it means coefficients in diffusion difference equations. These data can be divided
into data for fuel assemblies (FA), for both applications (fine-mesh. coarse-mesh) and data for
non-fuel regions. One of possibilities, which is applied in our process, is to apply suitable
boundary conditions, although diffusion data for these regions are an alternative. Below are
described methods and approximations applied in this process, including models and content
of library. Some features of FA with Gd BP are pointed out. More comprehensively are
described boundary conditions on CA, where design changes (Hf-plates) are taken into
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account and corrections based on Monte Carlo calculations were applied. Improved library
gives good base for more precise evaluation of effects which are related to the reactor safety.

Such important parameters preventing of fuel rod failures are the criteria limiting the
core parameters which, when exceeded, may lead to this failures. This limits, in particular,
involve restrictions on the local linear heat rate QI and its ramp dQl. The first one is
dependent on the average fuel rod burnup, the second one is dependent on the local burnlup of
fuel rod and both with higher burnup are more strict. Additionally to this limits exists for
VVER-440 cores operational limit for DNBR and for margin to saturation temperature which
are also connected with pin-wise power distribution.

This limitation arises namely at present period in which is involved implementation of
modernized four- and five-year fuel cycles with higher burnup which requires more careful
and broad analysis of questions concerning safe operation, forecasting the characteristics of
fuel loading and algorithm of ini-core monitoring systems.

The deign of the existing Control Fuel Assembly (CFA) coupler (transition part)
accounts of the local power peak in the fuel elements of FA located near the control bank. It
was found that in the vicinity of this CPA coupler high heterogeneous structure with dominant
content of coolant - moderator the pin-wise calculation errors are caused by methodology of
preparation libraries and compatibility between diffusion and transport approximation.
Because of local character of QI and dQl all analysis should be provided on the 3D pin-wise
level.

The detailed analysis of VVER-440 CFA coupler affect was presented in last years on
different AER meetings by different organizations [17-231.

Skcoda provides for target NPP Dukovany development of design macrocode MOBY-
DICK with a new library WIB72GnG (n=2, 4, 8) and shares on development of modules of
in-core monitoring system SCORPIO which substantial part is calculation pin-wise power
distribution and checking of QI and dQl limits.

As will be shown in the next the key role in solving this problem has methodology of
preparation of few group diffusion library WIE72Gn (n=~2, 4, 8). Description of this library
preparation is given below.

2. LIBRARY PREPARATION

2.1 Calculations models applied for few-group data preparation (models in
spectral calculations)

2.1.1 Fuel assembly data

2D model is a basic model for few-group data preparation (MODEL A, Fig. 1). Usually
is supposed, that FA has at least 600 rotational symmetry (although for VVER440 symmetry is
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a 300 reflection one). FA is supposed to be in an array of he same assemblies, which is called
an ,,asymptotic approximation" .

Simplifications in 2D FA model are as follows:

a) Central hole is not modelled explicitly
b) Gap between fuel and cladding is neglected, cladding is diluted
c) Spacer grids are homogenised into moderator
d) Details in design of FA shroud hexagon are neglected
c) Geometrical and material characteristic are taken from fuel passport, where the most

probable values are considered. U... and U236 are mostly neglected. The influence of these
isotopes on fuel cycle length was analysed [ 1].

Hexagons in Fig.1 were created for pin cells data preparation. Hexagon have to be
subdivided, especially in moderator region. Annular subdivision of fuel is necessary for pin
with Gd BP. This subdivision is shown in Figl. Subdivision is not shown for moderator
region in cell hexagon, which is performed automatically. Diffusion data are calculated as
averaged for whole assembly for coarse-mesh calculation, or for individual cells for fine-mesh
calculations, where are extracted data for central channel, inter-assembly gap (edge and corner
separately). These data have to be modified in macrocode for fine-mesh calculation, because
in this code a regular grid of cells is supposed.

For analyses of mutual influences of different FA have been used model shown in
Fig.2a. This model is much suitable for CA data preparation (data for boundary conditions
determination), where in the central (in Fig.2a top triangle) part is modelled different axial
part of CA. (Ths model is also suitable for different analyses, comparison of transport and
diffusion solutions etc.)

In standard methodology of library preparation by WIMS8 is burnup modeled by six
representative fuel rods and for this fuel rods and homogenized A are prepared and
paramnetrized (by APRO code) diffusion constants for macrocode MOBY-DICK.

For the purposes of more precise comparisons in our paper burnup process of FA with
Gd burnuble absorber were in WIMS8 modeled by burnup of each fuel rod and final MOBY.
DICK diffuision constants were homogenized for representative six fuel rods and FA.

Fuel bumnup is performed separately in each fuel pin, which is a necessary conditioi
for FA with Gd BP, where pins near pin with Gd BP are influenced by this pin. Moreover, fo
FA with Gd BP, short step at burnup is a necessity, mostly by application of spectrus
recalculation in very short steps 2. Also, subdivision of moderator and annular (nc
azimuthal) subdivision in pins with Gd BA is requested. (Five regions seems to be sufficien
more is possible.) Optimal number of energy groups is a question, 1 5 standardly applied in ox
calculations is sufficient [ 3].

The diffusion constants in the neighborhood of CF.A were not specifically prepared.

Calculation of FA is perrormed for different values of technological parameters, givi
in f 3), where are listed all data, which are calculated (macroscopic and microscopic crc
sections etc.), which are processed (or could be processed), and which are approximated. F
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FA with Gd BA the number of states have been enlarged from the point of view of steps at
burnup. Burnup is calculated only for selected states. Formatted data (described in [ 5) are
processed by code APRO 6), which performs their approximation (see below). States cover
all possibilities practically needed, but it is difficult to ensure requested accuracy of
approximation in the whole range of reactor states.

2.1.2 Boundary conditions preparation

Boundary conditions are an important part of few-group cross section library. There
are some kinds of boundary conditions for VVER440, namely: radial and axial (top and
bottom) on core edge and for CA, where are radial boundary conditions (in different axial
meshes of CA) and axial ones (top and bottom).

For cross sections calculation for CA, different models are possible. The best seems to
be.a model, which is shown in Fig.2a (for cross section with compensating steel rods) and
Fig.2b (MODEL B) for cross section in coupler area with Hf plates, where this FA is
surrounded by fuel assemblies, creating a equilateral triangle, which is 9times, bigger.
(Different model is applied by radial boundary on baffle, where a part of core is modelled with
baffle so thick that it can be supposed to be infinite. Axial boundary conditions are modelled
in ID approximation, both for A and CA. An exemption is multiplication boundary
condition, which is applied on bottom boundary of CA. Model of asymptotic FA is accurate
enough, but models for boundary conditions calculations are not so exact, therefore some
corrections have to be applied. On radial CA boundary conditions are applied corrections,
which takes into account an effect of axial dimension (see (3D) MODEL D - CFA +8FA)
Fig.2c).

For radial boundary conditions preparation for CA is used the following process: In
2Dmodels is non fuel part of CA subdivided into several axial regions (form bottom to top 1.
Of the compensating steel rods (cylinders); 2. Of zirconium plenum, 3. Which consists
maximum water (with excess of moderator), 4. To the absorber (coupler top - connecting fuel
and follower) and 5. Of boron steel -absorbing part) which are surrounded by fuel assemblies.
Diffusion data for CA in suitable radial 21) subdivision are calculated using WIMS code [16]
in such a way that data modelling this region as cells are extracted (for fine mesh calculation
using directly diffusion data), or in radial structure as fine as possible for followed calculation
of y-matrices by HECON [ 8] code.

It has been found by safety analyses that the most problematic from the point of view
of pin power in the surrounding assemblies is this axial mesh, where is an excess of
moderator, which is serious especially when boric acid concentration is low. Therefore a
solution had to be necessary to find, and such a solution are Hf-plates on the inner sides of CA
shroud, which axially cover not only this problematic area (and also part with steel spring) but
partially also area with steel cylinders.

Therefore, this part is very important from the point of view of boundary conditions
preparation. Boundary conditions have been calculated also for the case with Hf-plates.
Having in to mind the axial position of Hf-plates, parts L.-3. were calculated. Also other
analyses covering different states of core and the influence on boundary conditions have been
performed, including Hf burnup, fuel burnup etc. 7]. has been found, that influence of fuel
burnup is not quite negligible, but it has not been yet included into boundary conditions
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dependencies. Concerning Hf burnup, it could be very important only in case, if these plates
would be in high neutron flux for a long time (several cycles), but such a case is not realistic
due to strategy of CA movement in core. Therefore could be concluded, that influence ofrHf
burnup can be neglected.

It has been proved that Hf-plates lead to important reduction of pin powers in the
surrounding assemblies (see below).

Process by boundary conditions preparation is such that in an adequate model are
calculated diffusion data in geometrically and materially different sub-regions of axial mesh
of CA surrounded by FAs (also for a direct following full core calculation with diffusion data
instead of boundary conditions) and based on these data are calculated boundary conditions in
form of y-matrix (J=y*0) by code HECON in four and two group structure, which can be then
applied (after corrections) in macrocode. These data are calculated for different values of
technological parameters, but only two of them are important. Aproximation performed by
code APRO [ 6] takes into account only dependence on moderator density and boric acid
concentration in moderator for boundary conditions in 1-matrix form and ,all" dependencies
for direct diffusion calculation.

In process which is also applied at other boundary conditions preparation are used
simplifications or approximations, which could have influence on accuracy of boundary
conditions. Althoughi the agreement in diagonal member in fast group is good with direct
transport solution [ 7], simplifications and approximations used in described process can have
not negligible influence on accuracy of results.

Therefore, a methodology of 3D) y-matrix calculation have been searched [ 9]. Results
shown, that the axial trnsort of neutrons is relatively very important, but direct application
of 3D) y-matrix in macrocode would not be easy. Therefore, a decision have been made te
apply 2D) y-matrix [ 9] and then to perform their correction on effects resulting from 3E
calculations by MCNP4B [10].

Specifically was calculated production gamma matrix for the bottom of couple
(boundary between fuel pellet region and steel compensating rods).

An alternative method is to use (both for coarse and pin-wise calculations) direct]
diffusion cross sections in axial parts of CA in macrocode (excluding absorbing part, wher
application of diffusion data is not suitable from the principle, corrections have to be mad
excluding possibility of cancelling of errors resulting from diffusion solution and differenc
approximation). Preliminary calculations (comparisons) have been performed and it has bet
found, that diffusion data partially match axial effects, because values of pin powers in axi
part with excess of moderator are between values with boundary conditions in y-matrix for
corrected and not corrected on axial effect by MCNP4B. Contemporary library includ
boundary conditions in y-matrix form corrected on base on 3D) CNP4B calculations.

Similar process could be applied on other boundary conditions. Now, only correctio
on boundary conditions on baffle reflector have been applied to get better agreement betwe
calculated and measured FA powers.

2.1.3 Approximation of few-group data library
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Data (mostly cross sections) approximation, which means their dependence on core
state and burnup obtained from calculations described above is an important phase in library
creation. It is known, that data are dependent (excluding dependencies on burnup) on
moderator density (temperature), fuel temperature, boric acid concentration in moder ator and
fuel poisoning (Xe and Sm). It is not easy to describe all dependencies with sufficient
accuracy for all dependencies in given extend. Contemporary library uses dependencies in
form of polynomials. These polynomials are of different order of different combinations of
independent variables. Approximation is performed by code APRO, which is able to perform
also other operations as follows:

-arrangement (cancellation) of dependent variables
-creation of new variables
-condensation of data from four group structure
-physical elimination of variables
-burnup of sub-regions of FA
-delayed neutron data calculation for 6 or 8 groups
-calculation of spline coefficient of the third order

Progra searches for the simplest dependence among available fulfilling requested
accuracy and checks accuracy in calculation points. Special problem are data for SPND, where
are dependencies on burnup of fuel and Rh detector (not simultaneously). Although exist
some difficulties, praxis up to now shows that (excluding very special cases), approximation
is accurate enough. Accuracy can be enhanced using more calculation points. Some
improvements can be achieved also by calculating spline of the third order, which can be
applied into MOBY-DICK [ 4] instead of performing simple linear interpolation in
dependence on burnup. Of course, this can not compensate for physical reality (for example in
fast changing features of fuel with Gd BP).

2.2. Codes used

For diffusion data preparation then used in modular system MOBY-DICK, the
following codes are applied: WlIS8, HECON, APRO and MCNP4B together with some
auxiliary codes and batches.

2.3. Creation and content of library

2.3.1 Data for fuel assemblies

Data for fuel assemblies are not dependent on axial position, and are supposed to be
the same for any arbitrary axial mesh (as is well known, contemporary VVER4440 fuel is not
axially profiled). Library contents data for 31 FA, including fuel parts of CA. Their list, with
short characteristics is given in Tab. 1. Data are for coarse and fine-mesh calculations.

2.3.2 Boundary conditions for different axial mneshing in macrocode
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On the contrary to the FA, boundary conditions on non FA part of CA are axially
dependent. Situation is complicated by the fact, that in MOBY-DICK is not possible to have
an arbitraiy number of different y-matrices on radial surface of each axial mesh in macrocode.
This number (9) is sufficient for 20 axial meshes in code, but for 80 meshes is not sufficient
and would be desirable to enhance this number. Now, for 80 axial meshes are boundary
conditions the same in several meshes, which is not quite correct and diminishes in sonie
extent the accuracy of calculation in 80 meshes. Commonly, there is necessary to create
boundary conditions for different number of axial meshes taking into account also presence of
Hf-plates. Resulting are different variants of boundary conditions for different number of axial
meshes

Boundary conditions have been put more precisely by modification of original ones
based on 3D calculation by MCN4PB4 code. Only diagonal components of yf-matrix have been
modified. Basic calculation has been performed in axial structure corresponding to 40 axial
meshes. Somec recalculations for 20 and 80 axial meshes have been completed.

2.4. Methodological aspect of library creation

2.4.1 FA with BP

Burnable poisons are newly applied in VVER440. Fast changing features of such a
assembly needs more comprehensive description of some physical phenomena. Research in
this field have been performed tIll and some necessary improvements have been pointed out,
most of them all well known (shorter bumnup step. subdivision of moderator regions and fuel
pin with BP etc.). Also have been searhed influence of pins with Gd BP in FA on thermal-
hydraulic characteristic of FA and core. Analyses of this kind have been done on level of FA,
as well as of core (12,13]. From these analyses can be concluded, that influence of Gd pin
leads to the shift of position (and movement) of the most loaded pin and hot channel. From
the point of core it leads to the lower necessary amount of boric acid in moderator, which
leads to more negative temperature coefficient of reactivity, which is a positive safety effect.
The other effects are of low importance, although loading pattern optimiisation is getting much
complicated.

2.5.2 Compatibility of coarse and fine mesh solutions

One of the feature of cede based on diffuision difference approximation is a possibility
of calculation in so called fine-mesh approximation, where one ,mesh" is one ,cell" (fuel or
non-fuel). By validation of code have been observed differences between coarse and fine mesh
solutions, especially in cycle lengths.

Because this compatibility is important, more complex check calculations not only
from the point of view of coarse and fine-mesh solution, but also from the point of view of
transport and diffusion solutions have been performed. These are connected also with proper
boundary conditions.

A good agreement have been found on the FA level (also with FA of different
enrichmients). No so good agreement has been observed in case of pin powers near non fuel
CA parts. This is a complicated task, and it is in detatil described in next parts of this paper.
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For cycle lengths have been found relatively good agreement also for ,equilibrium-
cycle with Gd BP. These lengths differ mostly no more than 2 FPD. Also relative powers of
FAs are in good agreement, differences are not higher than 2% (on average much less).

2.4.3 Transition part of CA

This part represents one of the most complicated part of core. Moreover, it has been
found, that some safety limits could not be matched in pins in the vicinity of this part. As
pointed out above, exact description of this part is a necessary condition for proper description
of requested physical phenomena. Employing 3D transport modelling using Monte Carlo code
(MCNP4B) seems to be quite logical and needed step. Some correction to y-matrixes have
already been done based on this calculations.

New design of this part with Hf-plates significantly reduces powers in fuel pins in
vicinity of some axial meshes of this transition part of CA.

2.4.4 Data for SPND signals interpretation

For interpretation of signals (currents) of SNPD) (which are a part of SCORPIO
monitoring system [151) there is necessary to determine a relation between signal (current)
and power of FA in position of detector. This is done by calculation (with setting several
coefficients expressing the physical phenomena of this process) in which is calculated relation
between current of detector and power of fuel pins ,.surrounding" detector.

Problem is complicated also by the fact, that depletes both fuel and detector, but not
together. Therefore, approximation must cover historical changes (burnup of burnable
materials) and immediate effects (core states changes). Separability of these phenomena is
supposed. Beside ,classicar" methodology, the new one based on reaction rates in detector is
also applied.

Interpretation formulae have been calculated also for FA with Gd BP, for both designs
of SPND (. POSIT and fy. ST), P particle probability escape have been determined by
MCNP4B. Calculated formulae have been implemented into SCORPIO monitoring system.

2.5. Validation of library

Library was primarily validated by comparison with experimental data (DATABASE)
from NPP Dukovany [141. This work is not an object of this paper.

3. APPLICATION OF LIBRARY IN ANALYSES OF CONTROL FUEL
ASSEMBLY IMPACT ON LOCAL POWER PEAKING
CALCULATIONS
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3.1. Types of calculations

A new detailed power distribution comparisons MOBY-DICK versus MCNP4B was
performed on the bases of 3D) spectral MODEL D for each of 40 axial layers (6.1 cm
thickness). The power densities averaged over the first row of pins (closest to CFA) and over
whole FA were calculated for each layer. From this values were calculated row peaking
factors' Kr like division of these average pin power densities. Problems with Monte Carlo
precision limit us only to the "row peaking factor" Kr comparisons. Impact of the CF.A on
core power represents big perturbation of local power distribution.

Basic standard comparisons diffusion versus transport calculations of the pin-wise
power distribution is usually provided for infinite 2D FA structure (spectral MODEL A-
Fig. I). In our technology it is comparisons between MOBY-DICK and WIMS8 calculations.

Huge effort was devoted to the analysis of the impact of CFA on the linear heating rate
and its ramps in the real core loading during the core operation on the basis of calculations by
macrocode MOBY-DICK.

WIMS8 saeetral model calculations

21) MODEL A calculations were provided for the "basic (burnup) state" of library
WIE72GnG (n--2, 4) 8). Description of the burnup process is defined above in this paper. The
comparisons MOBY-DICK versus WIMS8 power distribution was realized for MODEL A
and some results are commented below.

MCNP4B spectral models calculations

Basic calculations were provided by MICNP4B Monte Carlo code with standard library
ENDF60. Precision of the calculation was app. 5700 cycles with 6000 neutrons each and final
nps = 34 200 000.

Calculation of MODEL E (3D) spectral model of CFA + 35FA cross section area) was
used only for reference. Standard calculations were performed for MODEL D) (3D) spectral
model of CFA + 7WA cross section area Fig.2c).

Within calculations were studied impacts of axial boundary conditions (separability of
the Kr and axial power distribution):

- reflective on the top and bottom of the model
- non reflective (approximately zero on extrapolation distances) on the top and bottom of

the model

In our MVCNP4B analysis was supposed:
- fresh profiled FA 3.82w%/1
- the moderator density 0.793

moderator temperature 500K
fuel temperature 300K.
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MOB Y-DICK core calculations.

The 3 pin-wise diffusion calculations were provided by a new two group library
WIE72GnG (n'=2, 4, 8) with a corrected gamma matrices from MCNP4B calculations and
with and without Hf plates. Special attention was aimed to the local power (or radial peaking
Kr) behaviour during the fuel cycle and for CFA movement.

Basic burnup calculation was provided for the 2 d Unit of NPP Dukovany up to 15
cycle. In 14 cycle was loaded CFA (3.82w% enr.) with /ithout Hf on the positions 33 and
50. After one year operation (into 15 cycle) this CFA are reloaded from 33 to 7 and from 50
to 4 and same fresh CFA are loaded on positions 33 and 50. During this cycle were checked
local pin-wise power loading in the neighborhood of CFA.

3.2. Results from the comparisons

3.2.1 Calculations on the level of spectral models

Usually spectral models are used for preparation few group libraries and like reference
models for analysis of diff'usion and transport approximation compatibility.

Analysis of compatibility of diffusion and transport calculations was provided for
infinite (non perturbed) power distribution and for perturbed power distribution in the
neighborhood of CPA.

In the focus of our interest is pin-wise axial power distribution which is closely
connected with above mentioned nodal "row peaking factors" Kr. Sensitivity analyses of this
peaking factors Kr to some changes in the calculation model has shown that our MODEL D
is credible for performing such comparisons and for hplementations of Monte Carlo
corrections into core simulator MOBY-DICK library. In Fig. 3 and 4 are shown these
calculations with MCNP4B of greatest interest to :

- impact of the axial boundary condition (reflective or zero) on axial distribution of
radial peaking factor Kr - is negligible (Fig. 4).

- impact of the radial cross section of the calculation model MODEL D has smaller
cross section than MODEL E)(Fig. 3).

Differences between the row peaking factors Kr calculated by MOBY-DICK from
peaking factors calculated by MCNP4B code are given in Fig. 5. It is seen that MOBY-DICK
calculation with MCNP4B corrected library WIE72GniG (n=2, 4, 8) under predicts maximum
Kr value by -2.4%.

Implementation of Hf plates into CFA region significantly decreases value of Kr (see
Fig. 6). The MOBY-DICK calculation in this critical region conservatively over predicts (in
comparison with MCNP4B) value of Kr by more then 10%. This conservativeness is
probably caused by non adequate gamma matrix corrections in the lover parts of coupler.
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Comparisons of MOBY-DICK versus WIMS8 pin-wise power distribution on the 2D)
MODEL A (infinite FAs lattice of the same enrichment 3.6w%, 3.82w% and 4.38w% with Gd
burrntble absorber) was provided for burnup process fom fresh to 60 000 MWd/tU. For the
purpose of SPND interpretation is important that deviations of central rods power peaking
does not exceed 0.7%. The first highest 13 peakings has shown that deviations the in the
beginning of burnup will not exceed also 0.7% and in the end of bumnup process reaches
2.2%. It is interesting that power peaking deviations in the rod with Gd does not exceeds
deviations of other fuel rods.

3.2.2 Core calculations

Core cycle analysis have shown that standard CFA coupler brings problem in
preserving safety limits like linear heat rate limit and linear heat rate ramp limit. Fig. 7 and 8
show that application of Hf plates significantly decreases linear power heat rate in the
neighborhood. of CPA coupler namely in EOB. This Fig. has shown principal functionality of
the implementation of Hf plates. In the following Fig. 9 up 14 is depicted impact of CF7A axial
positions on the preserving above mentioned safety limits for the fuel assemblies in the
surroundings of CFA (FA num. 6 and 8).

Impact of the of CFA position on the linear heat rate ramp (ramp from initial CPA
position 170.8) is plotted in Fig. 9 and 1 0 for FA num. 8. The same is done for the FA num. 6
in Fig. 1 1 and 12. In the case of FA num. 8 there exists limit curve for linear heat rate ramp
because of relative high burnup, of the most loaded fuel rod (46023 MWd/tu). This limit
curve is calculated with hot ch. factor 1.16. In the case of PA nurn. 6 this limit does not exist
due to the relatively low average burnup of most loaded fuel rod (24736 MWd/tu). Efficiency
of Hf plates in dQl values suppression is seen from Fig. 10 and 12.

Impact of the CFA position on the linear heat rate is seen from Fig. 13 and 14.
Positive contribution of Hf plates to limit margin for linear heat rate limit (207 Wlcm) is seen
from Fig. 14.

Between miscellaneous impacts of Hf plates implementation in CPA coupler are
changes of CPA integral and differential worth (ig. 15 and 16). In both cases these effects
represent contribution to the safety. Secondary effect of increasing of integral CFA worth is
shortening cycle length on boron - EOB (approximately by 2.5 days). Final EOC cycle length
was found shortened only by a half day.

Effect of CFA movement in scale from 122 cmr to 207.4 cm at EOB is presented in
Fig. 17, 18 and 19. It is interesting that maximum of QI is reached at relatively high position
of CPA (195.5 cm)!. Second very important result from Fig. 18 is that value of Kr nodal
peaking factor is nearly not dependent on CFA position - it means the separability of the
radial nodal peaking factor and axial distribution is valid. This separability allows us to
provide CFA coupler gamma matrix corrections by Monte Carlo independently on the CPA
position.

3.2.3 Error assessment

It is known that after two month of core operation critical nodes for nodal pin-wise

power distribution errors assessment are nodes in the vicinity of CPA. Present analysis of
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the power distribution perturbation in the neighborhood of CAF has shown that max. error of
MOBY-DICK calculations with the new library will be approximately on the same level as
was supposed up to now i.e. 5%.

3.2.4 Monitoring system SCOR-PIO and a new library

Application of the new library WIE72nG (n=-2, 4, 8) into SCORPIO on NPP
Dukovany decreases linear heat rate margins to the linear heat rate (loca) limit (see in Fig. 21
curves of F.: Scorpio 1 is provided with former library and Scorpio 2 with the new library).

4. CONCLUSION

Models and methodology in few group data library preparation with emphasis on FA
with Gd BP and boundary conditions on CA reflecting different number of axial meshes in
macrocode and approximation process of data were summarised. In all cases, improvement to
present solutions have been found. It can be concluded that:

As concern preparation library:

- methodology of library preparation has beea improved from the point of view of
assemblies innovation (FA with Gd BP) and from the point of view of exact
determination of detailed power distribution (CA transition part)

- standard 2 gamma matrix methodology can be adopted by 3 Monte Carlo
corrections to describe power distribution in the CFA coupler vicinity

- calculation (spectral) models A/ B/ and D/ for preparation library and its corrections
are sufficient

- library has been tested In macrocode against experimental data (excluding FA with

Gd BP)

- representation of coupler region by few group constants is under development

As concern standard coupler without Hf:

- diffusion calculation with corrected (by MCNP4B comparisons) library

underestimates nodal radial pin-wise peaking by 2.5 %

- some movement of CFA may cause break of linear heat rate and ramp of linear heat
rates

As concern impacts of the HfDat:

- involving Hf plates into CFA coupler potentially solves all problems with preserving
linear heat rate limits and its ramp limit
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- Hf plates In coupler ncrease differential and Integral CFA worth and In this
direction enhances safety characteristics of the core

- In our example Hf plates n coupler decreases boron cycle length by 2.7 FPD and
final cycle length (after stretch-out) only by 0.3 FP

Analyses performed and methodological improvements of library preparation
constitute an essential step in software development supporting implementation of new
assembly designs on NPP Dukovany.
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Tab. List of assemblies in fewv-group dada library

WIE72GnG1

map of PA FAI numn of FAi numn of FP1 A step FP step 
________ NEWI 31 71 14.71 1.2201 

name of PA name SCM' PA type grid type shroud enrichmenprfato

SURIGORI S16-HOM. regulation steel thick 1.
SUR24ORI S24-HOM. regulation steel thick 24
SUR36ORI S36-HOM. regulation steel thick36
SUR36SYM S36-HOM. regulation steel thick 13.6 for 36o0 symetry 
SUP16ORI S16-HOM. working steel thick 1.6 ___

SUP24ORI S24-HOM. working steel thick 2.4 ___

SUP36ORI S36-H-OM. working steel thick 3.6
SUR24ADV T24-HOM. regulation steel thin 2.4 ___

SUR36ADV T36-HOM. regulation steel thin 3.6 ___

SUP24ADV T24-HO0M. workin~g steel thin 2.4 ___

SUP36ADV T36-HOM. workin~g steel thin 3.6 ___

SUR36ZRH H36-HOM. regulation Zr-alloy thick 3.6 ___

SUP36ZRH H36-HOM. working Zr-allov thick 3.6 ___

SUR24ZRL L24-HOM. regulation Zr-alloy thin 2.4 ___

SUR36ZRL L36-HOM. regulation Zrallo thin a.6 ____

SUP24ZRL L24-HOM. workinlg Zraly thin 2.4 ___

SUP36ZRL L36-HOM. working Zrallo thin 3.6 ___

SUR38ZRL L38-HOM. regulation Zrall thin 3.82 (4.0,.3.6 ,3.3) -

SUP38ZRL L38-HOM. working iZrlo thin 3.82 (4.0 .3.6,.3.3)
SUR16ZRH H16-HOM. regulation Zr-alloy thick 1.6___
SUR24ZRH H24-HOM. regulation Zralo thick 2.4 ___ 

SUP16ZRH H16-HOM. working Zr-ally thick 1.61
SUP24ZRH H24-HOM. workig~ Zra112 thick 2.41
SUR16ZRL L16-HOM. regulation Zrayo thin 1.64 
SUP16ZRL L16-HOM. working Zrallo thin 1 ____

SFR16ZRH F16-HOM. regulation Walloy thick 1.61-1f ___
SUR38ZRH H38-HOM. regulation Zarly thick 3.82 (4.0, 3.6. 3.3)
SUP38ZRH H38-HOM. workin~g Zralo thick 3.82 (4.0. 3.6 .3.3)
SFR38ZRH F38-HOM. regulation Zroyj thick 3.82Hf (4.0 , 3.6 .)_ _

SUP42RZL R42-HOM. Iworkirn Z~ thin 4.21 (4.4 , 4.0 , 3.6 , 4.0Qd) R
SUP43SZL S43-HOM. Iworking Z ~ tIn 4.38 (4.6 .4.0 , 3.6 , 4.0Gd) S

WE72GnG- n=2Z4,8 (according to axial nodes number)
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Fig.I Calculating schcma of ,,asymptotic" FA
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Fig. 2b 2 MODEL B for WIMS cakculations gamma matrix conditions
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Fig. 2c 3D MODEL D for MCNP4B ca~cuaton
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Fig. 3 Radial power peakings Kr of the 1st row for 3.82% FA
for MODELS (D a E) and two types of axial boundary

conditions (refi. and zero)
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Fig. 4 Axial dependence of the average power and radial
power peaking Kr of the l1st row of pins for 3.82w%1 FA, boron

zero, water dnes. 0.793, MODEL E and two types of axial
bound. cond. (refiilzero), MCNP4B calculations.
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Fig. 5 Radial power peakings Kr of the l1st row for 3.82% FA
(MODEL E - axial refi. b.c.)
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Fig. 6 Radial peaking factor Kr- for the first row of the pins, FA
3.82w%/' with Hf, MCNP4B3 and M-D calculations according

MODEL D (refi. axial conditions)
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Fig. 7 Linear power distribution n maximally loaded fuel rod
in FA num. 6

(close to the CFA Inserted 177 cm) with 1 without Hf n 40
FPD) and EOB.
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Fig. 8 Linear power distribution n maximally loaded fuel rod
In FA num. 6

(close to the CFA Inserted 171 cm) with I without Hf In 40
FPD and E0OB. HIRK 171 [cm];
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Fig. 9 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQI on the position of
CFA (linear heat rate QI Is for reference CPA position 170.8 cm),
CFA without 1-1f, step of CFA movement Is 6.1 cm, fuel rod linear

heats are from PA num. 8.
300 - -4HRK6 170.8 cm
250 -a--HRK6 176,9 cm
200 HRK6 183,0 cm

.150. 1---.RK6 189,1 cm
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v4ika akt. z6ny [cm)

Fig. 10 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQI on the position
of CFA (linear heat rate QI Is for reference CFA position 170.8

cm), CPA with Hf, step of CFA movement s 6.1 cm, fuel rod linear
heats are from FA num. B.
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Fig. 11 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQl on the position
of CFA (inear beat rate QI s for refernce CFA position 170,8 cm),
CFA without Hf, step of CFA movement Is 6.1 cm, fuel rod linear

heats are from FA num. 6.
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Fig. 12 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQ1 on the
position of CFA (linear heat rate QI is forrefemnce CFA

position 170,8 cm), CFA with Hf, step of CPA movement s
6.1 cm, fuel rod linear heats are from FA num. 6.
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Fig. 13 Dependence of the linear heat rate QI on the
position of CPA, CFA without Hf, fuel rod linear heat rate are

from PA numn. 8, Qi limit 207 wlcm for 46023 MWdit
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Fig. 14 Dependence of the liner heat rate QI on CFA
position, WCA with Hf, fuel rod linear beat rate are from PA
num. 8, step of CPA movement 6.1 cm, Qi limit 207 Wlcm.
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Fig. 15 Impact of -f on differential HRK6 worth In 40FPD
and EOB.
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Fig. 16 Impact of Hf on ntegral worth HIRK6 at 40 FPD and EB3
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Fig. 17 Linear heat rate QI dependence of FA num. 6 on the
position of HRK without Hf, EOB, 15. cycle.
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Fig. 18 Radial peaking Kr of the first row of pins, FA num. 8,
dependence on position of HRK without Hf, EB3, 15. cycle
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Fig. 19 Linear heating Qi of the most loaded pin of FA num. 8
dependence on position HIRK, without Hf, E0OB, 15. cycle
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Generation of libraries of few group cross sections and pararneterized
coefficients intended to Dyn3dkab calculations of WWER-1000

R. Prodanova, N. Mihailov, D. Gardev, T. Apostolov,

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

iNTRODUCTION

The comparative test calculations are an essential step in the priocess of
development and verification of computer codes intended to reactor physics analyses.
Libraries of effective few group cross sections are used in the performance of VVER
global calculations for the description of neutron physics properties of core subdivisions.
Also it is necessary to account for the dependence of constants on bum up, on
technological state parameters and on the local spectral conditions. This is done by
corresponding parameterization of constants over certain model, using independent
variables as parameters - usually these are the moderator and fuel temperatures, boron
concentration, moderator density etc.

CALCULATIONS OF WWER-1000

The present paper gives some comparative results on calculations of a real
WWER-1000 core at Kozloduy NPP, in order to enable gaining new experience in
generating cross section libraries and parameterized coefficients for the 3-dimensional
transient code DYN3DKAB code.

Since the target of this work is comparisons of obtained by us results with results
from validated and approved code system the fuel types and reflectors, as well as the
range of variety of parameterization variables have been chosen same as in the delivered
Ukrainian calculation by their NESSEL - DYN3D code system, taken as a reference
calculation - a steady state case for fresh fuel with no poison of real WWER-1000 core,
loaded with fuel assemblies for 2 years cycle at Kozloduy NPP.

Calculatons by the NESSEL-PREPAR code system

The spectral code NESSE1,4 [1] has been used for the generation of new few
group effective diffusion cross section libraries for the 2-years cycle enrichmients of
nuclear fuel assemblies. It is intended to calculate the local neutron physics
characteristics and fuel depletion not only for a given subzone but also for the entire
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WWER assembly, taking into consideration the strong heterogeneity inherent to this type
of reactor cores. NESSEL-4 uses 34-group library LIB4P containing microscopic data for
over 200 isotopes and covering the energy range 10.5 -0 Mev.

The local burn up calculation of each fuel assembly type loaded into the given
core has been performed using the mean nominal state parameters of the core to prepare
data for the so called basic state'. Also is defined a `reference" state, according to which
the parameterization of cross sections is being performed, taking into consideration the
range of variety of the technological parameters of the core. These calculations have been
performed using the new multigroup cross section library with the newest data for the
delayed neutron and kinetic parameters. The material types and values of basic state
parameters for the burn up and reference calculation by the NESSEL code are shown in
Table 1 and 2, while the range of variety of the technological parameters is shown in
Table 3 respectively.

Table 1 Types of materials for the WYWER-1000, 2 years fuel cycle NESSEI-4
calculations intended to DYN3DKAB code

Fuel cycle Type of fuel Enrichment and type of Burn up
__________ assembly heterogeneity _[MWdlkg]_

2-years Type 1 2.0% B4C 36
Type 2 2.0% H20 36
Type 3 3.0% B4C 48
Type 4 3.0% H20 48
Type 5 33% profiled (3.0%) H20 48
Type 6 33% H2 0 48
Type 7 Radial reflector
Type 8 Axial top reflector
Type 9 Axial bottom reflector

Table 2 Values of basic state parameters for the burn up and reference

calculation by the NESSEL code

TnM1 Tr.L_ p m C83 Xe Sm

578 1005 0.71614 3 I 1 1 I Burnup

578 578 0.71614 0 0 0 Reference
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Table 3 Range of variety of thre independent variables for the parameterization of
cross sections for te DYIN3DKAB calculations

Variable Hot state

~533K i-613K
Tthd 578K +1005K
Q9 3 /gg+12 gk

1 PWM g _ gm3 nJ .9 gCM3

In this way, libraries of effective few group diffusion cross sections for the needed
fuel assembly types and reflectors of WWER-1000 have been generated by the spectral
code NESSEU.4.

Than, for each assembly type and reflector have been performed calculations by
the code PREPAR 4J using its calculation option DYN3DKCAB. It performs the
necessary parameterization of cross sections, according to the DYN3DKCAB accuracy
requirements by a strategy in which the following technological parameters are used as
independent state parameters: the moderator and fuel temperatures, boron acid
concentration anid the moderator density. n his way have been generated DYN3DKAB
orientated libraries for the needed 6 fuel assembly types from the 2-years cycle and the
real reflectors (radial, top and bottom) of WWER-1000 at the Kozloduy NPP. Data sets
of parameterized state coefficients for the core overall reactor physics calculations have
been calculated by the code PREPAR for the steady state and transient code
DYN3DKAB.

Calculations by the D YN3DK4 code

To examine the generated libraries we were given Ukrainian Dyn3d test
calculation of a real WWER-1000 2yc core at Kozloduy NPP - steady state case for fresh
fuel in with no poison. The results of comparisons are shown in the figures 1-9 together
with the corresponding deviations I.The values chosen for the comparisons are:

Absolute and relative assemblywize power distributions
Normalized axial power distributions
Rod power
Averaged fuel temperature
Averaged coolant temperature
Averaged coolant density

As it can be seen from the comparisons the deviations from the Ukrainian results
for the assemblywize power distributions are in the range ±t 6 %, for the normalized axial
power distributions ± 20 %, for the averaged coolant temperature - 12 % and
correspondingly for the + 1.2 %.

Additionally to the previous calculation a transient calculation have been
performed in 300 symmetry - failure of all 4 main circulation pump at nominal power,
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scram at 2.4 s. The results have been compared with results from available at our disposal
calculation for WWER-1O00O, 3yc, probably performed as some kind of AER task. In this
case the alteration of the total reactor power [MW] for real ime of 10 s is compared and
the result is shown in Fig. 1 0

Conclusion
As a result of completed investigations we have now experience and ability to

generate DYN3DKAB orientated libraries of cross sections and paranieterized
coefficients for the corresponding fuel assembly types and radial and axial reflectors of
WWER-1000 core.

We need to do the same examinations and test calculations for generation libraries
for DYN3dKAB calculations of WWER-440 and other reactor types
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Failure of aUl 4 MCP at nominal power, scram at 2.4 s
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RESULTS OF BENCHMARK FOR VVER440 WITH Gd20 3+UJ02
PINS BURNUP COMPARISON

P. MikolAA
~KODA JS a.s., Orlik 266, 316 06 P~zeiA

ABSTRACT

Benchmark for VVER440 with Gd2O3 + U0 2 pins burnup comparison was defined on
the Symposium of AER in Moscow [I] .

This paper describes results like k-inf, pin power distributions in selected pins at
burnup and concentrations of some actinides and Gd isotopes from solutions obtained to
date. Some features are pointed out.

1. INTRODUCTION

As it is well known, fuel assembly with Gd burnable poison has some features, which
differ from standard FA. Therefore, a special attention must be devoted to the spectral
calculations of such FA.

Therefore, a benchmark was proposed for comparison of results of calculations of
basic values, like k-inf, pin powers distribution inside FA and development of actinides and
Gd isotopes at FA depletion. The first results were presented on the Symposium last year [3].
Now are available two other results, which have been added into comparison. (One other
result has not been included, because it is obviously not good.)

2. INPUT DATA

Important input data are repeated here for those, who are not familiar with this
benchmark. For details see [ 1,2].

Fuel assembly pitch 14.7 cm
Gap between assemblies 0.3 cm
Shell thickness 0.15 cm
Fuel pin material U0 2, (U0 2 with 3'.35wO/h Gd 203)
FP enrichments see Fig. A
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Lattice pitch 1.22 cm

Fuel rod
Cladding outer radius 0.455 em
Cladding inner radius 0.386 cm

Pellet

Outer radius 0.38 cm
inner radius 0.07 cm

(not explicitly modeled, U0 2 dens. is reduced)

Instrumentation tube

Outer radius 0.515 cm
Inner radius 0.44 m

Materials

Fuel U0 2 (U0 2+Gd20 3)
Mass of U0 2 per fuel stack 1080 g
Fuel stack height (-FP) 246 cm

Cladding (Zr alloy ZI 10)
p = 6.52 g/cm 3

wt%0 Zr 98.97; Nb 1.0; Hf 0.03

Instrumentation tube (Zr alloy Z 1 10)

Spacer grids (Zr alloy Z I 1 0)
9 pins per FA fuel stack height, 92 g each

FA shell (Zr alloy Z 125)

p 6.52 g/cm 3

wt%0 Zr 97.47; Nb 2.5; Hf 0.03

Fuel assembly with Gd pins is shown in Fig. A, pins numerating is shown in Fig. B.

3. RESULTS RECEIVED

Results (in electronic form) have been received from six organizations using different
spectral codes, namely:

Kurchatov Institute, Moscow (code TVS [41); Energoprojekt, Prague (code
HELIOS [5]), SKODA JS a.s., Pilsen (code WIMS [6D, V(JJE Tmava (code HELIOS
([71), TIOV Energie Consult, Munich (code CASMO [8]) and SSTC Ukraine (code
NESSEL4 [9]). Not all requested results have been received in all cases, therefore some
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recalculations of' results had to be performed. These recalculations have not important
influence on codes performance.

4. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Results are presented in form of graphs. Abbreviations are used for codes as follows:
W-WIMS. H 1-HELIOS (Energoprojekt), H2-HELIOS (V0JE), T-TVS, C-CASM04 (and N-
NESSEL4). Not all results are presented, because some values do not seem to e important.
Statistical evaluation of results has not been yet performed, because there are available only
five sets of results. From this point of view is probably better to show results of all codes
from which is mostly seen their performance. According to benchmark specification, the
following results are compared:

K-inf (see Fig.l1)

It is seen relatively good agreement between codes, differences are not quite small
especially for partially depleted Gd and then for high burnup. Differences for almost fresh fuel
can be caused by different Xe and Sm concentration determination (see later), then by
different Gd isotopes depletion and for high burnup this difference* is given by different
actinides and maybe fission products concentrations. (Here is seen, that result of NESSEL is
far from the other results and therefore results for this code are not shown for other variables.)

Actinide Concentration (see Figs2. 1-2.10)

Agreement is relatively good. WIMS overestimates Pu 29 concentrations for hi,,h
bumnup, TVS overestimates PuJ4 0 and Pu242 for high bunnup, HELIOS overestimates Am24

, 

for high burnup. There are some differences between HELIOS results. Unfortunately, different
interpretation of input data caused different concentrations of isotopes in case of U235 and Gd
isotopes (see later).

Important are differences in Xe'13 concentrations. Although shape of curves is very
similar, the absolute values differ significantly. This is serious and (only partially) possible
explanation could be different power (absolute flux) at burnup. Similar behaviour is seen for
SM'149 concentrations, with the exception for TVS in the beginning of burnup, because in TVS
code Xe 13 . and Sm 149 are saturated".

Cd Isotopes Concentration (see Fig.3.l-3.5)

Differences are observed for burnup approx. 7.5 MWd/kgU for Gd' and Gd'. This
is one of the reason of different k-inf values at this bumup. Then the agreement is very good.
Interesting are concentrations for non burnable" it means even Gd isotopes. (Note:
Concentration of isotopes are not the same for fresh fuel, they were calculated by codes on
base of geometrical and material characteristics of FA (see input data). But this is not mostly a
reason for differences observed.)

Pin Powcr Distribution (see Figs.4.1-4.5)
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The agreement in pin power distribution is quite good; it is different for different pin
taking into account FA symmetry. Not all pins (15 different pins) are shown, but only somec
typical ones (at central ube, in the ,asymptotic region", then in the corner of FA and in the
centre of pin's now near FA shroud). Calculated power peaking is often similar, with some
exception. Especially for pin in the FA corner results ofTVS code are different.

5. CONCLUSION

Comparison of result of FA with Gd depletion has been provided. Good agreement
was observed for most cases. Unfortunately, benchmark definition in termas of engineering
data is not optimal. Some exceptions should be explained. From the other studies, performed
at different organizations, can e concluded that results of calculations for FA with Gd
burnable absorbers are more sensitive to options used at calculations, like time step at burnup,
number of energy groups, geometrical subdivision of fuel and moderator, (explicit modeling
of fuel central hole (studies performed by HELIOS code (in EGP and VUJE) and CASMO
code (in TOV Energie Consult) show not negligible influence of this detail) etc. Therefore,
results could be slightly different if optimal values of the above named parameters would by
fouind and compositions of materials would be given as concentrations of individual isotopes.
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Fig.2.1 U235 concentrations at depletion
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F1g.2.3 Pu240 concentrations at depltion
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FAg.2.5 Pu242 concentrations at depletion
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F19.2.7 Am242m concentrations at deplction
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Flg.2.9 Xoi35 concentrations at depletion
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Fig.3.1 GdlS4 concentrations at depletion
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Fig.3.3 Gd15G concentrations at depletion
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Fig.3.5 GdlSO concentrations at depletion
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Fig.4.2 Relative pin power disbibutlon; Pin No:9
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Fig.4.4 Relative pin power distribution; Pin No:16
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GENERATION OF A LIBRARY OF TWO-GROUP DIFFUSION AND KINETICS
PARAMETERS FOR DYN3D

P. T. Petkov, Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia, Bulgaria

1. D. Christoekov, Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia, Bulgaria

K. Kamenov, A. Antov, NPP-Kozloduy, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT

A library of two-group diffusion and kinetics parameters has been generated for the neutron ki-
netics code DYN3D for analysis of reactivity initiated accidents for the WWER-440 reactors, based
on the MAGRU apprwximation methodology for the difflusion and kinetics parameters. The accuacy
of this methodology has been tested and the conclusion is that it is not adequate. A new appra~dma-
tion methodology, based on interpolation for the most widely varying parameters, i.e. the moderator
temperature and density, ad on approximation for afl other independent parameters, is presented.
The methodology of calculation of the kinetics parameters using primary data from ENDF-BlVI is
described in detail.
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1 Introduction

The DYN3D code 1', 21 is designed for analysis of reactivity initiated accidents of the WWER reactors.
It includes coupled modules for reactor kinetics and thermal hydraulics of the core. The reactor kinetics
is based on the time dependent two-group diffusion equation with 6 delayed neutron groups, which is
solved by a nodal method.

The two-group diffusion parameters are approximated by

E 'FTmFRmF~fFBA,

where

FT,. = 1+ el(-)
V1. VT1

FRm 1+ 2(P. -rn)+ 3(Pm - ),

FBA 1 + aI(P.CBA - PrCEA) + a8(PmC.BA - PACIA)2 .

t, is the moderator temperature, t is the fuel temperature, pm is the moderator density and C8A is
the boron acid concentration. The upper index '*' denotes their reference values.

The current paper describes our experience in generating and testing a library of diffusion and
kinetics parameters for DYN3D and a proposal for a new approximation methodology.

2 Library generation for the WWER-440 core

The library of di~son and kinetics parameters for DYN3D has been generated by the lattice code
HEUOS 3], but the initial testing was performed by WIMSD4 151. The lattice states used to calculate
approximation coefficients at fixed burnup are presented in Table 1 The reference state is used to

Table 1: Lattice states for calculation of approximation coefficients

State tm PM t1 PBA Coefficient
_______ [K) [kg/rn') [K) [glkg) ___

00 Reference 498.15 750.00 498.15 6.00 E
01 TWl 398.15 750.00 398.15 6.00 crl
02 Tm2 598.15 750.00 598.15 6.00 ____

03 BAI 498.15 750.00 498.15 0.01 a
04 BA2 498.15 760.00 498.15 12.00 0K6

05 BrL~n 498.15 950.00 498.15 6.00 a2
06 Rni2 498.15 550.00 498.15 6.00 03
07 Rm3 498.15 350.00 498.15 6.00
08 Tfl 498.15 750.00 898.15 6.00 a4
09 T12 498.15 750.00 1298.15 6.00
10 T13 498.15 750.00 1698.15 ,6.00

calculate the reference values of the diffusion parameters, because for this state all F-factors are unity.
The states Trnl and Tm2, together with the reference state, are used to calculate the oefficient aj,
using a standard mathematical procedure for error minimization. The states BA1 and BA2, together
with the reference state, are used to calculate the coefficients as and cr6. The diffusion parameters'
dependence on the boron acid concentration is adequately approximated by a second degree polynomial
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and more states are not needed. The states Rml, Rin2, and Rin3 are used to calculate C52 and 03,
using the already known as and as to eliminate FBA. The last three states are used to calculate cr4,
again with error minimization.

In order to check the accuracy of these approximations the states in Table 2 have been calculated.
They include simultaneous change of two independent parameters at a time. Also states with simul-
taneous change of three and four independent parameters could be used, but particularly in this case
they were not necessary.

3 Approximation accuracy

The accuracy of the MARGU approximation methodology only for the ten states in Table 1 is demon-
strated in Table 3 for a 3.6% fuel asmbly. The net error on k,. is in column 2. It should be noted
that in Table 3 the effect of the Xe135 crows section variation is minimized, by subtracting from E2
the Xe'35 macroscopic cross section for the reference state. If the true macroscopic absorption cross
section of Xel.'s is subtracted, then the errors increase considerably, as can be seen on Table 4. The
explanation is the following. In the code DYN3D/M2 the Xe'35 absorption cross section depends
only on the burnup. In the case of Table 3 for each state the subtracted macroscopic cross section is
exactly equal to the amount added by the code and the errors are small. In effect, the dependence
of Ex,2 on the independent parameters is incorporated in El. These calculations, however, are with
equilibrium Xe'35 at rated power density. If the Xel" number density is zero (the accident starts
at zero power), then the incorporated in S#1 dependence of Ex.,2 on the independent parameters will
show up as an error. Therefore, the dependence of 0 Xe,2 on the independent parameters should be
explicitly accounted for.

The errors for states 1 and 2 show, that the pure moderator temperature effect cannot be approx-
imated adequately by a linear term. The errors for the moderator density effect are not big, if axe,2
is also approxiated. The errors in S~ and E:5 are relatively big, but are mutually compensated.

The above errors are only for the states in Table 1. The errors for the states in table 2 are presented
in Tables S and 6. The maximum errors in k~ are greater than 1%. The largest errors are when the
moderator density is small and the fuel temperature is high. The errors are conservative, because the
approximated values of k,, are greater than the real ones. The error for state number 15 (zero boron
concentration and small moderator density), however, is not conservative.

The assumption, that the delayed neutron data depend only on the burnup, leads to significant
errors as well (Table 7). Errors of 10% should be significant.

The above errors are only in case of simultaneous variation of two independent parameters. If
three or more parameters are varied at the same time, the errors should be even greater.

4 Preparation of kinetics parameters

The effective delayed neutron yields for group i are defined as follows [4]:

f dV f dE f dE'4*(E)Xit(E' - E),z(t)Sjfl(E
=f dV f dE f dS9,-(E)[Z V Xk(E' -*)v, Bf~

where $b and C are the forward and adjoint fluxes, v, is the number of delayed neutrons of group 
per fission ( = 0 is used for the prompt neutrons), and y,(E' - E) is the spectrum of the neutrons
of group i, resulting from fission by neutrons with energy E'. The above formulas account for the
difference betv~een the neutron importance of the prompt and delayed neutrons. In many-group
approximation the effective delayed neutron yields for group , due to fission in group G is represented
as follows

Sbec(1 E 14S,j 9
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where

AE, (E' 'tEdEX~(E' -* )

b4 IA,,dgE'%(EY"MgdnJ dEx,,i(E' -E

%(E) = (B').Zj(E) As'

In the above equations &'S is the total fission neutron yield by fission of nuclide j, z'p,, is the prompt
neutron yield by fission of nuclide j, r', s the delayed neutron yield by fission of nuclide j, anda,
determines the group-wise distribution of the delayed neutrons by fission of nuclide j.

The decay constants by delayed neutron group, Ai, are calculated by

c~9= A~i, Au (B') /j (B') 'tiE,. '~ E' )

The average two-group neutron velocities, vG, are calculated by

For none-multiplying materials, for which the solution of the adjoint equation is impossible, VG are
calculated by the following expression:

1G wg~v

All these calculations are performed in the 90-group structure of the Helios library. The assembly-
averaged 90-group cross sections are used to solve the forward and adjoint transport equations by the
E1 -method, searching for the critical buckling. for the forward equation and with zero buckling for
the adjoint equation. The quantities bhq, and c4 are calculated in advance for each fissionable nuclide
in the same 90-group structure, using delayed neutron data from ENDF-B/VI. For 1- the data for
the 1/v-absorber in the Hellos library are used. All these data form the 90-group library of delayed
neutron data.

The actual calculational algorithm is implemented in the HELDN2 code, which reads the Hellos
results directly fom the Hellos output (Hermes) file, reads the library of delayed neutron data and
records the two-group diffusion and kinetics parameters to an output file. The results with the 90-
group structure are practically identical to those with the 190-group library.

5 The SPPS approximation methodology

Before presenting the approximation methodology for the two-group diffusion and kinetics parameters,
the SPPS approximation methodology, designed for hot steady-states only, will be outlined. For each
assembly type each diffusion parameter depends on:

B - fuel burnup;

Xs- deviation of the U'3 number density fom its value at the same burnup at average depletion
conditions;
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X- deviation of the Pu2 39 number density from its value at the same burnup at average depletion

conditions;

Xt vt=71 - , with tm and t the moderator temperature and its reference value;

Xd =pmlp,, - 1, with p. and p,, the moderator density and its reference value;

Xb =(1) CB' - C`, with C' and CB` the boron density and its reference value; (2) B4 - E4 t, with

543 and SB3 the macroscopic absorption cross section of boron in the thermal group and its
reference value at the same burnup at average depletion conditions.

X = t - ./Y-f', with t1 and t the fuel temperature and its reference value;

Xp (1) GXe - Cieg with (Ne and C~6 the Xe"35 number density and its reference value at the same
burnup at average depletion conditions; (2) Sxe -Sxet with E~r and Se~"the Xe135 macroscopic
absorption cross section for the thermal group and its reference value at the same burnup at
average depletion conditions.

The burnup interval of interest is divided into I subintervals by the reference burnup points Bir, i 
0,... I7, with B = 0, and the subinterval widths, B,' - Bi'-, increasing with i. The Bir points
are different for the different assembly types. For each reference burnup point B! the following
approximation is used:

ES - i S+ 4.X+ A?X 9

+ A!Xt + BX,4 + A~'Xd + Bd'XJ + 4Xb + Bi'Xb2 + qdbXdXb

+ AX~ Bt~ +C.1XbXp + AX 1 + Nfx? + Cd1XdXf.

In order to calculate the value of a diffusion parameter S at burnup B the following procedure is
applied. First, the number i of the burnup subinterval, where B is located, s determined. Using the
above formula, the values S,_.. and Si of S at the reference burniip points B,1 , and B7' are calculated.
Then linear iterpolation is applied, but the none-linear behavior of S is also accounted for by a cubic
approximation:

E = (1 - c)S, 1 + cS, + QU + Q2dc 4- l)]cc- )

where c= (B - B:...)/(B:' - B;1 ), Qi and Q2, are additional approximation coefficients. This
procedure is applied first to calculate the micro-scopic cross sections of Xel35 and B using the ()-
version of K6 and Xp, then the (2)-version of Xb and Xp is calculated, and then all other diffusion
parameters are calculated. The effects of the real number densities of some other important heavy
isotopes (U2n, Pull) can be accounted for similarly to those of U2rn1 and Pu3. The real number
density of Sm 149 and some other heavy isotopes and fission products can be accounted for by adding
the deviation of their macroscopic absorption cross section from the reference one at the same burnup
at average depletion conditions to the respective macroscopic absorption cross: section of the assembly.
The maximum errors of this methodology for hot states of the WWER-440 reactor is 20 pcm in kc,..

6 Approximation methodology for kinetics calculations

In ce of reactivity initiated accidents the moderator temperature and density, and also the fuel
temperature vary in quite broad intervals. The dependence of the diffusion and kinetics parame-
ters on these independent parameters is more complicated and higher order polynomials and much
more interference terms are required. A much simpler approach is to combine approximation and
interpolation.

Let us define reference points (t,1,p,) on the CLt,,pm) plane as the intersection points of the
lines t~ t,,, 1, iz=l ,. ,1,, and p,,, = P~,2 , 12 = I------12. At each reference point (,,p,,)the
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Figure 1: Reference points in the (tm.,pm,) plane

above described (SPPS) approximation procedure is applied, but because the values of t,. and p. are
fixed, the corresponding teri in the approximation formula will be missing. The actual formula is

ES E S+4AX.+Xg + AXb +B,'X

+ A4Xp + EfPXp + (4' XpX + A! Xi + B,'X?2 + cf,1 t

where a third degree term for the fuel temperature effect has been introduced.
In order to calculate the diffusion and kinetics parameters at (t.,,p,j, denoted by 'x' on. Fig. 1,

their values at the nearest 6 (t.'1 ,p.'i) points are calculated first (on the figure they are enclosed by
circles) using the SPPS approximation procedure. Then the required values at the point (t,pm) are
determie by square interpolation. The dependence of E on t and pm is assumed to be a second
degree polynomial

SQ.1 p=) Ao + Altm4 + Aaprn + Aat2n + A4p~n + Asiinp.

There are 6 coefficients which are determined by the 6 values at the nearest 6 ( ,pli2 ) points. The
intrplation coefficients are found analytically.

This procedure was tested for fuel temperatures in the interval from 100%? to 2200%?, moderator
temperature from 100%? to 325%?, moderator density from 0.25 g/cc to 0.95 g/cc, and the rest of
the ndependent parameters in their full ranges. With 3 reference moderator temperature points
and 7 reference moderator density points, i.e. 21 (t~~l, points, the maximum relative error for al
difson and kinetics parameters is 100 pcmn and the maximum error in k:0 is about 70 pcm. Although
this procedure s about 6 times heavier than the steady-state version, it ensures adequate accuracy no
matter how wide the variation ranges of the moderator temperature and density are. Moreover, if the
real number densities of UM' and Pu219 are not accounted for in the kinetics code or more nuclides
are accounted for, the same procedure can be applied. Depending on the required accuracy, more or
less reference (t.*i,,p,) points can be used.
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Table 2: Lattice states for testing

State tm Pm tI PBA

__________ [K) [kg/m'] (K] _kg]

01 Tm111m1 398.15 950.00 498.15 6.00
02 Tml~am2 398.15 550.00 498.15 6.00
03 TmlRm3 398.15 350.00 498.15 6.00
04 Tm2R1ml 598.15 950.00 498.15 6.00
05 Tm2Rm2 598.15 550.00 498.15 6.00
06 Tm2R1m3 598.15 350.00 498.15 6.00
07 TmIBAI 398.15 750.00 498.15 0.01
08 Tm1BA2 398.15 750.00 498.15 12.00
09 Tm2BA1 598.15 750.00 498.15 0.01
10 Tm2BA2 598.15 750.00 498.15 12.00
11 Rm1BA1 498.15 950.00 498.15 0.01
12 Rm1BA2 498.15 950.00 498.15 12.01
13 Rin2BA1 498.15 550.00 498.15 0.01
14 Rm2BA2 498.15 550.00 498.15 12.01
15 Rmn3BA1 498.15 350.00 498.15 0.01
16 Rm3BA2 498.15 350.00 498.15 12.01
17 Tm1TI 398.15 750.00 898.15 6.00
18 Tml1M 398.15 750.00 1298.15 6.00
19 Tml1M 398.15 750.00 1698.15 6.00
20 Tm2Tf 598.15 750.00 898.15 6.00
21 Tm2TI 598.15 750.00 1298.15 6.00
22 Trn2Ti 598.15 750.00 1698.15 6.00
23 Rm1Mi 498.15 950.00 898.15 6.0
24 RmlIM 498.15 950.00 1298.15 6.00
25 Rm1TI 498.15 950.00 1698.15 6.00
26 Rm2Mf 498.15 550.00 898.15 6.00
27 Rm2Tf2 498.15 550.00 1298.15 6.00
28 Rm2Tf 498.15 550.00 1698.15 6.00
29 Rm3Mi 498.15 3,50.00 898.15 6.00
30 Rm3Ti2 498.15 350.00 1298.15 6.00
31 RmSTI 498.15 350.00 1698.15 6.00
32 BAMT1 498.15 750.00 898.15 0.01
33 BAMT2 498.15 750.00 1298.15 0.01
34 BAMT3 498.15 750.00 1698.15 0.01
35 BA2T(1 498.15 750.00 898.15 12.00
36 BA2TE2 498.15 750.00 1298.15 12.00
37 BA2Ti3 498.15 ,750.00 1698.15 12.00
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Table 3: Errors in pn in approximating the iffusion paramieters of Table 1 with correction for the
Xe 13

State I, D El'El Le, D 2 E1 r2 _l ___.E .aX,
1 212 0 34 22203 08 430651 75 152 6579
2 238 0 39 224 0 348 490 720 86 167 8095
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 698 2609
4 0 0 0~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 676 2613
5 64 0 30 42311 6 172 195 250 67 456 3145
6 95 0 52 93 483 10 253 283 385 117 846 5366
7 29 0 935 144 6 6476 119 6 2625 16425
8 30 0 401 9038686 01 44 158 749
9 25 0 4 0 14 0 27 52 81 34 289 1476

10 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 5 3 405 2168

Table 4: Errors in pern in approximating the diffuision. parameters of Table 1 without correction for
the Xe'35

State k.a DI ~ Er, D2 E& EY'E ~ ~/ 1
1 208 0 34 2 22 0 325 430 651 75 152 6579
2 350 0 39 22405 01 490720 86 167 8095
3 87 0 0 0 0 0 87 0 0 0 698 2609
4 47 0 0 0 0 0 47 0 0 0 676 2613
5 112 0 30 42 311 6 230 195 250 67 456 3145
6 138 0 52 93 483 10 114 283 385 117 846 5366
7 364 0 9 35 144 6 274 76 119 6 2625 16425
8 51 0 4 019 047 66101 44 158 749
9 62 0 4 0 14 0 53 .52 8 134 289 1476

10 47 0 0 0 1 0!5i 3 5 3 405 2168
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Table 5: Errors of the diffusion parameters in pcm for the states in Table 2 with orrection for the
Xe'35

State k00 DI Er E' Ec, D2 E2. E __2 _) Gy.E Xe,2

1 129 0 6142 329 6 557 592 868 160 268 9776
2 423 1 50 95 475 7 534 536 724 163 951 1246
3 795 1 172 53 217 0 1311 1409 2186 61 2661 10037
4 493 0 5643 301 4 443 613848 141 660 5076
5 218 0 87 91 494 11 527 544 814 211 725 13380
6 465 0 134 33 153 9 769 761 1209 112 2573 24300
7 541 0 102 7 29 0 37 572 751147 688 9264
8 44 0 30 3 28 1 540 526 782 61 848 3908
9 153 0 50 3 34 1 707 681 766 59 838 5543

10 385 0 55 8 29 0 96 440 706 93 680 10648
11 559 0 305 36 269 4 257 120 128 87 1291 5775
12 329 0 124 54 394 6 173 378 573 48 604 515
13 354 0 107 101 519 9 301 571 691 124 292 2825
14 262 1 159 83 437 11 192 74 111 144 1385 7897
15 495 1 180 47 201 4 224 416 602 73 2230 14050
16 360 1 163 22 110 7 146 194 329 83 3011 18788
17 226 0 38 1 22 0 296 303 396 25 325 5935
18 224 0 42 1 21 0 349 370 489 32 463 5287
19 218 0 43 1 10 0 416 443 593 29 583 4661
20 232 0 39 3 14 0 283 481 722 65 152 8895
21 211 0 34 3 21 0 262 521 796 80 241 9632
22 179 0. 28 4 40 0 318 595 922 119 322 10327
23 173 0 53 47 345 6 254 265 345 92 320 2510
24 282 0 110 50 391 6 281 283 372 165 209 1906
25 375 0 155 53 443 7 290 290 384 201 111 1340
26 299 0 154 82 388 11 227 264 366 210 1043 6259
27 494 0 233 73330 11160 204 286 333 1208 7124
28 679 0 307 66 293 12 121 142 222 466 1354 7945
29 543 0 260 10 108 6 28 15 26 284 2896 17649
30 1005 0 452 44 280 7 151 111 182 551 3123 18840
31 1420 0 619 72 415 7 282 228 380 806 3328 19982
32 46 0 38 1 25 0 19 75 102 77 553 1882
33 51 0 71 3 27 0 53 61 80 91 453 1182
34 101 0 103 5 16 0 117 57 68 72 380 521
35 35 0 34 3 11 0 61 58 100 21 848 3370
36 55 0 57 6 7 0 74 47 83 15 990 4103
37 64 0 76 7 23 0 69 37 60 56 1115 4797
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Table 6: Errors of the diffusion parameters in pcmn for the states in Table 2 without correction for the
Xe'35

State k00 D1 E', E' Fe D2 El, E ')'TE-I U~,

1 343 0 61 42 329 6 784 592 868 160 268 9776
2 391 1 50 95 475 7 496 536 724 163 951 1246
3 902 1 172 53 217 0 1493 1409 2186 61 2661 10037
4 561 0 56 43 301 4 541 613 848 141 660 5076
5 224 0 87 91 494 11 287 544 814 211 725 13380
6 373 0 134 33 153 9 335 761 1209 112 2573 24300
7 342 0 102 7 29 0 342572751 147 688 9264
8 158 0 30 3 28 1 426 526 782 61 848 3908
9 79 0 '50 3 34 1 798681766 59 838 5543

10 531 0 55 8 29 0277 440706 93 680 10648
11 740 0 305 36 269 4 437 120 128 87 1291 5775
12 333 0 124 54 394 6 172 378 573 48 604 515
13 447 0 108 101 519 9 207 571 691 124 292 2825
14 99 1 159 83 437 11 148 74 111 144 1385 7897
15 820 1 180 47 201 4 196 416 602 73 2230 14050
16 253 1 163 22 110 7 430 194 329 83 3011 18788
17 145 0 38 1 22 0 191 303 396 25 325 5935
18 136 0 42 1 21 0 208 370 489 32 463 5287
19 150 0 43 1 10 0 291 443 593 29 583 4661
20 356 0 39 3 14 0 453 481 722 65 152 8895
21 345 0 34 3 21 0 440 521 796 80 241 9632
22 326 0 28 4 40 0 445 595 922 119 322 10327
23 137 0 53 47 345 6 290 265 345 92 320 2510
24 263 0 110 50 391 6 300 283 372 165 209 1906
25 365 0 155 53 443 7 295 290 384 201 111 1340
26 184 0 154 82 388 11 72 264 366 210 1043 6259
27 356 0 233 73 330 11 49 204 286 333 1208 7124
28 528 0 307 66 293 12 98 142 222 466 1354 7945
29 259 0 260 10 108 6 372 15 26 284 2896 17649
30 710 0 452 44 280 7 503 111 182 551 3123 18840
31 1116 0 619 72 415 7 639 228 380 806 3328 19982
32 67 0 38 1 25 0 59 75 102 77 553 1882
33 86 0 71 3 27 0 43 61 80 91 453 1182
34 122 0 103 5 16 0 91 57 68 72 380 521
35 92 0 34 3 11 0 90 58 100 21 848 3370
36 123 0 57 6 7 0 108 47 83 15 990 4103
37 141 .10 76 7 23 0 106 37 60 56J 1115 4797
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Table 7: Errors of the kinetics parameters in pcm for the states in Table 2

1 1351 1480 1879 2078 2271 2324 4353 2864 3416 3713 3929 4954
2 2889 3088 3796 4106 4458 4536 1457 1990 1820 1765 1796 1421
3 8524 9097 11098 11925 12959 13160 7474 7547 7542 7668 7992 8103
4 1839 1963 2425 2632 2851 2905 1156 695 659 852 973 1549
5 2517 2714 3331 3610 3919 3988 5613 3868 4512 4872 5161 6404
6 7607 8470 10245 15313 22707 25792 11270 8849 9593 10079 10590 12459
7 1247 1556 1710 1823 2130 2080 4565 3161 3694 3931 4135 5099
8 1569 1560 1663 1628 1777 1734 1184 1172 1174 1106 1109 1086
9 1558 1561 1718 1719 2000 1954 1213 1201 1203 1135 1138 1408
10 1291 1506 1613 1663 1877 1832 4607 3157 3732 4015 4252 5261
11 3095 3222 3761 3946 4201 4240 3884 3219 3450 3563 3710 4179
12 1153 770 716 985 1179 1262 827 803 809 755 767 755
13 1476 1667 2208 2507 2779 2862 1322 1268 1272 1348 1422 1538
14 3896 4092 4846 5114 5488 5546 4727 4028 4202 4345 4538 5116
15 7381 7538 9244 14102 21394 24466 7554 6942 7076 7303 7653 8312
16 9433 10005 12054 12839 13897 14077 10442 9343 9587 9894 10390 11305
17 307 296 255 210 189 173 2068 1146 1502 1701 1829 2473
18 386 367 262 174 210 206 1665 864 1176 1358 1470 2030
19 459 430 273 148 252 249 1275 602 864 1026 1122 1597
20 196 158 265 319 369 386 3219 1938 2440 2723 2921 3832
21 313 182 254 346 420 451 3615 2214 2761 3066 3284 4282
22 417 239 239 362 458 500 3991 2475 3065 3392 3631 4714
23 1532 1667 2165 2412 2649 2717 1447 1347 1362 1432 1508 1617
24 1486 1628 2179 2459 2721 2800 1140 1148 1141 1192 1251 1300
25 1444 1591 2185 2493 2775 2863 891 960 932 962 1003 993
26 2872 3057 3635 3865 4153 4204 3547 3027 3125 3256 3423 3876
27 3005 3181 3692 3870 4126 4159 4051 3357 3533 3683 3851 4437
28 312.5 3294 3747 3881 4109 4126 4526 3668 3922 4097 4289 4974
29 876.4 9321 11169 11878 12834 12992 9789 8768 9005 9291 9750 10618
30 9045 9591 11359 11994 12910 13039 10511 9285 9560 9864 10353 11379
31 9300 9836 11,536 12104 12985 13091 11187 9767 10078 10402 10923 12125
32 1311 1442 1624 1785 2151 2101 1550 1343 1428 1434 1482 1606
33 1243 1394 1598 1795 2206 2156 1164 1083 1114 1090 1122 1156
34 1180 1347 1569 1795 2243 2193 994 984 986 930 932 913
35 1406 1.530 1601 1597 1735 1692 2365 1917 2092 2135 2220 2508
36 1.544 1605 1648 1597 1675 1633 2779 2209 2428 2495 2598 2959
37 1669 1674 1693 1605 1634 1592 3170 2482 2746 2835 2959 3410
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SKO3ST067

TWO-DIMENSIONAL FULL-CORE TRANSPORT THEORY BENCHMARKS
FOR THE WWER REACTORS

P. T. Petkov, Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT

Several t-dimnensional MIl-core real geometry many-group steady-state problems for the
WWER-440 and WWER-1000 reactors have been solved by the MARIKO code, based on the
method of characteristics. The reference transport theory solutions include assembly-wise and
pin-wise power distributions. Homogenized two-group diffusion parameters and discontinuity
factors have been `calculated by MvARICO for each assembly type both for the whole assembly
and for each cell in the smallest sector of symmetry, using the El method for calculation
of the critical spectrum. Accurate albedo-type boundary ciditions have been calculated by
MARIKO for the core-reflector and core-absorber boundaries, both for each outer assembly face
and for each outer cell face. Comparison with the reference solutions of the two-group nodal
diffusion code SPPS-l.6 and the few-group fine-mesh diffutsion codes HEX2DA and H1EX2DB
are presented.
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1 Introduction

The two-dimensional full-core heterogeneous transport theory benchmarks have essential ad-
vantages compared to the diffusion theory benchmarks and the real experiments. Compared
to the diffusion theory benchmarks they are more real, because they provide solution to the
exact neutron transport equation for the real heterogeneous geometry. Compared to the real
experiments their advantages are in the absence of experimental errors and uncertainties both
in the geometry and material composition. The transport theory benchmarks are in fact ideal
experiments.

The current paper presents four benchmarks for the WWER-440 reactor and one for the
WWER-1000 reactor. All four WWER-440 benchmarks are for normal operating conditions.
Ben440-1 is for the beginning of the first cycle with fresh fuel assemblies of the three standard
fuel enrichments (1.6%, 2.4%, and 3.6%) and boron concentration typical for the beginning of
a cycle. Ben440-2 is for the end of the first cycle conditions, with the same fuel assemblies as
in Ben44O-1, but depleted to about 10 MWD/kg and with zero boron concentration. Ben44O-3
is representative for the beginning of the next cycles with fuel assemblies of the same initial
enrichment (3.6%), but fresh, depleted to about 10 and 20 Mwd/kg with high boron concen-
tration. Ben440-4 is the same as Ben440-3, except that the control group 6 is fully inserted.
Thus nearly all essentially different cases are included.

The only benchmark for WWER-1000 (Ben1OO0-l) is for cold zero power conditions. It
corresponds to experiments carried out at the V-1000 facility at the Kurchatov institute.

All reference solutions are obtained by solving two-dimensional full-core problems with
exact geometry description of the fuel assemblies (Figures 1,2), the real radial reflector and
absorber. Each material (fuel, cladding, coolant, ... ) in each cell for each assembly type is
characterized by 23-group transport cross sections, calculated by Helios[1J (with the 90-group
library). Appropriate 23-group cross sections are prepared also for the reflector and absorber
materials.

Using the 23-group transport cross sections, reference solutions have been calculated by the
transport code Mariko[2, 31 with PI-scattering accounted for. A 30-degree sector of the core is
calculated for WWER-440 and a 60-degree sector for WWER-1000. The solution is obtained by
solving three consecutive problems gradually increasing the number of polar levels, azimuthal
angles and spatial tracks. The final solution is for 3 polar levels, 60 azimuthal angles and track
separation of 0.05 cm for WWER-440 and 0.1 cm for WWER-l000. The same final solution
is used to calculate radial boundary conditions-accurate transport theory 2-group (group to
gro'up) albedoes for each outer assembly face and also for each cell side on each outer assembly
face. The seine type of boundary conditions are calculated for the WWER-440 absorber, using
the conventional supercell, corresponding to the control rod's pitch in the core. The reference
solutions consist of assembly-wise and pin-wise power distributions.

Using the same 23-group transport cross sections, the same Mariko code in the seine mode
(the same angular and spatial discretization, Pi-scattering), two-group diffusion parameters and
assembly-discontinuity factors have been calculated for each assembly type. These, together
with the boundary conditions on the core-reflector and core-absorber boundary constitute the
benchmark problems for a nodal diffusion code. Two-group diffusion parameters are calculated
also for each cell for each assembly type. These, together with the cell side-averaged albedoes
on the core-reflector and the core-absorber boundary constitute the benchmark problems for
a fine-mesh diffusion code. The conventional B,-method is applied to calculate the criticality
spectrum for the homogenized assembly, which is used to condense a 2-group parameters. The
B1-method is also used to correct the diffusion coefficients.

It should be noted, that all 2-group diffusion parameters can be calculated by Helios, but
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Hclios solves the transport equation with the transport coriected cross sections, while Mariko
uses PI-scattering data (Mariko cannot use transport corrected cross sections for core-reflector
problems, because of instability of the method of transmission pobabilities, applied to accel-
erate the convergence). Using Mariko both for the calculation of the reference solution and for
generation of the two-group diffusion parameters permits to separate the error introduced by
the two-group diffusion approximation and the mathematical model (also its implementation)
of the diffusion code.

2 Benchmarking SPPS-1.6

The SPPS-1.6 code[4j has been used for operational steady state neutronics calculations of the
WWER-440 reactors at Kozloduy NPP since 1996. It is a two-group three-dimensional nodal
diffusion code, its mathematical model based on the modal representation of the fluxes within
each node.

The SPPS-1.6 solution for Ben440-1 (beginning of first cycle conditions) is compared to
the reference solution on Fig. 3. The error in k is only 29 pcm. The errors in the relative
assembly powers in the core interior are surprisingly small. Obviously, there is a problem on
the core-reflector boundary, most probably concerning the boundary conditions for the thermal
group, but the RMS error is only 0.56%.

The errors for Ben440-2 (Fig. 4) are also very small-only -5 pcm in kfir and the RMS error
is 0.57%. A similar problem is observed on the core-reflector boundary.

Contrary to all expectations, the errors in the assembly-wise power distribution for Ben440-
3 (Fig. 5) are greater that the errors for the first two benchmarks, although the spectrum
differences between the assemblies are much smaller for Ben440-3. A possible explanation is an
error compensation for the first two benchmarks. Again there is a problem on the core-reflector
boundary, but the RMS error is only 0.78% and the error in kegf is 2 pcmn.

One would exec greater errors for Ben440-4, with control group 6 fully inserted (Fig. 6),
but they are even smaller than for Ben440-3. In fact, the control group causes a small error
compensation.

In general, except for the peripheral assemblies, the errors in the assembly-wise power
distribution for the WWER-440 benchmarks are less than 1%, the R.MS error is less than 1%
too.

The comparison of SPPS-1.6 and Mariko results for Ben1OOO-1 is presented on Fig. 7.
Now the error in k.,f is 243 pcm and the maximum relative error in the assembly-wise power
distribution is 7.8% for the central assembly. Probably, the errors would have been smaller if
it was a normal operating state. At room temperature without power feedbacks the WWER-
1000 core is a severe problem for the diffusion codes, because the flux gradients inside the core
are very big. On the other hand, the mathematical model of SPPS-1.6 is too simple for the
WWER-1000 assemblies.

3 Benchmarking HEX2DA and HEX2DB

HEX2DA and HEX2D13 are few-group two-dimensional fine-mesh diffusion codes, modeling
the real cell structure of the WWER assemblies HEX2DA is a pure finite-difference code,
which describes the inter-assembly gap by hexagonal cells, with the same approximation of
the diffusion operator as in H-EXAB21)1[5]. HEX2D13 describes the inter assembly gap by
pentagonal cells (each two/three adjacent pentagonal cells, belonging to the two/three adjacent
assemblies are homogenized and treated as a single hexagonal cell in HEX2DA). Moreover,
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HEX2DB1 has optional higher order approximation scheme for the diffusion operator, based
on a second order polynomial approximation of the flux inside each cell with isotropic second
derivative.

The results of HEX2DA and HEX2B for the first three benchmarks are compared to the
reference solutions on Figures 8-12. Both codes overestimate kHEX2DA by about 100
pcm and HEX2DB3 by about 200 pcsn. The errors in the assembly-wise power distributions
are almost the same for all three diffusion codes, they all underestimate the powers of the
peripheral assemblies by 1-2.5%. All three diffusion codes have been tested by diffusion theory
benchmarks and no such effect have been observed. This suggests the reason is in the diffusion
approximation itself, not in the flux modeling in the diffusion codes. The two-group diffusion
approximation is adequate inside the core, where the flux gradients are small, but leads to
errors near the core-reflector boundary.

Ben44O-4 has not been calculated by HEX2DA/B1, because the internal boundary conditions,
required to describe the control absorber, have not been implemented in the test versions of
the codes.

The same underestimation of the powers of the peripheral assemblies is observed for
Ben1OOO-1 (Figures 13, 14), but the errors are smaller, because the WWER-1000 assemblies
are bigger. The relative error of the central assembly power is 3.0% for HEX2DA and -0.6% for
HEX2B. It must be noted that the more elaborate option in HEX2DB1 failed for this bench-
mark (because the pentagonal gap cells for this reactor are almost triangular) and the pure
finite-difference option has been used. It is quite possible the very small errors of HEX2B are
due to error compensation.

The pin-wise power distribution by.HEX2DB has been benchmarked[6] with the main con-
clusions that the errors for the internal assemblies are less than 2%, but big errors (up to 1 1%)
have been observed for peripheral assemblies. The results in Ref. 16], however, were obtained
with radial boundary conditions averaged over each outer assembly face. Becuase the radial
reflector of the WWER-440 reactor is very complicated with big water regions, the albedoes
vary significantly along an outer assembly face. The results on Fig. 15 for assembly 41 with
the biggest errors in Ref. 6] have been obtained by using separate albedoes on each outer cell
side. The maximum errors now are about 3% for the first three benchmarks.

4 Conclusions

Four two-dimensional full-core heterogeneous transport theory benchmarks have been presented
for the WWER-440 reactors and one for the WWER-1000 reactor. The nodal diffusion code
SPPS-1.6 and the fine-mesh diffusion codes HEX2DA and HEX2DB3 have been benchmarked.
All three codes are adequate for the WWER-440 reactor, while SPPS-1.6 is not adequate for
the WVWER-1000 reactor. Errors of the diffusion approximation near the radial core-reflector
boundary, resulting in relative errors of 1-2.5% in the powers of the peripheral assemblies have
been detected. Therefore, transport theory correction have to be devised to eliminate the error.
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Figure 1: Geometry model of a WWER-440 assembly by MARIKO
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Figure 2 Geometry model of a WWER-1000 assembly by MA1IK0
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B/46 A/47
Power distribut. SPPS 0.914 0.704
Relative error in 7. 0.3 -1.5

B/38 B/39 A/40 A/41
RNS Error: 0.56% 1.082 1.058 1.076 0.589

0.2 0.3 0.2 -1.9
B/30 C/31 C32 C/33 A34
1.101 0.869 0.876 0.840 0.956

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 -0.4
B/21 C/22 C/23 /24 /25 A/26 A/27
1.188 0.916 0.899 1.134 1.140 1.264 0.813

0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 -0.7
B/1i C/12 /13 /14 B/i5 /16 C/17 A/18 A/19
1.207 0.967 1.196 1.174 1.173 0.944 0.931 1.182 0.623
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 -1.4

B/01 C/02 B/03 B/04 C/05 C/06 B/07 /08 A/09 /10
1.168 0.947 1.213 1.218 0.956 0.948 1.196 1.203 1.369 0.782

0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 -0.4

Figure 3: Ben440-1: Comparison of SPPS-1.6 with Mariko (kefr=0.99894, Err=29pcm)

B/46 A/47
Power distribut. SPPS 0.720 0.521
Relative error in 7. -0.1 -1.6

B/38 B/39 A/40 A/41
EMS Error: 0.57% 1.034 0.909 0.820 0.451

0.2 0.0 -0.1 -1.7
B/30 /31 /32 C/33 A/34
1.242 0.969 0.881 0.755 0.740

0.3 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.6
B/21 C/22 C/23 B/24 /25 A/26 A/27
1.452 1.151 1.062 1.147 1.032 0.995 0.635

0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.6
B/1i C/12 /13 /14 /15 /16 /17 A/18 A19

1.557 1.293 1.445 1.349 1.247 0.969 0.851 0.895 0.483
0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -1.3

B/01 C/02 /03 B/04 /05 C/06 B/07 B/08 A/09 B/10
1.560 1.330 1.551 1.502 1.205 1.120 1.212 1.094 1.079 0.610

0.6 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.2 -0.7

Figure 4: Ben440-2: Comparison of SPP-1.6 with Mariko (ke.ff=.02380, Err=-5pcm)
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B/46 A/47
Power distribut. SPPS 0.829 0.594
Relative error in % 0.4 -1.8

B/38 B/39 A/40 A/41
RM¶S Error: 0.787. 1.019 0.961 0.905 0.508

0.2 0.2 -0.3 -2.2
B/30 C/31 C/32 C/33 A/34
1.121 0.979 0.938 0.884 0.824
0.2. 0.5 0.5 0.5 -1.0

B/21 /22 /23 /24 B/25 A/26 A/27
1.260 1.098 1.046 1.099 1.056 1.085 0.711

0.1 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 -0.5 -1.2
B/11 C/12 B/13 B/14 B/15 C/16 C/17 A/1B A/19
1.315 1.194 1.268 1.209 1.168 1.025 0.991 1.014 0.531
0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 -2.0

B/01 /02 B/03 B/04 C/0S C/06 B/07 /08 A/09 B/10
1.289 1.19B 1.322 1.301 1.146 1.101 1.161 1.115 1.164 0.726
0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 -0.6 -0.4

Figure 5: Ben440-3: Comparison of SPPS-1.6 with Mariko (kff=1.01261, Err=2pcm)

B/46 A/47
Power distribut. SPPS 1.067 0.782
Relative error in 7. 0.6 -1.6

B/38 /39 A/40 A/41
R143 Error: 0.73% 1.177 1.176 1.149 0.655

0.3 0.4 0.0 -2.0
B/30 C/31 C/32 /33 A/34
1.157 1.044 1.049 1.043 1.007
0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 -0.8

B/21 /22 C/23 B/24 B/25 A/26 A/27
1.279 1.107 1.017 1.056 1.092 1.220 0.833
0.2 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.1 -0.3 -1.1

B/ll /12 B/13 B/14 /15 C/16 /17 A/l8 A19
1.178 1.177 1.264 1.113 0.863 0.769 0.969 1.113 0.609
0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.5 -0.4 -1.9

B/01 C/02 B/03 /04 /05 C/06 /07 B A/09 B0
0.000 0.850 1.230 1.290 1.088 0.807 0.000 0.840 1.181 0.805

0.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.4 -0.3 -0.6 -0.4

Figure 6: Ben440-4: Comparison of SPPS-1.6 with Mariko (keff =0.99364, Err=13pcmn)
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1/28
Power distribut. SPPS 1.235
Relative error in % 1.2

C/26 /27
RMS Error: 3.17. 1.640 1.771

0.7 0.9
A/23 F24 F25

0.663 1.977 1.904
-1.2 0.9 0.7

C/19 A/20 C/21 F22
0.565 0.673 1.894 1.888
-2.6 -1.5 0.4 0.7

A/14 /15 A/16 F/17 /18
0.206 0.545 0.670 1.954 1.723
-4.6 -2.4 -1.5 0.8 0.9

C/08 A/09 C/10 A/li /12 /13
0.194 0.205 0.563 0.658 1.615 1.200
-6.1 -4.6 -2.6 -1.2 0.7 1.3

C/01 A/02 C/03 A/04 C/05 A/06 F07
0.103 0.093 0.216 0.250 0.647 0.721 1.476
-7.8 -7.2 -5.5 -4.2 -2.0 -1.0 1.1

Figure 7: BenlOOO-1: Comparison of SPPS-1.6 with Mariko (kdf=1.01507, Err=243pcnm)

1B/46 1A/47
Power distr. HEX2DA 0.912 0.704
Relative error in % 0.1 -1.4

1B/38 B/39 A/40 1A/41
RMS Error: 0.58% 1.079 1.054 1.072 0.590

-0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -1.7
1B/30 1/31 C/32 1/33 A/34
1.100 0.869 0.876 0.841 0.955

0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 -0.5
1B/21 1/22 1C/23 1B/24 IB/25 A/26 A/27
1.191 0.920 0.901 1.131 1.135 1.261 0.812

0.3 0.4 0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.8
1B/11 1/12 1/13 1/14 B/i5 1/16 1C/17 A/18 1A/19
1.211 0.973 1.198 1.175 1.173 0.945 0.932 1.179 0.622

0.4 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 -0.1 -1.5
1B/01 1C/02 1B/03 B/04 C/05 1C/06 1/07 B/08 1A/09 1B/10
1.171 0.953 1.217 1.221 0.961 0.951 1.194 1.198 1.366 0.781

0.3 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.4

Figure 8:. Ben440.1: Comparison of HEX2DA with Mariko (kfr=0.99970, Err=106pcm)
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IB/46 IA/47
Power distr. EX2B 0.914 0.707
Relative error in *L 0.2 -1.1

IB/38 B/39 1A/40 A/41
RI'S Error: 0.42% 1.079 1.055 1.074 0.592

0.0 0.0 0.1 -1.3
1B/30 1/31 C/32 C/33 A/34
1.099 0.869 0.876 0.841 0.957

0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 -0.3
IB/21 IC/22 C/23 IB/24 1/25 1A/26 1A/27
1.188 0.918 0.900 1.131 1.135 1.262 0.815

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.5
1B/11 C/12 B/13 B/14 B/15 IC/I6 IC/1? A/18 A/19
1.208 0.971 1.196 1.174 1.172 0.944 0.932 1.180 0.625

0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.1 -1.1
IB/01 C/02 IB/03 IB/04 C/05 1C106 IB/07 1B/08 1A/09 110
1.168 0.950 1.214 1.218 0.959 0.950 1.193 1.198 1.367 0.783

0.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.2

Figure 9: Ben440-1: Comparison of HEX2B with Mariko (kejrf=1.0006>4, Err=200pem)

IB/46 A/47
Power distr. ME2DA 0.720 0.523
Relative error in % -0.2 -1.3

1B/38 1/39 1A/40 A/41
RflS Error: 0.43% 1.032 0.907 0.820 0.454

0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -1.2
IB/30 1C/31 C/32 1C/33 1A/34
1.241 0.968 0.880 0.755 0.742

0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 -0.3
IB/21 IC/22 C/23 1B/24 B/25 A/26 A/27
1.452 1.151 1.061 1.145 1.030 0.996 0.636

0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.4
1B/11 C/12 IB/13 IB/14 B/15 C/16 IC/i? A/18 A/19
1.558 1.294 1.445 1.348 1.246 0.968 0.850 0.896 0.484
0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 -1.0

1B/01 1C/02 1/03 1/04 C/05 C/06 B/07 B/08 1A/09 IB/10
1.559 1.330 1.551 1.503 1.205 1.120 1.211 1.092 1.080 0.611

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.6

Figure 10: Ben440.2: Comparison of HEX2DA with Mariko (k~ff =1.02444, Err=59pcm)
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1B/46 1A/47
Power distr. HEX2DA 0.826 0.592
Relative error in % 0.0 -2.1

1B/38 1/39 A/40 A/41
RMSi Error: 1.02% 1.019 0.959 0.901 0.507

0.3 0.1 -0.7 -2.5
1B/30 1C/31 1C/32 1C/33 A/34
1.124 0.980 0.939 0.881 0.820
0.5 0.7 0.5 0.2 -1.4

18/21 1C/22 C/23 1/24 1/25 1A/26 1A/27
1.265 1.101 1.048 1.100 1.055 1.080 0.707
0.5 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.1 -0.8 -1.9

1B/11 C/12 1/13 1/14 1/15 1C/16 C/1741A/18 1A/19
1.321 1.198 1.272 1.212 1.170 1.025 0.988 1.009 0.529
0.6 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.1 -1.0 -2.5

1B/01 C/02 18/03 1/04 C/05 1C/06 1B/07 1/08 1A/09 1/10
1.295 1.203 1.327 1.306 1.149 1.103 1.162 1.115 1.161 0.721

0.6 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.0 -0.9 -1.0

Figure 11: Ben440-3: Comparison of HEX2DA with Mariko (keff=1.01362, Err=104pcm)

1B/46 1A/47
Power distr. HEX2B 0.827 0.594
Relative error in 7. 0.1 -1.8

1B/38 1/39 1A/40 1A/41
RJ4S Error: 0.89% 1.019 0.960 0.902 0.508

0.3 0.2 -0.6 -2.2
18/30 1C/31 1C/32 1C/33 1A/34
1.123 0.980 0.939 0.882 0.822

0.4 0.6 0.5 0.3 -1.2
1B/21 C/22 1C/23 1/24 1/25 A/26 1A/27
1.263 1.100 1.048 1.100 1.056 1.081 0.709

0.4 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.1 -0.8 -1.6
IB/1i C/12 1/13 1/14 B/15 IC/16 1C/17 IA/18 1A/19
1.319 1.197 1.270 1.211 1.169 1.025 0.988 1.009 0.531
0.4 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.2 -1.0 -2.1

IB/01 1C/02 B/03 1/04 C/05 1C/06 1/07 1B/08 1A/09 1/10
1.293 1.201 1.325 1.304 1.148 1.102 1.161 1.115 1.161 0.723

0.5 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.0 -0.9 -0.8

Figure 12: Ben.440-3: Comparison of HEX2B with Mariko (keff=1.01456, Err=198pcm)
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1F728
Power distr. HEX2DA 1.211
Relative error in 7. -0.8

IC/26 IF/27
R?¶S Error: 1.43% 1.630 1.739

0.0 -0.9
1A/23 1Ef24 E/25
0.680 1.958 1.875

1.3 -0.1 -0.8
IC/19 A/20 C/21 1E/22
0.587 0.692 1.884 1.860

1.1 1.2 -0.2 -0.9
1A/14 C/15 A/16 1E/17 1F/18
0.220 0.565 0.689 1.935 1.690

2.2 1.1 1.2 -0.1 -1.0
IC/08 A/09 C110 A/11 C/12 F/13
0.211 0.220 0.585 0.674 1.603 1.174

1.9 2.3 1.1 1.3 -0.1 -0.9
IC/0l A/02 C/03 A/04 C/05 A/06 1E/07
0.115 0.103 0.233 0.267 0.669 0.738 1.455

3.0 2.9 2.0 2.1 1.2 1.3 -0.3

Figure 13: Benl1OO-l: Comparison of HEX2DA with Mariko (k~ff=1.01427, Err=167pcm)

IF/28
Power distr. ME2DB 1.212
Relative error in 7. -0.7

1C/26 F/27
RMS Error: 0.53% 1.634 1.746

0.3 -0.6
IA/23 E/24 E/25
0.678 1.967 1.883

0.9 0.4 -0.4
IC/1g 1A/20 1C/21 E/22
0.581 0.689 1.891 1.868
0.0 0.8 0.3 -0.5

1A/14 IC/IS A116 E/17 F/18
0.216 0.558 0.686 1.943 1.696

0.3 0.0 0.8 0.3 -0.6
1C/08 1A/09 C/10 A/11 1C/12 F/13
0.206 0.216 0.579 0.672 1.608 1.176
-0.7 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.2 -0.8

IC/01 1A/02 1C/03 A/04 IC/os A/06 E/07
0.111 0.100 0.227 0.262 0.662 0.736 1.457
-0.6 -0.2 -0.5 0.4 0.2 1.0 -0.2

Figure 14: Benl1OO-1: Comparison of HEX2DB with Mariko (keff =1.01475, Err=214pcm)
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% for assembly 41
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S K03ST068

REAL DEPLETION IN NODAL DIFFUSION CODES

Petko T. Petkov, Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT

The fuel depletion is described by more than one hundred fuel isotopes in the advanced
lattice codes like HELIOS, but only a few fuel isotopes are accounted for even in the advanced
steady-state diffusion codes. The general assumption that the number densities of the majority
of the fuel isotopes depend only on the fuel burnup is seriously In error if high burnup is
considered. The real depletion conditions in the reactor core differ from the asymptotic ones
at the stage of lattice depletion calculations. This study reveals which fuel iotopes should be
explicitly accounted for in the diffusion codes in order to predict adequately the real depletion
effects in the core. A somewhat strange conclusion is that if the real number densities of the
main fissionable isotopes are not explicitly accounted for in the diffusion code, then Sm-149
should not be accounted for either, because the net error in k-inf is smaller.
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1 Introduction

At the stage of lattice calculations the fuel depletion is described by many fissionable isotopes
and fission products. In generating libraries of few-group diffusion parameters for nodal and
fine-mesh codes it is assumed that the isotopic composition of the fuel depends weakly on
the real depletion conditions and the fuel is depleted at average conditions for the particular
reactor type. In the current version of the three-dimensional two-group nodal diffusion code
SPPS-.611 the real number densities of U-235, Pu-239, Xe-135, and Sm-149 are calculated
and accounted for in calculating the 2-group diffusion parameters. However, the real number
densities of U-235 and Pu-239 are used to account for the effect of power density on the fuel
isotopics. A preliminary study showed that if U-235 and Pu-239 are used to account for the
effect of power density on the fuel isotopics, then they can not be used to account for the effect
of varying the initial mass of uranium (within the manufacturing tolerance). The effect of the
real initial enrichment is also inadequately predicted.

The variations of the initial mass of uranium and enrichment within the allowed limits
affects only the initial number densities of U-235, U-238, and also 0. Accounting for the real
initial number densities of these isotopes should not pose any problems provided their number
densities are not used to account for the effects of other isotopes, as it is in the current SPPS-1.6
library. Then the question is which fuel isotopes should be explicitly accounted for so that the
real depletion conditions are adequately described, as well as the effects of the real initial mass
of uranium and enrichment.

It is known that the most significant source of uncertainties for the fuel isotopics is the
power density, which can vary within broad limits. In order to assess the magnitude of this
effect, the effects of the fuel isotopics at power density 150% and 50% of the rated value are
studied. Such power densities are quite normal for the real depletion in the core, moreover,
they are not marginal. Initially, the fuel depletion is calculated at 100%, 150%, and 50% of the
rated power density, then using the three different sets of isotopics the same core state (rated
power density with equilibrium Xe-135) are calculated so that the differences of the results are
due only to the different fuel isotopics.

High burnup is included in the study in accordance with the plans to employ 4- and 5-year
fuel cycles for the WWER-440 reactors.

A standard WWER-440 assembly with initial enrichment of 3.6% is considered. All lattice
calculations have been performed by Helios-1.5[2].

2 Comparison of the fuel isotopics at power densities
100%, 150%, and 0% of the rated power

Compared to the 100% power density, at power density of 150% the fuel temperature is essen-
tially higher, which means greater resonance absorption of U-238, more intensive build-up of
Pu-239 and all following heavy isotopes. The greater the Pu-239 number density the greater its
contribution to the fission rate and U-235 depletes slower. At power density of 50% the above
described effects have opposite signs.

A greater power density leads to increased nuffiber densities of all isotopes, which are formed
directly by fission. The number densities of the short-living fission products are merely propor-
tional to the fission rate (excluding Xe-135, because of its very high absorption cross section).
Their densities, however, depend on the current power density, not on its history. Their num-
ber densities can be different because of the differences in the number densities of the other
isotopes.
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Table 1: Relative difference pcnmj between 150% and 100% depletion of the number densities,
micro- and macro-scopic absorption and nu-fission cross sections of the fissionable isotopes at
42 MWd/kg

Isotope N et a, -;ai- vaE E v 
Pu-239 2302 -200 -206 -187 -228 85 828 125 1215 302
Pu-241 3003 -200 -375 -194 -383 47 248 86 434 161
U-235 1626 -155 -463 -147 -462 69 169 90 282 104
Am-241 -30980 -196 55 1 -32 -23 -66 -2 0 53
U-238 -36 -82 -406 54 -410 -50 -35 2 0 48
Np-239 50930 -153 -395 62 0 29 10 4 0 -18
Pu-240 36 -253 -205 45 -223 -23 -5 0 0 14
Pu-238 -5664 -81 -547 12 -546 -4 -19 -2 -1 11
Am242m -30412 -218 -418 -216 -418 -1 -11 -2 -23 -9
U-236 -314 -437 -398 -62 -392 -12 -1 -1 0 5
U-237 49616 -167 -449 18 -449 2 7 0 0 -5
Np-238 47292 -228 -437 -229 -437 1 5 2 10 4
Pu-242 563 -274 -330 62 -373 3 0 0 0 -1
Am-243 1209 -221 -229 37 -80 4 0 0 0 -1
U-234 318 -428 -452 53 -459 0 0 0 0 0
Np-237 -49 -185 279 62 -203 -1 1 0 0 0
Cu-242 -13350 -96 -382 48 -383 0 -1 -1 0 0
Cu-243 -15157 -214 -320 -216 -320 0 -1 -1 0 0
Cu-244 1652 -244 -366 -16 -400 1 0 0 0 0
Cu-245 2526 -210 -460 -209 -456 0 0 0 1 0
Cu-246 168 -166 -310 14 -308 0 0 01 01 0

The number densities of the long-living and stable isotopes, which are formed directly by
fission, do not depend essentially on the historical power density. Their gain rate is proportional
to the fission rate, but the fuel burnup is also proportional to the fission rate. Minor differences
can be due to differences in the number densities of the main fissile isotopes.

The number densities of the fission products with half-lives from a few days to several tens
of days depend strongly on the power density's history. Fission products, formed from decay
of long-living precursors, have smaller density at greater power density, because their gain rate
does not depend on the power density. There are many different combinations in the fuel
depletion chains.

In Table 1 the differences in prn between depletion at 150% and 100% power density of
the number densities, micro- and macro-scopic absorption and nlu-fission cross sections of the
fissionable isotopes at 42 MWd/kg are presented. In fact the difference of the macro-scopic
cross sections is divided by the corresponding mnacro-scopic cross section for the whole assembly,
and for the fast group is additionally multiplied by the ratio of the fast to thermal fluzes. Thus,
the numbers in columns 7-10 are very close to the effect of the corresponding difference on k,..
The total effect on k,, is presented in the last column.

The most significant is the effect of the real number density of Pu-239. Its number density
is greater by 2.3%, but the effect on W, and vilJ is about 1000 pcmn. The net effect is only 302
pcm, because of error compensation between absorption and nu-fission. The number density
of Pu-241 is greater by 3.0%, a" and v( are smaller by 0.4%, and the net effect on k,, is 161
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Table 2: Relative difference [pcm] between 50% and 100% depletion of the number densities,
micro- and macro-scopic absorption and nu-fission cross sections of the fissionable isotopes at
28 MMd/kg

Isotope N a a O El, E'1vEJ k,
Pu-239 -2257 156 177 147 197 -81 -766 -111 -1048 -248
Pu-241 -4528 173 347 171 356 -49 -263 -85 -431 -160
Am-241 91162 139 -81 -4 3 36 102 3 1 -90
U-235 -822 117 427 112 426 -58 -99 -72 -155 -62
U-238 32 65 378 -51 382 4 1 31 -3 0 -45
Np-239 -50608 130 364 -45 0 -27 -9 -3 0 18
Am242m 89610 180 385 178 385 1 15 3 30 12
Pu-238 12292 49 571 -19 571 3 14 2 1 -9
U-236 268 683 370 129 364 13 1 0 0 -6
U-237 -49981 117 420 -16 419 -2 -5 0 0 4
Pu-242 -1746 262 301 -48 342 -7 -1 0 0 3
Np-238 -49213 187 409 188 409 -1 -3 0 -5 -2
Pu-240 -222 275 176 -31 193 5 -1 0 0 -2
Am-243 -1827 135 199 -30 55 -2 0 0 0 1
Np-237 213 142 -285 -50 176 1 0 0 0 0
Cu-242 27258 59 351 -43 352 0 0 0 0 0
Cu-243 31653 180 292 182 292 0 0 1 0 0
Cu-244 -3333 174 334 8 367 0 0 0 0 0
Cu-245 -4103 181 419 181 416 0 0 0 0 0
Cu-246 -1992 1153 281 -4 279 101 0 0 0 0 

pcm. The difference of the number density of U-235 is not essential until 10 MWID/kg, but
later becomes significant because of the increased Pu-239 fission. The U-235 a~' and vaf7 are
smaller by 0.5%, which is probably due to the effect of Pu-239. The effect of the real number
density of U-235 is significant at high burnups (104 pcm at 42 MWD/kg).

Unexpectedly large effect is observed for Am-241 at high burnups. Its number density is
smaller by about 31%. Am-241 is formed by decay of Pu-241. Because the half-life of Pu-241
is years, the build up of Am-241 depends on the calendar time, and at 150% depletion the
calendar time to reach a specific burnup is 1.5 times smaller. This shows that the real number
density of Am-241 should be accounted for.

The real number density of U-238 at 42 MWD)/kg is smaller only by 0.036%, but e~ and '
are smaller by 0.08% and 0.41% and the net effect of El and E,' is about 48 pcm. Therefore,
the effect of U-238 is also essential.

Surprisingly big effect (18 pcm) is observed for Np-239. Its number density is greater by
50%, because its half-life is about 2 days. The same differences are observed for U-237 and
Np-238, which are due to their short half-lives.

In Table 2 the effects of the real number densities of the fissionable isotopes at 50% depletion
and 28 MWd/kg are presented (At 50% power density it is not possible to reach very high
burnup). Now the effects are much grater than in case of 150% depletion, because the calendar
time to reach the same burnup is twice greater. Am-241 is now third. The effects of Pu-238
and Am-242m become essential, but nearly compensate each other. The number densities of
U-237, Np-238, and Np-239 are smaller by about 50%.
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Table 3: Relative difference pcm] between 150% and 100% depletion of the number densities,
micro- and inacro-scopic absorption cross sections of the fission products at 42 MWd/kg

Isotope N y ~L a"E E~' k~.
Sm-149 10246 -13874 -282 -522 2 109 -74
Pm-147 9376 -268 -441 -407 58 15 -37
Pml48m 18708 -293 -227 -436 2 52 -36
Rh-105 46837 24 -300 -368 21 37 -35
Xe-135 2091 33 -332 -543 0 47 -31
Sm-147 -29323 -8.50 -88 -406 -53 -8 30
Pm-148 47766 -394 -307 713 29 15 -23
1Rh-103 -1606 -99 -205 -254 -26 -13 20
Sm-151 4714 -28 -217 -573 4 28 -20
Cs-135 -23865 85 -126 -460 -21 -6 13
Sm-150 5344 -8 -172 -396 10 9 -10
Mo-95 -5711 63 788 -388 -14 -5 10
Gd-157 15226 -107 -168 -569 0 13 -8
Cs-134 9900 10 -150 -398 2 10 -8
Nd-143 -335 -733 -163 -410 -1 -11 8
Nd-147 48659 -9 -159 -414 5 7 -6
Eu-155 1108 174 -351 645 1 8 -6
Eu-156 45661 185 -235 -387 7 6 -6
Xe-133 49652 5 -136 -390 5 4 -5
Xe-131 -458 37 -175 -387 -7 -2 4
Pr-143 49522 -25 -115 -390 5 4 -4
Pm-149 61133 -848 -148 -394 1 6 -4
Eu-154 1672 -125 -197 -362 1 6 -4
Ru-103 49057 96 -84 -385 6 1 -3
Pd-1O5 -1855 -302 -117 -417 -4 -2 3
Cs-133 -431 -2 -180 -385 -5 -2 3
Ce-141 49889 -22 -131 -387 2 4 -3
Nd-144 -11684 -8 -63 -3581 -2 -3 3

Among the fission products the most significant is Sm-149. At 150% depletion and 42
MWd/kg (Table 3) its number density is 10% greater and its fission yield is 14% greater. Then
come Pm-147, Pm-148m, and Rh-105. The Xe-135 number density is always at equilibrium to
the current power density (100%). There are many significant fission products, almost all of
them with negative contribution to k,,..

At higher burnups the rating of the fission products changes and the long-living isotopes of
Eu take higher places.

Comparison of 50% and 100% depletion at 28 MMd/kg shows similar results (Table 4).

3 Accounting for the real depletion conditions

In Table 5 the differences between 150% and 100% depletion are presented, due to the fission-
able isotopes and the fission products, explicitly accounting for the Xe-135 real density (it is
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Table 4: Relative difference [pcm] between 50% and 100% depletion of the number densities,
micro- and macro-scopic absorption cross sections of the fission products at 28 MWd/kg

Isotope N 7 *g, aca 1 Ea k,,

-Sm-149 -13163 19469 244 484 -2 -142 106
Pm-147 -18341 -19 651 382 -110 -27 77
Pm148m. -33963 12 199 494 -4 -87 66
Sm-147 75237 770 14 379 84 12 -53
Rh-105 -49194 -362 239 317 -19 -31 33
Xe-135 -1894 -219 278 512 0 -45 32
Rh-103 3038 -222 111 229 33 15 -28
Pm-148 -54517 102 249 -693 -28 -14 25
Cs-135 50094 -395 93 530 28 8 -20
SM-151 -4622 -288 175 521 -3 -23 18
Mo-95 9339 -247 -1124 362 16 6 -12
Nd-143 1019 529 131 381 2 16 -12
SM-150 -7026 -291 123 356 -9 -7 10
Cs-134 -17768 -300 121 374 -3 -9 7
Nd-147 -49571 21 120 381 -4 -7 7
EU-155 -3071 -594 298 -629 -2 -9 7
Xe-133 -49891 -12 88 359 -4 -5 5
Pr-143 -49790 -297 72 360 -5 -4 5
Eu-154 -3155 -163 153 352 -1 -6 5
Gd-157 -14231 -206 126 504 0 -7 5
Tel27m. -33139 140 -1 528 -1 -5 4
Xe-131 743 -334 83 359 7 2 -4
Eu-156 -49436 -652 192 365 -4 -3 4
Ru-103 -49747 -301 52 354 -6 -1 3
Cs-133 619 -257 170 357 5 1 -3
Ce-141 -49941 59 104 357 -2 -4 3
Nd-144 23467 -287 49 325 2 2 -3
Pm-149 -55547 595 112 347 -2 -4 3
Gd-155 188585 1387 157 1606 01 5 -3 
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obligatory to account for Xe-135). The net effect on k. is significantly smaller than the error
due to the fissionable isotopes only, because tcie is compensation between the errors due to
the fissionable isotopes and the fission products. This explains whly the real burnup conditions
may be disregarded. However, the net error at high burnups is not small.

Now if the real number density of Sm-149 is also accounted for (Table 6), te net error in
k,, increases. The total error due to the fission products decreases, but the net error increases,
because the compensation is smaller.

Comparing 50% and 100% depletion up to 35 MWD/kg (Tables 7 and 8) the same conclu-
sion can be drawn. If the real number densities of the main fissile isotopes are not accounted
for, then no other fission product than Xe-135 should be accounted for. In case the reactor is
stopped, the build-up of Sm-149 due to the decay of Pm-149 is almost completely compensated
by the build up of Pu-239 due to decay of Np-239, and if Np-239, Pu-239 are not explicitly
accounted for, then Pm-149, Srm-149 should not be accounted for as well[31.

In Tables 9 and 10 the errors in k,, are presented if U-235, U-238, Pu-239, Sm-149, and
Xe-135 are explicitly accounted for. The errors are too big, but because of error compensation
the net effect on kff is not very big and for a 3..year fuel cycle these isotopes are probably
sufficient. But in case of 4- or 5-year fuel cycles, many more isotopes have to be accounted for.
For different depletion conditions the error compensation can be smaller too.

Rom the heavy isotopes it is obligatory to account for U-235, U-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-
241, Am-241. Np-239 can be added and used to account also for U-237 and Np-238. From the
fission products Rh-103, Rh-105, Xe-135, Pm-147, Pm-148m, Pmn-148, Sm-149, Sm15O, Sm-151
have to be explicitly accounted for. The errors in this case are shown in Tables 11 and 12. The
errors, due to the neglected heavy isotopes, particularly of Pu-238 and Amn-242m, compensate
each other. The net error becomes more than 20 pcm above 50 MWd/kg, being only 39 pcm
at 58 MWdfkg and 58 pcm at 66 MWd/kg.

4 The initial mass of fuel

A similar study in case of varying the initial mass of fuel showed, that the above 9 heavy
isotopes and 10 fission products (U-235, U-237, U-238, Np-238, Np-239, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-
241, Am-241; Rh-103, Rh-1OS, Xe-135, Pm-147, Pm-148m, Pm-148, Sm-147, Sm-149, Sm-150,
Sm-151) are not sufficient. Many more isotopes are required. The reason, however, is in the
definition of the fuel burnup in units of MWd/kg. Compare two fuel depletions with initial
mass of U in a fuel assembly of 120.2 kg and 122.2 kg. At the same burnup in units of MWd/kg
the ratio of the integral number of fissions per unit volume will be approximately (120.2/122.2),
but the integral number of fissions; determines the number densities of most stable isotopes with
small absorption cross section. The results change considerably, if the burnup is defined as the
integral number of fissions per unit volumne-the errors accounting for the above mentioned
isotopes become very small. This suggests, that in approximating the fuel depletion effect the
integral number of fissions per unit volume should be used.

5 Notes on the implementation

A chain with only one isotope is sufficient for calculation of the number density of U-235. All
other heavy isotopes form a single chain-U-238 - Np-239 - Pu-239 - Pu-240 - Pu-241 - Am-241.

In order to account for Rh-103 it is necessary to account also for Ru-103, which has half-life
of 39 27 d and small absorption cross sections. Rh-lO5 can be accounted for alone without
Ru-1O5, which is short-living. The explicit accounting for of 1-135 is obligatory because of
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Table 5: Relative error pcm] at 150% depletion due to: a) the heavy isotopes without account-
ing any of them; b) the fission products accounting for Xe-135

Burn up L~tksr 0 E z~ Ea

a) ~3 a) a) a) b) b) b) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)
1. 0 -148 -15 -189 -50 -3 -9 10 -3 -157 -40
3. 3 -31 -2 -48 -18 -14 -2 11 -11 -33 -7
6. 26 95 13 109 6 -27 19 1 -1 114 7

10. 51 230 37 291 49 -35 48 -17 16 278 31
15. 73 383 77 516 124 -29 92 -56 44 475 68
21. 95 559 125 803 229 -15 138 -97 80 697 132
28. 108 761 190 1161 374 0 185 -135 108 946 238
35. 120 955 249 1541 523 11 240 -174 131 1195 349

4.17 1129 300 1918 667 25 279 -200 152 1408 468
50. 132 1303 352 2307 805 36 334 -231 168 1637 574
58. 136 1425 389 2616 907 55 389 -264 191 1814 643
66. 138 1498 1412 2839 977 8 3 437 -295 221 1935 682

Table 6: Relative error [pcm] at 150% depletion due to: a) the heavy isotopes without account-
ing any of them; b) the fission products accounting for Xe-135, Sm-149

Burnup El ' E1 vE k. E k . Ef E- k~,

a) a) a) a) a) b) b) b) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)
1. 0 -148 -15 -189 -50 -3 9 -5 -3 -139 -56
3. 3 -31 -2 -48 -18 -14 1 8 -11 -30 -10
6. 26 95 13 109 6 -27 9 10 -1 104 16

10. 51 230 37 291 49 -36 21 5 15 251 54
15. 73 383 77 516 124 -30 45 -18 43 428 106
21. 95 559 125 803 229 -16 72 -46 79 631 183
28. 108 761 190 1161 374 -1 100 -73 107 861 301
35. 120 955 249 1541 523 10 141 -104 130 1096 419
42. 17 1129 300 1918 667 23 170 -125 150 1299 542
50. 132 1303 352 2307 805 34 219 -156 166 1522 649
58. 136 1425 389 2616 907 54 270 -190 190 1695 717
66. 1381 1498 412 2839 977 1181 318 -223 2191 1816 754
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Table 7: Relative error pcmJ at 50% depletion due to: a) the heavy isotopes without accounting
any of them; b) the fission products accounting for Xe-13.5

Burnup ___ -jPE k E j E,- k~
a) a) a) a) a) b) b) bj) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)

1. -2 126 14 164 47 15 6 -15 13 132 32
3. -13 -3 0 5 15 34 -10 -14 21 -13 1
6. -40 -153 -25 -185 -22 44 -49 12 4 -202 -9

10. -7 -315 -58 -410 -81 31 -111 72 -43 -426 -8
15. -99 -507 -109 -706 -188 10 -176 135 -9 -683 -53
21. -111 -728 -180 -1099 -364 -8 -251 198 -119 -979 -165
28. -127 -984 -265 -1607 -590 -25 -330 257 -152 -1314 -332
35. -132 -1220 -352 -2134 -833 -39 -400 302 -171 -1620 -529

Table 8: Relative error [pcmJ at 50% depletion due to: a) the heavy isotopes without accounting
any of them; b) the fission products accounting for Xe-135, Sm-1 49

Burnup E0 -EtE ~ ~ ? 0

a) a) a) a) a) b) b) b) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)
1. -2 126 14 164 47 14 -6 -4 12 120 43
3. -13 -3 0 5 15 34 -6 -18 21 -9 -2
6. -40 -153 -25 -185 -22 44 -22 -10 4 -175 -32

10. -74 -315 -58 -410 -81 32 -56 26 -42 -371 -54
15. -99 -507 -109 -706 -188 12 -90 64 -87 -597 -123
21. -111 -728 -180 -1099 -364 -6 -134 106 -117 -862 -256
28. -127 -984 -265 -1607 -590 -2 188 150 -150 -1172 -439
35. -132 -1220 -352 -14-833 -36 -240 1187 -168 -1460 1-645

Table 9: Relative error pcm] at 150% depletion accounting for: a) U-235, U-238, Pu-239; b)
Sm-149, Xe-135

Bu Ea7. E', v~f ~ keff ~E kff E' E kff
__ a) a) a) a) a) b) b) b) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)

1. 13 7 2 0 -13 -3 9 -5 10 16 -19
3. 9 6 2 -2 -11 -14 1 8 -5 7 -2
6. 20 8 2 1-17 -27 9 10 -7 17 -7

20. 33 21 4 22 -16 -36 21 5 -3 42 -11
15. 38 46 17 68 8 -30 45 -18 8 91 -9
21. 40 78 29 140 47 -16 72 -46 24 150 1
28. 33 113 52 230 106 -1 100 -73 32 213 33
35. 28 144 67 324 159 10 141 -104 38 285 55
42. 23 167 83 421 216 23 170 -125 46 337 90
50. 19 203 102 528 266 34 219 -156 53 422 109
58. 23 234 122 626 307 54 270 -190 77 504 117
66. 301264 138 720 342 1181 318 1-223 111 5821 118
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Table 10: Relative error [pcrn] at 50% depletion accounting for: a) U-235, U-238, Pu-239; b)
Srn-149, Xe-135

___ a) a) a) a) a) b) b) b) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)
1. -13 -8 -3 1 14 14 -6 -4 1 -14 9
3. -14 -6 -1 2 15 34 -6 -18 20 -12 -2
6. -28 -11 -3 -7 19 44 -22 -10 16 -33 9

10. -42 -31 -10 -44 7 32 -56 26 -10 -87 33
15. -47 -68 -25 -122 -35 12 -90 64 -35 -158 29
21. -38 -109 -51 -242 -12 -6 -134 10 -44 -243 -13
28. -29 -150 -79 -404 -229 -23 -188 150 -52 -338 -79
35. -13 -176 -113-6 -348 -36 -240 187 -49 -416 1-160

Table 11: Relative error [porn] at 150% depletion accounting for: a) U-235, U-237, U-238, Np-
238, Np-239, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Arn-241; b) 1Rh-103, Rh-105, Xe-135, Pmn-147, Pm-148m,
Pm-148, Srn-147, Sm-149, Sm-i5O, Sm-151

__ a) a) a) a) a) b) b) b) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)
1. 0 -1 0 0 0 -2 4 -2 -2 3 -1
3. -1 -1 0 0 1 2 -1 0 1 -2 1
6. -1 -2 0 0 2 -2 2 0 -3 0 1

10. -2 -2 -2 0 1 -12 2 5 -14 0 7
15. -3 -4 -1 -2 2 -20 4 8 -23 0 11
21. -3 -7 -2 -4 2 -22 6 7 -25 -1 10
28. -7 -12 1 -11 5 -24 9 6 -31 -3 11
35. -8 -18 -3 -17 2 -24 25 -5 -32 7 -3
42. -10 -32 -7 -23 6 -22 35 -13 -32 3 -7
50. -17 -38 -7 -27 10 -21 61 -30 -38 23 -19
58. -18 -47 -8 -31 12 -11 91 -52 -29 44 -39
66. -19 -54 1-6 -28 19 9 124 -78 -10 70 -58
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Table 12. Relative error pcrn] at 50% depletion accounting for. a) U-235, U-237, U-238, Np-
238, Np-239, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Ain-241; b) Rh-103, Rh-105, Xe-135, Pra-147, Pm-148m,
Pmn-1-48, Sm-147, Sm-149, Sm-150, Sni-151

Bu LE g, ~ f kE, ff E ~Et'kfgr E keg
a aa) a) a) b) b) b) a)+b) a)+b) a)+b)

1. 1 0 0 0 0 4 -4 0 5 -4 0
3. -1 0 0 0 0 9 -1 -5 8 -1 -4
6. -I 1 0 0 0 21 2 -15 20 3 -15

10. 1 3 0 1 -2 26 -3 -13 27 -0 -16
15. 4 5 1 5 -126 -5-11 30 0 -13
21. 815 3 15 -2 31 -14 -6 39 1 -8

28. 9 29 6 31 1 33 -26 1 42 3 2
35. 15 52 7 50 -3 36 -44 13 51 8 9

Xe-135. The rest of the fission products form a complicated chain. Pm-147 is formed from
Nd-147, but the latter has a half-life of 10.98d and relatively small absorption cross section and
it could be neglected. The branch Pm-147 - Sm-147 can be truncated, because Sm-148 has
very small absorption cross section. The rest of the fission products form the chain Pm-147
- Pm-148/Pm-148m - Pm-149 - Sm-149 - Sm-15 - Sm-151. Pm-151 can also be neglected,
because it has a half-life of 1.183d.

Finally, 7 heavy isotopes and 14 fission products have to be accounted for: U-235, U-238,
Np-239, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Ami-241, Ru-103, Rh-103, Rh-1O5, -135, Xe-135, Nd-147,
Pm-147, Pm-148m, Pm-148, Pm-149, Sm-147, Sm-149, Sm-i50, Sm-151.

There are two ways to account for the real number density of an isotope. The first one is to
regard its number density as an independent parameter, calculating approximation coefficients
by varying its number density and calculating additional branch-off states by the lattice code.
This is appropriate for U-235, U-238, Pu-239, Pu-241, Xe-135. The effects of these isotopes are
significant and affect the cross sections of the other isotopes. The second way is to add the dif-
ference between the real and reference macroscopic absorption cross section to the macroscopic
cross section of the node. This can be used for the rest of the isotopes.

The explicit accounting for all these isotopes should ensure adequate accounting for the
real depletion conditions, should allow variation of the initial mass of uranium and enrichment
within the manufacturing limits
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AER Working Group B Activities in 2002

Petr Darllek

VUJE Tmava Inc., Slovakia
Darilek~vuje.sk

ABSTRACT

Review of AER Working Group B Meeting in Stovakia, Modra - Harmronia is given.

Regular meeting of Core Design Group was organized by VWE Tmava. Inc. and held at Modra -

Harm6nia, Slovakia. April 294.30, 2002, together with Working Group A.

Main topics of tie meeting were as follows:

Dukovany NPP Fuel Cycle Benchmark

Two presentations about preliminary problem solution were shown.

First calculation of Dukovany NPP fuel cycle benchmark performed by KARATE-440 (GLOBUSKA
version 4.0) code system with library ENDF B-VI and new albedo set for reflector was presented by
G. Hegyi. Definition Inaccuracies (doubts) were discussed n the presentation, boron letdown curves,
power and bum up distributions at ECC for all 1 cycles were given. Another definition Improvement
was suggested.
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First solution of Dukovany NPP Fuel cycle benchmark by BIPR-7 code (16 cycles) was shown by
P. Darilek. Connected problems/questions were painted out as follows

• Small coast-down at some cycles

* Problem with transient Xe through-out the cycle

* High power peaking in cycles No. 13 - 16

* Rod system worth definition

Extension of Dukovany NPP fuel cycle benchmark was suggested by J. Bajgl. Fuel cycles with first
generation of Gd-fuel (Gd-I) was added (A description, refueling for cycle No. 17 etc.)

Importance of the benchmark and its extension was stressed out at following discussion.

Recent improvements of WER fuel management and operation

Plan of NPP Paks power up-rate (108%) was characterized by Z. Szecsenyi. Based on NIPP Paks
specific features (low flow rate) necessary measures were specified as follows,

* Flow increase at units and 2

• Pressure keeping system revision

* Core inlet temperature kept under 267 deg.

* VERONA system improvement

* Coupler with Hf plates

* Increased pitch of pins

* Higher Gd-enrichment

Two presentations were connected with N PP Mochovce operation.
Recent fuel cycle of NPP Mochovce with exploitation problems (disagreement of calculated and
measured boron letdown curves on unit 1, higher coolant activity on unit 2) was characterized by
P. Kral.

System of reactivity measurement at NPP Mochovce was characterized by P. Palenilk. Particular
problems with reactivity prognoses and disturbances were described.
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Future activities

* Benchmarks

load Follow Benchmark -benchmark author is asked to prepare the summary

WER 1000 benchmark -. benchmark author Is asked to prepare the summary

Dukovany NPP Fuel Cycle Benchmark -call for another solutions

* Recent improvements of VVER fuel management

List of papers:

G. Hegyi Preliminary Results of the New Dukovany NPP Fuel Cycle
Benchmark

J. MajertIk, V. Chrapfilk. P. Dafilek :Dukovany NPP Fuel Cycle Benchmark - First Evaluation

J. Bajgl Continuation of Dukovany NP2P Fuel Cycle Benchmark

B. Torma, Z. SzM=6nyi :NP2P Paks Power Up-rate Plans

P. KrMl Fuel Cycle of NPP Mochovce

P. P~lenik :Criticaflty Control by Reactivity-meter AKR, 02R In NPP Mochovce
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Power uprate plan of NPP Paks units

Irr Nemes
Paks NPP Ltd

Hungary

Abstract

NPP Paks investigates the way to uprate the power of units to the 108 % of the original
nominal level. This thermal power level makes possible to reach the 500 MW (gross) electric
power production. Present paper shows the main features of new nominal state. To help the
evaluation of power uprate from fuel side, a 2-step fuel modernisation procedure is planned.
In the V' step a slightly modified fuel with increased pin pitch and Hlf layer in followers
planned to be introduced, in the 2~d step geometrically modified fuel with higher enrichment
and burnuble poison. The article also contains the description of the planned transient and
equilibrium cycles. During the transient cycles the nominal power and the fel also will
change.

1. Introduction. Fuel cycle status of NTP Paks.

In the operation practice of four VVER-440 units of NPP? Paks the typical cycle length is
about 325 fpd. with small variation (324-331). The order of refuelling outages of different
units is not optimal, but we tend to evaluate near equal cycle lengths.

The introduction of 3.82 wt%/ enriched fuel started at 2000. on Unit 3, 2001. on Unit 4, 2002
on Unit 1., and finally next year (2003) on Unit 2. (The reason of delay is: we have to use the
3.6 % enriched reserved fuel before we start the application of new type). The application of
3.82 wtl enriched fuel (starting from the lit reload) is based on BELIOS - C-PORCA
calculation.

The main operating limits during the actual cycles are: 325 C subchanel outlet temperature,
325 W/cm linear heat rate (decreasing with burnup), and bumup limits : 49 GWdltU for the
assembly, 55 GWd/tU for the pin and 64 GWdItU for the pellet burnup. The safety factors of
different parameters : 7.5 C for the subchanel outlet temperature, 39 Wlcm for the linear heat
rate 7 5% for the assembly, 13 % for the pin and 14% for the pellet burnup.
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The experience of 6 transient cycles with 3 82 % enriched fuel is clearly positive all limits in
evaluated cycles has been satisfied, and the agreement between calculated and measured
parameters are within the usual range. Nevertheless we had no abundant reserve in these
limiting parameters. In the transient cycles the most problematic limiting parameter were the
pin- and pellet burnup. Remember tat in the transient cycles the most burned fuel are still
nonprofiled and the corner pins may have extremely high burnup. Our actual safety factors
(with respect burnup parameters) are quite conservative, now we tend to reanalyse them.

2. Power uprate plans: weak point analysis

At the beginning of this year NPP Paks management started a project to evaluate power uprate
of NPI? Paks units. The general goal is to achieve appr. 500 MWe (gross) power on units, it is
108 % of recent electric output. The thermal power we need to provide this is 1485 MW. We
want to achieve this goal gradually: step-by-step and unit-by-unit way.

To investigate the opportunity of such nominal power a weak point analysis has been done.
The most important statements of this analysis are as follows:

The 1 problem is the low flow-rate of Paks units, extremely on Unit and 2. The (gross)
flow-rate of different units are 39750, 39450, 40600 and 40300 m3/h respectively. The bypass
value we get recently (using assembly with 145 mm diam. ) is around 5.5% (virtual bypass).
If we compare the assembly flow rate of Paks units to the Loviisa Unit 1 and 2 features the
Paks flow rates are lower by 5 to 9 %.

Weak point analysis calculations ( equilibrium cycle calculations supposing increased
nominal power ) have shown low reserve in linear heat rate parameter as well. In the vicinity
of intermediate part of the absorber-follower structure the power peak exceeds the limit value
in part of the cycle. ( Finnish solution is to keep group 6 level in top, 250 cm position, but it is
not preferred in NPP Paks operation practice. )

Additional difference between Finnish and Hungarian practice is the way of determination of
limiting parameter values in the algorithm of the in-core supervisor system. The difference is
mainly philosophic : in the Finnish system the calculated parameter values dominate, in the
Hungarian VERONA system the limiting parameter values are strongly depend on the actual
measured results. As a conclusion in Paks we need to have some further reserve in limiting
parameters in order to cover the statistic difference between the reload planning and core
supervising computer code system.

3. Decided actions:. non-fuel relevant changes

To manage the problems listed in the previous chapter the NPP? Paks project team decided a
series of actions. One part of these actions is connected to the changes of fuel design, another
part contains different technical improvements. The non-fuel relevant actions are as follows:

- There are 2-3 % differences between the flow rate of Unit 1,2 and Unit 3,4. In order to
achieve the same nominal power on all units it is necessary to increase the flow rate on
Unit and 2 to Unit 3 and 4 level. This planned to evaluate by the exchange of the
propeller of MCP-s.
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- The saturation temperature now is conservatively defined in VERONA system (325 C).
Renewing the primary circuit pressure-regulating system the goal is keep primar pressure
in higher minimal value. This is the way to increase the saturation temperature in
VERONA to 326 C.

- The task of secondary circuit improvement and regulations is to keep core inlet
temperature below 267 C at increased power level.

- The C-PORCA refuelling design code as well as VERONA system actually contains
simplified hydraulic model. This model is validated to COBRA calculation, but COBRA's
subchanel turbulent mixing model itself haven't validated. One of the tasks is to renew
thermal hydraulic base of NPP Paks refuelling design and core control codes.

4. Decided actions : fuel modifications

In the power uprate project of NPP Paks the major part of actions connected to the
development of nuclear fuel. Developed fuel in one hand should provide reliable cycles with
low limiting parameter value. On the other hand fuel and fuel cycle improvements
desired to keep or even better the fuel cycle economy.

In accordance with abave listed requirements NPP Paks plans to evaluate 2-step fuel
modification procedure.

In the l0 stage the fuel enrichment would remain unchangeable. The pin pitch of fixed fuel
assemblies grows to 12.3 mm, this help to decrease subchanel outlet temperature by tipically
2-2.5 C. The pitch of follower remains the original value - the outer dimension of follower
also lower (144 mun) and shroud is thicker (2 mm). Further change is the Hf layer on the top
part of follower - it helps to eliminate the power peak in the vicinity of intermediate part of
control assembly. The fuel with changes listed in this paragraph we call intennediate fuel.

The goal of 2nd stage is to improve fuel cycle economy. In this step higher enriched fuel with
gadolinium burnable poison and modified geometry is to be introduced. The final definition
of fuel matching the requirements of desired cycle is actually going on. This fuel we call
optimised fuel in the-procedure of NPP Paks power uprate project.

The 1 introduction of intermediate fuel is scheduled in 2004, the introduction of optimised
fuel is planned in 2006 in accordance with development program, agreed by Russian TVEL
representatives as well.

5. Introduction of intermediate fuel : transient and equilibrium cycle features

Although - as it was mentioned - we plan a 2-step fuel modernisation procedure, in the
present phase of licensing we focus on the l stage of fuel modernisation. The licensing
procedure base on usual approach planning of transient and equilibrium cycle reloads and
using it's reactor-physical characteristics for the safety analysis and fuel reliability studies. In
our case during transient cycles we evaluate 2 transient paralelly. introduce intermediate fuel
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and gradually increase the nominal power of' a given unit In the followings we review the
concrete reload plan of Paks Unit-4, whichis planned to be the I to operate with modified
fuel and increased power.

During the transient and equilibrium cycle we supposed the following parameters
characterising the increased power state:

- Core net flow rate : 30000 t/h
- Coolant inlet temperature < 266.5 C (104%) , 267 C (108%)
- Subchanel maximal outlet temperature < 326 C ( safety factor: 6.5 C)
- Maximal linear heat rate: did not changed
- Group 6 nominal level during the cycle: 212 cm

The cycle length required to be 325 fd. ( related to actual nominal power, on. 1485 MW it is
equal to 482.6 GWd ), it is allowed to include 5 fd (7.6 GWd) strechout operation.

Equilibrium cycle

The determined equilibrium cycle features calculated by C-PORCA. code are shown on Fig. -
6. The number of annually discharged assemblies is 102. Reserve in maximal linear power is
high ( cca. 70 Wlcm ) thanks to Hf layer, which eliminated the peak near the follower. The
figure contains result of C-PORCA thermal hydraulic modul, COBRA gives C lower values
in subchanel outlet temperature without taking account turbulent mixing of coolant
subchanels.

Calculations has shown that - supposing the listed frame parameters and using the modified
(intermediate) fuel - the 1485 MW equilibrium cycle is reliable.

Transient cycles

Transient reload calculations are based on a valid long-term plan of Paks NPP. 18" cycle
starting in 2004) of Unit 4 supposed to contains the Id reload of modified fuel and, in parallel
the nominal power is planned to increase by 4 %. In the 1 cycle (2005) the 2 m, reload of
intermediate fuel makes possible to reached the desired 108%. The 20"' cycle is practically
equilibrium cycle, but in fact it will not be evaluated, the 2"" step of fuel development will
start instead. Calculation of transient cycles verified the reliability of 1485 MW nominal
power on Paks units supposing the listed main parameter values.

6. Summary

In this paper the NPP Paks power uprate plans was outlined. After a weakpoint analysis a
series of different necessary actions are decided. One part of actions means different technical
modifications in order to provide necessary flow rate, inlet and outlet temperature for the
increased power state. Otherwise - in agreement with Russian fuel vendor representatives - a
2-step fuel modernisation project is decided. The transient and equilibrium cycle calculations
of intermediate fuel and nominal power states showed that supposing the changes listed in this
article the 1485 MW nominal power of Paks units is reliable.
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Fig. Equilibrium cycle eatures
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Fig. 2. Maximal subchanel outlet temperature linear power rate in the equilibrium cycle
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Fig. 4. Linear power rate in the pins adjacent to intermediate part of absorber-follower
structure -equilibrium cycle, BOG state
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Fig. 5. Pin power distribution in assembly N 45 at BOG equilibrium cycle
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Fig 6 Subchanct outlet temperatures in assembly N 45 at BOC equilibrium cycle
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OPAL -THE IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT CODE SYSTEM FOR VVER REACTORS

V.Kr"l, P.MikoAM, J.stek, J.~vamn~, K.Vlachovsk~'
SKODA JS as.

Orlik 266, 31606 PIzefi, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT

Fuel management optimization is a complex problem namely for VVER reactors,
which at present are utilizing burnable poisons (BP) to great extent. In this paper, first the
concept and methodologies of afuel management system for VVER 440 (NPP Dukovany) and
NP VVERIOOO (NPP 7'emelin) under development in Skoda JS as. are described and
followed by some pra ctical applications.

The objective of this advanced system is to minimize fuel cost by preserving all safety
constraints and margins. Future enhancements of the system will allow is it to peform fuel
management optimization in the multi-cycle mode.

The general objective functions of the system are the maximization of EOC reactivity,
the maximization of discharge burnup, the minimization of fresh fuel inventory lor the
minimization offeed enrichment, the minimization of the BP inventory. There are also safety
related constraints, in which the minimization ofpower peaking plays a dominant role.

The core part of the system requires meeting the major objective: maximizing the EOC
Keffor a given fuel cycle length and consists offour coupled calculation steps. he first is
the calculation of a Loading Priority Scheme (U'S). which is used to rank the core positions
in terms of assembly Kinf values. In the second step the Haling power distribution is
calculated and by usingfiuel shuffle and/or enrichment splitting algorithms and heuristic rules
the core pattern is modified to meet core constraints. In this second step a
directive/evolutionary algorithm with expert rules based optimization code is used. he
optimal B? assignment is alternatively considered to be a separate third step of the
procedure. In the fourth step the core is depleted in normal up to 3D pin wise level using the
B? distribution developed in step three and meeting all constraints is checked.

One of the options of this optimization system is expert fiendly interactive mode.

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of the Skoda JS a.s. optimization system OPAL is to minimize fuel cost
by preserving all safety constraints and margins. Future enhancements of the system OPAL
aimed to perform automate fel management optimization in the multi-cycle mode.
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The core of OPAL system is based on two alternative algorithm
directivelevolutionary - supported with maximum expert rules Evolutionary algorithms
have proved to be robust optimization methods for complex engineering tasks characterized
by discontinuities in the search space, a high combinatorial dimensionality and non-linear
objectives and constraints [ 1,21. The application of this concept needs very powerful software.
More practical approach is at first stage to solve this multi-objective problem [3) as a single-
objective one, which minimizes only a single objective and other objectives are constrained.
The general objective fnctions of OPAL system are the maximization of EOC reactivity, the
maximization of discharge burnup, the minimization of fresh fuel inventory bor the
minimization of feed enrichment, the minimization of the BP inventory. There are also safety
related constraints, in which the limitation of power peaking plays a dominant role.
Application above mentioned objective functions in optimization process is very complicated
and tiny problem.

At present the core part of the system requires meeting the major objective:
maximizing the EOC Keff (with preserving power peaking constraints) for a given fel cycle
length and consists of four coupled calculation steps. The first is the calculation of a Loading
Priority Scheme (LPS), which is used to rank the core positions in terms of assembly Kinf
values. In the second step the Haling power distribution is calculated and by using fuel shuffle
andlor enrichment splitting algorithms and heuristic rules the core fuel pattern is modified to
meet core constraints. In this second step a directive algorithm with expert rules based
optimization code is now used and evolutionary (see 3,6]) algorithm with expert rules is
under preparation. The optimal BP assignment is alternatively considered to be a separate
third step of the procedure. In the fourth step the core is depleted in normal up to 3D) pin wise
manner using the BP distribution developed in step three and reaching of all constraints is
checked.

Some adjustments are allowed in the core configuration including FA rotation to
bring checked values into compliance with the constraints.

According to the design of OPAL. the single cycle part of the system is enveloped into
loops, which are controlled by special subroutines for reaching the demanded cycle length
while preserving the imposed constraints on assembly discharge burnup, relative cycle cost,
peak pin power (rodded and unrodded conditions) and safety criteria (MC, sub-critical
margin, and etc.).

The future development of the cede system includes modifications allowing all fuel
assemblies exposures to be calculated from their BOL to their EOL in order to maximize
discharge burnup. Fuel cycle cost analyses will be performed to follow the effect of increasing
discharge burnup with decreasing consumption of BP and fresh fuel assemblies.

2. BASIC ALGORITHM TOOLS OF THE OPAL SYSTEM

In this chapter are given definitions and explanations of basic methodological tools
used in construction of OPAL system.

2.1 Loading Priority Scheme (LPS) [11I]
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The LPS is developed by ranking the FA loading positions according to the magnitude
of their BOC Kinf values and assigning a priority number to each loading positions according
their ranking. It defines the specific loading position for each of the given FA, to make the
loading pattern have the maximum EOC Keff. The priority rankings LPS at BOC and EOC
are similar and are valid for cycle length of a certain range (e.g. 3000 MWd/t). For the first
schedule of the loading the LPS can be constructed for lower number groups of ranking (3
groups, 4 groups, _.). It is known that LPS is efficient tool for starting point of optimization
also for human optimal solution.

The LPS which can be generated by the Space-Covering Approach and
Modified Frank-Wolf algorithm, SCAM-W 4) which was adopted in Skoda JS a.s. within
collaboration with PSU fill. This algorithm is applied to the EOC state to provide global
optimal Kinf distribution by maximizing EOC Keff for given fuel inventory and core
exposure. A backward Haling power depletion calculation is further performed to define LPS
for BOC. In general the LPS for given loading can be constructed by experience from
previous loading.

2.2 Haling Principle and Haling Power Distribution (PD)

The Haling Principle proposed by Haling states that if the normalized power
distribution is kept unchanged through cycle , then the power peak during the cycle is the
minimum for the given loading. Therefore the main issue of the Haling principle is the
constant normalized power distribution during the depletion. This constant power distribution
during the depletion is called the Haling Power Distribution (HPD) and is unique for this
loading.

The Haling Principle has been used in BWRs in developing the reload pattern and as a
guide for the control rod scheduling in order to control the power peak. The PWRs are
generally operated with control rds out of the core . The power distribution in PWRs can
only be controlled by the use of burnuble poisons (BP). Depletion of the burnuble poisons can
be modeled so that it can follow the Haling principle, again in order to reduce the peaking
factors.

The applicability of Haling Principle for VVER-l1 000 reactor has been analyzed and
presented paper shows its as a attractive tool for multicycle optimization and BP assignment.
HPD) was calculated by MOBY-DICK macrocode system [7] where HPD) was iterated in one
step burnup option (between BOC and EOC):

HPD)= (1-6) .QnOC + .QEry(1

where Qwoc and QEoc is power distribution in BOC and EQC respectively and W)
acceleration factor.

2.3 Multiobjective optimization (MOO)

Fuel cycle optimization comprises task of finding optimal fuel pattern of suitable FAs
for reaching optimal characteristics (economics, safety and operational) of fuel cycle. These
optimal characteristics can be treated like objective functions or constraints of the
optimization procedures. In general we should to solve MOO optimization problem. But
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there is no notion of optimum in MOO and correct interpretation of this term is Pareto
optimum based on the so called dominance [8]. Unfortunately, the Pareto optimum in MOO
almost always gives niot a single solution, but a set of solutions so called Pareto front.

Traditional fuel cycle methods are based on the Weighting Objective Method which
consists of adding all objective functions together (into so called Composite objective
function se chapter 4.2) using different weighting coefficients for each one of them. Note that
these weighting coefficients do not reflect proportionally the relative importance of the
objectives, but are only factors which, when varied, locate points in the Pareto set (Pareto
front).

2.4 Direct methods

These methods usually works with limited number of loading modifications by means
with determined algorithm. These methods are combined with many expert and heuristic rules
which significantly decreases number of recalculated loadings.

2.5 Evolutionary algorithm

Kim. et al. [13] stated that pure binary exchange process does not ensure a global
optimum solution. One way to overcome this difficulty is to apply more expert rules or other
methods e.g. evolutionary methods (like rue PSU genetic algorithm 6]).

Evolutionary algorithm is powerful optimization techniques for complex engineering
tasks which are based on biological evolution. Rather then searching from one solution to the
next, they search from one collection (or generation) of trial solutions to another one,
according to the well-known principle of the biological evolution: survival of the ~fittest. The
measure of the fitness is usually value of some objective function (Composite objective
function).

3. STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED OPAL SYSTEM

OPAL system is developed on the modular structure in which individual programs
(subroutines) are replaceable to be applicable either for VVER-440 or for VVER-10OO core
loading optimization. Core of ts system in multicycle mode is based on the HPD
methodology. For single system is supposed like HPD methodology (at present) or in future
optimization on the real burnup cycle calculation. Basic functions of the OPAL system are as
follows:

3.1 Multicycle mode

Originaly program version OPAL in multicycle mode OPAL -B [9] was developed
without BP assignent. The present version cooperates with module BP assignment [0j
which module is used in the end of best H{PD loadings validation of each cycle. The OPALB
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works with coarse-mesh (i.e. assembly) power distribution only and core of the optimization
(fuel shuffle) is based on direct algorithm (binary FA change).

Multi cycle mode OPAL_-B
(optimization based on the HPD, BP assignment on HPD) and real burnup with BP):

1. Cycle loop
2. Definition LPS and derivation a set of initial loadings
3. Fuel shuffle (direct/evolutionary)
4. Calculation HPD)
5. Enrichment and enrichment split ) go to 2.
6. BP assignment
7. 3D cycle depletion
8. Single cycle evaluation go to 1.
9. Multicycle evaluation

Interaction between optimization system OPAL and standard macrocode (MOBY-DICK or in
future ANC-1H), archive organization and flow of data are based on standard evolutionary flow
of data, i.e on generations (populations).

Combination of standard macrocode and optimized subroutines is backbone of the
system OPAL. The macrocode should work on 2D) and 3D coarse-mesh and pin-wise level. In
the present version the 2D level MOBY-DICK calculations were adopted by some burnup
scale adjustments to provide the same cycle length (boron concentrations at EOC during HPD)
calculations) as on 3D) level.

3.2 Future development of the OPAL systemn

Single cycle mode
(based on the HPD, BP assignment on HPD and real burnup with BP)

1 . Definition LPS and derivation a set of initial loadings
2. Fuel shuffle

(evolutionary/direct algorithm)
3. Calculation HPD)
4. Enrichment and enrichment split
5. BP assignment
6. FA rotation > go to 2.
7. 3D cycle depletion
8. Evaluation and final optimal design

(based on the full cycle burnup, calculation)

I. Definition LPS and derivation a set of initial loadings
2. Fuel shuffle, enrichment split, BP assignment, PA rotation
3. Cycle bumnup (2D13D) go to 2.
4. 3 cycle depletion
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5. Evaluation and final optimal design

At present are in collaboration with The University of West Bohemia finalized and validated
different heuristics (stochastic) and evolutionary algorithm [3] ( tabu-search, simulated
annealing and genetic algorithm, ... ).

4. MULTICYCLE MODE OPAL B

Multicycle mode OPAL B is now working only with version of macrocode MOBY-
DICK calculating H1P1 [7].--

4.1 Organization of the optimization process in OPALB

The optimization process of OPAL B system is structured in

Variants > Tree (of loadings) > Trial > Population

1. Variant
Each Variant can consist up to 5 Trees (of the loadings) or up to 5 cycles

2. Tree (of loadings)
For each Tree is defined collection of FMs of given cycle and within each Tree

initiate up to 10 Trials how to rearrange them. For each Tree is generated its own macrocode
library which predetermines changes in enrichment and connection to the previous cycles.

3. Tial
For defined collection of FAs from given Tree is defined formula of Composite

objective fnction (fitness) and each Trial initiate up to 5 calculation branches with its own
Initial fuel loading. Initial fuel loading and macrocode Input Patterns produces input in to the
standard macrocode system. Calculation in each branch is organized in the routine of
generations during which are processed populations. By the variations of Initial fuel loadings
and Input Patterns can be modeled changes in the enrichment, number of batch and length of
the cycle. Final result of each Trial is 5 best loadings, which are archived in temporary
archive.

4. Population
In the case of evolutionary algorithm the size of population is constant during the each

Tree calculations, in the case of direct calculations the number of solutions in Populations can
be dynamically changed.

Interactive option is organized on the level of Populations: the user can change all
input data before going into the next population.

Present version of OPALB code is working in 30'and 6rotational symmetry.
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4.2 Composite multiobjective unction

In the present version system OPALB is defined following composite objective
function.

Composite objective function = w(f.,)+E " f (2)

Penalty terms -~Y,.,p,(A, - wp(,)+ PYC (3)

where

A (Amfm l for < f< f,,w

Aj = ( 7Lf1J for <fl <f

Pi,,p, are polynomials and Pi = PJ= for A, , AJ •-;0.

f~and fj are the lower and upper bounds (constraints) of criteria f, and fj

w ~~~~is the weighting factor

E is sum for maximization

Z ~~~is sum for minimization

PCYC is penalty term from the multicycle formulation
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The criteria f, and fjcan be tradicional objective funtions which should be
maxiniiized/minimized or constraints (EOC Keff, EOC boron concentration, peaking factor,
emichment, number of BPs, number of feeded FAs, ... ).

Penalty term PCYC which increases the discharge bumnup BUk of each FA k
consistent with the maximum allowed bumnup BU., is defined by formula

PCYC= Wk. (BU~ ~-BUk)2 (4)

where Wk are assembly-wise dependent weighting factors which can reflect multicycle
optimum.

In principle application of this composite objective function needs more experience
namely on the multicycle level. More complicated Composite objective function may bring to
the instability and slowing down calculations. In our paper are in next chapter presented
results only for maximization of boron concentration with penalization of power peaking at
EOC in the Haling principle approximation.

4.3 Fuel shuffling and shuffling constraints

Initial loading is shuffled using dynamically optimized built-in or interactively
adjusted binary exchange subroutine. Shuffling routine is repeated using successful loading as
a new loading.

Under user decisions are:

- the first assessment feed batch and enrichment
- burned fuel inventory
- BP palette
- target length of fuel cycle
- limited radial power peaking
- limited burnup, of FAs

Initial loading is provided according LPS.
Initial core coarse shuffle of group of FA is provided according LPS with lower

number group in priority ranked regions.

Within routine are applied following shuffling constraints like:

- no discrete burn up absorbers under control rod locations
- exclude feed fuel placement in designated locations
- force specific fuel placement in designed locations
- force given symmetry (300 or 600)

4.4 Validation process
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The best fuel loadings designed on the bases of HPD are so artificially good loadings,
that real design with BP can only approach to the HPD peaking and fuel cycle length. That is a
reason to provide recalculation of the calculated loadings with BP before going to the next
cycle.

7. BP ASSIGNMENT

The optimal control BP strategy is considered to be a separate and following step of the in-
core fuel management procedure. An alternative formulation of the objective function as the
overall cost of the fuel reload allows direct introduction of economic parameters into the
optimiisation process. First, the PSU PSDPI (Power Shape Driven Progressive Iteration
Method) [5,1 1] methodology of BP assignment in WWER has been adopted in SK0DA JS5
a.s. 10). This method is divided into two steps, where in the first step so called equivalent
thermal absorption is found in the fresh fuel assemblies to reach Haling power in these
assemblies. In the second step this equivalent thermal absorption is transferred into number of
BPs using pre-calculated library of these relations in dependence on enrichment, burnup and
number of BPs using four point Lagrange interpolation. This process has been applied, but it
is not quite correct, because the relation is based only on thermal absorption and the other
effects were neglected. Therefore, a modified process has been applied, which consists in
direct searching of necessary number of BPs. This process can be described by the following
formulae:

dBP(ik,i)=dPOW(ik,i)fSE (5)

where:

dBP(i,k) - change of number of BPs in FA ik in iteration stepi
dPQW(ikJ) - difference in relative power in FA ik in iteration step i between real

distribution and HPD
SE - sensitivity coefficient (change in relative power caused by change of one BP)
NBP(ikJi) - number of BPs in FA ik in interation stepi
et - relaxation parameter for underrelaxation of iteration process

Iteration process is terminated after convergence is reached. (It means that found number of
BP in all FAs are the same in the subsequent iteration step). Process is repeated for discrete
number of burnup, steps during depletion process, because requested numbers of BPs can
differ with fuel and BPs depletion. As the last step is selected this lowest number of BPs
which meets limit on power peaking.

The power peak in the HPD) calculation must be lower (about 4 %/) than the power
peaking criteria in order one to be able to perform practical assignment of BPs, which
preserves power distribution during normal depletion within the operational limits. However,
further lowering of HPD peak can cause shortening of cycle lifetime, in any case, real cycle
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length is shorter that calculated by Haling principle. In chapter 9 are given practical examples
of BPs assignment based on cycle calculation in the next chapter.

8. SOME ONE CYCLE CALCULATIONS WITH OPALB SYSTEM

Presented calculations were provided with multicycle coarse-mesh mode on the level
of one fuel cycle 4 of NPP Temnelin. Starting solution (initial loading ) was taken from human
optimised fuel loading of cycle NPP Temnelin (Levine [21). This loading was relatively good
*optimized only by manual shuffling: burned fuel assemblies were calculated by regular burmup
process from the first cycle to third cycle and enrichment of loaded 9 fresh FAs was splitted
into 3 FAs with 4.05 % and 6 FAs with 3.0 %. In this case coarse mesh HPD) peaking was
1.267 with zero boron concentration for 306.05 FPD. With the code OPALB were generated
some loadings on the level of 2D MOBY-DICK calculations and some typical are provided
for subsequent processing in BP assignment module (see Table 1). Used composite functional
(see eq. (2)) was very simple: maximisation of EOC boron concentration with penalization on
radial power peaking. The resulting Pareto. front of this Composite funkcional is seen from
Fig.l1 on which is depicted one of the sets of calculation for 306.05 FPD. The Variant ranks
into the shortest cycles but longer and with very low radial HPD? peaking in comparison to
initial loading (humanly scheduled). This variant is in some sense -theoretical" because real
limitation of power peaking of present NPP Temelin cores is given by radial pin-wise power
peaking FH = 1.57. For this reason next three variants were optimized for higher radial
peaking factor and has character of low-leakage loading (namely Variant 2 and 4) with longer
cycle length. Variant 3 has uniform enrichment of fed FAs (3.35 %) and Variant 4 opposite
enrichment splitting (3.6% / 2.85%) then Variant 2 (3.0% 4.05%). From this results is seen
that we can reach relatively good FA loadings (on the level of HPD) with no enrichment
splitting of fed FAs.

FIG. HPD) radial power peaking factor versus boron
concentration (Cycle 4 NPP3 Temelin, cycle length 306.05

FPD)
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9. BiP ASSIGNMENT AND HALING PRINCIPLE TESTING

In this chapter are presented results of calculations (of selected loading) shortly described
from the point of basic parameters which are testing functionality of the Haling principle for
WWER.

For examples given below, the following numerating of FAs is used (in one 6T symmetry

sector):

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

16 17 18 19 20 21

11 12 13 14 15

7 8 9 10

4 5 6

2 3

1

Next, positions of fresh fuel assemblies into 0~ cycle with their initial enrichment and found
number of BPs in the fresh FMs are given for all five vrariants (variant ,O" is this initial human
optimized loading scheme, ,,"means non-fresh FAs).,

Variaunt 0:.

4.05 3.00 * * 

6 24
*4.05 * 3.00 *

24 24
*3.00 * 3.00

12 24
*3.00 * *

12
*3.00 *

12
*4.05

24

Variant)1:
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4.05 *3.00 * * * *

12 18
*4.05 * *3.00 *

24 18
*3.00 * *3.00

12 18
*3. 00 * *

12
*300*

12
*4.05

24

Variant 2:

*4.05 * *3.00 * *

24 18
* *3. 00 3.00 * *

36 48
*4.05 * * *

24
*3. 00 *3.00

24 48
*4.05 3.00

24 36

VariantS:.

*3.35 3.35 * * * *

36 48
*3.35 * *3.35 *

0 36
*3.35 * *3.35

18 36
*3.35 * *

24
*335 *

*3.35

0

Variant 4:

* 3.60 2.85 * * * *

12 18
* *2.85 *3.60 *

18 12
* 3.60 * * 3.60

0 12
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*3.60 *

18
*3.60 2.85

0 18

Variants ,0" and ,,1" differ only by different assortment of non-fresh FAs, nevertheless
longer cycle length and lower power peaking have been reached. Other three variants show
much longer fuel cycle, although power peaking is much higher. The overview of results is
given in Table 1, where HP (nax,As) gives maximal power peaking according Haling
principle and FA number, in which this maximum occurs; Length(HAL) is a Haling
theoretical cycle length, RPD(maxAs) is real maximal power distribution in FA found,
Length(real) is real cycle length with assigned BPs in the fresh fuel assemblies and in the last
column is number of BPs in one 6 0 ' symmetry segment of care.

Table NPP Temelin Cycle 4 optimization

variant HPD(maxAs) LeghHL RPD(maxAs) Lenglh(real)_ Nunm, of BPs

0___ 1.263 (15,20) 308.80 1.296 (15,20) 304.49 162
1___ 1.254 (3,17)' 315.20 __ 1.292 (24) 310.66 150
2 ___ 1.348 (10,19) 1334.70 1.390 (23) 328.72 282
3 11.366 (24) 1331.00 .1.399 (24) 1326.09 1216
4 11.342 (15,20) 1333.45 11.414 (23) 1326.82 i108

From this table is seen that'for variants with longer cycle length (very low leakage) is difficult
to ensure sufficiently low power peaking. For variant 4 the number of BPs is relatively low,
but power peaking is very high and power peak is on position ,,l4" in non-fr-esh FA. Such
power peak is practically impossible to reduce by BPs, because these are applicable only in
fresh FAs. Data in Table also show limitations of Haling principle for multicycle
optimization, because length of cycle is in reality shorter than predicted by Haling principle.

10. CONCLUSION

The presented one option of OPAL system for VVER core loading optimization based
on the HPD approximation has shown that methodology based on splitting of fuel loading
optimization and BP assignment is hopeful namely for multicycle calculation.
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Abstract

This paper presents calculation results and analysis of core characteristics in the case of
inadvertent loading of a fuel assembly in an improper position. The models and assumptions
used in the analysis are presented. Neutron physical calculations are carried out with SPI'SHB3
/1/ code system. The calculations are performed to examine core characteristics of different
variants of inadvertent fuel assembly loading in an improper position and analyze resulting
power distribution anomalies. The purpose of the analysis is to evaluate most adverse
consequences of the considered event and methods to control such failures and situations.

I. Introduction

An approach for analyzing the event of inadvertent loading of a fuel assembly in an improper
position is described in this paper. The fuel assembly loading into a wrong position is defined
as an assumed failure during core reloading such that the original loading pattern could undergo
incorrect changes. The consequence of this event is an anomaly of designed power distribution.
A fuel assembly loading into a wrong position could create high power peaking factors in the
core and cause the core outlet temperatures to increase. If either of these conditions is
excessive, localized hot spots may be created which could result in limited fuel damages. The
described event is classified as a postulated accident 31 that it is of such low frequency (<102
/year) such that not expected to occur, but it is considered in the design. Features in
WWER-440 design preclude the possibility of wrong fuel assembly loading or limit the
consequences of the event if it were to occur. These include relatively low core specific power
density, core and assembly design, the effectiveness of reactor instrumentation system to detect
the anomaly of power distribution, a thorough quality control program during the preparation of
refueling procedures.
The considered event of incorrect fuel assembly loading is usually referred to the category of
reactivity and power distribution anomalies (reactivity initiated accidents), but it has specific
features. It is reasonable to define specific acceptance criteria for this event as follows:

- The number and the level of fuel cladding damages have to keep as low as reasonably
achievable. The amount of the fuel failures shall not exceed 5% of all fuel elements in the core.

- Reactor instrumentation, monitoring systems and start up tests and measurements at
each reactor power level performed at the reactor operation start, have to detect and prove the
potential loading errors.
The initial conditions and core parameters for analysis presenting in the paper are selected to
ensure an adequate conservatism of the results. The calculations are performed for the
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beginning of' typical equilibrium fuel cycles of unit 3 and unit 4 at NPIP `Kozloduy". Core fuel
loadings of both unit3 and unit 4 differ in core configuration. Unit 3 has "so called" small core
with a presence of 36 dummy assemblies on he core periphery, while reactor core of unit 4
corresponds to the original design with 349 fuel assemblies including fuel parts of 37 control
assemblies. Special feature of unit 3 and unit 4 loadings is the application of low leakage
loading patterns. Figures 1 and 2 present initial core fuel loadings for unit 3 and unit 4
respectively fixed as start points (reference loadings) for analysis calculations. The initial
critical hot full power (HFP) steady state conditions belonging to the burn-up of the beginning
of cycle (BOC) for each unit are used in the calculations. Reactor power, coolant inlet core
temperature, primary coolant flow rate are assumed to be nominal. The position of 6th control
working croup is fixed at 200 cm from lower boundary of the reactor core.
It is assumed in the analysis that all systems controlling neutron flux and power distributions in
the core are in operation:

- Neutron flux control system;
- WWER-440 core extensive outlet temperature monitoring system;
- In-core axial power distribution monitoring system.

II. Computer codes and calculation modeling assumptions

The considered event of fuel assembly loading in an improper position can be characterized by
significant deformation of the power distributions peaking factors and a linear power density
increasing. Therefore, it is important to calculate pin-wise and assembly wise urn-up and
power distributions with adequate accuracy. For this purpose the cede system SPPSHB is used.
The code system, SPIPSHB Ill, is Intended to calculate the pin-wise power distribution
and bum-up In a WWER-440 core. It Includes the three-dimensional nodal diffusion
code SPPS-1.6 and a new two-dimensional fine-mesh diffusion code, HEX2D13. The
code SPPS-1.6 solves the 2-group diffusion equation for the entire core at nodal level.
HEX2DB3 solves the2-group diffusion equation separately for each horizontal layer of
nodes, the effect of the third dimension being accounted for using the
three-dimensional nodal solution. Both codes use the same boundary conditions on
the core-reflector boundary. The results of HEX2DB3 are in dose agreement with the
results of PERMAK and ELSI-440, which are used for operational calculations of
WWER-440. Moreover, the results of the diffusion calculations are very dose to the
results of precise transport calculations. The general conclusion Is that the two-group
fine-mesh solution Is accurate enough for the WWER-440 core.
The combined nodal and calculation of SPPSHB system model makes possibly to
analyze any assembly-wise and pir6-wise characteristics of core even In the case of any
complicated refueling.
The loading pattern design applied in this analysis is based on 3-dimensional SPPS- 1.6 code,
which is very fast and accurate enough for the large number of core calculations. SPPS- 1.6 is
used to model series of variants of fuel assembly loading into a wrong position starting from
reference loading patterns of unit 3 and unit 4 respectively. Power and bumn-up distributions,
critical boron concentrations, maximum assembly-wise K, and core volume K, peaking factors,
maximum inlet assembly temperature are calculated for selected variants using SPPS-l1.6 code.
The pin-wise power distributions and bum-up in the assemblies are calculated using fine-mesh
diffusion code, HEX2DB of SPPSHB system for each horizontal layer of 11 axial nodes
of the core full height. Thus, the following power peaking factors and linear power
density are obtained for each variant of incorrect assembly loading:

- K, -pin-wise power peaking factor in the assembly;
- K,~ =K K, -pin-wise peaking actor for all assemblies of the core;
- K,4= K ,..total peaking factor.
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The linear power density of most loaded parts of fuel elements of the core is determined as
follows: QGjL.KO. 1.15, where
G,'~ is the average power density in core an d the factor 1.5 is accepted as a reserve to account
the inaccuracy of the models and relevant to the principles of conservatism. In addition, the
average linear power density is accepted for 3th unit- GL =142.9 Wlcm. while for 4th unit it is
G,"~ =128.1 Wcm., accounting the different number of fuel assemblies 313 and 349
respectively.

11.1 Selection of refueing variants with misplaced assembly

The analyzed variants are modeled taking into consideration special features of initial loading
pattern characteristics (low leakage loading and power distribution flattening in the central part
of core) and extent of deformation of core power distribution in consequence of an incorrect
assembly loading. The bounding method is applied in the process of selection. The selected
variants are characterized with most adverse power distributions decisive of event
consequences. Variants are arranged in groups depending on type of incorrect position of the
assembly as follows (Table 1.:

- Concentration of large number of fresh assemblies in the close (more than 4
assemblies) - type A;

- Fresh assembly placement in central part of the core - type B;
- Replacement of a low burned assembly with high burned one - type C;
- Control assembly with fresh fuel part loading of in the central part of reactor core -

type D;
- Replacement of the deep burned assembly from peripheral part of the core with fresh

assembly - type E.

IIH. Results

Chart and Chart 2 present distribution of fuel type, assembly-wise power peaking factors K.
and burn-up in MWd/kgU for initial (reference) core loading patterns of unit 3 and unit 4
respectively. Distributions of these parameters in the case of variants (X2 2 and We& 4 of Table )
with fuel assembly incorrect loading in the core of unit 3 are given on charts 3 and 4.
Distributions on the presented charts are quite typical example of caused asymmetry in the core
characteristics based on the different variants of incorrect assemblies loading. The maximum
power assembly peaking factors for variants with misplaced assemblies significantly exceed
design limit values.
Because of WWER-440 core configuration, a fuel assembly loading into a wrong position
during refueling lead to exchange of positions for two assemblies. Thus, if the exchanged
assemblies have significant differences of burn-up or enrichment there will be in the core areas
with maximum peaking factors exceeding limit design values and other areas with significant
low values of peaking factors. As it is shown on the presented charts these deformations are
observed in the places of incorrect loaded assemblies, the neighbouring assemblies and
assemblies near by from 2nd, 3rd and 4th circuit. The basic characteristics of analyzed variants
are presented in Table 2 for unit 3 and in Table3 for unit 4. There are shown the maximum
assembly-wise K, and core volume K, peaking factors, maximum assembly outlet temperature,
the critical boron acid concentrations at the beginning of cycle. For every variant are given
incorrect assembly movements and assembly numbers in 600 and 3 600 symmetry sectors. In the
Table is presented the asymmetry between 6 sectors in the core by means of maximum Kq_.-
and minimum Kq,,, of average values of assembly-wise peaking factors in each sector. The
maximum power peaking factors and the linear power density of Fuel elements of the Variants
of fuel assembly loading in an improper positioning of unit 3 core are shown in Table 4. Tables
5 and 6 present the results of the comparison of main parameters of analyzed variants with
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values relevant to the initial reference loading patterns of' units 3 and 4 respectively. In the
Trables assessments of irregularity in the core and the core asymmetry are given about every
analyzed variant. The relative deviations c.IO(I. ~)i c,., fromt the fuel rod linear power
density design limit c,, =325 Wlcm. are presented. The given results show that the maximum
irregularity in the power distribution are obtained for variants with fuel assembly loading next
to other 3 or more fresh fuel assemblies and it is highest if the replacement is done between the
opposite 600 degree symmetry sectors. The maximum peaking factors are observed in
incorrectly loaded assembly the neighbouring fresh assemblies from first circuit or in the
maximum loaded assembly according to initial reference loading patters. The maximum
assembly-wise peaking factors of analyzed variants are 1.35-1.39 times higher than
corresponding values of initial reference loading patterns of units 3 and 4. The maximum
asymmetry assessment considered as the relation between the maximum value of the average
Kq from for given 600 - degree symmetry sector to its minimum value in another sector in the
core is about 1.3 for analyzed variants. The maximum values of the linear power for the
analyzed variants increase about 1.3 times above the design limit value (325 Wlcm) an the
maximum relative deviation 6GL is 32% for unit 3 and 26.4 % for unit 4.

IV. Conclusions

The presented results of the fuel assembly loading in an improper position analysis are
preliminary. There are indications of power distribution deformations in the core as
consequences of the event. The reactor Instrumentation monitoring systems have to register
these power distribution anomalies and prove potential fuel loading error.
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__________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Tablel.
Unit Ni Type of improper assembly loading Group of Variants,

.Ni Variant

1. Concentration of a large number of 2,3, 5
neighboring fresh assemblies- Type

3 A.

2. Fresh assembly loading in the 4,6,7, 8,9, 10
central part of reactor core - Type
B

3. Replacement of a low burned 11,14,15, 16
assembly with deep burned one -
Type C

4. Control assembly with fresh fuel 1
part loading of in the central part 1
of reactor core - Type D

5. Replacement of the deep burned 13
assembly from peripheral part of
the core with fresh assembly - Type
E.

4 ~Type A 2,3,4,5,6,(8), 14

Type B 7, 9, 10, 11

Type C 16, 19,20

Type D 12, 13,15, 17

Type E 18

Table 1. Description of the variants.
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Table 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

24 Type Variant Kq- ticac./ Kv - Nisi T," c ' Maximum
Variant Exchange for .NicesC-r o. asymmetry.

assemblies

.c glkg Kq4 , Kqj

I. Reference 1.286 12716 1.668 127/5 302.46 1.1003 1.001 1.001

Exchange
2. 257~-108 1.740 i08/6 2.266 1 0515 314.36 1.1051 1.156 0.877

6 424-3 24 _ __

Exchang
3. 90~-288 1.733 90/6 2.241 90(5 314.19 1.1051 1.162 o.s90

_ _ _ _ 6 37+-*2 46 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange
4. 287c-86 1.681 86/6 2.102 86/5 312.88 1.1053 1.088 0.918

_ _ _ _ 6 054-42 49 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange
5. 126~-288 1.670 126/6 2.159 127/5 312.59 1.1048 1.141 0.892

_ _ _ _ 6 41 ~-2 46 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange
6. 88~.285 1.639 8816 2.070 88/5 311.79 1.1089 1.315 0.929

_ _ _ _ 3 18 ~-6 22 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange
7. 212+-%127 1.636 212/2 2.018 212/S 311.73 1.1041 1.082 0.899

_ _ _ _ 2 194-46 46 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange
& 424-46 1.606 86/6 1.99 86/S 310.94 1.1049 1.022 0.993

_ _ _ _ 6 054.46 17 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Exchange
9. 29-48 1.583 88/6 1.995 88/ 310.36 1.1085 1.064 0.978

6 18 4-6 _22 __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange
10. 272..143 3.504 881 1.887 143/S 308.30 1.1019 1.048 0.950

_ _ _ _ 6 344-43 17 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange
it. 2004-37 1.474 201/I 1.918 201/S 307.50 1.1020 1.076 0.959

I__ _ 1 234 4 11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

Exchang
12. 2114-4109 1.443 211/3 1.805 211/5 310.35 1.1028 1.430 0.945

_ _ _ _ 3 044-46 47 _ _ __ _ ___ _ _

Exchange
13. 1 10.-255 1.428 127/6 1.865 127/S 306.49 1.3009 1.060 0.940

_ _ _ _ 6 51.-.3 39__ __ _ _ ___ _ _

Exchange 
k4. 225~-86 1J376 86/6 1.733 57/S 304.89 1.1018 1.047 0.942

_ _ _ _ 6 05+~3 30 _ _ __ _ _

Exchange
15. 894-4192 1.351 192/3 1.718 257/5 304.67 1.1018 1.055 0.930

_ _ _ _ 3 12 ~-6 30 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Exchange 3.305 57/6 1.694 57/5 303.09 1.1010 1.021 0.997
16. 1 05~-225

_ _ _ _ 6 214 3 30 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Table 2. Basic characteristics of considered Variants of fuel nssembly

loading in an improper position for unit 3 (small core)
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_____ ___ ____ Table 3

NI Type Variant Kq- Xchcaci Kv-. JIfeKac/ T.'. C .' Maximum
Varian Exchange for A Ncewnr. _______X06eri asymmetr~

.C g/lkg Kq~ "' K

I. Reference 1.330 163/6 1.774 163/5 303.74 1.1490 1.002 0.999

2. Exchange
143.-129 1.844 143/6 2.428 143/5 316.76 1.1543 1.145 0.884

__ _ _ 4 174-6 49_ _ _ _

3. Exchange
147~-124 1.840 124/6 2.387 124/S 316.66 1.1581 1.154 0.908

__ _ _ 4 184-96 44__ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _

4. Exchange
3024-143 1.839 143/6 2.422 14315 316.65 1.1543 1.144 0.896

_ _ _ _ 2 434-6 49 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5. Exchange
105.-*09 1.806 10516 2.331 105/5 315.85 1.1589 1.150 0.916
6 38~-4 34 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

6. Exchange
51~-143 1.771 14316 2.329 143/5 314.98 1.1539 1.051 0.952
6 171-96 49

7. Exchange
212~-163 1.660 212/3 2.063 212/5 312.25 1.1526 1.081 0.920
3 12~-6 53 _ _ _ _ _ _

8. Exchange
1434-9126 1.646 14316 2.155 143/5 311.98 1.1571 1.062 0.973

_ _ _ _ 6 494-6 55 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

9. Exchange
163~-138 1.630 138/6 2.021 13815 311.47 1.1525 1.028 1.002

__ _ _ 6 12-.6 53 __ __

10. Exchange
265~-101 1.617 101/6 2.027 101/5 311.14 1.1513 1.060 0.926

____6 53 24 ___

11. Exchange
187+-*123 1.564 123/6 1.985 123/5 309.8 1.1505 1.080 0.940

__ _ _ 6 374- 3 53__ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

12. Exchange
122~-281 1.525 122/6 1.943 127/5 310.02 1.1510 1.076 0.926

_ _ _ _ 6 30.- 3 33 __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _

13. Exchange
231 ~ 125 1.511 231/3 1.903 231/5 309.64 1.1509 1.033 0.936
3 4.-6 50__ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _

14. Exchange
92~-88 1.500 106/6 1.944 106/5 308.7 1.1481 1.067 0.928

6 46.-4 39__ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _

is. Exchange
1254---119 1.493 119/6 1.879 119/5 309.17 1.150 1.027 0.982
6-46 50

Ta6.atna 3. Basic characteristics of considered Variants of fuel assembly loading in an
improper position for unit 4 (Full core)
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_____________ _______ Table 3 continued_ _ _ _

16. Exchange
124'-'139 1.476 106/6 1.902 106/5 307.52 1.1502 1.031 0.991

__ _ 6 44"-6 21 - _ _ _

11. Exchange r
125~.122 1.452 122/6 1.844 122/5 308.88 1.1506 1.007 1.002
6 304 6 50__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _

18. Exchange
108~-11 1.384 106/6 1.808 163/5 305.17 1.1464 1.020 0.948
6 56a- 55__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ _

19. Exchange
232~-102 1.358 302/ 1.775 315/5 304.49 1.1497 1.037 0.958
2 204-46 14 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

20. Exchange
l01.-'96 1.342 51/6 1.759 51/5 304.05 1.1493 1.015 0.985

_ _ _ _ 6 5 - 4 35 __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ ___ ___

Table 3 continued. Basic characteristics of considered Variants of fuel assembly
loading in an improper position for unit 4 (Reference full core)
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_______ ~~~~~~~~ ~~Table 4. _ __

X KI ftKmx K U kmx KK GL
Variant Assembly Kqms Kz 1 Kml kmK Wlcm

I. 127 1.286 1.297 1.668 1.128 1.450 1.882 309.3

2. log 1.740 1.302 2.266 1.151 2.003 2.608 428.6

3. 90 1.733 -1.293 2.241 1.150 1.992 2.577 423.5

4. 86 1.681 1.250 2.102 1.110 1.866 2.333 383.4

5. 1261127' 1.670 1.293 2.159 1.142 1.907 2.465 405.1

6. 88 1.639 1.263 2.070 1.123 1.840 2.324 381.9

7. 212 1.636 1.233 2.018 1.120 1.832 2.260 371.4

8. 86 1.606 1.245 1.999 1.108 1.779 2.215 364.0

9. 88 1.-53 1.260 1.995 1.129 1.787 2.252 370.1

10. 143 I 1.504 1.255 1.887 1.113 1.674 2. 100 345.1

11. 201 1.474 1.301 1.918 1.125 1.658 2.158 354.6

12. 211 I 1.443 1.251 1.805 1.108 1.599 1.999 328.5

13. 127 148 1.306 1.865 1.158 1.654 2.160 355.0

14. 86157! 1.376 1.259 1.733 1 1.146 1.577 1.986 326.4

15. 192/257, 1.351 1.1272 1.718 1.145 1.547 1.967 323.2

16. 57 1.305 1.298 164 1.145 1.494 1.940 31.

KtN assembly with maximum K,

Table 4. Maximum Power peaking Factors and the Linear power density of
Fuel elements for the Variants of fuel assembly loading in an improper
position.
(Unit 3, T= 0 fpd, Ni=100%)
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Table S 

Xt ~Irregularity Linear R~elatijve deviation Relative
Variant. power froni Linear power Asymnmetr

density

Kq/1 Kq-, K4-1 14-M G, Wicm AGL=- Kq-_ I Kq'_
ROOP(G,- GuyS,

2. 1.353 1.358 428.6 32.0 1.318

3. 1.347 1.343 423.5 30.3 1.306

4. 1.307 1.260 383.4 180 1.185

5. 1.299 1.294 405.1 24.6 1.279

6. 1.274 1.241 381.9 17.5 1.200

7. 1.272 1.210 371.4 14.3 1.203

8.1.249 1.198 364.0 12.0 1.029

9. 1.231 1.196 370.0 13.9 1.088

10. 1.170 1.131 345.1 6.2 1.103

11. 1.146 1.150 354.6 9.11 1.122

12. 1.122 1.082 328.5 1.10 1.103

13. 1.110 1.118 355.0 9.2 1.127

1. 1.070 1.039 326.4 0.4 1.111

15. 1.050 1.029 323.2 -0.6 1.134

16. 1.015 1.016 318.8 .1.9 1.024

Table 5. Results of comparison between basic power peaking factors,
linear power density and the asymmetry factors with corresponding
design values for variants of fuel assembly loading in an improper
position of unit 3.
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Table 6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Xt ~Irregularity Linear Relative deviation Relative
Variant, power from Linear power Asymmetry

density

Kq/1 Kq-, 1C-/ K,-,, G., Wlcm ACL=- Kq-_. I Kq".._

2. 1.386 1.369 411.0 26.4 3.295

3. 1.383 1.346 404.1 24.3 1.271

4 1.382 1.365 409.5 26.0 1.277

5. 1.357 1.314 402.0 23.7 1.255

6. 1.3132 1.313 395.5 21.6 1.103

7. 1.249 1.163 338.6 4.2 1.175

8. 1.238 1.215 361.5 11.2 1.091

9. 1.266 1.139 330.1 1.6 1.026

10. 1.216 1.143 330.1 1.5 1.145

11. 1.176 1.119 332.0 1.8 1.149

12. 1.147 1.095 313.5 -3.4 1.162

13. 1 1.136 1.073 310.1 -4.5 1.104

14. 1.128 1.096 328.2 1.0 1.150

15. 1.122 1.059 305.8 -5.9 1.046

16. 1.109 1.072 325.9 0.3 1.040

17. 1.092 1.039 300.2 -7.3 1.005

18. 1.041 1.019 303.2 -6.7 1.076

19. 1.021 1.001 299.3 -7.9 1.082

20. 1.009 0.991 296.7 .8.7 1.030

Table 6. Results of comparison between basic power peaking factors,
linear power density and the asymmetry factors with corresponding
design values for variants of fuel assembly loading in an improper
position of unit 4.
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E31P92 1G/39 134 36/3 234 35 20/34 300 20/13 2/20 227 30 214 30/22 10/20 3/37 1G/43 1G/40 18192
14 0.000 0.749' 2.9 .94 171 1.034 1.1.12 141.149 194 .169 1.040 1.212 1.036 1.173 0.984 1.292 0.749 0.000

0.0 9.0 40 20.52 4.93 23.10 941. 49 1.94 32.3 13.99 2.69 9.66 2.12 0.93 2.93 0.00 0.00 0.02
9 76 07 075 079 040 041 04 042 444 04 046f 647 004 044 090 091 042 0

121AM 10/44 10/43 3/42 3/41 2/40 2/04 2/16 20/2 224 2/36 30/06 2/2 323 3/21 50/54 1/44 101AM
17 0.000 .402 .092 6.4193 09 5 1.019 1.144 1.232 19 1196 ' 1.212 1.144 1.059 0.909 0.991 .192 0.603 0.000

6.09 0.09 0.60 21.627.51 13.35 1.54 8.48 13.12 13.12 9.64 31. 5413.305 27.53 25.17 0.00 0.00 9.00
0 040 041. 042 063 66S4 040 066 067 064 969 070 071 072 073 074 079 0
1201AM 10/44 1J/47 20/44 3049 33/07 210 3/22 2/29 3/35 2/40 3/01 3/14 10/24 3/32 30391 121AM

14 0.000 0.749 1112 1.380 0.930 0.7 3.079 .036 1.143 .036 1. 0.724 .9301.240 1.112 0.749 0.000
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.34 26.61 13.25 23.15 12.6 211 13.34 26 . 215 0.0 0.09 0.00 0.00

£01526 ' " 40/SO 00/50 10)49 068 0/1 30/23 2/30 2/36 3/43 30/40 3/04 117 10/23 4/33 610AM
19 0.0 0.409 1002 1.233 0.912 0.929 0.905 1l 1171 .956 0.930 0.912 1.233 .011 0.404 0.000

0.0 .341 0.00 0.0 27.44 2.19 27.92 8.92 4.93 27.50 26.14 27.62 0.00 6.90 34.59 0.09

0 021 0on 033 054 030 036 037 0309 439 940 041 042 043 044 0
4G/03 30/52 10/09 10/17 32/24 3/21 357 3/4 146 1/49 30/09 10/14 4/26

20 0. 333 0.469 1.103 1.232 1.244 0.9 .90 01 . 1.254 1.103 0.9864 0.329
2.96 0.09 6.00 0.00 9.0 2017 30.9 236 0. 0.0 0.00 0.00 36.54
14 014 0290 921 002222 004 035 024 027 023 029 030
£815 2310. 3/5 120 13/32 10/34 10/63 13/47 10/90 I152 3/10 110921

21 0.000 0.435 0.969 1.051 .133 .39) 1.32 2.22 .052 0.469 0.433 0.000
0.09 2.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.12 0.00

0 005 9,04 01o 01 0 015 414 03$ 016 017 0
33105 40/3 40/33 50/39 30/44 144 0/340/33 600AM

22 0. 000 0.329 0.494# 0.789 0.402 0.749 0.609 0.5233 0.000
0.00 3.50 34.19 0.00 0.0)0 0.00 34.16 39.56 .00

9 001 042 003 004 005 004 002 0
111AM 111AM 1211AM 11(102

23 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.90.00 0.00 0.00

24 24 26 30 32 34 26 34 49 42 44 44 44 s0 53 94 26 S3 69 42

25 271 29 31 32 39 07 39 4,1 43 40 47 49 01 03 50 97 59 01

N asebtymao pulking Laarg.
157.1.38 2.9 1.M851- 1.215267-.28.8 47-. 3851

N assemblmax burm~p in MWd&qU
313.34.5 30.3658 11 -3&M 84.34% 03.3454

KC -2.4% wall tiknes L.0am h& Zr spacm god

Chart .Diribuons oLf fad type, assembly-whot power peaking Ladten IasS karop (M1Wd/kgU) or 4418 3 Inltial (rfemern) core lading Pattern.
(T -0.00 tpd. No -200 %.)

254



24 24 28 30 32 34 36 36 40 42 44 4A a 44 50 52 54 16 0 60 42
25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 45 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 517 s9 40

40156 4/52 441 4/4L
0 330 0 370 0'37 035
36.33 36 5 35 74 3 36
346 343 348 349

40/59 40/38 155S 50/55 2/46 I0/40 20/34 4G/21 4/19
2 0.293 0.466 0 46 . 0.894 oil1 oeos046 297

37.60 34.62 0 0 003.790.00.0 3aso 37.70
337 3380 339 340 345342 343 344 345

40/39 3/20W3053 30/5 23/50 345 50/39, 33/3 I0/26 IG/50 3/50 4/59

3 0 27 0.558 5.033 5.366 249 1.35 2.3551 .249 1.207 024 0.559 0.297
37 57 2.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0. 00 0.00 27.35 37.67

329 336 337 336 no9 330 335 332 333 324 330 336
4G/23 IG/54 30/09 0/53 3/49 3044 50/38 3/32 3/25 Ic/i? 50/09 50/07 4G/50 n.s8pM.h0.9a

4 0.466 .022 .560 .327 1.024 .032 .033 .020 .024 4.320 .245 .024 0.447A 9 .tp4ef.
3140 0.001 .00 0.00 26.3 27.48 36.56 2.43 26.43 0.0 0,00 00 34.03 aeo~p A. MWdfltgt

35233 304I 3233633 5 319 320 325 32233 324ML4...34r~tt.(349 ...40/41 50/34 50/26 30/7 2/08 30/48 50/43 2037 20/13/2 30/6 20 3/5 20/'54 0000
3.3 0.8005315320.5 0.9542 5.3 .6 .6.320 0.901 .515 1.329 1.107 0.882 0.331

3629000000.0586 2 8.02, 000 53.20 13.18 0.00 28.02 54.85 4 00 0.00 0.00 34.28
394 27 9 28 0 303 30 34 3041 309 30 307 304 300 310 311

0/437 10/40 13/33 30/25 3G/56 3,3/07 30/42 30/30 23/30 30/23, 30/15 J3/07 30/48 30/49 32/00 50/51 40/53
0 5.377 ~1.050 1.244 3.023 0.957 0.790 0.93 5.046 l1538 1.044 0.995 9.790 0.959 1.021 1.250 0.012 0.7

31.4 0000264 28.3 2.7 243324.83 54.32 24.97 24.34 24.70 28.03 26.43 0.00 0.00 6.04

279. 26028 3 26 3/1 240 213 242 272 261 3680 280 291 302 283 284 280
40/52 20/46 ;10/33/325034 3.90/1 24 30/3 1.20/9 2/?05400430/42 10/43 30/44 10/45 20/46 40/47

7 0376 0.9.2 .02 .5. 0.99 51.42 3.1.79 57 0.254 1.144 0.902 5.325 0.02231.316 0.895 0.377
362037900 27.20.02.3 1144071.81.06 50.04 55.39 24.31 0.05 37.48 0.60 53.79, 35.0
265C1G 262213 4 4 4?282802122 273 274 275 274 277t 278

405 05100/4 34 1.213032/42/5 20/8 0/16 10/33 20/05 2G/35 30G/34 20/3.7 3G/30 30/39 50/0 4/4
* 0.3 01.00 2.4 3.35, 3.4 23.42 1.214 1.205 5.106 1.21 157 3.183 1.211 5.041 5.345 5.034 1.316 1.012 0.331

36.3 0.00 0.00 3617530 2499 50.07 34.67 14.29 11.5 24.30 14.81310.07 46 5.92430.0.03.2
24251 242S 2444124 243246 249 250 201252 252 254 235 2 2572142420

50/59 53/50 39/4420/37 23/30 20/3 20/13 23/104 30/20 302 2304 20/28 20/29 2J30 20/33 3G/32133504
9 0.40 5.44 540 . 54511 .577 5.585 1.340 5.044 5.049 1.142 1.287 5.140 1.130 1.245 1.021 1.200 0.442

040.427.46' 13.20 04.23 54.37 34.31 34.24 23.69 23.90 14.33 14.315401.2539272000.0
22 3 2627228 229 220 231 232 233 234 225 236 337 234 238 240 241

40/3 -20/ D54 3G/49 00/43 30/36 2G/29 20/21 30/32 20/03 20/53l 20/03 30/24 20/21 20/32 2G/22 10/24 30/35 50/24 4G/27
50 0.4671.505 1.423 1.3161.044 1.174 1.213 1.447 1.164 1.155 1.146 50023100105 .2 .2 .0 .6

34.49 00.00 24..0 46 4532.52.95.2 05 13 3.4541.57 24900024 .4970 3453
205 206 04 0200215212043214235210217 218 1 202522 2

110.070.220.240.370.892.3 1.333 15.046 1139 1.025 5.121.156. 1.5 1 .21 .9 .5 .2 .2 .9
376 00 .0 0652.4 00 1.1229 1.32.4 141i3438 14330.72.2100 .000 74

2815 184S 1075 166 14140 161 1192191 2194 190 196 2147 596199 200 21 22 2324
33500 2/83/7206 205 3/20/0311 3002 /S3G/02 20/0 30 0012/42/72/0100 31

12 70.05259 .08 .7 8 1.9 5.4 5.7 1.1 1.0 0.91.02 556 1.12 1.544 21443t 0.792 1211 5.262 0.119
275. 0.00 4.0 24. 1. 14. 54. 11 2175 .03 56 21 .30 4.2254.811.09249 54.32 0.04 27.1
144 17 168 1917 17a7g1o14 7 7 177 17 1791 80 181 194206 1820 164
J/ 20/0 21 3247 30/ 2/ 23 0/12 201;1 3/02 30/2 t0/1 3/2 20/2 20 20/31 04 01 05 41

130265.023240970.8 .1.8 1.041 1.113 151 .02 .1 1.050 5.540 21 0.593 0.940 3.320, 3.02409
37.3 0.0 0.0 26.2 34.3 117 14.3 23.92 52.7 21.4 1.12 1.2 23.07 1.310.8 24.12 39000.5374

544 147146 149110 411 112 10 2 0 141716 4 4 1011 162M 4
4273102 30/21 1247 1302/2 20/21 302 20/02 201200.3/22/5 02553 1/33/9 00 00

34.4 000 4.3 0.0 2.9 1460 1.1 2364 1.0 1.55 55.37 2134 11.13 4.17 2.4 04.00 26.3 0.40 2.11
12? 13 128120 221 135132 13 135 234 137 126 139 1449 141 142 542 246 145

13410/341 1'/3? 30/32 20/31 23/30 20/29 20/2 22/04 3G02 3G02 23/44 3G/120 20/22 2G32 20/2 3044 IG530 53 G
212 0 .80 1.26 0.0201.145 1.14 1.5742 5.103 1.139 5.0491 1.049 11.1.144 1.130a1.140 1.14 1.90 1.211 0.8024021

37 30.00O 0.00 27j.3 13.25 14.21 14.60 14.37 54.24 23.84 23.91 14.232 1.2 4.5 24.251.274000004
M 1094 1 112a 11 1 1014 1 181910 12lie 12121249 1200 124 3.6

4045504 1/3 3/4 0/? 03420302/4 2/3 0/5 0/82005205 3/2 0/133004510/5144/14s
14 0.330 1.050 1.35 1.031 1.162 5.044121 1595 15.45I 1.1 1.171.34 1.15.095.65041.5003.3

4.34 0.00 0.5 I25 3 1 227 10.09 34.49 14.31.45.244-5042.91372.1900.03.0
14 0506 091& on2G 004919708 9 210 11 3021 102 1410/04272

4/72/61.0/3 1.71043 304&00 01 02 02 205 2/8 15 50/24 30/ 50/9 0144 402
57 .37 .931341.24.54 00 .97802 1.4 5.25 2.17 1.1 3.340.34 .02 1.322 1.0216 .5 0.46

1.79 13.61 0.0 27.040 4.3411 10.54.1 1.190.0 11. 2.34 2.30 04.00 2.82 0.00 163.7 3.3.
07 130402 074 077 47 7 805102 4K8 00o404 6

I340/523 50/3 23/14 30/30/4W2 3302 30/5 3022/43/63/4 30 1 025 13C/33l` 3%1014 4 140 2407 5
is 0.376 .01 324 1 .02 095 070 0.51 104411136/2 1.044 .992 0.795 0.910 1.024 1.2 4 50 1037

59 0.330 4.640 1151 .37 .11.9163 1.134 1.564 1.144 1.20919 1550 1.340 1.187 106410.3251 .
3.4040.00 0.0 14.2.1 04.00 13.04 12.20 4.00 29 54 0.0013132 0.00 0.00

3400.2.531 0.005 .02.4276 65 74 44000 .000 45
02 07 2 021300103 2 03403 034 037 42361412 2

4G14 1C40 C/3 G1402/59 313 501 1/ 13/33 50/3 10/ 13/0 10/4 0/ 33/50 40/9 04 11 C5
22 0301.1 .1 10.97 0.58 3.23 5.17 3.5 1.35 1.15 1.49 .214 1.04 0.14 0.94 .361.1 033

34.f 000 .026.3 37.24.0 0.0 .000 .000 .000 72 70
4G/1 2/46G 01 4 41 014 417 016 014 024 021 022 023 424 102 03 D o

17 0IG1~~~~~40/192 407 50/4 2/ 2/ 213 2/ 40/1 409 G32R/9 C4 43

22 02971.4470.45 3.11 064.050.880.464 0.97 .211360.,53
072 0~~~3.09341.4 0.0 0.0 03. 0.0 i3 3 00 10 0.00 34.44 37.406

O" ""0300 0756 0600 1102`1

330.235 0.377 0.740.31 OC - " h g
0.37S10101 3104* 3G4~ 3/07 G26.30/2 35.0 32 34.30 11

24 24 38 ~242 34 3 6 0 4 443 344 48 5G0 13 3 36I/4 047s
25 2? 28 22 ~r123 3j51 3.7 91 1441 43: ;45 472 4.911 5 1 7 19 4

563- 1.330 242-15.320 30- 1.329 55-0.320334. 631
2370353735..6933I4-3320747204-37.451O.Cl 033

C -3.6% waN thlckaso 5.5... Z spce 1golds 0 . O1.21.0 o199 5
J .1% satSturOq 0.0 nZ00 0ponrgl3do3

K -2.4% we~~~~~~t lhlckacso t~~~~N3n. Zr spa04cetr grids 05

Chart . Cloribu0 .GIt fdtp.uoibrb oe ekn at tC,, bars-up (25 3G4U) for V.3 lata (/n)ar odh an
'(T0.Nf3p4 d,4NrIO3OG%.)G/1 4/2

20 47 10231.20 13281,05 10221.025500104138 .6 .2 ~ 6



28 26 281 30 321 34 3 3 0 2 14 8 4 50 52 54 56 54 60 62

40/56 452 44 44
2 0G330 0 37 0 3 0 721

i6 3 6 5 35 74 3 
34 347 384 349

40/50 4/56 1G/5 10/SI 22J. 20/40 01341 40127 40/29
2 0297 0.4.6 064 2t02 01 89 1 62 0 467 97

37 60 34 62 0 00 0 00 27 1'000 00 34 501 377
337 33 38 340 1 34.2 X32 344 280

40929 3311 90/5 15 15 145 20/30 13/33 1 10/1 33/. 40/59'
3 0270420 2322 229 15 35 1 249 297 .024 0 5 0.2971

07 57 23.36 0 00 0.00 0.0 0 0 0 00 0 0000 .0000 27.75 37.67
325 326 3277 324' 329 330 331 3320 333 331 335 336

40/2 144 1/09 10/53 34 344 3/34 10/32 325 10/7 1G09 20/57 454 w8 tp4.o4WI9a
4a0.446 1 63 1260 2327 .024 2.022 03 120 2.024 2 320 262 .024 0.46 A.p..UhagkK.

24.600.00 0.00 0.00 26.43 27.68 26.06 27.0226 42 0.00 0.00 0 00 34.53 8.r.MAW46U

312 343 314 10 2 317 163 19 320 33 22 33 324 .a3r48(49.8
40/41 20/34 1G/26 117 2/08 30/148 20/43 237 20/32 20/24 3/26 2/09 10/53 20/54 ISO 4/56

5 0.330 0.440 45 1.2I 2600.959 .320a2.164 .264 2.320 0 950 6.2 .3Ž92 2817 0.042 0.332
34.29 0.00 0.00 0.0 44 24.02 0.00 23.20 23.28a0.00 202648 0 00 0.00 0.00 36.28

284 297 208 290 300 392 302 303 306 53 366 307 364 304 310 311
40/47 20/40 13/33 30/20 3/06 33/7 304 2 3/36 2/30 3/23 315 3/07 3/48 3/49 13/30 20/02 4/52

4 0.377 2.02 .248 1.022 0.052 0.790 0.00 1066 4.3 0440.1 0.702 0.959 .025 1 20 .012 0.377
30.14 0.00.80 26.44 2.03 24.75 2 33248 2.224 0 2 34 24.70 203 26.43 0.00 0 00 36.24
278 240 341 282 283 24 235 346 247 24 29 29 W 291 292 2903 204 292

40/52 2G/44 10/3 9 3/32 20/24 3/15 20/06 20/35 2G/29 2/22 2/24 2/0 302 40/43 3/44 00/45 2/46 4/47
7 0.376 .809 2.326913400213 1.215 .179 1.179 .236 4.24 0.992 1.321 022 36 .495 0.377

36 0 13.79 0.0a7.2 0002.4 24 10.07 14.0 4.0610.04 223-9 24.31 0.00 2766 0.00 13.78 35.83
26 1 282 23 344 24I4. 27 624 249 30 27 372 272 274 370 I 274 37 214

4G/06 1/02 2014 338 2/21 3/23 224 20/00 2/24 20/22 20/13 200 2/35 3/36 2/37 3/34 60/39 10/40 4/41
8a 0.330 1.010 1.314 1.031 1.262 .042 1.214 1113322621472.243 4.217 1.047 .6 1.034 .316 .022 0.334

36.36 0.0 0.00 26.07 3.20 24.90 10.0714.7583 11.04 24.307 248 74..431319 65 .6 99 62
242 243 244 240 244 247 248 249 20 a252 30 53 354 225 296 367 254 258 260

10/OS 150 3/44 2/37 2/30 20/23 2/13 2206 3/20 312 2/0 4 2/24 20/29 2/30 20/32 3/23233 30/34
8 0.840 1.240 1.620 .142 .136 1.177 1.140 .040B 1.040 2.142 194 1.180 2.130 1.160 1.021 .2 0 0.442

0.0 0.00 26a3.20 4.23 14.07 1. 14.24 33.69 23.90 14.23 4.32 4.78 14.23 23.10 27.42 0.08 0.80
224 229 224 227 224 3381 230, 131 222 233 234 232 236 237 234 238 240 281

4/0/9 45 3G/49 1/43 30/34 2/29 2G/21 3/12 203 2/112G3/03 30/20 2/21 2/22 3/23 10/24 30/30 50/34 4/27
10 0.487 1.140 1.023 5.324* 1.044 1.170 1.213 .047 .164 1.100 .166 .000 .217 1.140045 1.2 1.025 1.181 0.461

34.49 0.00 258 4 .44 4.1 220 38 23 76 1.82.41.42.72.2 0.00 24.43 0.00 34.02
205 2869 207 294 288 219 211 34 21 5 214 32 214 2S 237 314 218 228 22 1 233 223

4G/59 20/17 153 0/44 3/42 20/35 228 3/20 2/11 3/03 3/02 30/1 30/12 20/13 20/2 4 3/20 3/26 10/ 17 10/11 4/10
11 0.291 1.022 1.324 0.901 0.540 11 2.28 2046 2.1531.112 1 156 1.050 2.288 .227 0.992 0.8958 2.328 1.024 0.207

37.1 0.6 08 240 2.3 30.94 24.31 23.92 11.53 21.43' 2i15 1.53 23 . 231' 4.32 0 0 24.29 2.04 0.00 0.00 37.65
140 184. 147", 144. 19 10& 181 183 183 144 2.85 184 197 198 184 200 301 202 202 204

330 20/09 2/08 3/.07 20/06, 20/00 2/04 2/03 3/02 1K/0 302 2/03 2/04 2/00 30/06 3/07 2/04 IG/09 3/18
22 0.50 1.208 1.204 0.749 .2291 1.178 1.137 1.141 1.008 0.800 1012 2.166 .143 .104 1.144 021121.262 8.509

27.31 8.00 1040 24.73 11.43 14.09 4.24 11.02 22.72 4.00 2.605 21.30 14.23 14.47 1.4 2.49 14.46 0.00 27.22
244 1470 144 244 170 171 572 273 124 170 174 Iii 578 179 340 141 242 143 14

40/19 10/14 10/17 0/146 30/10 2/24 30/23 30/12 221 3/02 302 211 30/30 30/28 20/30 3/42 3/44 20/03 10/07 4/59
130.306 1.022 .326 .82? 0.987 2.218 1.18 140 .252 2.021 1.012 3120 1.000 1.148 1.318 0.803 0.06'0 .330 1.024 0.297

31.83 9.09 0.00 28.02 24.37 .184 14502.0 2.721.63 21.01 12.33 23.87 14.28 10.06 24.31 27.8906 .0 76
14 4 4 4 85551 12 13 14 150 14 1 128 1s* 140 24 14 2 9 162 2a4 145

40/27 20/24 30/25 10/24 3/23 222 2/30 3/20 2G03 2/21 2/03 3/12 3021 kG/29 3/34 30/43 3/49 10/04 40/24
14 0.484 .145 .023 1.327 1.040 1114 1.213 .947 1.244 1.150 2.266 1.050 .211 1.181 1.047 1.332 .626 1.188 0.468

3 400 28.34 .09 24.94 14.40 150 33.06 22.40 11. 50 2.37 23.96 1.03 14.07 24.84 6.06 2.35 0.09 4.52
2.27 324 2.2 13 121 12* 12* 134 132 134 237 138 128 140 141 342 142 144 240

20/34 113 3/2 33 23/30 2029 2/20 2/04 312 320 23/04 2/23 2/22 2/30 2/37 3/44 1/20 20/15
1s 0.09 1.244 1.02011.242 134 1.176 .582 1.339 .049 2.040 .142 .248 .180 1.140 1.166 1.023 .20 042

8.80 9.00 27.72 13.20 14.31 14.69 14.31 4.34 2.84 23.91 14.22 4.20 14.24 14.21 1.58 37.68 9.00 0.80
308 510 lit 122 223 24 1 18 1 118 114 120 121 2.2 13 124 22 526

40/41 10 10/38 3038 2/27 30/3 23 20 213 20/23 2/24 2/00 2/34 3/23 2/21 3/34 10/45 20151 40/36
14 0.250 a.0'8 2. 314 3.032 .042 1.044 1.213 122201.215 187 1.103 .217 1.045 1664 .034 1.216 1.012 0.332

34.34 0.00 0.00 2.53 13.21 24. 74 19.08 14.0 24.22 12.4 14.22 4.56 10.06 24.90 13.17 26.61 0.00 0.00 3.38
080 08 082 083 084 893 oi6 ott ott ott 100 101 202 103 106 100 104 107 2.08

4047 2/46 145 344 20/43 3/43 2G/06 2/14 2/22 20/29 20/35 2/06 3/15 10/24 3/52 10/39 2/48 4/52
17 0.317 0.493 .324 .020 1318 0.0810 1.142 .222 .118 1.17 1.214 1.244 8.92 1.221 1.421 1.356 0.40 0.376

35.78 13.81 8.00 27.70 6.00 24.24 11.41 10.08 14.509 14.58 0.04 11.28 24.30 0.06 7.02 .00 3.19 3.32
072 073 074 079 876 7707 4 "I 078 088 081 082 04.3 084 063 084 087 098 088

40/012 20/01 23/50 30/48 3G/48 3/07 3/10 3/23 2/30 30/2 342 3/07 324 3/25 133 10/40 40/41
14 0.376 1.10 .2248 1.023 0.0 .701 0.80 1 .044 1.538 1.04 02071 0959 .024 1.200 1.011 0.379

345.20 0.00 9.0 240 2.624.08 24.20 24.03 4.24 34.45 .32 24.7 24.04 2.2 0.00 b.00 35.70
050 004 057 034 058 868 941 043 043 044 03 OS, 067 048 048 070 071

40/56 20/00 20/04 10/23 2/04 20/14 10/24 235 20/37 20/43 3/4820 20/ 17 10/24 10/34 4/41
1 0.330 0.890 1.185 .327 2.119 0.54 1.320 1.164 .564 .220 0.59 111.328 1.147 0.481 .331

36.340.09 0.00 0.00 24.84. 24.05 0. 00 13.20 13.20 0.08 27;.94 48 0.00 0.00 0800 6.533
018% 040 041 042 043 044 040 046 0,41 049 049 059 001 062 053 014

40/5 107 20/08 10/37 3/25 33 33 344 348 20/53 109 10/28 4/27
20 0.467 .023 .200 .324 .820 1.022 .032 1.020 .024 2.328 .262 .022 0.467

5.3 00 0.00 0.09 26.34 27.6 254 17.64 2.45 0.00 0.00 034.57
024 027' 824 828 030 032 1 03 04 03 26 07 3

40/0 320 30/24 .20/2 23/33 20/39 145 150 20/4 157 3/10 4/19
21 0.297 0.059 1.822 2.247 1. 250 1.315 2.320 1.249 1.186 1.024 0.508 0.294
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Yu. Krainov , RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Institute of Nuclear Reactors,
Yu. Kukushkin SJC "TVEL"

Moscow, Russia 

ABSTRACT

The paper presents the results of experimental investigations on substantiation of
implementation of a modernized butt joint for the VVER-440 reactor, carried out in the critical
test facility "P" in the RIRC `Kurchatov Institute". The comparison results of the calculation and
experimental data obtained in the physical startup of Volgodonsk NPP-1 with the VVER-1O0
are also given.

In the implementation of four-year fuel cycle in the VVER-440 with the average enrichment
of fuel makeuip 3.82% it was solved to conduct experimental research of power distribution in the
vicinity of CR butt junction. Moreover, it was assumed that adequate actions should be applied to
eliminate inadmissible power jumps, if necessary. It is not available to measure their values in
NPP conditions. Therefore, the power distribution near the butt joint was studied in a 19-rod bank
installed in the critical test facility "P" first for the normal design of the joint when surrounding
FA enrichment goes up. Then a set of calculation and tests was fulfilled to optimfize a butt
junction design. On the base of this research the composition of a butt junction was advanced by
placing Hf plates into the junction. The effectiveness of modernized butt joint design was
experimentally confirmed.

In Volgodonsk NPP-1 with VVER-1000 the four-year fuel cycle is being implemented.
During the physical startup of the reactor the measurements of the reactivity effects and
coefficients were measured at the minimum controlled flux level, and the parameters of a number
of critical states were recorded. The data obtained were compared with the calculation. The
validity of the certified code package [] for forecasting the neutronic characteristics of VVER-
1 000 cores in the implementation of a four year fuel cycle has been supported.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the findings of experimental research made to justify, the
implementation of advanced butt joints for VVER-440 and also outcomes of comparison analysis
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of calculated and measured data acquired at physicist start-up of' Volgodonsk NPP, Unit with
reactor VVER-1000. The research was executed on Kurchatcov Institute critical facility.

At implementation of four-year fuel cycle to VVER-440 with average enrichment or make-
up fuel as 3.82 % a suspicion has appeared, that local power increase in fuel elements of butt joint
of control FA (CFA) can be inadmissible. It is not possible to test this suspicion at NPP.
Therefore, there was made a decision to upgrade a butt joint by introducing hafnium (Hf) plates
into it, which have high absorbing capacity. Efficiency testing of such advancement has been
performed on a (P> critical facility in RRC Kurchatov Institute. A 19-assembly bundle was
installed in ((> critical facility where power density distribution in butt joint was investigated
first for a nominal design, and then for an advanced design. Thus, the efficiency of advanced butt
joint has been proved experimentally.

At Unit of Volgodonsk NP with reactor VVER-1000 the four-year fuel cycle is being
implemented now. For the purpose of test substantiation of prediction made during physicist
start-up of first fuel loading at zero power of reactor, the reactivity factors and reactivity effects
were measured, and the parameters of lots of critical states were registered. Measured data were
compared with calculated data.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH PERFORMED TO JUSTIFY ADVANCEMENT OF
VVER-440 CFA BUTT JOINT AT FO UR-YEAR FUEL CYCLE.

1.1. Assigning a task

Calculation analysis of power distribution in the vicinity CR butt junction revealed a power
jump in fuel rods neighboring with CPA, when surrounding FA enrichment goes up (in a four-
year fuel cycle, for example) 21.. This fact caused a set of calculation and tests to verify
calculation prediction the power jump, to optimize butt junction design and at last to justify' the
design changes aimed at elimination of these power jumps.

The investigation was performed in three stages.

The first investigation stage of 1995 and 1996 detected power density jumps in fuel rods
arranged on the periphery of FA adjacent to CF7A. Such jumps were caused by a complicated
structure of butt joint [2]. Power density jump achieves maximum in fuel elements of A
periphery row at the level of upper plugs of fuel elements adjacent to CF7A.

Power density due to the following CFA design elements:

. water gap between a head grid of fuel element and a set of upper plugs of CFA fuel
elements;
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. compensation zone between the upper bound of steel rods in CFA fuel elements and upper
plugs of fuel elements.

Jump value depends on boron concentration in moderator, input fuel enrichment, depth of
CFA fuel assemblies, feedbacks, etc. For example, when boric acid concentration decreases (with
fuel burnup), power jump increases. That can cause a reactor power restriction.

The identified power density jump is one of the reasons for fuel element depressurization.
The test findings are confirmed by operation.

The second stage investigation is the test performed in 1997. As it follows from
measurement data obtained on Kurchatov critical test facility ((P), a power density jump from fist
investigation stage can be removed by hafnium plates. The findings of research recommend to
arrange a supplementary absorbent in butt joint, and this will be the most effective way to reduce
the jumps of linear load in fuel elements of FAs, which surround CFA.

On the basis of technological and neutron-physicist parameter analysis and on the basis of
calculation and test research Hf was selected as material for absorbent production. The researches
allowed to define the required quantity of Hf and its position in butt joint between absorbing
portion and fuel of CFA in VVER-440, sufficient for complete removal of power density jump in
periphery fuel elements.

In 1998 within the framework of this problem the know-how of hafnium plates and bars
production was designed, a pilot set of hafnium plates was manufactured, their behavior at
flexion and welding with zirconium plates was investigated, and corrosion tests of welded joints
were performed. The metallurgical researches gave a positive result for using hafnium in the
structure of advanced CFPA butt joint of VVER-440. Absorbent arrangement in butt joint was
agreed and adopted.

When the decision about installation of 0.6 mm hafnium plates in a butt joint was made,
and when in December 1999 a simulator of specified advanced butt joint was manufactured and
delivered, the final third stage of research was completed.

1.2. Test fuel assembly

All three tests were completed on one and the same critical bundle arranged in Kurchatov's
test facility ((P)>.

The investigation were performed with application of boron concentration in moderator as
C - 5 gkg. The bundle consisted of 15 nominal assemblies (FA), 3 dismountable assemblies,
completely identical with nominal assemblies, and one assembly arranged in the center, VVER-
440 CFA with nominal or advanced butt joint. The map of loading is shown in Fig. 1. 1, the
critical level (compensation level) ranged from 80 cm to 1 10 cm in all the tests.
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-Regular FA with fuel enrichment M3 U 3.6 mass % (FA)

DismountableFA with fuel enrichment 2
3"U 3.6 mass % (FA) or

'$-graded PAQ - CFA VVER-44 with fuel enrichment 2"U 2.4 mass %

- Moderatin

Fig. 1.1. Map of test bundle comprising 19 FAs VVER-440

Work on modernization of CPA butt joint consisted of installation of 0,6 mm Hf-plates on
every brink of FA jacket in the area of transient region. Every plate had two openings of 19.1 mm
by 30.4 ram caused by technological necessity. Dimensions and shape of such plates are shown in
Fig. 1.2.
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Fig. 1.2. Shape and dimensions of Hf-plates arranged in butt-joint test simulator of regular
advanced CFPA VVER-440

Goals of testing:
* to study the impact of advanced butt joint of nominal CFA VVER-440 to distribution of

power density in fuel elements of neighboring FAs;
* to see if Hf-plate arrangement in butt joint is sufficient to make a reliable compensation of

power density jump in peripheral fuel elements of surrounding FAs, caused by variety of material
composition of butt joint.

The tests preparatory work was conducted pursuant to assigned goals. Before FAs were
installed in a bundle, usual fuel rods were substituted by dismountable fuel rods of similar
enrichment and design in the selected periphery cells. These dismountable fuel rods consisted of
small blocks specially selected, measured lengthwise and weighed. Block wise measurements
enable to reveal the effect without integrating the activity from adjacent parts of fuel elements by
collimator. Arrangement of measured fuel elements is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Moreover, for comparison sake there were gauged axial distributions of power density in
fuel elements that experience the least influence of CFA, - of the second and third rows.

As it follows from measurements performed at first stages, including measurement
performed in 1999 by means of advanced butt joint, the most power stressed areas are observed in
fuel elements of extreme FA row, adjacent to CFA. Therefore, the most thorough measurements
were made in these very areas with block wise measurement in every small block, and pin wise
measurement with a step of 1-2 cm.
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Fuel enrichment, mass %

Q 3.6 Q-.4

Fig. 1.3. Map of fuel elements measured in dismountable fuel assembly

Typically, the research work consisted of preparation work, irradiation, y-scanning of fuel
elements, measured data computer processing aimed at obtaining relative distributions of power
density, and comparison analysis of measured data and modeling of calculation data.

Two sets of testing were conducted:
• with non-graded dismountable FA (Fig. 1.3);
• With graded dismountable PA (Fig. 1.4).

Measurement was made with similar H3B0 3 concentrations in moderator and with
difference in CPA location in the core as 1.2 cmn and with difference in critical level as 6 cm for
both FAs: graded, and non-graded.

In order to bind these results to earlier test outcomes, measurements of year 1997 were
repeated but with CFA elevated by 54 cm and almost similar H3B0 3 concentration in moderator.

Axial distributions of power density were measured.

Standard techniques were applied for determ~ining relative power density. In order to make

measurement in non-dismnountable fuel pins a monitor was used.
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Fuel enrichment, mass %

Q 3.6 -a3o

Fig. 1.4. Map of dismountable operation assembly (PA) with profiling fuel elements.
Location of cells with measured power density coincides with cell locations from Fig. 1.3

Activity in each point was measured three times. In processing there were used average
values and average-square deviations both for detector activity, and for the monitor.

The allowances for `dead` time and backgrounds of premises and fuel elements were taken
into account.

Naturally, such high-precision measurement (30 measured points per a fel pin and every
data point, measured three times) takes many hours, and; naturally, fuel element activity
diminishes by several times during this period. The uranium fuel decay takes place according to
the law of exponent superposition. The correction for time of measurement is entered
experimentally on the basis of monitor decay, the activity measurement of which is carried out
both casually and regularly. The value of exponent is determined by method of least quadrates for
a small time period.

The final results are submitted in the form of average values in symmetrical points.

The following corrections were taken into account:
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• for "dead" time of instrumentation;
• for residual activity of fuel elements and background of instrumentation itself;
• for decay;
• for collimator efficiency.

Measurement inaccuracies are minimized with allowance for the following:
• self-absorption of I-quanta in fuel element material:
• fuel non-uniformity;
* registration efficiency ofy-quanta;
* instrumentation steadiness.

1.3. Measured data and comparison analysis between measured and calculated data

13.1. Regular butt joint

Measurement was conducted with various boron concentrations and various butt joint
positions. Dependency of deviation between calculated and measured data upon the configuration
of critical assembly was studied. Figs.1.5 through 1.7 present measured data and modeling
calculation data, which testify to good agreement between those data. Moreover, as it follows
from the picture, the deviation between calculated and measured data does not depend on
assembly configuration. The maximum value of power density, naturally, depends on both:
critical assembly height, and position of butt joint. However, it is important to remember that a
3D-calculation code is capable to well describe power density distribution in fuel elements
surrounding a butt joint. Such code capability enables to select an optimal butt joint design. The
following special measurements were made to justify' the substantiality of calculation model in
CFA fuel follow. Some regular fuel elements were removed by experimental fuel elements of
greater height, which made it available to assess the representability of jump calculation for
neutron heat flux inside a butt joint. Fig.1 .6 shows calculated and measured power density
distribution in fuel element of greater height in the rod of CR fuel follower sited opposite fuel rod
No.2. It is visible, that a satisfactory agreement between calculated and measured data is also
reached above the border of regular CFA fuel elements (see right part of Fig. 1.6), that proves its
compliance to a calculated model.

1.3.2. Advanced butt joint.

The work was performed in two stages: at first the work was performed on a model
enabling to vary a Hf thickness and to determine the dependency of calculated prediction upon its
thickness. It has been demonstrated that calculation well describe power density distributions
regardless from Hf thickness (within the framework of tested configurations). On the basis of
subsequent optimization calculation an advanced butt joint was designed and fabricated which
was used in measurement. At that, only the fuel elements arranged in immediate proximity to butt
joint (of FA adjacent to CFA) were of interest. The outcomes of this research (measurement and
calculation) are presented in Fig. 1.8.
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Fig. 1.7. Axial power density distribution in rods X2 2 of fuel assembly.
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Fig.I1.8. Axial power density distribution in rods Ne 2 of fuel assembly (Advanced junction part of

CR fuel follow). CR fuel follower withdrawal height is 54 CM. CH3B03 5.0 glkg H20. Critical
level = 109.7 cm.
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1.4. Conclusion to Article 1.

A large cycle of test and calculation research on impact of butt joint of CFA VVER-440
assembly to distribution of power density in fuel rods of adjacent FAs has been completed. The
research resulted in modernization of butt joint and investigation of its efficiency.

To summarize the results of completed work it is possible to draw the following
conclusions:

• Block wise techniques applied in activity measurement of dismountable fuel rods has
made it possible to study power density distribution in the zone of high distortions;

* applicable testing allowed to work out and issue a method for compensation of power
density jumps in fuel rods of outer row of FAs adjacent to CFA in the area of butt joint,
which, finally, resulted in its reconstruction;

* power density jump (up to 40%) is detected in fuel rods of outer row of FAs adjacent to
CFA, starting from steel insertions made in CPA fuel elements and higher, this power
density jump diminishes with boron concentration increase in moderator,

* measurement performed on a simulator of advanced CA VVER-440 allowed to
promptly remove the shortcomings of initial design option with openings' in Hf-
absorbent, which caused additional 12% power density jump in a corner fuel rod
arranged at the level of 'opening";

*on the base of completed measurement the design of advanced butt joint CPA was
verified, and a draft design of Hf-absorbent (without `openings') was issued, enabling to
completely compensate the power density jump in peripheral fuel rods of PA adjacent to
CFA in the zone of butt joint;

((P)) investigation proved substantiality of CPA acceptance test with hafnium plates;

*good agreement between calculated and measured values of Kff is noticed: deviation
from 1.0 does not exceed 0. 1%;

*comparison of PERMAK-3D calculated data and measurement data reveals satisfactory
agreement practically in the whole range of measurement.

2. CALCULATED AND MEASURED DATA.ACQUIRED AT PHYSICIST
STARTUP OF FIRST FUEL LOADING AT UNIT OF VOLGODONSK NPP

Unit of Volgodonsk NPP is a basic nuclear power project, where an advanced fuel cycle
wa5 first implemented, starting with first fuel loading.
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Physicist study of fuel cycle project and an albumn of neutron-physicist parameters of first
fuel loading were issued with application of certified codes used for design and operational
calculation of VVER reactors, these are: TBC-M, 131PR-7A, PERMAK-A, R.

This section of presentation gives the comparison data between calculated neutron-physicist
core parameters and measured core parameters, acquired by the physicists of Kurchatov Institute.
The parameter registration was made by means of regular and special instrumentation, designed
in RRC Kurchatov Institute

At the stage of physicist start-up of fist fuel loading at Volgodonsk NPP, Unit there was
performed testing to determine the following neutron-physicist core parameters :

* parameters of critical reactor states at various positions of CPS CR in the core;

• efficiency of individual CPS CR, CPS CR banks and scram;

* efficiency of boron acid;

* reactivity temperature and pressure coefficients of the coolant and power reactivity
factor.

2.1. Core Composition and core layout.

Fuel loading completely consists of FAs with zirconium thimbles and spacing grids. Fuel
loading comprises FAs of three sorts of enrichment. Burnable absorber bundles of three sorts of
boron concentration are used as burnable absorbers. Table 2.1 gives the description of FA types
used in the first fuel loading.

Table 2.1
Description of FA types of first fuel loading at Unit I, Volgodonsk NPP

FA Average fuel Number of fuel rods of Number of burnable
type enrichment various types in FA and absorber rods I

their enrichment boron concentration
(glem 3)

ype . Type 2
16ZS 1.6 312 /1.6 -

24ZS 2.4 312/2.4 -

24ZSA 2.4 312/2.4 - 18 0.020
24ZSB 2.4 312/2.4 - 1810.036
24ZSC 2.4 312/2A4 - I1/0.050
362ZS 3.62 246/3.7 66/13.3 -

362ZB 3.62 2461 3.7 66 / 3.3 18 0.036

Fig. 2. 1. Fuel pattern in the first fuel loading.
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Figure 2.1 Map of first fuel loading at Unit 1, Volgodonsk NIPP.
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Fig. 2.2 shows CPS CR bank arrangement in the core of Unit 1.

0 7 1 UU 2 ~ 0 .0 7 3 3 30 4 

08 2 4 23 3 3 23 14 15 3 3 3

57 9

5 8 K

2

13

24

*FA umbu n a36Osymc"
number of CPS CR bnk

Fig. 2.2 CPS CR arrangement i the core of Unit , Volgodonsk NPP

Unlike industrial VVER-1000, the reactor of Unit I, Volgodonsk NPP has a changed
splitting of CPS CR into banks and an increased overlap between the banks (40% of the core
height) at their regular movement within the core.

2.2. Comparison analysis ofcalculated and measured data.

2.2.1. Parameters of reactor critical states at zero power operation

Table 2.2 gives calculated and measured data of reactor critical states at zero power
operation at various CPS CR positions and various coolant temperatures.

Agreement between calculated and measured data of critical boron concentration taken with
allowance for calculation and measurement inaccuracies is satisfactory. The calculation slightly
underestimates the critical boron concentration by 0.22 glkg on average.
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Table 2.2
Parameters of critical states of the core

No. CPS CR CPS CR CPS CR CPS CR TC. CH 3BO3,glkg
sermon. position, ser. No. in elevation at the *C Measured Calculated

the bottom top
(bank ser. No.)_____

1 1 0 64 - - 278.5 7.39 7.15
2 1 0 82 - - 278.6 7.40 7.18
3 1 0 73 - - 278.6 7.40 7.18
4 1 0 78 - - 278.3 7.40 7.18
5 10 62 - - 278.2 7.39 7.15
6 1 0 70 - - 278.8 1 7.40 7.16
7 1 0 64 9 - 279.1 6.90 6.68

8 1 0 55 8 - 279.3 6.76 6.57
9 1 0 63 7 - 279.7 7.26 7.03
1 0 1 0 61 6 - 279.5 6.90 6.66

II1 1 0 70 4 - 279.8 7.10 6.88
1 2 1 0 58 2 - 279.3 7.10 6.86
1 3 10 56 1 - 279.3 7.31 7.08
14 10 22 - - 279.1 7.23 7.02
1 5 10 25 - - 279.2 7.23 7.03
1 6 9 87 10 10-23 (10) 280.0 7.23 7.03
1 7 9 70 1 0 - 279.2 7.14 6.94
1 8 9 21 1 0 10-23 (10) 279.2 6.77 6.56
19 8 62 9, 10 09-18 (9) 279.1 6.77 6.61
20 9 26 10 - 279.2 6.77 6.56
21 8 66 9, 10 - 279.8 6.60 6.35
22 10 45 8 09-26 (8) 279.8 6.80 6.55
23 10 60 7 10-23 (10) 279.6 7.27 7.03
24 10 53 7 11-26 (7) 279.5 7.27 7.03
25 10 59 6 10-23 (10) 279.7 6.90 6.67
26 9 75 6, 10 11-20 (6) 27. 690.8

27 9 60 8,10 02-25 (8) 27. .065

28 105821-22 27. 7.069
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2.2.2. Efficiency of individual CPS CR.

Efficiency of individual CPS CR out of banks through 9 was experimentally determined
by measuring the reactivity registered a drop of CPS CR into the core from the ultimate upper
position.

The measurement was made with partial or full immersion of bank 10. Figs. 2.3 - 2.4 show
measured and calculated CPS CR efficiency. These pictures also give serial numbers of banks to
which CPS CR belong (symbol c' behind the digit, indicates that this CPS CR belongs to central
subbank), index p' indicates that this CPS CR belongs to a peripheral subbank. As it follows
from the pictures, the calculation underestimates the efficiency of individual CPS CR. It is
necessary to stress, that the data measured by two independent groups of scientists, who use
different instrumentation and different ionization chambers, differ from each other much less,
than these data differ from calculated data.

2.2.3. CPS CR banks efficiency.

Movement of CPC CR banks was performed in steps. At each of the steps the reactivity
was compensated by change of boron concentration in the primary loop.

Figs. 25-2.6 give typical examples of measured and calculated dependency of bank
efficiency upon its position in the core.

It is possible to consider the results of comparison analysis between calculated and
measured values of CPS CR integral efficiency as satisfactory.

2.2.4. Temperature coefficients of reactivity.

Calculated and measured temperature coefficients of reactivity are given in Table 2.3. As it
follows from the Table, the deviation between calculated and measured data, as a rule, does not
surpass 3-10' 1C. The only exception makes a measured datum, where this difference makes

2.2.5. Scram efficiency.

Table 2.4 gives the data of scram efficiency for three hot tests (-279 'C), and one cold test
(1 20 'C)).

Scram efficiency was determined by measuring the reactivity which is introduced at CPS
CR drop into the core. Initially all the CPS CR banks took the upper position, except bank 10,
located in the position of 60-80%.

The comparison results of measured and calculated scram data may be considered as
satisfactory.
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Fig. 2.5. Integral efficiency of X bank CPS CR at immersion in the core without transfer of
bank motion to CPS.
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Fig. 2.6 Integral efficiency of IX bank CPS CR at immersion in the core without transfer of
bank motion to CPS with X bank in bottom position.
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Table 2.3
Temperature coefficients or reactivity

Bank H Tcore CH3B03, apI3T C H~3f, ploiT
No. % C glg 1 1 OD.P/C gk 01Yp

Measured data, ')Calculated data

1 0 82 279.6 7.40 -2.52±+0.02 7.18 -3.76
1 0 23 279.2 7.23 -6.64±0.02 7.02 -8.39
9 70 279.2 7.14 -8.40±0.19 6.94 -9.50
9 26 279.2 6.80 -10.87±0.02 6.56 -11.43
9 0 279.3 6.90 -7.822±0.02 6.66 -5.53
8 66 279.8 6.60 -17.14±0.02 6.35 -12.60
8 0 279.6 6.80 -8.82±0.01 6.56 -8.94

0 279.3 7.33 -6.76±0.03 7.08 -7.34
2 0 279.3 7.10 -7.87±0.04 6.86 -9.42
4 0 272.8 7.10 -6.12±0.03 6.90 -7.66
6 0 279.3 6.90 -4.56±0.02 6.67 -4.40
7 0 279.7 7.27 -9.94±+0.03 7.04 -87

a statistical error component is indicated here

Table 2.4

Efficiency of reactor scram, full efficiency of cram and reactor unit parameters at which the
scram drops were made.

Parameters _____ _Scram drop
First Second Third Fourth

F1]-Hg> ~100 100 100 100
Hio,% ~~62 80 80 70

CHIB03, 9gfkg 7.39 7.39 7.39 7.54
TCCmC 279.3 278.2 279.3 120.4

Measured,%1/ 6.0±0.01 6.47±0.01 6.42±0.01 4.35±0.01

Calculated,% 6.87 6.90 6.93 4.41

*)a statistical error is indicated here-when reactivity increase was calculated, at that the error

makes up to 5% of length
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2.3. Conclusion to Article 2.

Calculation and measurement research of fuel loading implemented at Unit , Volgodonsk
NPP allows to state, that this loading completely complies to all safety requirements and can be
recommended for implementation at other NPPs. Results of comparison analysis between
calculated and measured data justify the certificate data of qualified codes that were used in
selection of loading.
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ABSTRACT

A study of fuel rod load follow performance in Loviisa NPP` is presented. A variety of load
follow operation schemes were considered as potential and descriptive cases for fture load
follow operation. Rod power histories for the power cycling analysis are a superposition of four-
cycle histories calculated with HEXI3U-3D) core simulator and effects of the load follow. These
are reactor power cycling, axial power asymmetry due to control rod insertion, and local power
spiking due to absorber-follower junction. The analysis encompasses power cycling to different
power levels as well as different cycling frequencies and low-power durations. Load follow
performance of BNFL Lead Test Assembly (LTA) fuel rods was studied. ENIGMA-B 7.3.0 fuel
performance code was applied in the fuel performance evaluation.

Following modes of operation were studied: constant base load, weekend power cycling and daily
power cycling. The basic weekend load follow was taken as five days of base load followed by a
power cycle of one day. Respectively the daily load-follow mode consisted of approximately
eight hours of low-power operation per 24 hours. In addition, weekly and daily load follow
operation cases, simulating a 'real' sequence with Xenon transients accounted for, were studied.
This includes continuous control rod movement.

The results of the evaluations suggest that BNFL Lead Test Assembly fuel rods withstand
operation in the analysed load follow modes without limitations. Calculation results of ENIGMA
models describing rod failure through cladding fatigue or stress-corrosion cracking mechanisms
do not indicate rod integrity loss.
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I INTRODUCTION

Until recently Loviisa NPP has been operated serving base load, that is, the reactor is operated
practically at its full capacity during an annual cycle. Reactivity changes and the power
distribution of the reactor are usually contro lled by boric acid concentration in the coolant water
and the Control Rods (CR) are completely withdrawn from the reactor for almost the entire
length of the annual cycle. This leads to a relatively smooth power distribution. The amount of
power manoeuvrings in Loviisa NP? is currently limited to ten weekend power cycles per annuail
cycle. In recent years the need for power manoeuvring of Loviisa NPP has increased due to low
electricity prices in the de-regulated Scandinavian market. Before starting the power
manoeuvring one has to make surethat fuel performance is not jeopardised.

In this work ENIGMA fuel performance code was used to examine fuel behaviour under a
number of cases, which were considered potential and descriptive of future Load Follow
Operation (LFO) of Loviisa NPP. Fuel rod power histories for simulated LFO including power
cycling, axial asymmetry due to absorber insertion, and local power peaking due to absorber-
follower junction are generated, based on a real four-cycle assembly irradiated in Loviisa-2. The
analysis of LFO encompasses power cycling to different power levels as well as different cycling
frequencies and low power durations. LFO is implemented in several ways, including CR
insertion to different reactor core heights as well as boric acid concentration in the coolant water.

The main interest of the LFO calculations was placed on output values of ENIGMA models
predicting the fuel rod integrity by evaluating the accumulated fatigue damage and Stress-
Corrosion Crack (SCC) length of the cladding.

The conventional deterministic approach was applied in this study. Hence, the objective was to
find the most conservative case to demonstrate that applied safety criteria are not violated and
that the fuel behaves well under the most severe circumstances. Three modes of reactor operation
were studied. They represent fuel behaviour during base load operation, weekly LFO and daily
LFO. 

The effect of control rod insertion on rod power distribution was constructed in co-operation with
Fortum's reactor physicists and based on the previous evaluations of control rod induced local
power peaking 1,2,3]. Thus, the study of LFO modes is restricted to fuel rods adjacent to moving
control rod, where the power changes are largest. Irradiation history for base load operation
consisting of four-cycle histories was constructed using standard core operation analysis tools,
HEXI3U-31) and ELSI-1440. H-EXBU-31) is a 3-D) core simulator code for hexagonal fuel
assembly geometry. ELSI-1440 is a rod power reconstruction code including the calculation of
local thermal margins.

2 MODELLING FUEL ROD INTEGRITY IN
ENIGMA

ENIGMA fatigue model is derived from Langer O'Donnel empirical design curves based on
fatigue experiments made for Zircaloy-2, 3 and 4 components. The model represents the
relationship between stress amplitude and the number of cycles to failure and is related to
reversible (i.e. elastic plus thermal) strain reversals, and is formulated in terms of pseudo-elastic'
stresses. The model includes appropriate safety factors by means of either a multiplying factor of

Istress-strain response of the material is elastic but not linear
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20 on the number of cycles to failure or 2 on the cyclic stress amplitude, whichever is the more
conservative at the point in question [4J.

SCC is defined by a semi-empirical model and is assumed to appear as the gap closes and PCI
occurs. The model consists of two parts. First, the presence of corrosive fission products is
approximated, after which the propagation of the crack is determined depending on fission
product inventory, crack length and applied hoop stress at the cladding inner surface. Modelling
parameters are tuned to results from ramp tests of TranisRamp-Il project.

3 CONSTRUCTING POWER HISTORIES

Irradiation histories were constructed based on HEXI3U-31D .
core simulator calculations. The load follow was implemented (I
by imposing relevant power depression on the base load
operation history. This was done by introducing the effect of
local and reactor power reduction induced by control rod ---
insertion and also the local power peaking induced by
absorber-follower junction. Based on the previous practices -

with control rod power peaking [1,2,3], a power peak of 52 % c
in the absorber-follower junction was included in assembly
power history. The magnitude of the predicted spike is slightly
conservative since the measurements have generally suggested
the peaking to be somewhat lower.

Since the CR insertion also has an effect on the power level of
the whole reactor, additional Power Reduction Factors (PRF)
corresponding to different CR insertion heights were
introduced when constructing load-follow power histories (see
Table ). Thes factors have been imposed the EOC situation2
in mind. Radial depression effect on the assembly adjacent to a
CR was neglected due to its rather minor importance. Axial 2

nodalisation of the fuel rod is illustrated in Figure 1. More
nodes have been introduced in the area where the power
spiking occurs. Figure)1. Rod nodaisation.

Control rods were inserted into the core in 25 cm steps. Three insertion levels were introduced
here; 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 below the uppermost position of the control rod (i.e. when the low
edge of the absorbing part of the CR is above the top end of neighbouring fuel rods and the water
cavity at the control rod fuel follower junction is at core axial height 250 cm). These CR
positions are defined as 225 c, 200 cm and 175 cm respectively. At Loviisa NPP the lowest
permissible insertion height of CRs at 0- 1 00% power is 175 cm.

Table 1. Reactorpower reduction factors on different CR position&

itc~ o sifio eact6'~l
175 0,84
200 0,92
225 0,96

Also the effect of boric acid in reactor power control is studied. A case, where reactor power is
taken to 50 % of the full power every time CRs are inserted to 175 cm, was studied. The
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influe-nce of reactor power depression and boron in rod (axial) power distribution, including the
power-peaking effect, are depicted in Figure 2 below, where resulting axial power profiles
relative to the undisturbed situation are shown.

0,4

0,2

o so 100 150 200 250
Axial coordnast. (cm 

Figure 2 Control rod induced power peaking with impact of reactor powr depression and boron included
(arbit"r units).

A sensitivity study of the impact of different control assembly withdrawal levels and additional
power control with boron on cladding fatigue life was carried out in order to find out the worst
case' iLe. the case with most conservative nature. The methodology was the following. The
weekly load follow mode covered here reactor operation where one load follow cycle per week
was introduced. In tis case the reactor is planned to operate in such way that after approximately
5 days of base load operation a power cycle of 24 hours below the full load is introduced. This
count up to 192 LFO cycles during four-year history.

Daily load follow was implemented in such way that in every 24 hours of operation there is one 8
hour period of control rod induced load follow. This makes total of 1292 LFO cycles per four-
year irradiation history. It must be nioted that considering the number of fatiguing power
variations, especially the daily load follow analysis is a conservative one. The control rod
inserion schemes are similar to the weekly load follow mode, except the control rod is moved
faster from position to another. The following LFO cases were studied in both weekly and daily
load-following modes:

* Alternating CR sequence (both week and day LFO): control rod sequence is implemented
by varying the control rod insertion depth between 225 cmn, 200 cm and 175 cm (Figure 3).

* CR insertion into depths of 175, 200 and 225 (both week and day): control rods are
inserted into the respective positions every time load-follow is implemented (Figure 3).
Insertion reduces the (average) reactor power according to Table .

* Alternating sequence with boron (both week and day): alternating control rod insertion
height (225, 200 and 175 cm) is introduced and additional control with boric acid in the
coolant (Figure 3). Boron injection reduces reactor power to around 50%.

* Xenon sequence (both week and day): The sequence imitating real situation was created
using HEXBU-3D to account for xenon transients during power changes. In the most
fatiguing case the xenon reactivity transient is compensated for by CRs by moving themi back
and forth during the cycle, Figure 3, lowermost graph on the right.
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* Cases with engineering factors: procedure is the same as in previous ones, but in addition
engineering factors of +12 % to power and +15 % to coolant enthalpy rise are included. This
is to verify that adequate safety margins remain in the calculations.

-CR hgN k-hghQ t. .CR he.igt (right cot#)
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Figure 3 c Figure 3
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Figure 3. Control rod insertion hewight and corresponding rod power in %ekly mode. hree LFO-cycles illustrated
Alternating CR seqzsnce (3a), CR insertion to 175 cm (3b), 200 cm (3 c) and 225 cm (3 d). alternating sequence with
boron (3 e) and xenon sequence (3.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of the calculations was to obtain information on fuel rod behaviour under different
modes of load-follow operation of the reactor. Results of load-follow calculations performed for
the BNFL Lead Test Assembly are presented.
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4.1 Thermomechanical behaviour of the fuel rods

Basic parameters describing the thermornechanical behaviour of the fuel rods during the four
cycles irradiation are presented in Figure 4 for the base operation case. Fuel behaviour is benign
and only little fission gas is released. Gap closure occurs at a burnup of around 20 MWd/kgU
leading to increasing hoop stresses in the cladding.
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Figure 4. Lina heat rate and hermomechanical parameters as afunci ion of rod average burnup. base operation

Results from fuel performance calculation with the ENIGMA-B 7.3.0 code are presented in
Figure S. The results correspond to a case of weekly load follow with xenon effects Accounted
for. It can be seen that the basic thermomechanical parameters change little. This is because the
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power variations take place at sufficiently low powers. Maximum clad hoop stress increases
slightly and a number of stress/strain excursions can be seen after the pellet-clad contact has been
established.
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4.2 Weekly LFO Case

The rod maximum hoop stress values and the corresponding axial nodes are compared in Table 2
below for all load-following methods with or without the engineering factors. It is shown that a
maximum hoop stress value of 262 MPa is reached in alternating sequence case with engineering
factors. However this value is well below cladding material 0.2 % yield stress at the relevant
temperature (-31 60 C).

The parameters describing fuel rod integrity, such as stress-corrosion crack length and
accumulated fatigue damage and plotted in Figure 6 as a function of burn-up in order to compare
the results of different load-follow methods without the engineering factors taken account. It can
be seen that the most onerous oad-follow scheme in the weekly mode (without the engieering
margins) is the xenon compensation sequence, showing a summed ftigue damage of 3.3 %.
Furthermore, no increase in cladding wall crack length due to SCC is observed. The crack depth
of 1.84 % of the cladding wall thickness at EOL equals approximately 1 0 microns.

Table 2. Marimum hoop stress values in weekdy load-follow applications.

CR osiion200 cm 195.41 205.53 is__
CR position 225 cm 224.27 241.96 17
Alternating sequence with boron 152.72 -4

Xenon sequence 235.80 259.29 17

- , - CR "os~hm, 75 -,~- CR p,t 2 a.
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4.3 Daily LFO Case

The highest cladding hoop stress value of -233 MPa is reached in the case of alternating CR
sequence with engineering factors, as seen in Table 3. However, the value is well below the 0.2
% yield stress limit at prevailing cladding temperature, which is 316 'C.

The parameters describing rod failure modes are illustrated in Figure 7. The accumulated fatigue
damage reaches a value of -13.2 % in the xenon compensation case while for the other cases the
values generally stay lower. The SCC parameter is not showing any indication of loss of rod
integrity, either.

Table 3. Marimum hoop sirss values in the daily load-followngW applications.

CR osition 225 cm 192.72 202.09 1 7
Alternating sequence with boron 165.82 - 5
Xenon sequence 197.81 210.55 1 1

~2J

4.4 Comparison Between Opratioon Modes
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operating CR. The cladding damage parameters, that is, crack growth due to SCC and the
incremental fatigue exhaustion, obtained in different operating modes are compared in Figures
Sa ...S5f. In the figures the base cases are marked with solid lines, cases with margins with dashed
lines. The figures show the daily load-follow mode to be the most onerous for the fel rod in
terms of accumulated fatigue damage. This is generally also the case that the cases with added
engineering factors give higher accumulated fatigue values. However, in the xenon compensation
case in daily LFO mode the maximum accumulated fatigue is reached without the factors. In the
SCC values no difference can be seen between the nominal and the power and temperature
enhancement cases.
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The present analysis is made conservative by the large number of load follow cycles calculated
over a four-cycle history, the induced power spike due to the absorber-follower junction, and the
12% safety margin for linear power. Still, results of the evaluations suggest that the BNFL LTA
withstands LFO without deterioration of fuel performance. LFO analysis was carried out only for
BNFL LTA rod since the ENIGMA models predicting cladding fatigue and CC damage are
based on experiments implemented for Zircaloy cladding alloys.

Six Advanced Assemblies, provided by Russian vendor TV EL and irradiated in Loviisa- reactor,
were excluded from this study since the cladding material of these rods is Zrl%Nb alloy El 10
and the fatigue model used is not validated for that material.

NOMENCLATURE

CR Control Rod
E1OC End-of-Cycle
LFO Load-Follow Operation
LTA Lead Test Assembly
PRF Power Reduction Factor
RPF Relative Power Fraction
SOC Stress-Corrosion Cracking
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POWER PEAK IN VICINITY OF VVER-440 CONTROL ASSEMBLY

Jan Mikus
Nuclear Research Institute Rez pic, 250 68 Rez, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT

This paper presents information concerning the WWER-440 local power peaking problem
induced by a control assembly (CA) and corresponding investigation possibilities on the light-
water zero-power reactor LR-0 at the Nuclear Research Institute Rez plc. Brief description of
the disposable CA model, experimental arrangement and conditions on the LR-0 reactor,
preparation of the relevant measurements in the WWR-440 type cores with CA model, as
well as some preliminary results of the fission density distribution obtained in a core without
boron and with fuel assemblies having profiled enrichment are mentioned too.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well krnown that WWER-440 control assembly (CA) has a significant influence on
the space power (fission rate) distribution and can cause power peaks in adjacent fel
assemblies. This is a consequence of a deficiency in design of the butt joint (intermediate
part) of the absorbing adapter (part) to the CA fuel part [1], that is, presence of water cavity,
the beginning of which is the upper level of steel inserts in fuel assembly (A) and the end -
in FA cap; presence of the given cavity results in flash-up of thermal neutrons in periphery
fuel pins (rods) of the adjacent operating assemblies.

Because of complicated geometry and material composition of the CA, the detailed
calculations of power distribution are complicated too. Therefore it is useful to compare
obtained results versus experimental data, i.e. to validate computation codes by measurements
performed on experimental reactors in corresponding WWER-440 type cores, containing an
appropriate CA model, because the detailed data of this type cannot be obtained in the NPPs.
This way the desirable information can be obtained with sufficient accuracy to validate the
existing codes needed for such calculations.

A set of critical experiments with CA model has been performed in the Nuclear
Research Institute Rez plc (NRI) on the LR-0 reactor for this purpose, first of them are
described in [2] (main parts of the LR-0 CA model are presented in Fig. 1). Further
measureinents of this type were realized on LR-0 reactor (at 4.8 g boron acid concentration
in moderator) for the Hungarian NPP Paks [3]; the loading of the CA model into LR-0
core is presented in Fig. 2 (a) and the core in detail with CA model in its centre - in Fig 2 (b).

it is to be noted the problems concerning CA can depend upon operation conditions,
e.g., at the end of boron life the magnitude of power peaks in adjacent operating assemblies to
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CA are dependent on position of group No 6 in the course of boron life, as described in [I] . i
such cases a problem concerning `the permissible linear heal rate of fuel rod- at zero boron
acid concentration in moderator can arise. Therefore t can e recommended to perform
corresponding investigations on a research reactor also at zero boron acid concentration.

It is to be noted, to suppress neutron flash-up the plates of metallic hafnium are arranged
on the inner surface of the jacketed tube in the region of butt joint of the innovated CA; the
performed physical calculations showed that in case of arrangement of hafnium plates the
neutron flash-up is prevented completely I]1 .

On the other hand, some NP~s are operated with CA at their uppermost position
practically during the whole cycle, e.g. Finnish NPI` Loviisa. There can be stated existence of
a problem concerning "an increased PCI-related fuel failure rate in assemblies next to
regulating CA , probably caused by CA movements during the first power increase alone, i.e.
at high boron acid concentration in moderator [4]. Therefore it can be recommended to
perform measurements also at high boron acid concentration in moderator.

According to our information, some of NPPs are equipped with above mentioned
`hafnium innovation " of CA (e.g., in the Russian Federation), another ones will be innovated
in the near future (e.g., the Czech NPP Dukovany), other ones - later on, whereas some of
NPPs are operated with inserted CA, other ones not. It is to be mentioned, the relevant
calculation using BIPR7-A, PERMAK-A and PERMAK-3D codes as well as experimental
studies of power distribution in the vicinity of the normal and modernized (with hafnium
plates) CA have been carried out in the cores having 5.15 g boron acid concentration in
moderator at the Institute of Nuclear Reactors, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow [5].

We can conclude, they are two situations that ought to be investigated: the first one
corresponding to the end of fuel cycle, i.e. with zero boron acid concentration in moderator,
and the second one - at the start of fuel cycle, i.e. with this concentration being practically
highest (at the conditions on the LR-0 reactor - room temperature, atmospheric pressure - this
concentration can be about 6.5 g/l). Of course, the investigation of both situations mentioned
above should also include both two variants - without and with hafnium plates in CA, if
possible.

2. AIM OF MEASUREMENTS

The aim of these measurements is to prepare a basis of experimental data that can be
compared versus calculation ones to enable computer codes validation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND CONDITIONS

It is to be noted that CA model on the LR-0 reactor is an "authentic" model, but in
comparison with the original CA, the sequence of its height arrangement (the fuel,
intermediate - butt joint and absorbing parts) is reverse. It consists of three parts. The lower
one contains 2 absorbing segments from the original WWER-440 CA: hexagonal rings with
outer diameter of 136 mm, thickness - 6 mm and height - 102 mm made of borated steel
(2.0 wt.%/) are placed in a stainless steel hexagonal tube (thickness 2 mm). Inside of these 2
hexagonal rings a stainless steel tube (outer diameter - 114.5 mm, thickness - 5 mm) is
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situated which has the following perforations: 6 apertures (600 symmetry) arranged in the
rows with 100 mm distance between them. The upper part of the CA model is a 2.4 %
enr-iched FA, placed in a hexagonal tube (thickness 1.5 mmn) made of zirconium alloyed with
niobium (2.5 wt.%/). Between those two parts there is an intermediate one (butt joint) that
contains original parts of the WWER-440 CA, too.

A shortened WWER-440 type fuel pins were used having a 1250 mm active fuel
(uranium pellets) length with lower end 38 mm from the fuel pin end, excepting the 2.4%1/
enriched pins of the CA model with their active length (uranium pellets) being 1073.6 mm
and containing Zr tubes at their lower part (diameter 7.6/6.0 mm, length 56.7 mm, lower end
38 mm from the fuel pin end), continuing with stainless steel cylinder (diameter of 7.5 mm,
length - 119.7 mm) and finally continuing with active fuel pin part (uranium pellets). The
hexagonal tubes of all FA (excepting the 2.4 enriched one of CA model mentioned above) are
made of aluminium (thickness 2 mm). In all FA the standard type stainless steel spacing grids
defining the hexagonal lattice of the fuel pins in CA model (SG-CA) and in 12 FA of the core
(SG-Co) were used at positions with vertical (axial) coordinates having step of 240 mm.

The vertical (axial) coordinates of the core arrangement:

* -38.0m nu lower end of the fuel pins of 12 FA
* 0.0 mm -lower end of the active fuel part (uranium pellets) of 12 FA
* 5.5 mm - bottom of absorber segments at CA model
* 209.5 mm - top of absorber segments at CA model
* 465.0 mm - bottom of fuel pins at CA mode!
* 503.0 mm - bottom of Zr tubes at fuel pins of CA model
* 559.7 mm - top of Zr tubes and bottom of stainless steel cylinders at fuel pins of CA

model
* 679.4 mm - top of stainless steel cylinders and bottom of fuel active part (uranium

pellets) of CA model
* 880.24 -880.29 mm - range of critical heights (see below).

To start the preparation of an experiment with zero boron acid concentration in
moderator, some needed calculations were performed to determine a core having suitable
properties. On the ground of these calculations [6), following core has been determined: it
consist of the CA model placed in the core centre, around it - a ring of 6 fuel assemblies with
fuel pins having 3.6% enrichment except their periphery rows where three pins in the corners
have enrichment of 3.0 % and finally next 6 periphery fuel assemblies of the same
composition around those ones mentioned above. Schematic arrangement of the fuel
assemblies in the LR-0 core is presented in Fig. 3 (above) and arrangement of the fuel pins in
fuel assemblies in LR-0 core with CA in its centre - in Fig. 4.

The critical heights of this core was in the range of 88.24 to 88.29 cm, enough to have
possibility to investigate power peak in the vicinity of the CA intermediate part (see below).
Such core represents a compromise between some NPPs conditions/needs (e.g. profiled
enrichmeht of the fuel assemblies), LR-0 reactor possibilities (disposable fuel
pins/assemblies) and suitable conditions for calculations (e.g. 600 symmetry).
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4. MEASUREMENTS REALISATION AND SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The measurements of the axial fission density distribution have been performed at all 6
FA adjacent to CA, at each of them in positions equivalent to the positions No 1 19 and No 17
of the FA No 2 in ig. 3 (these two positions are the same as 119 and 17 ones in [1]
mentioned above, respectively). Further, the same axial measurements have been performed
at thre fuel assemblies No 2, 4 and 6 (Fig. 3), at each of them at their 2 (equivalent) corner
positions that are equivalent to the positions No 116 and 122 of the FA No 2. It meanas each
final axial distribution was determined as a weighted mean of the 6 independent distributions,
to obtain experimental data of high quality (reliability and accuracy).

Measurements was based on gamma scanning technique of the iadiated fuel pins
detecting their gamma radiation in the energy range of La peak - 1596.5 keV. For this purpose
a Na(TI) scintillator crystal of 4 m diameter was used with a stepping motor system,
CAMAC modules controlled by PC with corresponding software and rectangular collimator
20x10 nmn. The fuel pins were rotated around their own axis during gamma scanning. The
measurements have been performed with a step of 1 cm.

Some preliminary results of the measured power (fission rate) distributions in positions
No 119, No.116 (122) and No 17 are presented in Fig. 5; corresponding mean values of the
relative errors of these power (fission rate) distribution values are 1.10%, 1.68% and 0.78%
respectively. The power peak was observed at the height of about 52 cm from the lower end
of uranium in the core. Further Fig. 6 presents the distributions of the ratio peaig factor) of
the power (fission rate) distributions of the "periphery" fuel pins No 119 and No 116 (122) to
that from the central part of the same assembly in position No 17.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS UTILISATION

Problems concerning the CA were discussed in the frame of the Technical Meeting on
"WW'ER-440 Local Power Peaking Induced by Control Rods" organized by the International
Atomic Energy Agency in co-operation with Nuclear Research Institute Rez plc, held in Rez,
1I - 13 March 2002. Altogether 33 participants have represented the WWER-440 NPPs as
well as the co-operating Research Institutes and other relevant Organisations from Armenia,
Bulgaria, Hungary, Finland, AEA, Russian Federation, Slovakia, Switzerland, Ukraine and
the host country - Czech Republic. Based on the presentations and discussions, the following
consensus was summarized:

• The power peaking phenomenon is safety related and the criteria affected are
maximum linear heat generation rate, as well as pellet cladding interaction through
high power ramps for fuel surrounding the control rods. Both criteria become
significant in the future if plants move to high bum-up, load following operation or
power up rating. Proper experimental verification is however needed since safety
margins monitoring relies on adequate codes methods for pre-calculation. No direct
monitoring is possible.

• The information presented in meeting is qualitatively consistent, though there are
some small quantitative differences, which can be explained with varying
experimental conditions. The design modification including a Hafnium plate will
reduce the power peaking effect significantly, of the order of 60%.

* New measurements at low boron concentration are desirable as suggested during the
meeting for future LR-0 experiments at Nuclear Research Institute Rez.
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*An extension of the Rez database is considered necessary, in particular for
experiments with boric acid to compare the results against the Russian data.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We can conclude, the first part of the experimental activity concerning the power
peaking problem investigation has been presented above. Next program could consist of the
validated codes utilization to obtain more reliable computation results of the power density
distributions in WWER-440 cores, re-loading schemes etc. This activity can continue for a
longer ime as the first pant one, because it is limited practically by the NPPs needs only.

More information about measurements to be realized can be found in the paper [7] and
other information concerning the power peaking phenomenon - in the papers presented in
Technical Meeting mentioned above (to be published by the LABA).
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Fig. 1. LR-0 Control Assembly - Design and Real Parts
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(b)

Fig. 2. A VVER-440 Type Core with LR-0 Control Assembly (CA).
(a) - CA Loading into LR-0 Core, (b) - in Detail
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Fig. 3. Schematic Arrangement of the Investigated Core on the LR1-0 Reactor (above)
and Numbering of the Fuel Pins in the Fuel Assembly No 2 (below)
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Development of program GIDR1-3M:
modelling of 3D hydrodynamics with heat transport
for the downward flow region of the VVER reactor

S. A. Goreinov, V. V. Danichev, V. I. Lebedev, L. P. Smirnov,
V. S. Ustinov, V. A. Hamaza

In the program G1DR-31Y, modelling 3D) hydrodynamics with heat transport, there was imple-
mented the numerical solution of nonstationary 3D) Navier-Stokes equations system coupled
with continuity equation, energy equation and proper boundary and initial conditions. In the
equations of commonly accepted form, for constricted zones such as lattices, pipe bundles etc.
employed are additional coefficients interpreted as medium porosity and friction. The finite
difference system is solved in time variable by stable explicit method with variable time steps
implemented in code DUMKA. Main effort was invested in the construction of difference
scheme and solution algorithm. The difference scheme was constructed by ntegrating the
iiiitial equations using the control volume method- with octagonal and hexagoiial prismatic
cells.

1 Basic equations in differential form

Fluid motion can be described either in the moving (Lagrange type) coordinate system or
in the fixed (Euler type) coordinate system. Here and hereafter we use the fixed Euler
coordinate sstemn. The full system of hydrodynamics equations describing the 3 non-
stationary motion of viscous compressible fluid is rather complicated. We restrict ourselves to
viscous incompressible flowss. Cnsider the system of Nailer-Stokes type equations and heat
transport equation in divergent form in the domain fl E W? with the boundary r (11-i1:

continuity equation

O9x ay az '(1)

momentum equations

aOW OCU 2 aUV 8CUW81

p(T) (8( + + = div ev grad U -Ol P 
a t Ox O z / ay

- 4VIVI/(2dr), (1.3)
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acts.' aeill.' aew M1112 P
p(T) + + +y = div E&v grad l, - --

-tcVIl/(2dr) + e9pop(T - TO), (1.4)

heat transport equation

p(T)Cp(T) (t OcT &UT DVTy + W az div grad T+

+ (1-)q(r,Y, Z). (15

In the system (1.1)-(1.5), (x, V, z) are Cartesian. coordinates, div + + ~,grad-
_ 88~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a

03'8)'j (U, V, W) are velocity vector components, P is pressure, T is temperature,
p is fluid density, Y(T) is fluid viscosity, g is gravity, c = c(z, y, z) > 0 is medium porosityv 118],
c, is piecewise constant scalar function interpreted as fitting parameter, dr is the hydraulic
diameter, A(T) is heat conductivity, q(x, y, z, t) is the volumetric energy dissipation density,

= (, 4 , ) is the friction coefficient. The-dependence of fluid density on the temperature is
accounted in the Boussinesq approximation 131. In particular, the dependence o f density on
the temperature is taken in the form: p(T) = po(l - P(T- T)), where P(T) is the volumetric
expansion coefficient. WVe assume the quantities po, C., being constant.

Let = ri u £2 u r3, where rt is rigid boundary, while 1', r3 are inlet and outlet
boundaries of the flow in the given domain fl. Equations(1)-15 are coupled wvith
rue following boundary conditions. At all rigid boundaries we use the slip (impermeability)
boundary condition for the velocity vector components, that is

"f 1r = 0. (1.6)

We assume also zero heat flux over rigid boundaries, that is

= 0. (1.7)

Here and hereafter n = (n., ni,, n.) is the unit outward normal to the surface. At the inlet
boundary £2 of the Rlow in the given boundary n, the velocity vector and the thermodynamic
fluid parameters are given functions of time.

a = ff(t), .£j =' ~I(t), (1.8)

On the surfaces of discontinuity of functions c, c we require the continuity of normal com-
ponents of fluxes of vectors C j ra P, cv grad U, cvi grad V, ci' grad W, cA grad T.
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The equation fr P is derived as follows. Assuming the functions which are differentiated
to be sufficiently smooth, compute div calp using formulas (1.2)-(1.4). We obtain

div cl grad P = F(V). (1.9)

In a i1milar manner ', the normal derivative of P, is computed on the boundary r1:

F, _F(V). (1.10)

In the formulas (1.9), (1.10) the right-hand sides are derived from the terms in (1.2)-(1.4)
under the condition that on r

=0. (.1

The initial (stationary) solution is obtained by the method of stagnation.
In the given domain !P consider an arbitrary subdomain w C !n bounded by the surface s

such that cl is constant inside w. Integrate the equations (1.1)-(1.5) over the subdomain w
and apply the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula. We obtain:

frE,.ds = 0, (.2

p(T)(f L.kdw .+Q((UCds) = zCVads- 4(iPnldsJ1 tUIV[ ldw. (1.13)

yI. T O tJ as n us . 2dr

p(T) £ll, dw+ cl £V'Cn ds) CVf cl Wds - fePn_. ds - L. " ( IV 1 

+ fgpo3(T - TO) d(.15

p(T)Cp(T) (f7 d CgI+feTf d$) CA ds +j(1 - )qdw. (.6

Here Cim is the normal component of vector Vwith respect to the surface s, .f,... ds is the
surface integral of the first kind.

Using, the control volume method and substituting quadrature rules for the integrals in
the equations (1.12)-(1.16), we obtain the system of nonlinear differential equations of the
method of lines.
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2 Computation of pressure

The linear system for pressure is solved by computing the LU factorisation of the matrix of
the system 231. In our case the matrix of linear system for pr'essure is sparse. Numerical
solution of that system is implemented in two stages. On the first stage, during the initialisa-
tion of the non-stationary problem computations, employed is a special memnory-effective LU
factorisation algorithm SSDEC decomposing the mnatrix of the system {ak} in the product
of lower triangular and upper triangular matrices L and U so that L' = U. On the second
stage, during the process of solution of the non-stationary problem, employed is a special
algorithm SSSOL which solves the systems with sparse triangular matrices. For this purpose
there were written the special set of programs SSDEC (computing the LU decomposition)
and SSSOL (computing the solution). In this way the computation of pressure is reduced
to the matrix-vector multiplication with a sparse matrix stored in the main memory. Due
to these programs, the time for LU factorisation has decreased in 3 times, as compared to
previous version of algorithm 13-6], while the memory required to store the triangular factor
U has decreased in 6 times. The time of solution with one right-hand side has decreased in 3
times.

3 Time integration method

For he.,.solution of the Cauichy problem for the stiff differential equations obtained by the
method of lines,

du
7F= fRu,t~p) U~t = 1u0, t t <2', (3.1)

where = (U, V, W), U = (U,..., Un), V = .1~..... 1',), 11' = ( 1, ... II',,) n is the

iiumber of grid nodes, proposed are stable explicit differential schemes with variable time
.Steps:

Uk = U(Qk, hk+z = tj+112 - th

Yk.+112 = Uk + hk+l f(uk, tk, Pk),

tk12= t + hk+l,

IYk+1 = Yk+112 + hk+1 f(Yk+112i tk+112, Pk+t1/2), (3.2)
tk+1 = tk+1/2 + hk+l,

Uk+t = Yk~ + '7k+lhk+1 (f(Ukit, ,P0 - fYk+112, tk,112, Pk+112))

where N is the length of cycle of method (3.2), which is determined by the conditions of
approxidmation and stability. Having made 2N steps by the formulas (3.2), we will advance in
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the time variable by the value 1, = 2 E~ hi. Let A = J, where J is the Frechet derivative
(the Jacobian) of the right-hand side of the systdin of differential equations (3.1). Let Sp (.4),
the spectrum of the operator A, be located in the circle 1C, in the plane of the complex
variable z with the minimal radius r > 0,

Kr={z: Iz-rI~r}, (3.3)

let (As. Oi be the eigenpairs of the operator A, {0i} provide a basis, and let AI = 2r, Then
after N steps the method (3.2) induces a polynomial P2Nv(A) of degree 2I\', which has the
form

APN (z) h l( i Z )2 _yvhz2) , (3.4)

so that

P2N(O) = 1, 1,, 2 2hi = -P2() (0), (3.5)

where 1IN is the sum of steps in the method (3.2). In the classical explicit Euler and Runge-
IKutta methods of the 2nd-4th order time steps restricted by the stability condition should
not exceed eau r This is a severe restriction in the solution of stiff problems, when
• (T - to) > 1.

For the given cycle of steps in (3.2), let the approximation conditions subject to max h <
r be known, and let the coefficients of the polynomial P2N(z) be subject to the stability
condition:

ii(P2,v(A)) = sup 1P2N(A)I :5 1. (3.6)
AESp (A)

Then the problem of optimisation of the cycle (3.2) of 2N steps reduces to finding the pa-
ranieters of the polynomial P2j(z) given by (3.4) and subject to conditions (3.5), (3.6) such
that the sum of steps 1 is maximal. Let wn = Q1(z) be the polynomial of degree 1, Qi(0) = 1,
Q~'() < 0,

g = r/cou, Vv = 1lN/(2Ncou). (3.7)

The v alues g, l' j are useful in comparison of method (3.2) with the explicit Euler method in
which the step h = cou is maximal. The first value shows the ratio r over cou. the second
one is equal to the ratio of integration intervals corresponding to 2N steps.

Take the class of polynomials P2Nv(z) in the form

PMp(Z) = T22(Qt(z))/T 21(Q9(0)), (3.8)

where 2N = 2j1, T2j is the Chdbyshiev ploynomnial of the first kind, and 91(z) is a polynomial
of degree . Then

INy = -4jQ'(), VN - 2jQ' (0)/Cl cou). (3.9)
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Letting 0 < m < AI, sp, sI be parameters, consider the polynomials wn = Q4(z) constructed

for = 4 using the following superposition:

s = (AI +mn- 2z)/(AM - i), v = (2s' - 1 + sp)/(1 +sp), w = (2v - 1 + s)/(1 +sl).

Then in the limiting case, for m = 0, we obtain

lj 6j2coU = 2j (.0
i-(1 + 3l(+sp)' ("-1+sl1)(1 +sp) (.0

As we pass from one cycle of steps (3.2) to another one, we change the approximation step,
N, sp and si. For large N the method provides a significant increase of the average step, as
compared with known explicit methods. The method is based on the T-sequence of the roots
of Chebyshev polynomials and akes in consideration the complex spectrum of the Jacobian
of the problem. Such methods can be readily used on parallel and vector computers, for
problems of large dimension, for problems with nonlinear3 nonsymetric, indefinite operators.
Employment of stable explicit differential schemes allows for almost ideal parallelisation and
vectorisation of computations. The method is implemented in the code DUMIKA written
in Fortran-77. Use of the code in applications is simple since the user has to write only
the subroutine defining functions from the right-hand side of equations, and the subroutine
estimating the maximal in modulus negative eigenvalue of the Jacobi matrix. The method
requires only three arrays. The system of ordinary differential equations was integrated in
time using this method.

Due to more rational choice of the program DUMKA parameters, determining its operating
conditions, and due to improvements in algorithm constructing the norm of local error of the
solution for the evaluation of integration steplengths, wve were able to reduce the number of
evaluation of the right-hand side of the system of differential equations (3.1) in two times.

4 Example of simulation of coolant motion in the down-
ward flow region, blend chamber, unheated part of
active zone of the 1st contour of the VVER-1000 re-
actor

The downward flow region, the blend chamber, the unheated part of active zone of the 1st
contour of the VVER-1000 reactor was divided in subdornains with a coordinate grid as
diplaved on the Fig. 1. The number of nodes for the chosen variant of grid was N = 78000.
In the model example the quantities v', A, p, C. were taken constant. In the downward
flow region we set c = 1, y, = 0; in the blend chamber (colander) we set 2 = 0.158,
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= 4, &. = 2.5; the transition zone was subdivided in 4 subzoncs, in which we set C3 = 0.8,
= 0.02, =0.015; 4 =0.928, = 0.02, ~, = 0.05; cs = 0.786, = 0.03, z 0.02;
=0.434, = 0.5, &. 0.015; in the unheated part of active zone we set . =0.62,

= 0.24, ~:= 0.102. With these settings we were able to fit to the experimental data
giving the pressure drop on the considered region of the 1st contour and to balance the drain
of coolant entering the blend zone. The drain of coolant enteringj through the four inlets is
taken to bel 88000 m3/h. On the figures 2-6 displayed are the results of computation of the
following quantities in the downward fowv region, in the blend chamber and in the transient
zone: pressure drop. distribution of 14, ii;, i,', i.e. components of the velocity vector, and the
distribution of abso lute value of the velocity vector of the coolant in the middle horisontal
section of the reactor body. On the figures g-l shown is the distribution of coolant temperature
for the case when the coolant temperature at oni& inlet is 200 and at three other inlets -

28800.

5 Conclusion

As a result of a number of improvements in the algorithms of the program GIDR-3M (differ-
ential schemes, symmetrisation of the equations for the pressure, new method of solution of
sparse linear systemns) and due to more rational choice of the program DUMI1KA parameters,
determining its operating conditions, the total time for solution of system of finite difference
equations. not including the initialisation steps such as computation and storing of the matrix
Qzntries. was reduced in 20 to 30 times. We were able to reduce the memory required to solve
the problem in 5 times (approximately). In the model example of coolant flowl modelling in
tue downward flow region of the VVER-1000 reactor, the Reynolds number is approximately
107.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF ANALYTICAL REACTIVITY
METER

V. Dementiev, S. Tsyganov, L. Shishkov
RRC Kurchatov Institute', Institute of Nuclear Reactors.

Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

The discussed earlier problem of the taking into account the space effects at the reactivity
measurement by the drop method are considered.

The attention is focused on the taking into account the not self-adjoined operators, used in
BIPR7 program and influence estimation of this fact at the resulting factor. It is supported
that, if there are not any information about the strict solution of the linked task, it is possible
to make more precise the results of the effect estimation and reactivity coefficients by the
indignation theory.

The question of the need for allowance for spatial effects in rod drop measurements of
the scram system efficiency was repeatedly discussed, in particular, at the Moscow AER
Seminar as well as at the IX, X and XI AER Sym~posia.

Let us recall the essence of the problem.

The rod drop measurement of the control rod efficiency is carried out by means of one
or several reactivity meters connected to the ex-core ion chambers. Using the reactivity meter
the inverse equation of point kinetics is solved, with the signal proportional to the thermal
neutron flux (N) at the ion chamber location delivered to the reactivity meter input.

The point kinetic equation with allowance for an external source of neutrons and using
the standard notation has the form

~ (~~Cff + +Zxici +S

At A

aci = 5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~(1)
0t A
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where N denotes the signal at the ion chamber location while in any strict derivation of
this equation N should characterize the integral or average neutron flux determining the main
processes in the reactor.

In spite of the shown discrepancy Eq. (1) allows the reactivity to be estimated with an
error 10 + 20% of the measured value. The problem is to reduce this error.

Let us consider the general transport equation:

an
-v=1-pQ- n +Xic, + S

.- ~~~- =]3 1 Qn-X~~~~~~~~c~~, ~(2)

here na n(?, E),

L is the operator describing the transport, slowing down and absorption of
neutrons,

Q is the operator describing production of neutrons from the fission,

S is the external source.

For the radioactivity to "apper in its classical sense: p = - the quasi-criticalKeff'
equation written relative to the value of importance (adjoined function) p should be
considered together with Eq.(2).

here Q+ and C~ are the operators adjoined with Q H~ L. For the corresponding
functional space this means that for arbitrary x and y:

Having performed the known transformations with Eqs. (2) and (3) the following sjtrc
relation involving the reactivity can be obtained:

n (P + (p f P`f)(n >

+ Zi(C. P+) + (S. +
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A -x(ci.+) (4)

herA= ~~i) eff ____(0Q~ )
(Qre A ) (= n+) (n.,p+)=IdEfdVn(?.Et)T+(?,E).

The noticeable variations in A affect p but slightly (just as for Eq. () and if p is

expressed in 'wfractions, then the Ps- does not depend on 3'.
Peff

Where the need is for the experimental control of reactivity of the subcritical reactor in
the steady state, Eq. (4) can also be used. For the steady state case

p=_ (S,sp+) )

(Qn,qo')(5

It is clear that this value of p should identically coincide with the value

p 1 - , where Kffcorresponds to the solution of Eq. (3).

Relation (5) is useful in the experimental assessment of subcritical reactor reactivity by
the ion chamber readings.

It is easy to see that Eqs. () and (4) have the similar structure (except that in Eq. (4)

integral n +- is used instead of N), and, considering that Eq. (4) is an exact equation, it

seems reasonable to make the following correction: not signal nm(rkt) from the ion chamber at
point rk should be `directed` to the reactivity meter, but rather the corrected value

nm(rk,t). 'na~~),p() (6)

where nij(rt) is the calculation value of neutron flux at point r, obtained using the
dynamical code,

T+(r) is the calculation neutron importance obtained from the quasi-critical
calculation, V = const.

It should be noted that normally the quasicritical equation is only solved for the `direct"
(not adjoint) function wo. Therefore expecting that p does not strongly differ from P, the
correction
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nmr~)(n,,, (r, t),qp(r)) (6 )

is used, where cp is the solution of equation fri-Q9 - Up = 0.

The above procedure of introduction of a correction (6') was multiply checked [ - 3
and proved to be useful. But the question arises if this correction should be refined taking into
account not self-adjoined of Q 

Formal transformnations, when there is the information on the solution of only the direct
(not adjoined) problem taking into account that Q ~ and L L+ allows the following
expression to be obtained instead of (4):

at - A

a~~~ci "P+ (n, iM, ~~~~~~~~~~~(7)
a A

where = (f = n-

Hence, instead of relation (5) the following can be written

p (S. (P (8)
(~q),n)

where O (n,cp) - ((,p n)l + f(Lwp, n) (in, (p)

(~xpn)

The suitability of Eqs. (7) and (8) can be and should be further discussed. At the present
stage the authors of this paper want only to demonstrate the ways of introducing corrections
and estimating of their value. It can be easily done on example of relation (8). n doing so we
would like to emphasize that for obtaining vector L a direct way can not be necessarily
used, it is sufficient to recall that
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Keff

The subcritical reactor VVER-1000 was considered with the coolant temperature
t=700 C, boric acid content in the coolant varied flror 4.8 gfkg to 13.71 gfkg. Several variants
of distribution of external neutron sources were considered (for different sources the results
are practically the same).

CB CH3ao3 = I (ST)8-(s) 8
(G/kg H-20) Kef' (Qp9, n) (relation (8)) P =_(T

0.85 4.86 -0.00672 0.00601 0.00071 -0.00672

1.3 7.43 -0.05961 0.05390 0.00571 -0.05961

1.5 8.57 -0.08277 0.07498 0.00777 -0.08275

1.9 10.86 -0.12854 0.1 1687 0.01153 -0.12840

~2.4 13.71 -0.18469 0.16855 0.01578 -0.18433

In the consideration of unsteady regimes, e.g., the measurement of scram system

efficiency, the estimation of flunctionals (Qn,qp) and (qn) entering Eq. (7) was made. In

the course of control rod drop in the VVER-440 relation (where is the BIPR

operator describing the generation of prompt neutrons) was calculated. It was found that after
the scram system rods stop to move, the value of this relation is stabilized at level 1.03, while
during the movement it can reach 1.09.

In conclusion the authors would like to emphasize the tentative character of the
formulas and assessment of the results of their use. In the absence of ways of direct
calculation of neutron value it is possible that also expedient to consider the corrections
similar to those given in this paper when using the theory of perturbations for the estimation
of reactivity effects and coefficients. When other (not BIPR) models of neutron transport are
used, the values of corrections can be changed.
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THE NEW SOLUTION OF THE AER6 BENCHMARK PROBLEM WITH
ATHILET/B1IPR8KN CODE PACKAGE

S.Danilin, S.Nikonov, M.Lizorkin
RRC "Kurchatov Institute ", Institute of Nuclear Reactors, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

The new solution of the sixth three - dimensional hexagonal dynamic AER benchmark
problem obtained by the code package ATHLETIBIPR81KN` is presented. The main
differences from the previous one consist in applying the new model of the steam generator.
A report contains the descriptions of the plant model, have been chosen for the solution of the
benchmark problem. Models and approximations in use at the problem solution are given.

INTRODUCTION

The sixth three-dimensional hexagonal dynamic AER benchmark problems continues a series
of the international benchmark problems defined during 1992-2000 in the frame of the
international VVER cooperation forum AER. Some points, has not been considered in the
previous benchmark problem are taken into accounts in current one. Some actuation of
several safety related system are taken into consideration in this benchmark. There i not
common neutron physical data and each participants of the benchmark problem use their own
best-estimated neutron data. The fixed isothermal re-criticality temperature fr nuclear data
normalising is given. The response of the reactor core on the perturbation coming from the
secondary side of the plant is investigated.

The initial event of the sixth AER benchmark is a double-ended break of the one main steam
line. The break occurs in the end of cycle and flil power conditions. Two of the most
effective control rods are considered stuck in the upper position by the conservatism
conditions. Coolant mixing in the lower and upper plenum is modelled. The full definition of
the benchmark problem is presented in [].

The new solution of the sixth tree- dimensional hexagonal dynamidc AER benchmark problem
obtained by code package ATHLET/BIPR8KN is presented. The main differences from the
previous one consist in applying the new model of the steam generator. The description of the
plant model, have been chosen for the solution of the benchmark problem, models and
approximations in use at the problem solution are given
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THE PLANT MODEL DESCRIPTION USED IN CALCULATION

Core model description

Due to the break asymmetric the flil core configuration is to use. The used core map is shown
on Figure 1. Hydraulically, the core modelled by 6 parallel channels (PIPE type object). The
fuel assembly was modelled by 126 fuel rods, which were described as ROD type object
divided in axial direction into 10 mesh points and in radial direction into 4 mesh points.
Allocation of the fuel assemblies to the core sectors and thermal-hydraulic channels is
presented on Figure 2.

For the preparation of the neutron physical data the code package KASSETA was used. The
burn up calculation was fulfilled by 1BIPR8 code.

To receive the requested in the benchmark definition isothermal re-criticality, temperature the
turning of the cross sections of the absorption material were made. The adjustments were
fullilled by the multiplication of cross. sections of the absorption material on some correction
factor. The results of the adjustments are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Adjustment results

Parameter State

_____ ____ _____ ____ ____ _____ ____ _____ _ ~j U nad usted J A djusted
Keff at zero power state, inlet temperature into the core 0. 97742 1.00023
210"siti controlrodsexeptthtwostckarenlowe

21oC alcotoirdtxcpihotosucnr ioe
Sotcrma wotepmrte co66in1a21 ,alcoto -41.3
sctral thmperaur 6612ieta 2 C alcnto 4155
rods except the two stuck are in lower position, pcml ______ _____

Primary and secondary side model

The input data for the modelling of the primary and secondary side of the reactor were based
on the standard input set for the ATBLET programs for the VVER 440/2 13 project.

According to the benchmark definition the next objects were modelled in the plant scheme
(Figure 3, 4):

ol Reactor pressure vessel;
oCold leg;
O Hot leg;
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ol Steam generator;
ol Main steam line;
ol Main steam header,
o Pressurizer system;
o Volume control system;
o High pressure injection system;
o Feed water system;

The primary circuit of the plant consists of the six separate loops. The principal scheme of the
primary loop is shown on Figure 3. The reactor pressure vessel is divided into six paraflel
chanel wihu any inter connections between channels. The exception is the down camera and
upper pleum where the ixing between channels is applied (Figure 5). The double FILL in the
down camera and upper plenum branches models the tudbulent mixing. The mixing occurs with
the equal volumetric exchange between the neighbouring channels. Percent rate is according
to the benchmark definition [ 1].

The secondary circuit of the reactor also consists of the six separate loops connected. through
the two main steam header. The principal scheme of the secondary circuit is shown on the
Figure 4. Figure 6 shows the nodalization of the steam generator. The new model of the steam
generator consist in:

ol Down camera part;
o) Lower camera;

oHeating up part;
oSeparator with two connections. The first connection is to the down camera. The

second to the steam space;
ol Steam part;

This scheme of the steam generator allows imitating the internal coolant circulation and
separation process. Two levels measure system of the steam generator is realised in this
scheme. The first level is low range. It has the 600 mm base; the lower point of measurement
is approximately 1.96 m from steam generator bottom The operation of the steam generator
level control system is based on the reading of this level. The second one is a high range level.
It has the base by the all height of the steam generator. Feed water is described as a separate
supply into each steam generator.

Break is realised as a double-ended break in the middle part of the main steam line 1. The
mass flow rate through the break is determined on the base of the built in ATHLET one-
dimensional critical discharge flow model.

All specified in the definition of the problem control signals have been modelled with the help
of GCSM blocks.



RESU LTS

The accident is initiated at 0 seconds, when the double ended break of the main steam line is
occurred. The change of the steam generator model has sufficient influence on the results
(Figure 7, Figure 8). It causes the shift of the first power peak and larger secondary power
return. This phenomenon can be explained by the behaviour of the steam generator power
(Figure 1 0, Figure 1 1), steam generator level (Figure 12) and coolant temperature at the sector
inlet (Figure 9).

CONCLUSION

El The change of the steam generator model has sufficient influence on the results. Main
reason is the change of the heat exchange rate in the steam generator due to the internal
circulation of the coolant and separation effect.
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P04PRZ.RI PO-PRZ-RY
PO-PRZ*R2 SPR4N

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PPRESS

V-LP5. PiI.CU

P0-PRESS - PressuPi-er
P0SRE- ugiie ftePrsuie
PO-.PZR rssrzrulodn1av

PO-RZR1- Frs sfey vlv o te Pesurze

PO-PRESS2 - Seodsft av ftePressurizer

V-DCUP - Down camera of the reactor
V-DCLP.1 - Lower plenum of the reactor vessel
V-LP1.1 +V-LIPS.1 - Space below the core
A*AA1 - Fuel assemblies
V-UP1.1 =V-UP3.1 - Space above the core
V-UP4 - Outlet mixing camera of the reactor
V-UPS +- V-UHEAD - Space under reactor head
PI-HL - Hot leg
Pi-CL Cold leg
P1-SG-IN - Inlet collector of the steam generator
PI-SG-UTOI - U-tubes
PI-SG-EX - Outlet collector of the steam generator

Figure 3. Primary circuit of the plant
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S-BRUK1 BRUK1
S-BRUK2 - BRUK2
S-BRUAI - BRUAI
S-BRUA2 - BRUA2
LS6-SG - Line of the feed water supply in steam generator 5
LS6-AW - Line of the feed water supply in steam generator 6
S6-SG - Steam generator volume by the secondary side
S6-SVI - First safety valve of the steam generator 6
S6-SV2 - Second safety valve of the steam generator 6
S6-MSL - Main steam line 6
TG2-MSH - Steam collector before the turbine 2
(LS5-SG) -i (TGI-MSH) - The same for the steam generator 5
SS-MSE12 - Main steam header (common for SG 2,4, 6)
SS-MSH1 - Main steam header (common for SG 1, 3, 5)
SS-MSH - Main steam isolation valve

Figure 4. Secondary circuit of the plant
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Mixing V-UP3~~~~Ak .6

V-DCU.6

-I- ~~~V-UP2.6

Mixing ~~~~~~~V-LP3.6

-1-~~~~~-1P.

V-LP2.6

V-L-PI.6

Figure 5. Nodalization of the reactor pressure vessel (sized, one channel is shown)
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Figure 6. Nodalization of the steam generator (sized)
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New sobation of thi AER6 benchmark groblem
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Figure?7. Thermal power versus time,
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New solution of the AER6 benchmark problem
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Figure 8. Thermal power versus time (sized)
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New solution of the AER6 benchmark Droblem
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New solution of the AER6 benchmark lirobleM
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New solution of the AER6 benchmiark problem
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Figure II1. Power of the steam generator
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. New solution of (lie AER6 benchmatrk problemn

Legend
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Figure 12. Stean generator level
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Ivan Tinka, Eva Tinkovi, Energoprojekt Praha, Czech republic

ABSTRACT

In connection with methodological improvements of safety analyses, some effects of
detail power distributions, that should be taken into account for the hot channel characteristics
determination, have been studied. This determination concerns the whole channel power
(power of the fuel rod) and its axial (along the channel) and radial (across the fuel pellet
radius) distribution. The total power of the channel is studied from the point of view of
possible restrictions for different numbers of main cooling loops in operation. For radial
power distribution the effect of burnup has been studied and for axial distribution the effect of
the control rod vicinity (its coupler part) has been evaluated. The DNBR and fuel temperatures
have been the key safety parameters influenced by these hot channel characteristics and have
been evaluated in this study.

INTRODUCTION

Implementation of new fuel cycles with a significantly higher utilisation of the fuel
(higher burnup) requires also the higher accuracy of description of processes, that occur in the
fuel during normal operation and during anticipated transients and accidents as well. One of
key models used in safety analyses is the model of the hot thermnal-hydraulic channel. The
fulfilment of given acceptance criteria is checked for different events through this model.

The total power of the channel, axial power distribution (along the channel) and radial
power distribution (across the pellet radius) belong to the key characteristics of the hot
channel.

There is sufficient information about the total hot channel power at present time.
Slightly opened question is the determination of the total channel power for different numbers
of cooling loops in operation and for lower power levels (even if in principle the same single
value corresponding to the nominal power can be used; of course, it should be confirmed, that
this value will not be exceeded in any operation state). One of the possible approaches how to
solve this problem will be presented here.

A question of axial power distribution occurred in connection with the detailed
3-dimensional calculations of power distributions (see for instance [), which show high
power peaks in boundary fuel rods near-by the partly inserted control assembly (an influence
of the joint between fuel and absorber). The possible impact on DNBR minima of such axial
distribution for hot channel in comparison with uniform and typical beginning of cycle (BOC)
or end of fuel cycle (EQ power distributions is illustrated in this paper.
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During some transients the specific power distribution across the fuel pellet radius call
play more significant role. The impact of such power distribution is either on maximum fuel
temperature, or on minimum DNBR with possible consequence for the time point, at which
the crisis boiling can occur. This effect will be shown for chosen events.

TOTAL POWER OF A HOT CHANNEL

The total power of a hot channel is usually determined as the product of average fuel rod
power and hot channel factors (engineering coefficients). The basis is then the total enthalpy
rise hot channel factor compound of partial components as the calculational peaking factor
(typically 1.55) and the enthalpy rise engineering hot channel factor (including mechanical,
material and calculational uncertainties). The total enthalpy rise hot channel factor is usually
determined for nominal power at 6 loops operation (typical value 1.85).

When the licence analyses are performed for initial states different from nominal power
with 6 loops in operation it is necessary to define hot channel characteristics by appropriate
way. It is possible, in principle, to use the values for nominal state, but such values may not
correspond to values at lower power levels and lower number of circulating loops in
operation. Such states are accompanied by a lower power level from one the one hand, but by
higher power peaking factors on the other hand, especially when deeper insertion of control
assemblies is allowed. This fact can be respected by the release of the total enthalpy rise hot
channel factor according to the following expression:

where

F1H' (N) - the total enthalpy rise hot channel factor for power N,
FA'- the maximum of the total enthalpy rise hot channel factor for nominal power,

F6- a factor enabling to release the total factor value for lower number of loops in
operation than 6,

f"d- a trend enabling to release the total factor value for lower power levels than N1 ,,
N a - values of a assumed power and the permitted power for given number of

loops in operation.

The actual parameters of fuel cycle have to meet the following condition:
FAH (N FAH' (N).

The maximum of the total enthalpy rise hot channel factor for nominal power can be
written as a product:

F41nI rn... (2)

where
P,,`- maximum calculational value of the relative fuel rod power (typically 1.55),

Fn,- total enthalpy rise engineering hot channel factor including mechanical, material
and calculational uncertainties (typical value F,[, 1, 19).
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Assuming the same value of Pc,,,, for all combinations of cooling loops in operation and
whole range of permitted powers, the expression () can be applied by similar way to
calculational values of the relative fuel rod power.

To obtain the real values of F<6 and f~ it is required to save a margin to DNBR for
lower number of cooling loops in operation not less than in the case of 6-loop operation and
furthermore it is required to assure, that any event from category of transients initiated at
arbitrary power level from permitted extent will not lead to exceeding of DNBR, (correlation)
limit.

Because expression (1) is intended to be used mainly for the description of the hot
channel in conservative safety analyses. the minimal coolant flows through the core are
applied for given number of loops in operation. The values of coolant flow through the core
and corresponding maximal power levels are as follows:

36270 m3fh and 100 % of nominal value for 6 loops,
29936 m3/b a 82 % of nominal value for 5 loops,
25203 m3Ih a 66 % of nominal value for 4 loops,
18292 m3/h a 49 % of nominal value for 3 loops.

Further paramneters; have been represented by variations of their values in a characteristic
range: Inlet coolant temperature 260 and 270 C, coolant pressure 9,4 and 12,4 MPa. Axial
power distributions correspond to typical BOC and EOC conditions (see Fig. 1). The DNB3R
correlation used is PG [2] with correlation limit 1,125 according to [3].

Determination of the F<6 and f~ proceed in two steps:

. Determination of the F46 on the basis of the F,5U'n values, that correspond to such hot
channel FsH, for which just the value of correlation limit is reached, while reactor power is
equal to the maximum permitted value for given number of loops in operation. Results of
these calculations gre shown on Fig. 2. It is useful, for determination of the F<6 parameter,
to give these results in the form of the ratio: values for 6, 5, 4 and 3 loops in operation to
values for 6 loop opertion - see Fig. 3. From this figure the margin to correlation limit in
comparison with 6 loop operation can be evaluated. It follows that the margin can be
expressed as a factor 1.10 for 5 loop, 1.32 for 4 loop and 1.68 for 3 loop operation. These
values can represent the factor F46 directly, or based on them the ,,bounding" value can be
chosen - in this case 1.10 as the minimum for all variants.

2. Determination of the ftmd on the basis of the requirement not to exceed the value of the
correlation limit DNBR in the whole region fom zero power to power level setpoint for
reactor trip (assmed 112 % of the maximal permitted value for given number of loops in
operation). Margin to DNBR correlation limit for the total enthalpy rise hot channel factor
value of 1.85 (maximum power, bounding value of 1.1 for less than 6 loop operation) is
illustrated in the Fig. 4. Conservative choice for fd, unified for all variants of loop
operation, leads to value of 0,2.

Using the values for the F,6 and f~, parameters obtained above, the expression ()
takes the form:
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Assuming the same value of F,,,, for all combinations of cooling loops in operation and
whole range of permitted powers, the expression () can be applied by similar way to
calculational values of the relative fuel rod power.

To obtain the real values of F and f it is required to save a margin to DNBR for
lower number of cooling loops in operation not less than in the case of 6-loop operation and
furthermore it is required to assure, that any event from category of transients initiated at
arbitrary power level from permitted extent will not lead to exceeding of DNBR (correlation)
limit.

Because expression (1) is intended to be used mainly for the description of the hot
channel in conservative safety analyses, the minimal coolant flows through the core are
applied for given number of loops in operation. The values of coolant flow through the core
and corresponding maximal power levels are as follows:

36270 m3/h and 100 % of nominal value for 6 loops,
29936 m3/h a 82 % of nominal value for 5 loops,
25203 m3/h a 66 % of nominal value for 4 loops,
18292 m3/h a 49 % of nominal value for 3 loops.

Further parameters have been represented by variations of their values in a characteristic
range: Inlet coolant temperature 260 and 270 C, coolant pressure 9,4 and 12,4 MPa. Axial
power distributions correspond to typical BOC and EOC conditions (see Fig.l1). The DNBR
correlation used is PG [2) with correlation limit 1, 125 according to [3].

Determination of the F.6 and f~ proceed in two steps:

1 .Determination of the F46 on the basis of the Fa~iiRm values, that correspond to such hot
channel FAN for which just the value of correlation limit is reached, while reactor power is
equal to the maximum permitted value for given number of loops in operation. Results of
these calculations pre shown on Fig. 2. It is useful, for determination of the F"6 parameter,
to give these results in the form of the ratio: values for 6, 5, 4 and 3 loops in operation to
values for 6 loop operation - see Fig. 3. From this figure the margin to correlation limit in
comparison with 6 loop operation can be evaluated. It follows that the margin can be
expressed as a factor 1.10 for 5 loop, 1.32 for 4 loop and 1.68 for 3 loop operation. These
values can represent the factor F,6 directly, or based on them the ,bounding"' value can be
chosen - in this case 1.1 0 as the minimum for all variants.

2. Determination of the f~ on the basis of the requirement not to exceed the value of the
correlation limit DNBR in the whole region from zero power to power level setpoint for
reactor trip (assumed 112 % of the maximal permitted value for given number of loops in
operation). Margin to DNBR correlation limit for the total enthalpy rise hot channel factor
value of 1.85 (maximum power, bounding value of 1.1 for less than 6 loop operation) is
illustrated in the Fig. 4. Conservative choice for fj, unified for all variants of oop
operation, leads to value of 0,2.

Using the values for the F<6 and fft parameters obtained above, the expression (1)
takes the form:
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F,1"(N) I,85x(I+0,2x(l-NN,,rrn)) for 6 loops in operation, or

Fall` (N) 2,035x(1+0,2x(l-NIN,,rm)) for 5, 4, 3 loops in operation.

Such release of the Em creates some space for increasing of power peaking factors at
lower powers and ower number of cooling loops in operation. This release, when applied to
safety analyses, make possible to check simply the validity of their results, when initial
conditions are changed, especially when permitted band of control rod positions needs to be
changed. The described restriction is one of the requirements applied to permitted control
grou insertion.

SPECIFIC AXIAL DISTRIBUTION INFLUENCED BY V[CINITY OF THE
CONTROL ROD JOINT

This effect has been discussed in detail (including experimental study) in the paper of
Aborina at al presented in 1 ]. The following study is performed on the basis of MOBY DICK
calculations (Dukovany NPP - [41). The effect of ,special" axial power shapes can be
illustrated for steady state case in the form of DNBR minima as a function of a TH channel
power.

Initial data are chosen conservatively for DNI3R (coolant parameters), analysed case is 6
loop operation. Typical axial power shapes used for safety analyses correspond usually either
to the beginning of cycle (BOC), or to the end of cycle (OC), or to the uniform distribution -
see Fig. 5. On the contrary, the vicinity of the control rod joint leads to the specific axial
power shape with sharp maximum in this region (Fig. 5). From this figure it is also seen the
positive effect afler introducing Hf plates in that region. Calculations of DNB3R minima show
(Fig. 6) the differences in reaching the DNBR (correlation) limit which is caused only by the
axial power shapes. Taking into account only corresponding distributions (omitting BOC case
as not limiting), then interval of these differences is - 5-7 kW in channel power - this
represents appr. 6-8 % in channel power. It should be mentioned, that the case, when the
control group is nearly withdrawn from the core, can cause more adverse conditions than
deeper insertion - see Fig. 6 (without Hif 2 curve). It is clear, that in conservative safety
analyses such effects are not negligible and they should be taken into account. But the future
constructions of the follower-control assembly joint may significantly improve these
unfavourable effects.

DETAIL RADIAL POWER DISTRIBUTION ACROSS THE FUEL ROD
RADIUS

The characteristic form of the power distribution across the fuel pellet and increasing
power peaking with increasing burnup are well known. Typical curves are shown in Fig. 7.
The main consequences of such power distributions are different fuel temperature
distributions (even in steady state conditions) and different DNBR conditions during
trnients. The inadvertent control group withdrawal case from full power and control
assembly ejection at zero and full initial power were chosen to illustrate expectable range of
differences. Results can be seen from Fig. 8 through Fig. 14. In all cases the uniform
distribution means equal values for each radial layer of the pellet, white the nonuniform
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distribution means step distribution with increased values of the power in outer layer of the
pellet (see Fig. 7). Based on presented results it is possible to conclude that the impact of the
radial power distribution is not so dramatic, but it should not be neglected. On the other hand,
the effect of uncertainties in pellet - cladding gap heat transfer can significantly overlap these
axial and radial power distribution effects.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The basis for this study have been requirements of the Czech State Office for Nuclear Safety
to document in safety analyses following aspects:

- the correct choice of conservative case for number of cooling loops in operation (together
with adequate initial power level),

- the sufficient conservatism in axial power distributions used in safety analyses,

- the sufficient conservatism in radial distribution across the fuel pellet usually used in safety
analyses.

To fulfil the first point by various analyses it was necessary to develop expression (1)
for description of the hot channel total power for different number of loops in operation and
different power levels. As to the points two and three it was shown, that effects of detail
power distributions are not negligible, but their effect is not so dramatic. Nevertheless, if
possible, it is recommended to take them into account in safety analyses.
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ABSTRACT

VALCO is an EU FPS project on transient analysis code validation for VVER type reactors
that continues the work of the former EU Phare project SRRII95. Twelve organisations from
nine East and West European countries are participating. For the validation of coupled
neutronic. / thermal-hydraulic codes that are: used in VVER safety analyses, five measured
transients from different VVER-440 and VVER-1000 plants have been documented. Two of
them have been chosen for validation calculations. First results of an ATHLET DYN3D
calculations for a MCP trip measured in the Kozloduy-6 VVER-100O are presented.
Uncertainty analysis applying the SUSA methodology developed at GRS to coupled-code
calculations for VVER will be performed. To validate the stand-alone three-dimensional
neutronic codes together with the applied two-group diffusion parameters independently from
thermohydraulic: feedback, the analysis of measurements in the V-10OO zero-power facility
(KI Moscow), which is a fuI-scale VVER-1000 mock-up, is going to be performed.
Preliminary results of DYN3D steady-state calculations using a HELIOS two-group data
library and albedo coefficients calculated by the transport code MARIKO are compared to
measurement data.
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INTRODUCTION

The VALCO project is aimed at the improvement o the validation of coupled neutronic/
thermal-hydraulic codes. Modem safety standards require a modelling of complex accident
processes with significant interaction between thermal-hydraulic system behaviour and space-
dependent reactor kinetics. To perform the analysis of such events, thermal-hydraulic system
codes have to be coupled to three-dimensional core models. These coupled codes need to be
validated against well specified transient scenarios. Twelve research and technical support
organisations as well as NPPs from 9 countries are participating in the project.'
The first objective of the project is to extend the measurement data base for the validation of
coupled neutronic/thennal hydraulic codes for VVER type reactors covering processes which
were not considered in previous analyses. Based on the experience obtained in the frame of
the Phare project SRR-1/95 Improvement of the verification of coupled thermal
hydraulics/neutron kinetics codes' Wei0/ the measurement data base for validation of
coupled codes is extended and qualified. Two data sets, one for each VVER-440 and VVER-
1000, are selected for transient calculations. The analyses of these transients are going to be
accomplished with different available code systems. The calculated results will be compared
with measurment values.
The second objective is to develop a methodology of uncertainty analysis for coupled codes
and to apply it to selected transients. In the frame of uncertainty analysis the application of
methods which were developed for thermal-hydrauilic codes will be extended to coupled
codes. The uncertainty analysis methodology will be applied to transients considered within
the above mentioned Phare project. Uncertainty bands of relevant output parameters of the
codes will be obtained and compared with the results of previous analyses. On basis of this
comparison weak points of validation procedure are identified.
The third objective is to validate neutron kinetics models and nuclear cross section libraries
against kinetics experiments. For purpose of the specific validation of neutron kinetics models
which are used in the different coupled code systems, calculations of two kinetics experiments
performed at V-1000 zero power test facility in the Kurchatov Institute Moscow will be
accomplished The experiments are going to be modelled with the three-dimensional neutron
kinetics coe DYN3D, H1EXTRAN, KIKO3D and BIPR8. Different nuclear cross section
libraries will be used for the neutronics calculations to investigate the impact of two-group
diffusion and kinetics parameters.

1VALCO parn~ are FZ (co-ordinator)and GRS from Germany, V1T Energy from Finland, AEKI Budapest
from Hungary, NRI Rez from Czech Repubtic, VUWE Tmoava and NPPs Bobunice and Mocboyce from Slovak
Republic, NRNE Sofia from Bulgaria, STC on Nuclear and Radiation Safety Kiev from the Ukraine, Sexco
Assuace from the United Yingdom and RIRC Kurebatov Institute from Russia.
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EXTENDED VALIDATION OF COUPLED CODES

Overview on transients

The interaction between the neutronic effects of the reactor core and the fluid dynamic
behaviour of the plant cannot be measured in experimental facilities, but only in nuclear
power plants. Therefore, transient data measured in NPI's have to be used for the validation of
coupled codes.
In the frame of Phare SRR- 1/95 project a measurement data base about transient processes at
NI`Ps with VVER type reactors was archived. The docurnentations of the following transient
processes were elaborated:

for VVER-440:
drop of one turbine to house load level experiment at the Loviisa-1 NPP,
shutdown of 3 from 6 working main coolant pumps at the Dukovany-2 NPP and
for VVER-1000:
tumn-offof one from two working SG feed water pump at the Balakovo-4 NPP,
decrease of the turbo-generator power from 1000 MW down to the house load level at
the Zaporoshye NPI`
switch-off of two neighbouring main coolant pumps at the Kozloduy NPP

For each VVER type, one test was analysed by the coupled codes, namely, the Balakovo-4
and the Loviisa-1 transients MitOl/, HimO2/. These transients were calculated by different
users with different or the same code system, using different or the same nuclear data
libraries. For the other transients a relevant plant data and available msrement
parameters were documented for future analysis.
While the transients analysed in the Phare SRR1I95 project were mainly initiated by
perurations in the secondary circuit, transients caused by hardware actions in the primary
circuit are of special interest to be analysed in the VALCO project, e.g. transients initiated by
switching-off of main coolant pumps or by control rod movements. In these transients, new
aspects of the plant behaviour are expected, e.g. flows redistribution between the primary
circuit loops or redistribution of neutron flux and power density due to asymmetric rod
movements.

Following transients in NPP? with VVER-440 were documented within the VALCO project:

* Unexpected drop of control rod at Bohunice-3: The drop of control rod No. 287 occurred
within about 1 0 sec during flil power operation. The position of the dropped rod is shown
in fg. . The level of power was reduced to 89% N.. The control rod reached lower-end
position. Protection system AO-4 was activated prohibiting control rod withdrawing. The
power level was reduced by operator actions to the 85% N.,~ and all parameters were
stabilised. Radial power distribution of the core was evaluated.

* Coast-down of 3 from 6 working MCPs at 94.5 % power at Mochovce-2: The main
coolant pumps No. 1, 3 and 5 were switched off. The level of unit power was reduced to
47% N.. After stabilisation of operation parameters, the ROM system was activated for
preservation of unit power during work with 3 MCP.

* Coast-down of 2 from 6 working MCPs at nominal power at Dukovany-2: Due a failure in
the feedwater control system and subsequent increase of the steam generator levels, 2
MCPs were switched off by the operator with time interval of 23 sec. The transient was
terminated by activation of reactor scram.
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For VVER-lO 00 two transients arc described:
• Coast-down of from 4 and from 3 MCPs at Kozloduy-6: First, one of four operating

MCPs has been switched off at full nominal power. Reactor power was stabilised at 65 %
N...,. About 90 min later, te next pump neighbouring to the first was switched off (one
of three). Unit power was reduced to 46 % N..m.

* Control rod movement tests at 80 % power at Rivne-3: For purpose of testing the SPND
response, single control rods were inserted into the core from upper position to the bottom
and withdrawn again after some time delay. The procedure was repeated for various rods
at different positions. Before performing this experiment, the reactor power was increased
from H to about 80% N., within about 20 hours. Consequently, equilibrium
concentrations of Xe-135 and Sm-149 were not reached at the beginning of the
experiment. Operational history is provided to get Xe and Sm concentrations before the
transient.

Fig. 1 Position of the dropped control rod in the core of NPP Bohunice

According to the above mentioned considerations, the control rod drop transient at NPP
Bohunice and the coast down of from 3 MCPs at NPP Kozloduy have been selected for
analysis. The analysis is going to be accomplished with the available code packages
comprising of thermal-hydraulic codes ATHLET, SMABRE and RELAPS and neutron
kinetics codes DYN3D, HEXTRAN, K1K03D and BIPR8 using different methods of code
coupling. For the neutronic parts of coupled codes, each participant will perform calculations
with their own neutronic cross section sets.
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Analysis of the Kozloduy pump coast down transient by DYN3D-ATAILET

First results of the analysis of the Kozloduy pumnp coast down transient prformed in FZ
Rossendorf by using the coupled code system DYN3D3-ATHLET are presented Thc results
have preliminary character, because some questions concerning details of the scenario have
still to be clarified. For the final e-valuation of the results, the calculations from all participants
will be compared. The comparison is made for both the initial reactor state and the transient
calculations. The effects of different codes and the effects of different coupling types are
studied.

For the analysis presented, the external coupling of the 3 reactor core model DYN3D
IGruj93/, Gru96J and the thermal-hydraulic system code ATHLETI .2A Tes96I was used.
External coupling means, that the core including neutron inetics and thermal-hydraulic is
modelled by DYN3D, while the rest of the primary and secondary circuit are modelled by
ATHLET Gru95/. Boundr conditions at the core inlet and outlet are exchanged between
the codes in each time step. Macroscopic cross section library for VVER-1000 generated by
the NESSEL code IHei8l/ is used in DYN3D.

The transient at the 6-tb unit of Kozloduy has been initiated by the coast-down of the 1 st loop
MCP at the moment, when 3 of 4 MCPs (namely, st, 2nd, and 4th) were in operation. The
MCP of the 3rd primary loop has been switched off about 90 minutes earlier during the first
phase of the performed start-up experiments, and, according to the VALCO project
specification, this period of unit operation is not required to be simulated. The transient
scenario is shown in table 1.

0 MCP of the 1st primary loop is switched off (one of three operating MCPs)
0.5 10-th group of control rods starts its downward movement from position 73%

to decrease reactor power
20 Set point 'low level in SGI" (-100 mmn) is reached and the 2nd auxiliary feed

water pump (AFWP-2) is put into operation; AWFP- 1 is operating during the
whole experiment

3 1 10-th control group reaches the lower position of 55 %
52 Switch off of the 1 st heater group of pressurizer
58 First opening of the pressurizer spray valve (maximum 21 % at 75th second,

_____closure at 83rd. second)
88 Second opening of the pressurizer spray valve (maximum 7%/1 at 98th second,

_____closure at 103rd. second)
380 End of transient 7 7 7

Table 1. Sequence of main events

The computer model of the V-320 plant, which has been used in calculations, incorporates 4
separate primary coolant loops, steam generators and main steam lines up to their connection
points to turbines. Each fuel assembly of the core model has its own hydrodynamic channel
within 60-degree sector of symmetry. At the elevation level of the hot leg nozzles the upper
plenum has bee= symmetrically divided into two equal volumes without coolant exchange
between them. Within each of these two volumes the mixing of coolant is assumed to be
ideal. The dynamic pump model of ATHLET is applied to simulate hydraulic behaviour of
the MCPs. This model describes MCP by the empirical set of homologous curves.
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Prior to the transient simulation the calculations o fuel cycle and reactor initial state
paramcters have been performed. Stand-alone DYN3D code has been used to calculaic burn
up distribution and equilibrium concentrations of Xe and S in the core as well as the
concentration of boron acid in the primary coolant at 171.6 FPD. The experimental and
calculated values or the boron acid concentration are in a very close agreement (2.85 glkg and
2.84 g/kg, correspondingly), but for transient calculation this parameter has been increased up
to the value of 2.89 glkg to compensate underestimated concentrations of Xe and Sm, which
are not at equilibrium and have higher values at the starting point of the transient. The decay
heat model of DYN3D was not employed in the preliminary transient calculations. The
comparison of experimental and calculated initial state paramneters of the reactor plant are
presented in table 2.

300 seconds of the transient have been simulated using DYN3D.-ATHLET coupled code
system. Figures 2-5 show the compaison of the first results of calculations with the measured
data. Preliminary analysis of these results indicates that the probable reason of deviation in
the predicted upper plenum pressure (g.3) can be explained by underestimation of the core
power, when decay heat is not taken into account. The values of the loop temperatures (fig.
4,5) depend on the efficiency of the primary coolant mixing in the reactor upper plenum.
Some of the measured and estimated data, such as the pressuriser water level and reverse
mass flow, rates through the loops with the switched-off MCPs, should be additionally
clarified.
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These, results are to be considered as preliminary, because details of the measurement data
documentation and boundary condition definition for the analyses have still to be clarified as
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mentioned above. A final comparison between results obtained with the help of the various
code packages and the measurement data will be given after careful analysis of some open
items in measurement data documentation and presumptions for the analysis.
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Fig 7: Comparison of upper plenum pressure curves

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR COUPLED CODES

The analyses of the transients performed in the Phare SRRI/95 project have shown that the
results of the calculations depend on various input parameters for the codes, model options,
nodalisation etc. On the one and, different macroscopic cross section libraries or other
physical model parameters caused differenices between various analyses. On the other hand,
differences in the results of transient analyses were observed, when calculations were
performed by using the same code system and data, but by different users. This material
provides a basis to develop an uncertainty method application for coupled codes.
Among others, GRS has developed methods for the evaluation of uncertainties. In order to get
information about the uncertainty of computer code results, a number of code runs have to be
performed. For each of these calculation runs, all identified uncertain parameters are varied
simultaneously.
The aim of the uncertainty analysis is at first to identify and quantify, all potentially important
parametezs including their uncertainty bands. heir propagation through computer code
calculations provides probability distributions (and ranges) for the code results. A distribution
of values should be taken into account instead of a distinct value for comparison of calculated
with measured parameters. The evaluation of the margin to acceptance criteria should be
based on the upper limit of the distribution for the calculated parameter.
The 'Report on the Uncertainty Methods Study' by T. Wickett (Ed.) Wic981 is a reference
document in the field of applying uncertainty methods for thermal-hydraulic codes. The
Uncertainty Methods Study (UMS) Group /Wic98/ has compared five methods for calculating
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thc uncertainty in the predictions of advanced bcst-cstiinate' thcnnal-hydraulic codcs. These
methods arc:

Description of the method Developed by Applied to the codes
AEAT Method. Phenomena AEA Technology, UK RELAPSIMOD3.2
uncertainties selected,
quantified by ranges and
combined. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Uncertainty Method based University of Pisa RELAP5/MOD2 cycle 36.04,
on Accuracy Extrapolation IBM version
(UMAB). Accuracy in CATHARE 2 version 1 .3U
calculating similar integral rev S
tests is extrapolated to plant.
GRS Method SUSA. Geselischaft filrAnlagen- ATHLET Mod 1. 1 Cycle A
Phenomena uncertainties und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS),
quantified by ranges and Germany
subjective probability
distributions (SPDs) and
combined.
IPSN Method SUNSET. Institut de Protection et de CATHARE 2 version .3U
Phenomena uncertainties Sfiret6 Nucl6aire (IPSN), rev 
quantified by ranges and France
SPDs and combined. ___________

ENUSA Method Empresa Nacional del RELAPS/MOD 3.2
MAYDAY. Phenomena Uranio, SA (ENUSA), Spain
uncertainties quantified by
ranges and SPDs and
combined. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 3: Overview on uncertainty analysis methods

Three methods are basically of the same type, which is characterised by applying general
statistical methods. These statistical code packages are SUSA (GRS), SUNSET (IPSN) and
MAYDAY (ENUSA). They differ in the simulation code, which is ATHLET (GRS),
CATHARE (IPSN) or RELAP/Mod. 32 ~ENSA) in the different methods and also in the
statistical packages which are used to set-up and to evaluate the statistical investigations. The
statistical approach can directly be applied for coupled codes, because the methods don't need
code adjustments. The application needs the identification of relevant input parameters, the
estimation of ranges of parameter values and their probability distribution as basis for a
subsequent statistical analysis of code results. Within the VALCO project it is proposed to use
the GRS method for the specific task defined by the validation calculations of coupled codes.
The theoretical basis and its implementation in the tools are described in publications I11of93,
Hof99, Gla95I. The method was applied in different ields, a great number of applications
were addressing fluid dynamic problems /Gla01la, Gla0Il/.

The basic considerations are the following: The statistical methods consider the effect of
uncertainty of input parameters, like computer codes models, initial and boundary conditions,
application specific input data and solution algorithms on the calculational results. The
methods are based on well-established concepts and tools from probability calculus and
statistics. Using tools from statistics allows to make quantitative tolerance/confidence
statements about the combined influence of the identified uncertainties. Such statements could
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not be made without these tools, not even after a very largc number of code runs. It is a matter
of efficiency to exploit what is known from statistics in order to reach the target uncertainty
coverage and confidence at minimum cost or to extract the most of information from the
expended number of runs. The results from the code runs. together with the sample of
paratmeter vectors, are subsequently used to derive global sensitivity measures. They account
for both, the differential sensitivity of the code result with respect to the uncertain parameter
and the parameter uncertainty. Thus they are suited for ranking uncertainties according to
their contribution to code result uncertainty. A selection of sensitivity measures is available
for the evaluation. i.e. standardised rank regression coefficients, rank correlation coefficients,
correlation ratios. For calculating tolerance limits, the main advantage of these tools is that the
number of calculations is independent of the number of uncertain parameters to be
investigated.

The next steps are the selection of parameters including their uncertanty band based on the
results achieved in the Phare SRRII95 project. These selected parameters are varied in the
new calculations of the same transients of the Balakovo-4 and Loviisa-1 NPPs. Results of
uncertainty analysis are discussed and compared with the evaluations performed in the above
Phare project. On basis of this comparison, the available validation steps are reviewed and
weak points of the validation procedure are identified.

SPECIFIC VALIDATION OF NEUTRON KINETICS MODELS

Overview on neutronic experiments

To separate neutron inetics behaviour from feedback effects, a specific validation of neutron
kinetics models is carried out by calculations of kinetics experiments at the V-1000 zero
power critical facility (ZPCF) in the Kurchatov Institute Moscow /1on991. The ZPCF V-1000
is purposed for examination of neutron-physical performances of VVER cores by critical cold
experiments using full-scale cores of VVER-1000 or VVER-40 A broad spectrum of
kinetics experiments has been carried out at this test facility modelling a VVER-l1000 reactor
core in. original geometry. These experiments provide unique data material for the validation
of neutron kinetics codes for hexagonal fuel assembly geometry. Calculations will be
performed using the 3D) neutron kinetics models of the codes BIPR8, DYN3D, HEXTRAN
and K[KO3D. Macroscopic cross section libraries generated with the help of the cell codes
WIMS, HELIOS, CASMO and NESSEL will be used.

The critical facility consisting of the core and a stainless steel reflector is placed on a bottom
support grid in an open tank filled with water. A distance between the reflector and the tank
simulates VVER-1000 reactor downcomer. The reflector has vertical channels, where 'dry"
stainless steel tubes are inserted. onisation chambers for neutron flux measurements are
placed in tubes of type `B" (see Fig. 8). In one 60 degree sector of the radial reflector (lower
left side in Fig. 8), there are additional vertical holes (type "c") which are filled with stainless
steel plugs. The diameter of these plugs is 5 mm less than that of the holes, thus causing a ring
of moderator around the plugs.
The core criticality is reached by filling the tank with moderator up to a critical level. The
control and protection system contains neutron flux monitoring equipment and control rods
(CR). Up to 109 CR drives located above the tank on a movable platform can be used. The
drives allow a CR movement velocity up to 40 cm/sec. The core is equipped with FA of the
VVER-1000 with standard 61 clusters. Each cluster is moved by one drive.
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The following measurcment signals arc provided during thc kinetics experimcnts:
signals or up to 1 0 micro ission chambers of type KNT-5, being located in FA central
tubes at one of three elevations (2650 mm, 1750 mm, 850 mm)
signals of two onisation chambers KNK-56,
indications or two reactivity meters,
12 cluster-position signals.

The configuration of the ZPCF V-100O is shown on fig. 8.

'. 4'~~ 
2 netfor KNK-56

)co.tro room

channel for :N p

moderatorcvt s*m *

Fig. 8 Core configuration of the zero power critical facility VA 000

The following types of different experiments carried out in the full-scale VVER-l1 000 mock
up at the Kurchatov Institute Moscow are available:

Control rod group moving from bottom to top of the core and v.v.;
Single control rod of different groups moving from bottom to top of the core and v.v.;
Single control rod of different insere groups moving upwards and downwards to
simulate emergency conditions with control rod ejection;
Transitions to sub-criticality to simulate operational and emergency trips:

movement of all control rods downwards from different initial positions;
control-rod drop with diflerent single rods fixed in different positions;
control-rod drop with different groups fixed in the uppermost position;
fast loss of moderator, combinations of moderator loss and control-rod drops
while different groups being fixed in the upper position;
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Neutron flux transients with reactivity compensation; reactivfly perturbations du to
control-rod moving or moderator level changes are compensated by moving the control
rods still available.

Steady-state power distribution measurements were performed for all FA central tubes and for
some fuel rods of one dismountable FA, with fully inserted clusters of group X, and without
any control rods in the core. The measurements of the core power distribution were carried
out by irradiation of special short fuel rods, inserted into te central tubes of FA. The "fuel-
rod-detector' middle parts were situated at the elevation of 1200 mm from the bottom level.
The enrichment of the "fuel-rod-detectors" was equal to that of the "normal" fuel rods around
the FA central tube. Measurements of the pin-power distribution were carried out by using the
dismountable FA (number 85 in ig. 8). After irradiation of the fuel-rod-detectors in a critical
state for about 20 mmn they were taken out and the induced 7-activity was measured by a Nal
detector. The relative power distributions for the FA centres are presented in fig. 9.

FA number

xxxx ~Power without CR

Power with inse~e CR group 1 0

Fig. 9 Steady-state power distributions obtained from activation measurements

The detailed neutron power distribution for selected rows of fuel pins in the FA number 85
obtained by activation measurements is shown in fig. 10.
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Absorber rod

Power with cluster removed

Power with inserted cluster

Fig. 10 : Power distribution in fuel rods of FA number 85
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Two kinetics experiments have been slected for analysis that represent ituations typical for
operational transients (decrease and increase of power caused by control rod movements or
reactor shutdown) and include also significant space-dependent neutron kinetics effects. The
following experiments have been documented for code validation purposes:

I. Moving of a single cluster
Only one cluster of group IX (core node No 126) is moved with the velocity of about 5
cm/lsec from the upper position to the lower position and then in opposite direction with a
velocity of about 1 0 cralsec. The time after the CR insertion was chosen to be long enough for
the signals of both reactivity meters to become equal. The smaller velocity of the CR insertion
was chosen to prevent PA head damages The detecor signals for this experiment are shown
on Fig. 1 1.
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Detector readings normal ised to 10 at

Fig. 1 1: Neutron flux measurement data for the experiment with trapezoidal CR movement
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2. Scram simulation with one stuck rod
After a drop or control rods with a velocity or 70 cls, onc CR of bank IX (node No 126)
slowly moved downwards and stopped approximately in the middle of the core hcight. Somc
2 10 s later this cluster is also dropped, and the process is recorded until the efrect is below the
sensitivity of the reactivity.

Calculations of steady-state neutron flux distributions using DYN3D

First steady-state calculations have been carried out by the three-imensional nodal reactor
code DYN3D. The two-group diffutsion parameters needed as input have been generated by
the cell code HIELIOS IPetO2I. The core edges were modelled by albedos that were calculated
by the transport code MARIKO PetOO/, in which multi-group cross sections produced by
HELIOS have been applied.

In the steady state under consideration, the critical moderator level in the facility was at 266.8
cm above the core bottom (lower fuel edge), the boron acid concentration in the moderator
amounted to 8.68 gl, the moderator temperature was 15.2 C, and all control rod groups were
totally driven out. The core was loaded with 163 fresh VVER-1000 fuel assemblies of
different enrichment in a way that 60-degree rotational symmetry was preserved. The upper
values in fig.9 represent the measured power distribution in this state.

In the DYN3D calculation, the core was divided into 14 axial layers of nearly equal heights.
One of these layers was chosen in a way that its middle coincided with the midddles of the
measuring fuel-rod-detectors" at elevation 120 cm (described in the previous section).
DYN3D calculates nodal fluxes and powers, i. c. power densities that are averaged over the
whole hexagonal prisms containing the measuring single fuel rods in their centres. In order to
calculate the powers in the central pins, where they were really measured, the flux-
reconstruction option of DYN3D has been used /Had971. This option allows to reconstruct the
dependence of the power density on the co-ordinates within the hexagonal plane of a node by
using the neutron fluxes and current& on the six sides of the hexagon. Additionally, the
relative pin powers, produced by the cell code for each assembly type (enrichment), were
taken into account, so that the real power densities in all 331 pin cells of each node were
modelled by DYN3D.

Special axial albedos were used for the upper and lower core edges of each fuel assembly
typ, the upper albedos being applied to the wet-dry boundary at 266.8 cm above the core
bottom. A look at the measured radial power distributions (Fig. 9) suggests that the radial
albedos must play a decisive role in correctly modelling the steady states. There is a strong tilt
in these radial distributions showing an increase of relative power from the "lower-left" to the
'upper-right' symmetry sector of the core. As there is a 60-degree symmetric loading (and
symmetric control-rod insertion i case of the lower values in fig.9), only the radial core
edges can be responsible for the tilt. Obviously, the plugged channels "c" (Fig. 8) in the
lower-left edge influence the neutron reflection significantly. An additional effect can be
expected from the different water-gap widths between the reflector steel and the 90 face of
the radial core edge, the gap widths varying between 2 and 12 mmn.

In fig. 12 a comparison between the calculated and measured central-pin powers at the height
of 120 cm above the core bottom is presented. In a first preliminary calculation, an average
gap width of 5.1 mm was assumed, leaving the plugged channels "c' to be the only
asymmetry in the configuration. The neutron power tilt from "lower-left" to "upper-right" is
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described in principlc, although it is over-estimated by the calculation. It was found, that the
calCUlated power distribution is very sensitive to the amount or moderator near each of the
radial core-edge faces. Therefore, it has to be clarified how accurate the measurement of the
gap widths is and whether their values provided in fig. 8 are applicable to the height of 120
cm from the core bottom. Calculations with more precise boundary conditions, taking into
account the real gap widths, have to be performed. Perhaps different radial albedos should be
used at different height positions, due to a small tilt of the whole core to the steel reflector.
More calculations using albedos produced by other transport codes will be carried out for
comparison.
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SUMMARY

The VALCO project aims at the improvement of the validation of coupled neutron kinetics/
thermal hydraulics codes for VVER reactors using measurement data. Well documented
measurement data from transients in plants with VVER-440 and VVER-1 000 reactors are
used for the validation of various coupled codes. Transients caused by hardware actions in the
primary circuit, c. g. by switching-off main coolant pumps or od movements were selected
for the analyses, where a close coupling between neutron kinetics and thermal hydraulics is
important. Results of a preliminary analysis of a transient with switching-off one of three
operating main coolant pumps at about 65 % of nominal power at NPP? Kozloduy (VVER-
1 000) by using the code system DYN3D/ATHLET are presented. A good agreement between
measurement and calculation has been achieved. Some differences between measured and
calculated values occur in the cold leg and hot leg temperatures during the pump stop and
establishment of flow reversal in the switched-off loop. The discrepancies are partially due to
uncertainties in the measurement values of the reverse mass flow rates. It was shown, that
subdivision of the upper plenum into two parts in the ATHLET model avoiding complete
coolant mixing, leads to an improvement of the calculated temperature values. Minor
improvements of the calculation results are expected from consideration of decay heat and a
better pressuriser heat losses modelling in further calculations.
To separate neutron kinetics and thermal-hydrauilic effects in the code validation, a specific
validation of neutron kinetics codes including macroscopic cross section libraries will be
carried out by calculation of neutron kinetics experiments at the zero power critical facility V-
1000 in Kurchatov Institute. Measurement data from two experiments, a trapezoidal control
rod movement and a simulation of scram with one stuck rod, have been made available. Data
on steady state neutron flux distribution obtained by activation measurements are also
provided. Results of first, preliminary calculations of the steady state with the help of the code
DYN31) are shown. Two-group diffusion parameters were obtained by using the RELIOS
code, albedo coefficients at the core boundary were determined with the help of the code
MARIKO. In the calculations it is shown, that the measured significant flux tlit over the cross
section of the core is caused by water gaps in tubes filled with plugs of steel, which are
allocated asymmetrically in the radial reflector. The flux distribution is very sensitive to water
gaps between core and reflector. Further precise calculations are necessary after additional
clarification of the real gap widths. Neutronic calculations will be performed by using various
codes and different cross section data.
A new lement in comparison with previous research projects on code validation is the
quantitative assessment of uncertainties. Various uncertainty analysis methods from the
literature have been reviewed, the statistical method SUSA developed by GRS will be applied
for uncertainty analysis within the VALCO project. In general, first results are encouraging
concerning the improvement of the validation of coupled neutronic/thermnal-hydraulic codes
within the VALCO project.
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ABSTRACT

In dynamic analyses the thermal hydraulic conditions within the reactor core may have a large
variation, which sets a special requirement on the modeling of cross sections. The standard
model in the dynamics code HEXTRAN is the same as in the static design code HEXI3U-
3D/MODS. It is based on a linear and second order fitting of two-group cross sections on fuel
and moderator temperature, moderator density and boron density. A new, wide-range model
of cross sections developed in Fortum Nuclear Services for HEXB3U-3D)/MOD6 has been
included as an option into HEXTRAN. In this model the nodal cross sections are constructed
from seven state variables in a polynomial of more than 40 terms. Coefficients of the
polynomial are created by a least squares fitting to the results of a large number of fuel
assembly calculations. Depending on the choice of state variables for the spectrum
calculations, the new cross section model is capable to cover local conditions from cold zero
power to boiling at full power. The Sth dynamic benchmark problem of AER is analyzed with
the new option and results are compared to calculations with the standard model of cross
sections in HEXTRAN.

I INTRODUCTION

An accurate modeling of reactor physical variables is a vital part of nodal core calculations.
These variables include the homogenized cross sections ad discontinuity factors and in
dynamic codes also the neutron kinetic parameters such as delayed neutron fractions and
neutron velocities. The modeling is required for variations both in isotopic composition of
fuel and in actual thermal hydraulic parameters of a node. Variations in fuel composition are
described by history variables that are burnup and operating conditions, e.g. coolant density or
void during fuel depletion. The history variables are input data for a dynamic analysis since
they do not change during typical reactor transients.
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There are basically two different approaches to model the cross sections and other data in a
nodal code. A straightforward approach is to use multidimensional tables in which the desired
quantities are interpolated while the second alternative makes use of polynomial fitting of the
data to various core state variables. Usually the table interpolation is more time-consuming
and the size of the table grows very fast with the number of arguments. On the other hand the
polynomial fitting requires elaborate calculations for evaluation of the fitting coefficients.

The standard cross section model of the dynamic code HEXTRAN 1/ is partly based on table
interpolation and partly on polynomial fitting of data. All reactor physical parameters or the
two-group cross sections, assembly discontinuity factors and neutron kinetic parameters can
be tabulated according to fuel burnup and historical density of coolant. After interpolation in
the table, the actual values of nodal cross sections (and diffusion coefficients) are calculated
from second order polynomial fittings to local conditions of the node.

The model has been originally designed for fuel management calculations with the static
design code HEXIBU-3D/MOD5 2/. Its accuracy is sufficient for analysis of most transients,
especially when the data is tailored to cover the transient conditions. In real analyses the
thermal hydraulic conditions in creation of the cross sections have been carefully selected for
best-estimate results. For transients with large variations the model is known to be insufficient
and less experienced analysts would also benefit from the possibility to use only one wide-
range set of data in all transient calculations.

A new wide-range polynomial model was implemented into HEXTRAN as an option for de-
scription of cross sections and kinetic parameters. The development of the model has started
in VTr and continued in Fortum where the model was programmed in 1999 into HEXBU-
3D/MOD6 3/. Results of the preliminary work on the development have been reported in the
6th Symposium of AER 4/. As in the standard model the burnup dependence is treated by
table interpolation, but there are five times more polynomial terms and, except for the two-
group cross sections, the discontinuity factors and neutron velocities may depend on local
thermal hydraulic conditions of the node. A special feature at least in the static design
calculations is the new general modeling of the historical effects of the core state variables.

Results of calculations with the two options of cross section modeling in HEXTRAN are
compared for the th dynamic benchmark of AER. The initial event in the benchmark is a
break of the main steam header and the cooling circuit is included in the calculation. Accurate
nuclear data is very important for the benchmark where changes in coolant temperature and
density are large and recriticality is achieved. In addition to the dynamic calculations, some
results of static calculations are compared at zero power conditions where accurate cross
sections evaluated in actual conditions can be applied in the code.

2. STANDARD CROSS SECTION MODEL OF HEXTRAN

The standard modeling of two-group cross sections of HEXTRAN and HEXBU-3D/MOD is
a mixture of table interpolation and polynomial fitting of the data. The table arguments are
fuel burnup and historical density of coolant during fuel depletion and they are constant for a
dynamic calculation. Therefore, an interpolation needs to be done only once in the beginning
of the calculation if the results are saved for each node. However, to save memory space part
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of the interpolation is repeated at each ime step in HEXTRAN. So far, the historical density
has not been used in dynamic analyses with the code and it is omitted also in the calculations
of this report. The new wide-range model has a different description for the history effect of
operating conditions.

The local (instantaneous) thermal hydraulic conditions of a node are defined in the model by
four state variables:

Tf Fuel (Doppler) temperature
PC Coolant density

T. Coolant temperature
Pa3 Boron density in coolant (=C1pc, C is boron concentration)

In HEXTRAN the coolant density is calculated from water and steam densities Pw and p.

P. = ( -.a)p. + p,1

where cz is void faction. In the VVER-440 reactor model the coolant refers to water (or
steam) within the shroud tubes, but in the VVER-1000 model it includes all water within a
fuel assembly.

Altogether seven quantities are fitted to the state variables:

D,, D2 Diffusion coefficients for fast and thermal groups
Z,, , Absorption cross sections for fast and thermal groups

F£12 Removal cross section from fast to thermal group
v ,2, Fission production cross sections for fast and thermal groups

The second order polynomial fitting is of the formn

E= E'"~ + CPAPC + C2APr.2 + cAT, + C4(A4Trf) + C5(AJ~r) 2

+ c6AP1B + C7Apa32 + CapB3APC (2)

E'~ is the nominal value of the cross section (or diffusion coefficient) E evaluated at nominal
(average) values of the state variables and A indicates deviation between nominal and actual
values. The last term in Equation 2 is the only cross term and represents the mutual effect of
coolant and boron densities, i.e. it accounts for the dependence of boron microscopic cross
section on coolant density. Since no cross term is associated with fuel temperature, the model
assumes that Doppler coefficient is independent on thermal hydraulic conditions of coolant.

The polynomial oefficients c ... c are calculated with an auxiliary cde and tabulated
according to burnup and if desired to historical density of coolant. As it is well known, a
lower number of burnup points is sufficient for the coefficients than for the nominal
quantities.

In addition to the four state variables, the moderator or the by-pass water of fuel assemblies
flowing between shrouds has an effect on cross sections in the VVER-440 reactor. This water
covers about 8 % of the cross sectional area of a fuel assembly cell and in the present version
of HEXTRAN its temperature is equal to the core inlet temperature of coolant. Variations in
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the temperature are approximately treated by using an effective value for the coolant density
in Equation 2 Determination of the value s based on the assumption that cross sections are
functions of the average density of coolant and moderator within a node

3. WIDE-RANGE MODEL OF CROSS SECTIONS

The wide-range model for description of two-group cross sections and other reactor physical
data has a similar treatment of fuel bumnup as the standard model. Both nominal quantities and
polynomial coefficients are tabulated according to burnup and the actual values for each node
are obtained by linear interpolation. Instead of table form, the variation in operating
conditions, e.g. in coolant density, during fuel depletion is modeled in a completely different
way. The whole (spectral) effect of depletion with off-nominal conditions is associated to the
atomic density Of Pu239 in depleted fuel. The Pu..density containing the history effects can
now be calculated with the version MOD6 of the HEXBU-3D) code and given in the input of
HEXTRAN as a nodal distribution. Then the correction for different burnup histories is
calculated from a few extra terms of Pu-density in the polynomial fitting of cross sections.
However, this feature of the wide-range model in HEXTRAN was not used in the test
calculations described in section 5.

The number of nodal quantities modeled with polynomial fitting has increased to twelve
parameters from the seven cross sections in the standard model. Additional data are the
assembly discontinuity factors and neutron velocities for fast and thermal groups and the
microscopic cross section of xenon. The delayed neutron fractions are still determined directly
from burnup-clependent tables and based on methodological studies, their minor dependence
on local thermal hydraulics is ignored. Furthermore, HEXTRAN uses fixed values for decay
constants of delayed neutron precursors, though they slightly depend on burnup due to
differences in the fission products of uranium and plutonium.

The four state variables of the standard model defining the local thermal hydraulic conditions
for a node are preserved in the new model. One more variable in this category, the density of
by-pass water between shrouds in VVER-440, is added to the fitting polynomial. In order to
describe the spectral effect of xenon on two-group cross sections, the atomic density of xenon
is also an argument of the polynomial. Finally, the last argument (or state variable) is the
atomic density Of Pu239 that describe the history effect of off-nominal conditions of fuel
depletion. For any type of assembly bumnup calculations the Pu-density can approximately
represent the history effects of all state variables.

Total number of the arguments in the polynompial fitting is seven, but only the first six of them
were active in this study. As in the standard model the arguments are expressed by deviations
from nominal values, though their scaling is different. The polynomial, from which the nodal
cross sections and other quantities are calculated, consists altogether of 45 terms describing
deviations of the nominal value. Four terms are used both for the xenon and plutonium
densities, leaving 37 terms for the thermal hydraulic variables. Optionally, a shorter
polynomial of 30 terms can also be employed. The target of maximum deviation in the
development of the model was less than 100 pcm in kw~ at any point of the whole range of
operating conditions. This target was fully met with the 45 terms version and practically met
with the shorter version.
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The full polynomial includes a fifth order fitting to coolant density, which is more than
sufficient to cover coolant conditions from heavy boiling to single phase water at low
temperature. More than half of the terms represent mutual effects of the state variables and
they include second and third order terms. The spectral effect of xenon is expressed by a
bilinear modeling that includes terms with coolant density and temperature and boron density.
A similar expression is associated with the Pu-density.

The polynomial coefficients are created with the preprocessing code CROFI 3/ from output
of an assembly burnup code. CROFI makes a least squares fitting of each cross section to the
results of spectrum calculations. The minimum number of different spectrum calculations at a
burnup point required for the fitting procedure is equal to the number of terms in the fitting
polynomial, but use of more calculation results may slightly improve the validity of the
polynomial within the entire range of the state variables.

The proper choice of the state points at which the spectrum calculations are made is crucial
for a successful fitting of the data. Especially, the mutual effect of several state variables
requires an individual variation of their values. Also, the coolant characteristics defined in a
spectrum calculation should be meaningful for a nuclear reactor for example, a low
temperature (below 100 'C) and a low density do not occur at the same time.

4. CALCULATION OF CROSS SECTIONS

The parametrized two-group homogenized cross sections and other data were created with the
fuel assembly bumnup program CASMO-4 /5/ using a 70 group library based on the ENDFIB-
4 nuclear data library. The data set for the new wide-range model of cross sections had been
calculated earlier during the development of HEXIBU-3D/MOD6. Consistent data of the
standard model was calculated for this study. In both cases the fuel assemblies included the
initial fuel of the VVER-440 reactor with enrichments 1.6, 2.4, and 3.6 %.

4.1 Wide-range model

The CASMO-4 calculations for each type of fuel consisted of one assembly burnup
calculation and about 60 spectrum calculations at each of the selected values of burnup. The
bumnup calculation was performed at nominal operating conditions or average conditions
during a loading cycle of VVER-440. Results of this calculation give the nominal values
around which the quantities are fitted in the cross section model. Variation of the state
variables in the spectrum calculations covered the expected range of reactor conditions in all
kinds of transients and accidents. Table 1 shows the nominal values and variation of the state
variables in the CASMO-4 calculations.

Moderator temperature (water outside shrouds) was equal to coolant temperature in all cases,
though it is a variable included in the data and in the model. An effective coolant temperature
can be calculated using the coolant and moderator temperatures if these are available in
thermal hydraulics model of the nodal code. In order to model the spectrum effect of xenon on
the two-group cross sections, five cases (per burnup point) with zero xenon and off-nominal
values for other state variables were included in the assembly calculations. The reactor
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pressure was not an input quantity to the CASMO-4 calculations since the density and
(molecular) temperature of coolant and moderator were always specified separately.

Table 1. Reactor conditions in creation of data for the wide-range model of cross sections

State variable Unit Nominal Range

Fuel temperature K 850 293 ... 1800

Coolant density k gi 3 751 200 ... 1004

Coolant temperature K 558 293 ... 623

Moderator density kg/rn 3 751 200 ... 1004

Boron concentration ppm 600 0... 2100

Xenon equilibrium zero ... equilibrium

Power density W/gU 36.8

Fuel burnup MWd/kgU 0...52.5

Using the CASMQ04 results, the CROFI code makes a least squares fitting for the
homogenized two-group parameters and writes the data into a file that is read in input of
HEXTRAN. The file contains burnup-dependent tables of nominal values and polynomial
coefficients of the parameters for different types (enrichment) of fuel assemblies. The nominal
values are tabulated with 31 values of burnup from 0 to 52.5 MWd/kdU, which are the
standard steps of burrutp in CASMO04 for PWR. Since polynomial coefficients are less
sensitive to burnup, they were calculated and tabulated with eight burnup values.

4.2 Standard model

The creation of the standard set of cross section data was based on the same assembly burnup
calculations as applied for the wide-range model. Thus the nominal values of the parameters
are equal in both cases and also, the polynomial coefficients were calculated and tabulated
with the same bumnup values.

A somewhat simplified form of the polynomial fitting in Equation 2 was used for the
modeling of cross sections. The effect of molecular temperature of coolant was included into
the coolant density effect, which has been the usual -practice in creation of data for fuel
management calculations with the HEXBU-3D) code. Then the number of polynomial
coefficients is reduced to seven, because the term with c3 is omitted. This works well when
there is not much boiling of coolant and the reactor pressure is close to the value used in the
assembly calculations. Such a simplification is not made in calculation of real transients with
HEXTRAN.

The number of spectrum calculations with off-nominal values of state variables was eight and
the coefficients of a second order fitting were determined from results of three calculations
where only one variable was changed. These values were chosen on opposite sides of the
nominal conditions and they are given below.
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Nominal
Fuel temperature, K 558 850 1141

Coolant temperature, K 538 558 573

Boron concentration, ppmn 0 600 1200

All calculations had the same (nominal) moderator temperature and xenon in equilibrium. In
each case the coolant and moderator densities were consistent with the given pressure of 123
bar in input of the CASMO-4 code.

Obviously, the accuracy of the standard cross section model tends to deteriorate outside the
range of the state variables employed in the assembly calculations. In real transient analyses
the variables are always chosen to match the range of their variation as closely as possible.

5. TEST CALCULATIONS

5.1 Static criticality calculations

First test calculations with the new cross section model in HEXTRAN were performed for the
fr-esh initial core of the VVER-440 reactor. The reactor was at hot zero power state with high
content of soluble boron in the coolant, all control rods fully inserted and no xenon poisoning.
These conditions correspond to the initial state before the boron dilution transient in the 4th
AER dynamic benchmark. Since the reactor is in isothermal conditions and the fuel burnup is
zero in the whole core, it is possible to create cross sections exactly for the actual state.
Therefore, criticality calculations could be made both with the two sets of paramnetrized cross
sections and with (constant) cross sections calculated directly with the CASMO-4 cede.

The isothermal temperature was initially 533 K (260 C) and the boron acid concentration
7.84 glkg (1372 ppm) and they were reduced to 473 K (200 C) and 2.0 glkg (350 ppm),
respectively;- in the test calculations. In all cases the coolant density was consistent with
temperature at the nominal pressure of VVER-440. Separate sets of CASMO-4 cross sections
were created for each case and the reference results were produced with them. Table 2 gives a
comparison of k-effective values calculated with the two cross section models and of their
deviations from the reference results.

Table 2. Comparison of k-effective values calculated with HEXTRA in isothermal
conditions.

Boron Temp. Casmo-4 Wide-range Dev Standard Dev
g1kn K reference model Pcm model Rcm

7.84 533 0.91374 0.91418 +44 0.90787 -587
2.0 533 1.01636 1.01625 -11 1.01376 -260

7.84 473 0.92501 0.92539 +38 0.91924 -577
2.0 473 1.03663 1.03650 -13 1.03233 -430
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The results show the much better accuracy of the wide-range model compared to the standard
model wheit reactor conditions are far from the nominal conditions in creation of the
parametrized data. The large deviations of -0.3...-0.S % in k-effective by the standard model
are probably mostly due to the spectral effect of xenon on two-group cross sections. This
means that it is not sufficient to simply remove the contribution of xenon fom thermal
absorption cross sections without modifying the other cross sections at the same time. A
detailed comparison of k-infinity values of single assembly calculations is found in Ref. 3.

5.2 Dynamic calculations

The 5th AER dynamic benchmark .problem was chosen for testing of the wide-range cross
section model in a realistic time-dependent calculation 6/. This benchmark is a main steam
header break in the end of the first cycle of VVER-440 and the calculation includes thermal
hydraulic modeling of both primary and secondary loops. Therefore, the latest version of
HEXTRAN was linked with the loop model SMABRE and the analyses were made in the
same way as the original benchmark calculations by VTT 7/. However, only the core
calculation is significant in testing of the cross section model. The benchmark comparison
between different organizations 8/ clearly indicated the effect of nuclear data in predicting
the time of recriticality and the behavior of reactor power.

The reactor is initially at hot standby state, no boron in the coolant, no xenon poisoning and
all control rods fully inserted, except for one group stuck out of the core. After the steam
header brake the reactor returns to power with decreasing temperature of coolant and the
power excursion is terminated by a boron injection into the coolant. Since the maximum
power stays below 50 % of nominal, no boiling occurs in the reactor core. The low
temperature and power in this trnient suggest that the best-estimate data set of the standard
model would be based on cross sections evaluated at zero power and at lower temperatures
than the average full power temperature.

In Ref. 7 the V'IT calculations of the benchmark were made with three sets of cross sections,
which had been created with the CASMO-HEX code and parametrized according to the
standard model. Two of the data sets were based on spectrum calculations at zero power state
around temperatures of 473 K (200 0C) and 558 K (285 C). The third set was nominal power
data similar to the standard cross sections in this study. The best-estimate results were
calculated with the cold (473 K) zero power data and they gave a power peak that is quite in
the middle of the other results.

According to the present calculations with the different sets of CASMO-4 cross section data
the initial subcriticality of the reactor was as follows:

wide-range model -1604 pcm
standard model -1614 pcm

For the dynamic calculations the subcriticality was tuned in both cases to the same value -
1534 pcm specified in the benchmark definition. The tuning was based on multiplication of
the fission production cross sections. Compared with the data in Table 2 the deviation
between the untuned values of k-effective is very small, though the reactor state is different
(EOC and no boron). It is probable that there are compensating errors in the standard model.
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Some results of the dynamic calculations with the two options for cross section modeling ar.
shown in Figures 1-4. The maximum power is about 1 0 % higher with the wide-range model
and also the power peak is somewhat broader which leads to a higher fuel temperature.
Changes in the coolant density and temperature are fairly large, and also the reactor pressure
decreases more than 20 bar during the transient. These set rather strict requirements for the
modeling of the cross sections.

The power peak calculated with the cross section set of the wide-range model lies between the
previous results calculated with the two sets of zero power cross sections. A more detailed
comparison is not feasible here since, except for the different assembly programs in creation
of the cross sections, there were some differences in the other data of the calculations, e.g. in
boundary conditions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The first HEXTRAN calculations with the new wide-range cross section model were
described in this report Criticality calculations at zero power and zero burmup conditions
showed the capability of the model to accurately predict the multiplication factors that are
calculated with cross sections created in conrect actual conditions. Single assembly
calculations in Ref. 3 has given a similar accuracy in the whole range of the state variables in
Table .

As expected the results of the test calculations for the th dynamic benchmark of AER
indicated a clear difference between the two cross section models. It is true that the full power
data with the standard modeling is less suitable for analysis of a cold water transient and the
deviation illustrates the effect an inexperienced analyst's choice of data might have on the
results. The use of a best-estimate data set would considerably improve the agreement of
calculation results by the two cross section models. However, it is a great advantage if the
same data set can be used in analysis of all kinds of transients and accidents without a loss of
accuracy. Although the size of the fitting polynomial is much larger in the wide-range model
than in the standard model, the increase in computing time is not significant even in analysis
of long transients with short time steps.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper are final results of numerical benchmark CB32-S compared (activity, gamma and neutron sources,
concentration of important nuclides and decay heat). The participants are: Vladimlr Chraptiak (SCALE),

Ludmila MarkovA (SCALE), Svetlana Zabrodskaja (SCALA), Pavel MikolB (WIMS), Eva TinkovA (HELlOS)

and Maria Manolova (SCALE).

PARTICIPANTS, CODES AND LIBRARI ES

1. Vladimir Chrap~ialk, VWE Tmava a.s., chrapciakcvuie.sk
The code system SCALE 4.4 was used. All source strengths were calculated with ORIGENS in connection with
library prepared by SAS2H without using the shielding path (special library for CB32.S). In the SAS2 module the
library 44GROUPNDF5 was used. The results were calculated with the option library per cycle. The results
have abbreviation VUJE or VUJJ.

2. Vladimir Chraptiak, VWIE Tmava a.s., chrapciak(vuie.sk
The code system SCALE 4.4 was used. All source strengths were calculated with ORIGENS in connection with
general ARP library for VVER-440 fuel prepared by SA52H without using the shielding path. In the SAS2

module the library 44GIROUPNDF5 was used. The results have abbreviation ARP.

3. Ludmila Markovi, NRI Re2, mar~nri.c
The code system SCALE 4.4a was used. All source strengths were calculated with ORIGENS in connection with
library prepared by SAS2H without using the shielding path (special library for CB32-S). In the SAS2 module the

library 44GROUJPNDFS was used. The results were calculated with the option library per cycle. The results

have abbreviation U^V
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4. Svetlana Zabrodskaja, ABBN, Russia, abbncbippe obninsk.ru
All calculations were performed using the Russian SCALA system (System of Computer Analysis for Licensing
Atomic facility criticality and radiation safety). The following branch of thc complex SCALA system was used
for calculations of isotopic concentrations: AB3BN93+CONSYST+TWODANT+ORlGEN-S. ABBN93 cross-
section data library (299 neutron groups), CONSYST code is the code for cross-section fonnation, transport of
neutrons code TWODANT, ORIGEN-S code - for burn-up calculations. All source strengths were calculated
with ORIG EN-S. The results have abbreviation ABI3N or ABB.

5. Maria Manolova, INRNE BAS, Bulgaria, manolova(ffinrne bas.ba
The code system SCALE 4.4 was used. All source strengths were calculated with ORIGEN-S in connection with
library prepared by SAS2H without using the shielding analysis. In the SAS2 module the library
44GROUPNDFS was used. The results were calculated with the option library per cycle. The results have
abbreviation INR.

6. Eva Tinkova, EGIP Praha, tinkova(teao .cz
The code HELlOS 1.5 was used and 35 groups library, base ENDF/B-VI. The results have abbreviation HEL or

HELlOS.

7. Pavel MilkolAS, ~KODA PizeA, rpmikolas(~iad.in.skoda z
The inventory for each pin and inventory averaged over all pins were prepared with the WIMS8 code which is
designed for neutronics calculations. The code is supplied with the latest mostly JEF2.2 based validated nuclear
data library primarily in 172 group structure condensed into 69 groups structure for standard calculations. Code
has an open structure which comprises a set of methods linked together to form a calculation scheme that can be
used to solve most problems associated with Thermal reactor physics. The main advantage for requested purpose
is a possibility of exact 2D flux solution in a fuel assembly and calculation of the change of nuclide inventory
due to irradiation of materials. It has to be noted that code is not designed for calculation of fuel inventory for
long period after irradiation in core. Therefore, the number of isotopes which are taken into account is restricted,
some reactions are neglected or are substituted. It means that only isotopes important from the point of reactivity
calculation are treated fully. This explains some obvious differences comparing with results with codes designed
for calculation of isotope inventory after long period after irradiation (WIMS code could be followed with code
FISPIN, but these calculations have not be performed). The results have abbreviation WIMS or WIM.

RESULTS

The full results of basic solution (VUE) is in Attachment . The participants - 5 use the full inventory" code
(all isotopes, in results is radioactivity, sources, ...), the participants 6 and 7 use codes for other using (the have
not all isotopes, in results are only concentrations). Basic solution is VUJ,1E, other participants are compared to
this basic solution. The comparisson of allresults ((codeIVUJE-l)' 100%) is possible to receive by e-mail (it is
to long for printed presentation).

The basic comparisson for concentration of all nuclides (cooling time only lO0s and 10 years) are in Tab. 1 3
and Fig. - 5 shown ((codeNVUJE-1)100 0/.).

The differences for total activity, neutrons and decay heat are small, very significant differences are for gamma.
We consulted it with Bryan Broadhead (one of authors of ORIGEN-S) and his answer is:
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....We typically recommend putting timesteps of no more than a factor of 3 different from the previous iniestep.
A factor of 5 would probably be fine. if this would help you get most of your timesteps into a single run ..

The group structure they used is the built-in ORlGEN-S 1S-group structure. You mentioned the group structure
you used was the SCA LE IS8 group which corresponds to the 27n- IS9 lib. Yes, you will get different total sources
from the 2 group structures. The built-in ORIGEN-S group structure typically gives total gamma sources that
are 20% higher than the 18 group SCALE structure. The primary difference is that the built-in set has a bottom
group that extends from 0 to .02 MeV, while the bottom group in the SCALE IS-group structure has bounds
from 0.01 to 0.05 MeV. The low energy photons are very numerous in spent fuel, however, do not contribute to
the dose ratc. Thus, the low energy particles are not important, but their inclusion in the built-in set makes the
total photons/s larger than the SCALE values.`

The differences between ARP and VJE (for concentration of nuclides) are very small (less then 1). except
Cm244 (2.3%). Cm246 (4%) and Sm 1 51 (1.6%). The differences are constant through whole period.

The differences between UJY and VJE (for concentration of nuclides) are small (less then 3.5%1/). The
differences are constant through whole period. Extrernaly high are differences for gamma sources for short
period (total 14%, FP 20%).

The differences between ABBN and VUJJE (for concentration of nuclides) are bigger (up to 10%1/), some
nuclides have deviation very big (Pu243 13%. Am244 25%, Am243 16%/1, Cs135 47% and SmIS1 26%). The
differences are constant through whole period.

The differences between INR and VUJ1E (for concentration of nuclides) are small (less then 2%1/), except Pu241
(6%), Am242 (3%1/), Am244 (2.8%), Pu239 (8%), Am24 1 (6%), Cm244 (4.6%/1) and Cm246 (6.7%). The
differences are constant through whole period.

The differences between HELIOS and VUJJE (for concentration of nuclides) are bigger (up to lO1/e), some
nuclides have deviation very big (Am243 15%, Cm246 16%, Zr93 48%, 1129 14% and Sm151 27%/1). The
differences are constant through whole period, except Np239, U236, Pu239, Pu240 and Cel41.

The differences between WIMS and VJE£ (for concentration of nuclides) are bigger (up to 10%), some
nuclides have deviation very big (Np239 20%/, Am243 19%. Cm244 14%, Zr93 50%, Zr9S 24%, 1135 200%, Xe
133 21% and Cel4l 21%). The differences are constant through whole period, except Pu239, Am241, 1135 and
Xe 133.

CONCLUSION

We have 7 results, but only 5 are from special jufill inventory' codes and frm this 5 are practicaly 4 the same
(SCALE 4.4 (ARP and SAS2 library) and SCALE 4.4a (AS2 library). The deviations are time" constant. For
better statistic comparisson is necessery to obtain more results from other codes or libraries. Generally
agreement is good, but for several nuclides and gamma sources are very significant differences.

REFERENCE
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Tab. 1 Deviation between codes. VUJE base, (%). cooling timne 100 s

SCALE SCALA ___ WIMS HELlOS
UJV ABBN ARP INR SKODDA EGP-

U237 -0.4 -7.6 -1.2 -1.5 5.7 -10.3
U239 1.2 0.9 -0.6 -1.9

Np238 -0.7 -6.4 -1.6 -1.4 -8.9
Np239 1.2 0.9 -0.6 -1.9 20.6 -3.7
Pu241 2.4 4 -0. 1 -5.9 -3 -9.2
Pu243 0.6 -13.4 0.1 -0.5

Am242 1.6 9.3 0.2 -3.1
Am244 0.2 -25.3 -1.5 -2 8

Zr95 0 0.3 0 0.6 24.4 -0.6
Mo99 0.4 1.3 -0.1 0.1 1

1133 0.3 1.1 0 0.3
1134 0.2 1.2 0 0.3
1135 0.3 1.3 0 0.1 20.4 1.3

Xe133 0.3 -3.1 0 0.2 20.7 1.2
Cs138 0.2 1.3 0 0.2
Bal4O 0.2 0.9 0 0.2 -2.9
La1l4O 0.2 0.8 0 0.5 -2.7
Ce14l 0.2 -1.4 0 0.5 20.7 f-0.1

Tab. 2 Deviation between codes, VUE = base, (%). cooling time =10 year's

____SCALE SCALA WIMS HELIOS
______ ~UJv ABBN ARP INR SKODA EGP

U236 -0.8 -5.2 -0.2 0 -3.9 -1.2
U238 0.7 0 0 0.1 0.1 0.2

Pu239 3.2 3 -1.4 -7.9 -1.7 -11.2
Pu240 1 -1 0.9 -1.8 -2 -5.3
Pu241 2.4 4.1 -0.1 -5.8 -2.8 -9.1
Pu242 0.9 -3.8 1 2.1 -7.9 -10

Arn24l 2.4 4.3 -0.1 -5.8 -4.8 -9.4
Am243 1.3 -16.2 -0.3 -1.4 -18.7 -14.7
Cm244 0.7 -8 -2.3 -4.6 -14.4 -11.2
Cm246 -0.3 0.4 -4 -6.7 -16.6

Se79 0.1 -5.7 0 0.6
5r90 -0.3 -0.2 0.1 1.2 -1.8
Zr93 -0. 1 0.4 0 1 49.3 47.9

TC99 0.2 6.5 0.1 0.6 0.2 1.7
PcdlO7 1.3 3.9 0 -0.4 -3.5 -4.1
Sf126 0.9 0.9 -0.1 -0.4

1129 0.5 -1.5 -0.1 0 -1.7 -13.9
Cs135 0.4 47.5 -0.9 -4.8 -18.2 -6.6
Cs137 0.2 -0.3 0 0.4 -3
Sm151 1.4 -26.8 -1.6 -7.8 -27.4
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Tab. 3 Deviation between codes, VU1JE= base. (%)

SCALE SCALA
IUJV ABBN ARP INR

total activity, 100 s 0.1 2.3 -0.2 -1.2
total activity. 10 y 0.6 2 -0. 1 -1
totalig. 1 O0s 14.3 3 -0. 1 -0.4
FP g. 100 s 20.2 4.7 0 0.2
actinides g, 100 s 1.3 0.5 -0.4 -1.6
total g. 10 y 0.5 6.6 0.3 0.6
FPg9. 10y 0 6.4 -0.1 0.3
actinides g. 10y 1.8 -0.7 -0.8 -5.1
totalin, 10 s 1 -1.2 -1.4 -3.9
total n, 10 y 0.6 -7.7 -2.3 -4.6
total decay heat 100 s 0.1 -2.8 -0.1 -0.6
total decay heat, 1 0 y 0.3 3.3 -0.5 -0.9

Fig. 1 Deviations for actinides (VU1JE = base), cooling time = 1 00 s
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Fig. 2 Deviations for PP (UJ E base), cooling time 100 s
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Fig. 4 Deviations for FP (VIJJE base). cooling time 10 years
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Tab. 7a. Normalized gm spectrum

Imev) 1.sec 10.sec 100.sec 1000.sec 10000.sec 100000.sec iCOOQO0sec
1.OOOE-02 2.918E-01 2.894E-01 2.842E-01 2.862z-01 3.068E-01 3.159E-01 2.213E-01
3.000E-02 8.748E-02 8.523E-02 8.127E-02 7.602E-02 7.675E-02 7.802E-02 1.OEGE-01
5.500E-02 5.214E-02 4.984E-02 4.631E-02 4.157E-02 3.730E-02 3.503E-02 4 509E-02
8.500S-02 7.362E-02 7.490S-02 7.665E-02 7.072E-02 4.256E-02 4.555E-02 4.310E-02
1.200E-01 6.898E-02 7.068B-02 7.473E-02 8.991E-02 1.311E-O1 1.490E-01 4.782E-02
1.700E-01 4.024E-02 3.946E-02 3.744E-02 3.347E-02 2.598E-02 2.542E-02 4.314E-02
3.OOOE-01 1.066Z-01 1.061E-01 1.066E-01 1.068E-01 1.106E-01 1.180E-01 6.668E-02
6.500E-01 1.748E-01 1.781E-01 1.854E-01 1.958E-01 2.004E-01 1.81E-01 3.531E-01
1.130E.00 5.52OE-02 5.661E-02 5.563E-02 4.677E-02 3.052E-02 1.597E-02 1.537E-02
1.580Et00 2.796E-02 2.921E-02 3.101E-02 3.322E-02 2.835E-02 2.614E-02 5.290E-02
2.000E.00 8.287E-03 8.583E-03 8.906E-03 8.168E-03 4.459E-03 1.683E-03 2.755E-03
2.400E+00 6.557E-03 6.820E-03 7.072E-03 7.205E-03 3.784E-03 1.255E-03 2.608E-03
2.800E.00 2.755E-03 2.772E-03 2.501E-03 1.825E-03 5.740S-04 1.952E-05 3.993E-05
3.250S+00 1.333E-03 1.349E-03 l.244E-03 7.252E-04 2.492E-04 7.268E-06 1.635E-05
3.750E400 6.073E-04 5.913E-04 5.217E-04 3.083E-04 1.140E-04 1.306E-08 4.901E-10
4.250E+00 5.688E-04 5.618E-04 4.391E-04 2.013E-05 8.468E-07 2.056E-09 3.690E-11
4.750E+00 1.649E-04 1.360E-04 7.502E-05 6.591E-06 4.324E-06 1.519E-08 2.254E-11
5.500E+00 l.244E-04 8.316E-05 4.655E-05 1.205E-06 2.754E-08 1.029E-10 2.033E-11

Tab.6b Gamma source strengtb (photons/s) of 1 kg spent fuel (3.6 '.40 MWd/kg)

total LE FP A
1 8.03200E+13 3.45000E+11 7.98006F+13 l.71000E+11
S 1.50100E+13 9.09000E+09 1.49000E+13 1.00000E+11

10 8.67000E+12 6.17000E+09 8.SSOOOE.12 1.18000E-11
25 5.45900E+12 3.50000E+09 5.31000E+12 1.49000E+11
50 3.04300E+12 2.22000E+09 2.86000E412 1.63000E+11

100 1.02600E+12 1.70000E+09 8.73000E+11 l.53000E+11
250 1.42600E+11 1.62000Et09 2.52000E.10 1.16000E+11
500 8.01600E+10 1.61000S+09 2.47000z+08 7.83000E+10
1000 4.06500E+10 1.58000E+09 1.74000E+09 3.89000S+10
2500 1.11000E+10 l.SOOOOE+09 1.73000E+08 9.43000E+09
5000 6.94000E+09 1.3a0OE+09 1.70000E+08 5.39000E+09
10000 4.8950OE+09 l.16000E+09 1.65000E+08 3.57000E+09
25000 2.18900E+09 6.97000E+08 1.52000E+08 1.34000E+09
50000 1.05700E+09 2.98000E+08 1.32000E+08 6.27000E-08
75000 7.56000E+08 1.28000E+08 1.16000E+08 5.12000E+08
100000 6.44700E+08 5.57000E+07 1.O1000S+08 4.88000E+08

Tab.7b Normalized gamma spectrum

(mev) 1.0 yr 10.0 yr 100.0 yr 1000.0 yr 10000.0 yr 100000. yr
1.OOOE-02 3.072E-01 2.572E-01 2.856E-01 4.058E-01 5.566E-01 4.594E-01
3.OOOE-02 1.283E-01 1.122E-01 1.077E-01 2.908E-02 9.835E-03 5.765E-02
5.SOOE-02 7.176E-02 5.888E-02 1.239E-01 4.776E-01 1.234E-02 2.861E-02
8.500E-02 4.435E-02 2.973E-02 2.566E-02 2.102E-02 8.002t-02 1.025E-01
1.200E-01 5.394E-02 2.714E-02 1.748E-02 1.697E-02 6.075E-02 1.909E-02
1.700E-01 2.964E-02 1.815E-02 1.607E-02 2.405E-04 1.364E-03 1.366E-02
3.OOOE-01 3.451E-02 1.S61E-02 1.,685E-02 9.452E-03 4.028E-02 1.073E-01
6.SOOE-01 3.139E-01 4.632E-01 4.053E-0l 3.855E-02 2.381E-01 1.703E-01
1.1305+00 1.083E-02 1.462E-02 9.234E-04 3.4005-05 5.1895-04 1.7105-02
1.5805+00 3.8605-03 1.3675-03 1.1105-04 3.3355-OS 3.219E-04 1.899E-02
2.0005+00 2.017E-03 1.781E-05 6.4655-06 2.509E-07 6.353E-05 3.847E-03
2.4005+00 1.6065-04 2.9635-06 8.397E-09 1.277E-07 3.739E-OS 2.2655-03
2.8005+00 2.5S-05 5.339E-07 1.5575-07 2.558E-08 1.2365-06 7.058E-OS
3.2505+00 4.1845-06 8.7875-08 1.6445-09 1.3605-08 3.4535-07 1.8305-OS
3.7505+00 2.2325-09 2.2895-09 9.4975-10 7.453E-09 2.8195-08 7.7095-08
4.2505+00 2.2665-10 1.3105-09 5.4885-10 4.30SE-09 1.6365-08 4.4675-08
4.7505+00 1.3075-10 7.571E-10 3.1725-10 2.4845-09 9.4795-09 2.5905-08
5.5005+00 1.1875-10 6.8475-10 2.8615-10 2.2485-09 8.5605-09 2.3425-08
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Tab.8s Neutron source strength n/a) of 1 kg spent fuel (3.6 %, 40 Md/kg)
(alpha-n plus spontaneous fission)

total cm242 cm244 cm246
I 1.259E+06 5.102E+05 7.316E+05 3.6302.03

10 1.2592+06 5.102E+05 7.3162405 3.6302+03
100 1.259E.06 5.102E.05 7.316E+05 3.6302.03

1000 1.259E406 5.102E+05 7.316E+05 3.6302+03
10000 1.2592.06 5.1122+05 7.326E.05 3.6302+03
100000 1.2602.06 5.1012.05 7.336E+05 3.6302+03
1000000 1.2382.06 4.886E+05 7.326E+05 3.6302+03
2500000 1.2022+06 4.538E+05 7.3162+05 3.6302+03

Tab. 9a Normalized neutron spectrum

mev 1.sec 10.sec 100.sec 1000.3ec 10000.sec 100000.aec 1000000:
2.0002.01 1.7482-02 1.7482-02 1.7482-02 1.7482-02 1.7492-02 1.7482-02 1.7512-I
6.4302+00 2.2612-01 2.2612-01 2.2612-01 2.2622-01 2.2622-01 2.2612-01 2.2582-I
3.0002+00 2.4592-01 2.459E-01 2.4592-01 2.4592-01 2.4602-01 2.4592-01 2.456E-I
1.8502+00 1.2532-01 1.2532-01 1.253E-01 1.2532-01 1.2542-01 1.2532-01 1.2552-1
1.4002+00 1.6672-01 1.6672-01 1.6672-01 1.6682-01 1.6682-01 1.6672-01 1.6702-i
9.0002-01 1.8242-01 1.8242-01 1.8242-01 1.8242-01 1.824E-01 1.6242-01 1.826E-4
4.0002-01 3.5812-02 3.581E-02 3.5812-02 3.5812-02 3.5822-02 3.5812-02 3.58IE-4

Tab.8h Neutron source strengt [n/a] of 1 kg spent fuel (3.6 1, 40 MI/kg)
(alpha-n plus spontaneous fission)

total pu240 pu242 am241 cm244 cm246
1 8.3082+05 3.1752+03 1.1512+03 4.5422+02 7.0642+05 3.6302+03
5 6.2142+05 3.1862+03 1.1512+03 1.3412+03 6.0562+05 3.6302+03

10 5.1572+05 3.1872+03 1.1512+03 2.231E+03 4.998E+05 3.6302+03
25 2.9792+05 3.2092+03 1.1512+03 3.8512+03 2.8112+05 3.6202+03
50 1.2462+05 3.2212+03 1.1512+03 4.7922+03 1.0782+05 3.6102+03

100 3.1362+04 3.2102+03 1.151E+03 4.8322+03 1.592E+04 3.5802+03
250 1.2802+04 3.1632+03 1.1512+03 3.831E+03 5.0992+01 3.5002+03
500 1.0672+04 3.0832+03 1.151E+03 2.5712+03 0.0002+00 3.3802+03
1000 8.146E+03 2.9222+03 1.1512+03 1.1502+03 0.0002+00 3.1402+03
2500 6.6292+03 2.4962+03 1.1512+03 1.0502+02 0.0002+00 2.5202+03
5000 5.147E+03 1.9102+03 1.1412+03 2.2112+00 0.0002+00 1.7502+03

10000 3.402E+03 1.1292+03 1.1312+03 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 8.4002+02
25000 1.6402+03 2.3132+02 1.1012+03 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 9.3202+01
50000 1.2062+03 1.6462+01 1.0512+03 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 2.3902+00
75000 1.102F+03 1.174E+00 1.0012+03 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00
100000 1.0312+03 0.0002+00 9.5722+02 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00

Tab. 9b Normalized neutron spectrum

mev 1.0 yr 10.0 yr 100.0 yr 1000.0 yr 10000.0 yr 100000. yr
2.0002+01 1.8202-02 1.8432-02 1.428E-02 1.5042-02 1.6642-02 1.8252-02
6.4302+00 2.1532-01 2.0982-01 2.0702-01 2.0972-01 2.1462-01 2.109E-01
3.0002+00 2.359E-01 2.3292-01 3.0392-01 2.9512-01 2.6092-01 2.3562-01
1.8502+00 1.2902-01 1.3102-01 1.3442-01 1.318E-01 1.3082-01 1.3092-01
1.4002.00 1.7402-01 1.7702-01 1.556E-01 1.564E-01 1.6652-01 1.759E-01
9.0002-01 1.902E-01 1.9302-01 1.5482-01 1.604E-01 1.7612-01 1.912E-01
4.0002-01 3.7272-02 3.777E-02 3.0102-02 3.1492-02 3.4422-02 3.7432-02

Tab.10a Decay heat W] of 1 kg spent fuel (3.6 t, 40 M~d/kg)

total FP A U Np
1 1.882862+03 1.757152+03 1.213092+02 5.966322+01 5.664912+01

10 1.479382+03 1.353942+03 1.210522+02 5.940742+01 5.664822+01
100 1.01599E+03 8.93071E+02 1.185412+02 5.691042+01 5.663842+01
1000 6.431952+02 5.401992+02 9.864362+01 3.718152401 5.651452+01

10000 3.305772+02 2.650372+02 6.144212+01 2.197282+00 5.468542+01
100000 1.861802+02 1.390282+02 4.491592+01 1.595782+00 4.013492+01
1000000 7.557502+01 6.921942+01 5.227072+00 5.475612-01 1.849932+00
2500000 5.009132+01 4.634052+01 2.759262+00 9.210382-02 1.113712-02
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Tab.l10b Decay heat 1W] of 1 kg spent fuel (3 6 %, 40 Wd/kg)

total FP A Pu
1 1.06481E+01 9.67800Et00 9.33380E-0I 1.90570E-01
S 2.23640Et00 1.83969E+00 3.95840E-01 1.87343E-0I

10 1.48342S+00 1.08731E+00 3.95596E-Ol 1.90607E-01
25 1.068329+00 6.8284Th-01 3.85214E-al 1.62759K-OX
so 7.23729K-01 3.69991K-Cl 3.53540K-OX 1.38681K-OX
100 4.08993K-Cl 1.11951K-OX 2.96860K-OX 1.03923K-01
250 2.07796E-01 3.20434K-03 2.04415K-Cl S.44114E-02
500 1.36141K-Cl 3.02778K-OS 1.35937K-Cl 3.51027E-02
1000 7.70640K-02 2.01855K-0S 7.68732E-02 3.09673K-02
2500 3.31656K-02 1.99926K-OS 3.29837E-02 2.78298E-02
5000 2.47134K-02 1.97288K-OS 2.45449E-02 2.35495K-02
10000 l.81302K-02 1.92152K-OS 1.79855E-02 1.73369E-02
25000 8.81923F-03 1.77649K-OS 8.72625K-03 8.38430K-03
50000 3.94635K-03 1.56183K-OS 3.89865K-03 3.56679E-03
75000 2.15547K-03 1.37663K-OS 2.12799K-03 l.73228K-03
100000 1.34395E-03 1.21655K-OS 1.32589K-OX 8.73lO6E-04
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION OF ACTIVITY
OF REAL SPENT FUEL ASSEMBLIES FROM REACTORS WWER-440

AND WWER-1000 AT THE KOZLODUY NPP?

R. Prodanova T. Apostolov,
Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Introduction

Quantitative determination of certain characteristics of spent fuel assemblies is needed
in order to follow their behavior during the short term storage (around 5 years) at
reactor pond and the intermediate term storage (20 - 30 years) in the spent fuel
storage facility.

In this paper some results for two real WWR-440 and WWER-1000 spent fuel
assemblies are presented, obtained by the well-known code system NESSEL-NUKO,
especially designed for WWER depletion analysis.

Codes and methods used

The spectral and bum up calculations have been performed by the NESSEL4 [1] code,
based on a 34 group energy representation of neutron spectrum and one-dimensional
cylindrical geometry. NESSEL treats all nuclides that have considerable influence on
the neutron spectrum explicitly (U- and Pu- nuclides and saturation fission products
Xe, Sm etc).

The NUKO [21 code have been used to calculate the nuclear inventory of spent fuel
assemblies, paying special attention to the correct determination of actiides
concentrations (especially the 241Am~ due to reprocessing problems) and some
important for practice fission products with medium decay constants. An important
option of NUKO is the determination of passive neutron emission arising from the
spontaneous fission of fuel actinides. NUKO process spectrum dependent one-group
cross sections and solves the system of differential equations for the nuclide chain
under consideration. Nuclide transitions with very short half lives are omitted and
cumulative yields have been used for the precursors fission products.

The real operation history and bum up reached by the two assemblies have been taken
into account in the Nessel-4 [1] depletion calculation.

Description of the spent fuel assemblies under consideration:

The considered WWER-440 fuel assembly was of type D4 (3.6% with wall thickness
of 1,5 mm stainless steel and steel spacer grids) from Unit 1, operated 4 years from
cycle 17, when it has been inserted fresh to cycle 20, when it has been discharged
from the core with bum up reached 40.79 MWd/kg;
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Table 1. Operation history of the spent fuel assemblies from WWER-440, Unit 

BOGC EOC Reload EOC Reload EOC Reload EOC Discharge
17 17 __ _ 18 _ _ 19 _ _ _ 20 _ _ _ _

0 339 191 d 203 245 d 296 96 d 289
FPD FPD FPD ) _ FPD _ __FPD ___

Fresh 9.48 9.48 18.27 18.27 30.61 30.61 40.79 40.79
MWid/ MWd/ MWd/ MWd/ MWd/ MWd/ MWd/ MWd/

_ kg kg 1k 1k kg g 1k

WWER-1000 fuel assembly of type 03, 3.3% from Unit 5, operated 3 years from
cycle 4, when it has been inserted fresh to cycle 6, when it has been discharged from
the core with bum up reached 36.26 MWd/kg;

Table 2. Operation history of the spent fuel assemblies from WWER.1000, Unit 5

B0C4 EC4 Reload EOC 5 Reload EOC 6 Discharge

O FPD 328.1 FPD 113 d 310.0 FPD 113 d 253.0 FPD
Fresh 12.6 12.6 25.98 25.98 36.26 36.26

MWd/kg MWdlkg MWd/kg MWdlkg MWd/kM MWd/kg

Results and discussion

Characteristics under consideration for the two real spent fuel assemblies:
- Change in the masses [g] of major and minor actinides in the assembly

during operation and after discharge from the core in the course of 20 years cooling
time

- Change in the masses [g) of fission products under consideration during
operation and after discharge from the core in 20 years cooling time

- Change in the activities [Cil of non stable fission products with beta and
gamma decay, having half life time longer than 50 days, after discharge from the core
during 20 years cooling time

- Total beta / gamma activity Cil of the considered assembly during 20 years
cooling time

- Total neutron source intensity n/cmn3 sI from major and minor actinides
during operation and after discharge from the core during 20 years cooling time

- Post decay power [kW/kgU] durin 20 years cooling time

Total number of elements under consideration -53 isotopes:
14 actinides (7 major and 7 minor actinides)
39 fission products
Major actinides
215 U, 23U, 23U, 219 pU, 4OpU, 241PU, 242PU
Minor actinides
37NP, '3pU, 241AM,' 243AM, 242cm, 243cm, 244CM
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Fission products 13 16 13 19G 2j 3x,13s
8'KR,90SR, 95ZR, 95M0, 9 TC, 'RU, '0 RU, '0 RU, '0 RH, 'A,19 3 X 
"4cs, "7cs, 137BA, 244CE, 42ND, H43ND, '"4ND, 4SND, 146ND, 14ND 8ND, 1S0ND,
14'PM, 148pm, 148M, PM, 149pM, H4?SM, 14SM, 49S M, 1SM 151M '52sm, 51Eu,

15Eu, 3Eu, 154EU

Conclusions

Some most important quantitative characteristics of two representative spent fuel
assemblies of reactors WWER-440 and WWER-1000 at the Kozloduy NPP have been
studied:
* masses and activities of the most important major, minor actinides and fission

products
* total and specific neutron emission release from the spontaneous fission of fuel

actinides
• post decay power of the assembly during 20 years cooling time after discharge
Thorough technical and economical analyses of the results could enable taking the
decision for further treatment of spent nuclear fuel at the Kozloduy NPP site during
the short term storage at reactor pond and the intermediate term storage in the spent
fuel storage facilities
> it could go to dry storage facility - on one hand the spent fuel is a raw material

which could be utilised in the new reactor systems;
>~ it could be transported to certain countries with already developed technology for

reprocessing and corresponding assessment of the prices should be accomplished

1. IAEA-SM-293187 Vienna 1987
2.G. Schulz, NESSEb.4 Version 6, K.AB. AG, 1994.
3. Kernenergie 34 (1991) 89
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Kozlodluy NPP, WWER-440, Unit 1
Fuel assembly 3.6Y%, burn up reached 40.79 MWdikg

Mans of major acdinides [gJ, U-238=1.1 170+5 

3.5E+03

3.0E.03

2.52.+03 -a--L235

2.02.03 .a- 23

- .241

1.02.03 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~--- rP-242

5.OE+02

0.OE.00 

Opeartion and cooling tme d]

Mass of minor actinides [gi

1.2E+02
1.1 E402
1.02+02

8.O1E*011 N3
7.01E.011 -a-R 38

~~ 6.02401 -a--- ~~~~~~~~~~AN243
(U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q&~~~~~~N44

4I.OE+01 -- CQ4

3.OE+01
2.02.+01
1.02E+01
0.0E400

zV-( -0 N ~ ( 0 0(

C) c) C.) )
Oper-ation and cooling time (dl

Fig . Mass of major and minor actinides in the considered WWER-440
spent fuel assembly after 4 years of operation and 20 years cooling time
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Kozloduy NPRP, WWER-440, Unit 
Fuel assembly 3.6%4 bum up reached 40.79 MWdt/kg

Mass of fission products [91

2.71E+02 BA137

--*-io3

311.Z1Ee02 -J0129

(U l2 02
9.0 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A ZIRN5

a -AG10O
6.0 1 ~ ~~~~~~~-XE33

0.O1E.OO

*.2 .0 0 42

Operation and cooling time Id]

Total mass of certain fission products [g]

8.1DE+02

7.01E402

6.01E402
---ND tot

5.01E402 .-.. CS 110t

-a- SM1tt
4.0DE402

-.RU tot
3.01E402 -. EU tot

2.01E*02 w PIV~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tot

2.011402

0.01E400

I.- ~ ~ Opraio0an cdig lme[d

assembl after yearsoperation and 2 er cooling limmed

ND tot (ND142; ND143; ND144; ND145; ND146; NDi47; ND148; ND115O)
CS tot (CS 133; CS IJ4; CS13 7)
S M tot (S M14 7; SM 14 8; S M14 9; S M 1 S; S M 1 5; S M 2)
RU tot (RU 1 01; RU 103; RU 1 06)
EU tot (EU I5 1; EU 152; EU 153; EU 1S4
PM tot (PM 147; PM 14 8; PM48M, PM 149)
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Kozloduy Npp. WWER.440, Unit 1
Fuel assembly 3,614 burmup readhed 40.79 MWd/kg

Activity of ffisslon products [Cl]

1.6E+04

ME+04 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--C5137
1.21E.04 SR3o
I.OE*04 -- KM~5

.O.E403 TC09ro,9

O.OE+03 .-- SMI 51

4.OE.03 W-J54

2.O1E.03 E 6152

0.OE+0O 

Cooling time lyI

Fig 3. Mass [g] of fission products in the considered WWER-440 spent fuel
assembly

Activity of fIssion products C1]

2.OE.05

1.81E+05

11.61E.05

I.E.05 F9

1.21E+05CE4

I.OE+05 u0

B.CE.04 -&-S3

8.OE+04

4.1E.4

2.GE.04

Cooling time [yl

Fig 4. Activity [Ci] of fission products in the considered WWER-440 spent
fuel assembly after 4 years of operation and 20 years cooling time
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Kozloduy NPP, WWER-440. Unit 
Fuel assembly 3,6Y%, bum up reached 40.79 MWdl/kg
Total beta &gamma activity of fission products. Cl]

9.01240S

71 .0E405

4.SE'O5

a3 3E+05

3.01205
2.3E'O6
IhE~
7.5E*04
0 ~~0

hqb -5 -3 1 16 '~

Cooling time [y]

Fig 5. Total beta and gamma activity of fission products [Cil

Kozloduy NPP, WWER-44, Unit 
Fuel assembly 3.6/% bum up reached 40.79 MWdfkcg

Total neutron source Intensity from actinides

1.OE+04

8.OE+03

6.O1E.03

c*0 4.01E403

e2.O1E.03z

Operation and cooling time Id)

Fig 6. Total neutron source intensity from major and minor actinides in the
considered WWER-440 fuel assembly during 4 years of operation and 20
years cooling time
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Kozloduy NPP. WWE-440, Unit 1
Fuel assembly 3.614 burn up reached 40.79 M~dk

Post decay power at discharge = 255 kW

7.06501

6.06501

4.0O01

1.0501

0.OE.00
2y 4y Sy ay loy 12y 14y I6y lay 20y

Cooling time after dischiarge ly)

Fig 7. Post decay power [kW/kgU] of the considered WWER-440 spent
fuel assembly during 20 years cooling time
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Kozioduy NPP, WWER-10.0, Unit 5
Fuel assembly 3.3/% burn up reached 36.26 MWdlkg

Mass of major actlnldesli U-238=4.11495 g
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Mass of minor actinides [I
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6.O1E+01

0.0E00-.O --- 

Operation and codling time d]

Fig 7 Mass of major and minor actinides in the considered WWER-1000
spent fuel assembly after 3years of operation and 20 years cooling time
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Kozloduy NIPP, WWNER-1000, Unit 5
Fuel assembly 3.30% burn up reached 3&.26 MWdikg

Mass of fission products [g)
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Fig 8. Mass [g] of fission products in the considered WV/ER- 1 000 spent fuel
assembly after 3 years of operation and 20 years cooling time
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Kozloduy N1P.WWER-1 000, Unit 5
Fuel assembly 3.3Y burn up reached 36.26 MWdlkg

Activity of certain isotopes (C1]
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Fig 9. Activity (Ci] of' fission products in the considered WWER-1000 spent fuel
assembly after 3 years of operation and 20 years cooling time
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Kozloduy NPP, WWER-1000, Unit S
Fuel assembly 3.3G4 burn up reached 36.26 MWdflig
Total beta&gamma activity of fion products 1QI

4.064-08

3.515.06

3.015408

UE.05

Cooling time MY

Fig 10 Total beta and gamma activity of fission products [Ci]

Kozlodluy, NPP, WWER.1000, Unit 5
Fuel assembly 3.3'4 bum up reached 36.26 MWd~kg

Total neutron source Intensity from actinides
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6 OE03

4.01E403

Z2.06403

0.016.00

h 4\ -1b" JA4

Operation and cooling time [di]

Fig 1 1. Total neutron source intensity from major and minor actinides in the
considered WWER- 1000 fuel assembly during 3 years of operation and 20
years cooling time
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Kozloduy NPP1. WWER-1 000, Unit 6
Fuel assembly 3.31%~ bum up reached 36.26 MWdtkg

Post decay power at discharge 1090 [kW]

2.0E+00

0

5 E01

0.OE+00
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Cooling time after discharge fyI

Fig 12. Post decay power [kW/kgU] of the considered WWER-1000 spent fuel
assembly during 20 years coaling time
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on VVER Reactor Physics and Reactor Safely

September 22-28, 2002. Sunny Beach, Bulgaria

VVER-1000 Burnup Credit Benchmark (CBS)

M. A. Manolova
Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy,

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,
Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract

In the paper the specification of VVER-1000 Burnup Credit Benchmark first phase
(depletion calculations), is given. The second phase - criticality calculations for the
VVER-1 000 fuel pin cell, will be given after the evaluation of the results, obtained at
the first phase. The proposed benchmark is a continuation of the VVER benchmark
activities in this field [1,2,3,4,5]

1. Objective

The aim of the first phase of this benchmark is following:

- calculation of the nuclear concentrations for the VVER-1 000 spent fuel assembly
model, as the spent fuel inventory is a big source of uncertainty in criticality
calculations;

- comparison of the results for major and minor actinides and fission products traken
into account in the Calculational Burnup Credit benchmnark CB2 2] and
intercomparison of the depletion codes and libraries on this basis.
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2 Future Need

As a next step is very important to extend such a benchmark for parameters of VVER-
lOO00 spent fuel of a well documented irradiation history and compare the results with
actual measurements (assay) for the spent fuel.

3. Specijfication
3.1 Specificatlion of WVER-1000 Fuel Pin Cel

The data for VVER-1000 fuel assembly specification are from Ref. [6], the irradiation
history data are taken from Ref. [7].

Fresh Fuel Enrichment 3 % wt. "' 5U
Fuel Cell Pitch 1.275 cm
Fuel Radius 0.38 cm
Cladding Inner Radius 0.386 cm

Outer Radius 0.45 5 cm
Temperature 593 K
Material 1 % wt. Nb, 98.97% wt. Zr,

0.03% wt. Hf,
p = 6.51 5 g/cm3

Moderator Water Smeared with Assembly Spacer Grids (see &3.2)
Moderator Temperature 578 K
Fuel Active Length 355 cm
Fuel Temperature 1100 K
Number Densities of Nuclides in Fuel: Use the val'es from & 3.3

3.2 Specifflca tion of the Model of thce VJ'ER-1 000 Fuel Assembly (Fig. 1)

Lattice hexagonal, pitch 23.6 cm
Gap between assemblies 0.2 cm
No shell
Water temperature, K 578
Pressure 1583 N/cm 2

Number of fuel pins in assembly 312
Number of instrument tubes 
Number of control rods 1 8

Central Instrumental Tube (Cylindrical)
Inner radius 0.4 80 cm
Outer radius 0.560 cm
Material 1 % wt. Nb, 98.97% wt. Zr,

0.03% wt. Hf,
p =6.55 g1CM3

Control rod
Guide tube for control rod
Inner radius, cm 0.5 50 cm
Outer radius, cm 0.63 0 cm
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Material Stainless Steel (69.88% wt. Fe,
.12% wt.C, 1 8.5% wt. Cr,

l 0.5% wt Ni, % wt. Ti)
p = 7.85 g/m 3

Absorber (Control Rods are withdrawn)
Water with boron (nuclear concentrations are given below in & 3.3)

Spacer grid
Material Stainkss Steel (69.88% wt. Fe,

0.12% wt. C, 18.5% wt. Cr,
10.5% wt. Ni, 1 %wt. Ti)
p =7.85 glcm'

Number of spacer grids 1 4
Masses of volume fractions
of materials in one spacer grid 654 g

Steel Spacer Grids: smeared with water in the assembly volume in two cases: fuel
unit cell moderator and instrumental tube cell. The initial concentrations of isotopes
are given below in &3.3

Fig.l1 VVER-1000 Fuel Assembly Model (Horizontal Section)

3.3 Operating history data andfuel isotopic content

Specific power * 18.4049 MW/assembly
Number of cycles 2
Cycle duration (days)

Uptime 302, 310
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Downtime (between cycles) 139
Cooling ime (year) 0, 1, 5

* the value is equal to the rated thermal power per assembly; the data for fuel cycles
are based on the Operational Benchmark VVER- 1 000, Unit 6, KoZloduy NPP [71.

Initial isotopic composition for both fuel and water with smeared spacer grids are
given as follows:

Fresh fuel

U-235 6.421 56e-4
U-238 2.05016c-2
O 4.22874e-2

Water with Smeared Steel Spacer Grids in the fuel unit cell moderator

H 4.7290e-02
O 2.3676e-02
B-10 4.0865e-06
Fe 7.0491 e-04
Cr 2.0045e-04
Ni I1.0077e-04
Ti 1. 1767e-05
C-12 5.625~e-06

Water with boron and Smeared Steel Spacer Grids and Instrumental Tube
Cladding in the Instrumental Tube Cell

H 3.88e-02
O 1 .94e-02
B-I 0 3.35e-06
Zr 7.90e-03
Nb 7.84e-05
Hf 1 .22e-06
Fe 2.12e-04
Cr 6.02e-05
Ni 3.03e-05
Ti 3.53e-06
C-12 I .70e-')6

Water with Boron in the Withdrawn Control Rod Cell
H 4.7860c-02
O 2.3961 e-02
B-10 4.1358e-06

4. Results

Participants are requested to calculate and report the isotopic concentrations for the
major and minor actinides and fission products, defined in CB2, including U-234.
These are 12 actinides (U-235, U-234, U-236, U-238, Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-
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241, Pu-242, Am-241, Am-243, Np-237) and 15 fission products (Mo-95, Tc-99, Ru-
101, Rh-103, Ag-109, Cs-133, Nd-143, Nd-145, Sm-147, Sm-149, Sm-15O, Sm-151,
Sm-152, Eu-153 and Gd-155).

Some results of VVER-1 000 Benchmark calculations by the SCALE4.4 [8] and
NESSEL-NUKO [9] code systems have been presented at the last Symposium [10].

The form of results presentation is the same as for C"B2 Benchmark, namely:

Date
Institute
Participants
Computer Code
Data library identification, origin, description. Number of energy groups or
continuous energy (for cross sections, fission yields and decay data).
Notes
Please forward the results by electronic mail to INRNE (manolova~*nmne bat bob.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLICATING PROPERTIES OF VVER-440
SPENT FUEL DEPENDING ON ASSEMBLY LAYOUT IN THE REACTOR CORE

AND THE[R OPERATION CONDITIONS

Y.KOVIIASENKO

State Scientific and Technical Center on Nuclear and Radiation Safety, Kyiv, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Spent nuclear fuel with the same burnup value can have different isotope composition, and,
therefore, different multiplicating properties. This work has analyzed the impact on
VVER-440 spent fuel multiplicating properties of different operation conditions, such as the
presence or absence of absorbers-rods near an assembly, changes in the concentration of the
boric acid dissolved in the moderator (water) during the campaign, oscillations of fuael and/or
moderator temperature during the campaign in different areas of the core, and changes in
water amount at the periphery of an assembly due to its location in the central or periphery
part of the core during the fuel campaign and/or due to changes in inter-assembly gaps.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of the burnup as a nuclear safety parameter in assessment safety of spent fuel
management systems (burnup credit principle) can be divided into three main stages. There
are.

- determination of fuel burnup;
- determination of fuel isotope composition depending on its burnup,
- determination of multiplicating properties of spent fuel depending on its isotope

composition.

The isotope composition of spent fuel depending on its burnup is determined, as a rule,
by means of reactor cell programs, such as CASMO, HELIOS, WIMS, NESSEL, KASSETA,
etc., or by means of specialized calculation programs for spent fuel isotope composition such
as ORIGEN, NUKO, etc.

It is evident that the isotope composition of spent fuel is determined not only by its
burnup value, but also by burnup conditions, in other words by that neutron spectrum in
which this burnup took place.
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Let us separate the main factors which can affect changes in the neutron spectra during
the campaign, and along with it changes in spent fuel isotope composition

I) The presence of absorbers control rods (CR) near an assembly
2) The change in the concentration of the boric acid dissolved in the moderator (water)

during the campaign.
3) Changes in water amount at the assembly periphery due to its location in the central

or periphery part of the core during the fuel campaign and/or due to changes in
inter-assembly gaps.
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reactor cell mesh under the rated operation parameters of the reactor when there are no
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In following section multiplicating properties of spent A have been determined for
infinite layout of FA located with 14.7-cm pitch in unborated water with temperature 293 K
(without any absorber rods). Fuel temperature was also supposed 293 K, figure 1. his
conditions was denoted in following as storage conditions.

1 2 R~~~~445c

1 1

0 9

08a

OT7
0 20 40 so

BURNUP. MW'dtkg

FIG 2 Multiplicating Properties of VVR440 Reactor Cell under Rated Reacto~
Operation Parameter

2. COMPARISON OF THFE NESSEL CODE WITH THE CASMO-4 AND SCALE-4.3
CODES

Comparing the NESSEL results with the similar ones obtained applying other codesi
presented in this section for VVER-1000 reactor cell due to absence at this momner
VVER-440 reactor cell calculations.

Figure 3 demonstrates the comparison of the results of the NESSEL calculations wit
the similar results obtained by means of the wellknown code CASMO 4 (performed withi
the framework of BMU-project SR 233 1, German).

The close coincidence of the results by neutron multiplication factor can be considere
as the integral characteristic which demonstrates the close coincidence in these calculations 
the changes during burnup in concentrations of the basic isotopes affecting assembl
multiplicating properties.

Figure 4 demonstrates the comparison of the results of the NESSEL calculations 
VVER- 1 000 reactor cell vs burnup under the storage conditions but the isotope composition
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FIG 3 Comparison of the Calculation Results Obtained with the NESE and
CASMO-4 Codes
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FlI0. 4. Comparison of the Calculation Results Obtained with thie NFSSEL and
SCALE-,43 Codes
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of spent fuel has been determined in the cases when water, burnable absorber, and control
rods are in control rods guide tubes with the similar results obtained by means of the
wellknown Monte-Carlo SCALE-4.3 (KENO-VI) code.

It is evident that the multiplication factor result discrepancies have the systematic
nature, and are 0.015 under all burnup values (frm 0 to 60 GW*daylt), and for different
possible types of neutron spectra (the presence of burnable absorbers, CR clusters, or their
absence), in the range of the multiplication factor from 1.0 to 1.5. These results completely
confirm the applicability of the code NESSEL for such studies, at least as regards the
comparative analysis of different possible variants of changes -in VVER assembly
multiplicating properties during fuel burnup.

3. THE PRESENCE OF ABSORBERS NEAR THE FUEL ASSEMBLY

Based on the calculations of VVER-440 reactor cell burnup under the rated reactor
operation parameters, the isotope composition of spent fuel has been determined in the cases
when there are no absorbers near FA and when absorber rod is located instead of reactor cell
central assembly, figure 1.

Based on this isotope composition, multiplicating properties of the reactor mesh have
been calculated in storage conditions (Tf = Tmod 293 K, unborated water, no removable
absorbers). The results of these calculations are given in Figure 5, two lower curves (rk445
and rk44Scr).

It is evident that multiplicating properties of spent fuel as applied to storage conditions
should be calculated without credit of short-lived isotopes. Therefore, in the next series of
these calculations we did not credit the impact of the isotopes associated with lines Xe135 on
multiplicating properties of the reactor cell, two middle curves in Figure 5 (rk445(-Xe) and
rk445cr(-Xe) ).

The last series of the calculations, two upper curves in Figure 5 (rk445(10is) and
rk445cr(l~is) ), presents the results of spent fuel multiplicating property calculations which
have been performed with the credit of changing during burnup in the concentration of 10
isotopes that are used in the "burnup credit" methodology the most frequently - there are
basic fuel isotopes U235, U236, U238, Pu239, FPu240, and Pu241, some actinides and fission
products such as Pu242, Ani241, Sm149, and Sm151.

In all cases the spent assemblies whose bumnup took place with the presence of CR have
the maximum multiplicating properties.
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range from 1050 ppm at the beginning of the campaign to approximately 0 ppm at the end.
Presently, each assembly passes 3 - 4 such cycles during operation. To determine the impact
of these oscillations on spent fuel multiplicating properties the calculations of changing
during burnup in the fuel isotope composition have been performed when the concentration of
the boron acid dissolved in water is 0 and 1050 ppmn (with presence of CR and without them).
Multiplicating properties of the assemblies in storage conditions have been determined based
on this isotope composition data. The results of these calculations are presented below in
Figure 6.

Two lower solid lines characterize the spent fuel multiplicating properties in storage
conditions (without credit of Xel35 lines) for two cases when the fuel burnup took place
without CR (the lower curve) and with presence of them. Two upper solid lines correspond to
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for the average boron acid concentration - 525 ppm . The lower dot lines have been obtained
for the case of fuel burnup in unborated water, and the upper ones correspond to the boron
acid concentration in the moderator - 1 050 ppm .

Hence, the spent assemblies whose bumnup took place with the presence of CR, in water
with the maximum boron acid concentration (in our case - 1050 ppm) have the maximum
multiplicating properties.

1.14 l45~(cs

1.0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
B~.up MvVkg

FIG. 6. Multiplicating Properties of VVER-440 Reactor Cell in Storage Conditions for
Different Boron Acid Concentrations During Fuel Burnup
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5. THE CHANGE IN WATER AMOUNT AT THE PERIPHERY OF AN ASSEMBLY

The location of an assembly can be changed during the fuel campaign. The assembly
can be located both in the core periphery and its central part. These situation lead to changing
the amount of water around the assembly, and therefore, to changing neutron spectrum in the
assembly.

To study the impact on spent fuel multiplicating properties of the water amount at the
assembly periphery during its operation the isotope composition has been determined for the
case of assemblies operation without CR when the thickness of the surrounding water layer is
changed to -1 mm in relation to the rated value. The boron acid concentration in the
moderator is assumed equal to 525 ppm.

The results obtained are presented in Figures 7. As in the previous cases, spent fuel
multiplicating properties have been determined for the assemblies operated without absorber
rods with the credit of the complete change of its nuclide composition, except for lines Xe I35
(two lower curves), and with the credit of only 10 the most significant isotopes. Solid lines as
in Figure 5 correspond normal operational conditions, dot lines - when the thickness of the
surrounding water layer is changed to -i mm in relation to the rated value.

1.0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Burnup. MWdikg

FIG. 7. Multiplicating Properties of VVER-440 Reactor Cell in Storage Conditions for
Djerent Water Amount at the Assembly Periphery
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thickness around the assembly (in our case it is -1 mm in relation to the rated value) have the
maximum multiplicating properties.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The studies conducted demonstrated that VVER-440 spent fuel assemblies with 4.4%
enrichment have the maximum multiplicating properties at all levels of the burnup range from
0 to 60 GW*day/t provided that during the operation:

- Absorber rods are located near assembly;
- Fuel burnup, takes place in the moderator with the maximum boron acid

concentration;
- Water layer around the assembly has the minimum thickness.

This conclusion is correct both for the case of determining spent fuel multiplicating
properties in the whole isotope spectrum (except for lines Xe13S) and for the case when
multiplicating properties are determined only taking into account the bounded number of the
most significant nuclides (U235, U236, U238, Pu239, Pu240, Pu24I, Pu242, Am.241, SmI49,
and Sm 1 SI).

The common influence possible variations of this three parameters compare to mean
rated values on spent fuel multiplication properties are presented in Figures g. Maximum
differences in Kinf on the level of 60 GWt*dlt reach for both variant (full set and 1 0 the most
significant isotopes) approximately 6%.

1 .3

1.2

1 .1 .42

0 1 0 20 30 4 0 so 60
Burnup. MW'dfkg

FIG 8 Multiplicaling Properties of VVR440 Reactor Cell in Storage Conditionsfo
Different Operational Parameters
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A NOTE ON NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF CRITICALITY

Jan Kyncl, Nuclear Research Institute Act plc
Czech Republic

e-mail: kync~ujv.cz

ABSTRACT

The contribution deals with numerical solution to the problem of criticality for neutron
transport equation by the external source iteration method. Especially, the speed of
convergence is examined. It is shown that if neutron absorption in the medium considered it
high and if the space region occupied by the medium is large then a slow convergence of the
iterations can be expected. This expectation is confirmed by results to CB4 benchmark
obtained by MCNP code. Besides the results presented some questions; concerning
applications of them jto criticality calculations are painted out.

INTRODUCTION

Problem of criticality for neutron tranisport equation is formulated as follows: To find a
nonnegative element p belonging to a linear space X of complex ~titons, and a positive
constant X such that equation

Lqp= Sp + 1 Fp (1)

is satisfied. The constant 1 has meaning of the multiplication coefficient kw and L, S and F
denote the linear operators, which are defined on the space X,

(D~p) (x, E, ow) -oVq + X N, (x) a.(E, o, Tfx)) qp(x, E, w),

(Sq)) (x, E, wo) N, N(x) dE' Jdo' ajVE-+E, o'.co, Tfx)) q(x, B', W),
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(F9)(xE~~~co~i- NxX( 0 Efd)v('a('->.9->oTx)pxE,)

Here the following notation is used:
x, E, o ... co-ordinates of location, energy and neutron velocity direction, respectively;

0 ... ~surface of the unit sphere;
N, ... the number of nuclei of material i per unit volume;
n ... the number of different nuclei;

cr ... microscopic differential scattering cross-section;
CF1 ... microscopic differential fission cross-section;

v ... the number of neutrons created by fission;
a, ... microscopic total cross-section;
T ... temperature.

Mostly problem (1) can be rewritten into the form

Xsp= Bp (2)

where B * (I - Li' S )*' r' F ( I being the uxnit operator).

Solving problem (2) it is used to proceed according to the following iterative scheme:

Choose an arbitrary element fEX, f k0, fj 1 (J. is the norm defined in X). Set

'P(O) f, (O) = 1 (3a)

Next, recurrently define

(P(. B T(, / B (. X1 3 B(. 1 n=J,2,... (3b)

Usually it can be shown that it holds

B'f= (p (B) sf) +B g`f , n=12,... (4)

where r(B) denotes spectral radius of operator B, s(f) > 0 is a number, which is independent of
n and B, is a linear operator such that
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r(BRj)< r(B).()

Next p is the solution to problem (2) where 1. = r(B) (see e.g. 1]).

Using relations (3) and (4) we get

(,.) [q) s(f) + (Bl 1 (B)] II 11( s(f)+ (B tof) l r(B) 

~n)= 11 (p ?(B) s(l)+ B.'f Iil r`B) s()+ B.` fiI ll2

Therefore by inequality (), iterations (%() and A,. converge with n. Assuming that 
we have

(()- p : •cr(B1) /(s(l) r(B)) and I(, - XI _ c r`(B)/(s()ri"(B))

where c is a finite constant. Tus the speed of convergence is determined by number s(O) and
by the dominant ratio of operator B.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Each of functions q). n=1.2. ... in iterative process (3) is solution to non-homogeneous
transport equation

Lp(31 Scp(. g, (6)

Consider for a moment infinite homogeneous medium of constant material density with an
isotropic point source g of neutrons, which is placed at origin of coordinates. Look for a
solution (p to the equation (6) in condition that

lp(x,E'00) --> if lx X->+D.
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In one - speed approximation this solution behaves so that it falls with x (the distance from
the source), for x > IE, according to law

:,exp(-1 x I IL). (7)

Here L is known as diffusion length and it is a root to equation

1 = L(Ei-FZ. )/2 hn4(E L+ 1)/( E, L-l1)] (8)

while E, and E, denote total and absorption macroscopic cross-section, respectively [2].
From equation (8) it follows

L-+ IIE, as EJE, -+1 and L-> co as Ea/Zt-+ O.

So if absorption in the medium is sufficiently large then L is finite and from (7) we infer
If diameter D ofspace region is finite and large then DIL is large n umber and at least DIL
iterations are necessary to obtain reasonable results in process (3).

Hence as for problem (1) we can expect:
If space region where probi em (2) is defined is sufficiently large while medium filling up this
region is sufficiently absorbing then iteration process (3) will converge slowly.

In what follows we want analyse the Oroblem of convergence of process (3) by means of
computations concerning special task CB4.7 of benchmark CB34 [31. The computations are
performed with MCNP4a code by analog Monte Carlo method using nuclear data from
ENDF/B-VI data library in continuous representation. In the code the solution to problem (2)
is sought by method of successive generations (each of iterations (3) is computed by means of
corresponding generation of particles [4]). Indeed numerical accuracy of computation in a
5enraton must also be taken into account in analysis of convergence of the iteration process.
In principle this accuracy is determined by the number of particles per one generation.

Remind roughly the task:
Find solution of the problem (1) in case of cask of fuel assemblies VVER-440. The cask
consst of 84 assmbies, which are arranged into an annular form ( see Fig. 1 ). Each of the
assemblies is enriched by 4.4% with isotope U`5. The fuel is burnt up to 40 MWd / kg and
cooled after discharge for 5 years. The height of fuel column in any fuel rod is 244 cm and it
is equidistantly divided into 10 parts by planes S,, S2...., S,,. which are perpendicular to the
rod axis ( Fig. 2). The burn up is assumed to be axially dependent in the sense that the
material composition corresponding to different parts are different (in general) while no
dependence on axa coordinate is considered for material composition inside each of the parts
We are looking for quantities kff and 'Pj=1,2.JO 1,
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lIVM , J dx ~ N, (x)J dE' J dco'or,(E')qp(x,E',wo'), =
V, =1 0 A *Jj

where Vj denotes (from down up) the space part of the whole cask which lies between the
planes S, and S,,~ (V, is the volume of V ), j=1,2..1 0.

Problem (1) was computed for the following ten variants:

1) In 30' - sector of the cask symmetry, starting source positions are defined (by ksrc card).
Especially all particles of the first generation start from the only point in cell No. 1
( bottom of the fuel column). 505 generations are employed each with 10000 particles.
Initial five generations are omitted.

2) The same case but with 5000 particles per one generation.

3) Variant 1) but the source particles start from the only point in cell No. 10 ( top of the fuel
column).

4) The same case but with 5000 particles per one generation.

5) Variant 1) but 1 05 initial generations are omitted.

6) bike 3) but 105 initial generations are omitted.

7) Like 1) but 1 005 generations are employed. Initial 500 generations are omitted.

8) The same case but the source particles start from the only point in cell No. 1 0.

9) Variant 1) but there are ten starting source positions, one per each of the cells.

10) Like 9) but 1 005 generations are employed. Initial 500 generations are omitted.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of computations are presented in tables 1-5.

inaccuracy caused by the number of particles employed in one generation can be estimated
frm the results to variants 1 - 4 (Tables and 2). It is seen that the change of the number of
particles per one generation from 5000 to 10000 leads to minor changes in multiplication
coefficient value but it strongly affects quantities 'I'. So in case tha starting particles are
placed in the cell No. 10 the change of kf is smaller than 0.05% while the change of quantity
'P3 is greater than 25% ( remind that ker, and IF, have been computed with standard deviation
smaller or equal to 0.05% and 1.27 %, respectively - see Table 2).
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Next, tables and 2 show that position of starting particles strongly affects the results. E.g. if

1 0000 particles per one generation is used then

[k.cr' -kcff'Y k" 0 .9 %,

[kF3 - qJplO ]/ 'V310 1053 %

(the upper indexes and 10 mean that particles of the first generation start from the cells
No. 1 and 1 0, respectively). These differences are much greater then standard deviations of
corresponding results.

In MCNP code a quantity q is computed from relation

q = (n-i) o

where a% is th@ result ofj-th generation and i means the number of initial generations omitted.
In£luence of the number of these generations omitted can be estimated from results for
variants 5 -10. It appears that if 505 generations are employed each with 10000 particles, and
if initial 105 generations are omitted then difference in KTis small while difference in
quatiies IF, remains great as long as initial source particles start either fr-om cell No. or
from ceU No. 10:

['1', -p1 T Vs ]'Vi* 516%,

['V2& - P213 ]/ W410 n 366.7%,

['P' 'PI10 /pI XY1 191%,

[42 - Wp10 V IFP4 w 68.8% (see Table 3).

These differences have mostly decreased when 1005 generations were employed and 500 of
them omitted (Table 4). But still
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R1- XFIYPI 11%.

Notice that both differences shown exceed substantially the errors of computation.

In variants 9 and 1 0 initial source distribution was chosen to be uniform with height and the
aim was to affect the influence of both the number of generations employed and the source
distribution choice. Table 5 shows that the change of the number of generations from 505 to
1 005 affect negligibly the value off, but it manifests itself strongly in quantity IF( the
change of multiplication coefficient is smaller than 0.08 % whereas the change of quantity IF',
is greater tha 407% ). Next by comparison with results of variants 7 and 8 it appears that the
value of ktf from variant 10 lies between numbers k,1' a kff ̀  while quantity IF, is smaller in
17 %and in 8 %than IF,' and ,,repectively.

From the results presented we can conclude:

- Convergence of iterative process (3) is slow and itis caused both by large dimensions of
the cask and by absorbing properties of the medium.

- To obtain reasonable results it is necessary to employ grea number of generations each
with the great number ofparticies. Next It Is necessary to omit hundreds of Initial
generlkions.

- It cannot be expected that the convergence will be substantially imprqved by a suitable
choice offunctionf (except the case thatff is the solution to the problem (2) ).

- The problem of con vergen ce is common for all codes based on iterative process (3).

These findings could be an obstacle in uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of the criticality
problem solution in case of large assemblies. Moreover the problem of code validation
appears: a criticality cede which gives reasonable results for fuel assemblies of small
dimensions may fail in the case of large dimensions.
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Fig. 1. Cask horizontal section
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ASSEMBLY UPPER PART 28.8

Fuel Region 10 24.4

Fuel Region 9 24.4

Fuel Region 24.4

Fuel Region 7 24.4 F
Fuel Region 6 24.4 U 320
Fuel Region 5 24.4 E
Fuel Region 4 24.4 L
Fuel Region 3 24.4

Fuel Region 2 24.4

Fuel Region 1 24.4

ASSEMBLY LOWER PART 47.2

Fig. 2. Axial division of the fuel assembly
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Table . Values of quantities k*, and ', J=),2,..., 1O.
Starting particles are distributed in cell No. .

10000 partigen. T5000 partlgen.

k~~tr ~ St. dev. k St. dev. %1

0.8439 0.08 0.843128 0.09

Cell No. 'i St. dcv. T St. dev.[%

1 0.0566611 0.28 0.0590328 0.38
2 0.0579542 0.26 0.0606284 0.36
3 0.0404072 0.30 0.0424249 0.42
4 0.0301 153 0.35 0.0329145 0.48
5 0.0304238 0.35 0.0324103 0.48
6 0.0455498 0.29 0.0450659 0.41
7 0.0854910 0.21 0.0832171 0.30
8 0.160552 0.15 0.158179 0.22
9 0.252531 0.12 0.251271 0.17
10 0.240315 0.13 -1 0.234856 0.19

Table 2. Values of quantities k,, and '*,J12,p ,D
Starting particles are distributed In cell No. 10.

10000 partJgen. 5000 partl/gen.

k~~lr ~ St. dev. I%1 f St. dev. %

0.851521 0.04 0.851954 _________

Cell No. TiSt. dev. II St. dev. 1%1
1 0.00117458 1.96 0.00115648 2.76
2 0.00202780 1.39 0.00235500 -1.84
3 0.00350388 1.04 0.00472434 1.27
4 0.00798418 0.68 0.00976428 0.88
5 0.01 92873 0.44 0.02082q9 0.60
6 0.0453 197 0.29 0.0454983 0.40
7 0.0990104 0.19 0.0980505 0.27
8 0.197291 0.14 0.196641 0.19

0.318218 0.11 0.319092 0.15
10 0.306184 0.12 0.301890 0.16
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Table 3. Values of quantities k. and P,, j=1,2,...,10.
105 generations omitted.

Particles start In cell No. 1 Particles start In cell No. 10

k~~ir ~ St. dev. [ Jk~tf St dev_____ ___

0.849 0.05 0.850744 0 e.[4

Cell No. piSt. dev. [%J St. dev. I
1 0.00835285 0.81 0.00135567 2.04
2 0.0105037 0.68 0.00225044 1.48
3 0.01 10903 0.65 0.00381255 1.11
4 0.0143894 0.57 0.00852425 0.74
5 0.0240596 0.44 0.0203908 0.48
6 0.0475972 0.31 0.0473240 0.31
7 0.0989183 0.22 0.101734 0.21
8 0.191078 0.15 0.198765 0.15
9 0.303625 0.12 0.315362 0.12

-1-0-r 0.290386 0.13 0.300481 0.13

Table 4. Values of quantities k.a and 'Fj, j=1,2,.,10.
1005 generations (500 of them omitted).

Particles start I cell No. 1 Particles start In cell No. 10

kw ~ 1 St. dev. [%J St. dev. 1%J
0.852247 -0.03 0.850881 0.03

Cell No. piSt. dev. jJ i' St. dev. %]

1 0.00176472 1.58 0.00159359 1.66
040279857 1.17 0.00270833 1.20

~~ 0~.00451383 0.90 0.00472976 0.89
4 0.00949407 0.62 0.0094824' 0.63
S 0.0206519 0.42 0.0211697 0.42
6 0.0449432 0.29 0.0476396 0.28
7 0.0976091 0.19 0.102071 0.19
8 0.194689 0.14 0.198557 0.13
9 ~ji0.317301 0.11 0.316148 0.11
10 0.306235 0.12 0.295902 0.12
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Table 5. Values of quantities k.,rand 'Ps, j1,2,.,O.
Starting particles are distributed uniformly.

505 generations 1005 generations
(5 of them omitted) (500 of themi omitted)

k~~w ~ St. dev. k t. dev.I%

0.8559 0.04 0.851017 0.03

Cell No. q St. dev. f% '' St. dev. I
1 0.00743791 0.17 0.0014652 1.70
2 0.00835890 0.68 0.0026464 1.21
3 0.00874948 0.65 0.00455846 0.90
4 0.0124496 0.55 0.00967587 0.62
5 0.0221820 0.41 0.0210057 0.42
6 0.0459520 0.28 0.0461227 0.28
7 0.0984635 0.19 0.0996282 0.19
8 0.192800 0.14 0.197103 0.13
9 0.309320 0.11 0.31542- 0.11
~~~ ~~0.294287 0.12 0.302453 0.12
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Study of an electron accelerator based transmutational system
P. Wrtes. A. Brolly

KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Abstract
There are many conceptions for incineration of high activity waste of spent fuels.

One of them, the concept of accelerator driven subcritical systems with moving fuel,
seems to be a particularly promising technology. Due to the fact that portion of delayed
neutrons acting in the reactor core is much smaller than the required quantity for a
stable operation an accelerator is required for the safe operation of such system Mostly
the application of the spallation neutron sources is proposed because of their high
neutron yied4 though these sources are large and expensive and their availability does
not meet the related requirements of those systems which are used in energy production.

Many laboratories have been using electron accelerator driven photoneutron
sources since the early sixtieth. Their dimension, operation stability and cost are
definitely favorable, even if their neutron yield is about 30 times less tha that of the
spallation sources which operate at similar power. That is why their application can be
strongly recommended when the transmuter reactor with moving fuel can be safely
controlled by means of an e-n converter.

Since their modest space requirement placing the .subcritical core as a transmutter
with a heat exchanger into the VVER vessel is a very tempting solution for VVER blocks
at their life end as well. In this case the accelerator(s) and the plant for chemical
processing of spentfiel can be placed partly in reactor hall and partly in box.

This contribution provides a study of some reactor physical aspects of this
solution as a first step towards the understanding of the feasibility of this concept.

Introduction
In the last decade. intensive R&D of nuclear reactors dedicated to incineration of

nl~h activity isotopes of spent fuels can be observed all over the world. Among various
technological problems there are some caused by the particular nuclear physical
properties of isotopes to be incinerated:

•(ny) process leads an actinide to an other one. therefore a fission can only
results in its incineration. Moreover, for even-even actinides (e.g. Pu-240) the
fission cross-section becomes higher than the (ny) one only over 1MeV. On other
hand. the long living fission products (129 and Tc-99) can be better incinerated
by thermal neutron flux. Thlerefore, in a good incinerating reactor fast and thermal
regions must be equally present.

* For actinides, higher than uranium, the fraction of delayed neutrons is
essentially less than that for U-235. Consequently, the control of such reactors is
more difficult. Moreover, if a moving fuel technology is applied. then the
situation may become worse because the most long living delayed neutron
precursors leave the core before decay. The consequence: these reactors cannot be
operated safely in critical regime, they must be sub-critical utilizing neutron
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source. This source cannot be a constant one but it could be fed back by power
level of subcritical system. This can be accomplished only by accelerator driving.

Accerators are used to produce neutrons for a long time. D-T sources, -n
converters and spallation sources are well-known. They have different neutron spectra
and efficiency. Source can be selected considering the following items:

1. Operation stability
2. Dimensions
3. Cost of investation
4. Cost of operation
5. Neutron efficiency (yield/invested energy)

Concerning the first four items the c-n converters are more favorable than the spallation
sources. However, their efficiency is 30 times worse [I] than that of spallation sources.

A reactor physical investigation of simple e-n driven subcritical system has been
accomplished and is reported in the next chapters.

Simple model of an ADS system

Piimaylloop Pn~7 imp
to chemims frcow chemical processing
processing

Fig.1 Simple model of trnsmutary withe- cnvre

thro gh Sheatehane lae ove t heutcore Nturally cntsecory opas ae
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on molten salt heat transporting. Thus, the core and the heat exchanger are placed in the
same vessel, t is assumed that this vessel is not larger than that of a VVER reactor.
Normally, this system may operate on normal atmospheric pressure, therefore even a life
ended VVER vessel can be applicable for this purpose.

The core, that is the room between the bottom and heat exchanger may contain a
graphite grid. In our calculations the core was homogenized and the molten salt/graphite
volume ratio was 4915 1.

The accelerator tube ending with converter target is placed in the axis of vessel.
Its dimensions and other parameters are optimized in order to obtain neutron yield as big
as possible. It should be noted that a resonance type electron accelerator even for 100-
200MeV energy is only some meters long, thus it can be placed over the vessel.

The indispensable pyrochemical reprocessing equipment requires only moderate
room and therefore can be placed anywhere in VVER reactor hall.

The contruction of steam generators replacing the VVER's ones, should be similar
to those used in LMFBRs.

The outlined conception implies numerous problems of heat engineering, material
technology, control etc. Here only some results of preliminary reactor physical
investigations are presented.

Reactor physical investigation of ADS using e-n converter
First step of investigation is the optimalization of converters target. The goal of

our optimalization has been to find dimension and place for target in the reactor core
giving the best neutron economy for a given electron energy and target material. A
150MeV electron accelerator with lead target has been chosen. (In future a tungsten
target will also be considered.) Detailed description of optimalization. procedure is
described in [2]. In this case the optimum reached when a target of 30 cm diameter and
80 cm length is placed in the bottom of the core. The yield of this target is 0.0465
neutronlelectron. Calculation has been performed with MICNIPX 2.2.3 [3] Monte Carlo
code. This code, developed recently by Los Alamos laboratory, models the photonuclear
processes during electron-photon-neutron transport. Beside the total neutron yield their
energy spectrum has been also determnined and used in further calculations. The space
dependence of source neutrons could also be calculated but it was neglected in the further
calcaistions.

The subcritical parameters, neutron flux and heat production were calculated with
TORT [4] 3-1) transport cde using ERANOS 172-group structure. This multigroup
system is consisted of 49 groups below 1eV and 20 groups above 1MeV. The upper
energy limit is 19.64 MeV. The source neutrons with energy above this limidt were
merged in the uppermost group of ERANOS system. The micro and macro multigroup
constants were produced from ENDF data by means of N30Y99 [5] and TRANSX 2.15
codes. respectively. For preparation of composition data and for evaluation of results
from the obtained flux values the TIBSO [71 code was used. These are the same tools
applied to the MUSE-4 [8] benchmark task set by OECD.

The source of nuclear data was the ENDF/B-VI, though the data for certain
elements (e.g. natural lead) were taken from ]E3F2.2.

The mol% of actinide concentration in molten salt has been taken as varying
parameter of calculations and the following quantities have been calculated:
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* prompt criticality factor
* steady state criticality factor (i.e. criticality with delayed neutrons)
• after performing calculations with source, from the obtained flux the fission rate
and - assuming that each fission gives 200MeV - the total and the space dependent
specific power.

Two kinds of isotopic composition of fuels have been accounted:
I. residual after extracting uranium and all other elements of lower order from
spent and 20 years cooled VVER fuels

2. the same as above plus 129 and Tc-99
In order to estimate the effect of graphite, steady state criticality factor have been
calculated for such cores where the graphite has been left out. that is all core filled with
molten salt carig fuels of the 2d~ composition.

Results and conclusions
Tables 1-3. present the criticality factor and average specific power as ajfPnction

of fuel-molten salt ratio. The specific power relates to lp.A current - i.e. 150 Watt power
- of accelerator.

By comparing the prompt and steady state criticality factors it can be seen that
this kind. of system has 0,=0.23%. This value is about one thr that of a system using
U-235 as fissile material.

Tabli Criticality factr and specific powers without Tc-99 and I-129
I I~~~~~~~ 2.07 mol% I2.36 mol% 2.58 mnol%

kfprompt 0.8920 0.9426 0.9785
Ikg steady state I 0.8942 I 0.9449 0.808
spc pwer Wattiliter] 2.75 5.74 17.8

Tabl.2 Criticality factors and specific powers with Tc-99 and I-129
3.21 mol% 3.30 mol %

Nff prompt 0.9700 0.9799 
ktsteady state 0.9723 0.9820 

spec, power [Watt/liter] 11.6 22.19 

Tabl. 3 Criticality factor without Grphite
1.65 mol% 2.17 mol% 175ml%

kff steadystate 0.7612 0.8783 099

In the Figs.2-4 the space dependences of specific powers are shown. The radial
dependence is shown in two axial places: target level and vacuum tube level,
respectively. The axial dependence is given near the accelerator tube.
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Flg.4 Specific power n axial direction near the accelerator tube and target

It is concluded that with an electron accelerator of 150MeV with 4m.A average
current (600kW) the specific power of an VVER-440 reactor (80kW/liter) could be
reached if at least 3.3mol% concentration of fuel in molten salt was guaranteed. We do
not know the technological possibility of reaching such concentration as well as the
effectivity of chemical separation of stable but highly absorbing fission products (e.g
sam r). It is suggested by comparison of Tabl.2 with Tabl.3 that the decrease or full
omission of graphite from the system may reduce the required fuel concentration.

The low Pff', which will be further decreased. by the motion of fuel, inevitably
requires the use of an easily regulable neutron source that is an accelerator. Because of its
modrate cost, small dimensions and stabil operation, an electron accelerator with c-n
converter seems to be applicable for this purpose. The indispensable chemical separation
is a crucial question. We are aware of an equipment [9] could be placed in a VVER
reactor hail. The problems of molten salt circlulating system, heat exchanger steam
generators (they should be like to those used in LMFBRs) are also to be solved. These
seem to be complicated but manageable problems.
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Abstract
Decommissioning 31 is the final and very important phase in the lifecycle of nuclear reactors and

covers all activities from shutdown and removal of the fuel to environmental restoration of the site.
The main characteristics and problems of the decommissioning process are outlined in this paper. The
paper presents the tasks of scientific and methodical base elaboration for the purposes of performing
expert analysis in ThIRNE-BAS on decommissioning process of WWER reactors Ill and related
problems of nuclear safety and radiation protection. Results of preliminary design calculations for the
possible reuse of the fuel discharged from a decommissioned WWER-440 reactor are given in the
paper.

L Introduction
The decommissioning process incorporates following activities: the safe management of nuclear

materials held in the site of facility, the safe management of radioactive wastes, decontamination,
reactor equipment dismantling and site remediation. These activities can be described as follows.

- Plant Cleanout- It begins immediately following shutdown. The used nuclear fuel which
consist greater than 99%/1 of the total radioactivity of the reactor is removed the core and transferred to
storage depending on spent fuel management policy. Radioactive wastes accumulated during operation
may be treated and stored. The reactor and associated plant will be prepared for the next stage of
dismantling or a period of Safe storage (Safe Enclosure) as determined by chosen decommissioning
strategy.

- flMcontamidnation- The activity incorporates the removal of contamnination from surfaces of
facilities and equipment and may be carried out as an integral part of plant cleanout or as a separate
phase

-_Dismantling- The activity follows decontamination of reactor concerned. All equipment and
buildings outside the reactor building may be dismantled. With the reactor sealed and monitored, the
rest of the site can be released for re-use.

- Demolition and Site Clearance- Final stage of reactor dismantling is completed, buildings
demolished and radioactive wastes removed to storage or disposal facilities. The site may then e
released for appropriate alternative use. No further inspection or monitoring is required.

Decommissioning strategies can vary considerably in timescale. Two main options are available, a
move to early dismantling termed "Early Site Release" (DECON in US) and an option called `Safe
Store" (Safe Enclosure).
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Early Site Release refers to the prompt move to complete dismantling. The early site release
strategy has been adopted by some nuclear reactors in Germany (NPP "ireifswald") and in US This
approach requires high costs as remote handling may be applied for some parts of dismantling Worker
doses may also be high as there is less time for the radioactivity to decay

The Sate store (Safe Enclosure) option incorporates a safe storage period prior to final
dismantling of the reactor, during which time the facility remains sealed and monitored by authority
experts. The Safe store period is justified when there will be a significant reduction of residual
radioactivity due to natural decay of the radioactive isotopes. As a result of it workers will experience
lower radiation dose rates during dismantling works the volume of intermediate level wastes for
disposal is reduced.

The preliminary Decommissioning Project considered for Units Inad 2 of NPP "~ozloduy` will
consists 3 phases:

- Post operation activities following to the reactor final shutdown (about 5 years),
- Safe Store (Safe Enclosure) period (about 35 years);
- Differed dismantling.

The main activities to be performed after reactor shutdown and during the Safe Enclosure phase
are:

- The reactor de-fluelling;
- The fuel cool-down in the pools of unit land 2;
- The transfer of fuiel to the site storage facility;
- The removal and processing of operational waste;
- The identification of the systems needed during the Safe Enclosure;
- The decontamination and decontamination waste processing etc.

A 35 years Safe Enclosure time is recomimendable due to radioactivity decay of 0Co, a activity
will not be influenced too much by prolonged storage, but the maintenance costs, dose commitment
and secondary waste production will increase with time.

IL Tasks of the expert analysis on Decommissioning in IE~ BAS.

An obligatory component of the activities related to the decommissioning, is the requirement for
pmanent radiation control at all stages of the process from reactor final shutdown to the complete
dismantling of the equipment of the facility. The complete carrying out of these works will last dozens
otfyear and therefore the creation of specific scientific base for the solution of the tasks of the expert
analysis on decommissioning and the related to it issues on nuclear and radiation saet is very actual,
Regarding the radiation safety issues the main efforts should be directed to the modernization of the
already existing experimental facility with the purpose of a considerable improvement of the precision
of measuring low activities and the possibility of quick analysis of a considerable amount of samples.
Regarding calculations and analysis methods the basic task is brought to the applying of the existing
computer codes for modeling the decommissioning technologies and their adaptation to the specific
conditions and optimal selection of the technical decisions from the point of view of the radiation
protection of the worker and environment.

After final reacor shutdown the movement of the used in the core fuel is an initial and very
resosible stage of the decommnissioning process. The main part of radioactivity (about 990ho) is

concentrated in the fuel and it should be removed from the core into the fuel pool for cooling downi
during about 3 years. The possibility of reuse of low burned fuel assemblies from an economical point
of view MTe reuse of these assemblies would represent saving of about 20million S) and the necessity
of optimal spent fuel management require detailed examination of different strategies in accordance
with the specific situation and requirements of authority organizations. In the particular case of unit 1
and 2 at NPP 'Kozloduy", the task of the low burned fuel assemblies reuse is complicated by the dual
units in the same building and the necessity of transferring the fuel in the reactor building of units 3
and 4.
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The facility equipment dismantling will start after prolonged stay of de-fuelled reactor The activity
of the materials depends mainly on the content of the isotopes 60co, 

63Ni, 59Ni, "3Fe, '"7Cs After more
than ten year stay the radiation contamination reduces considerably and in this case 60Co and '37Cs
prevail. These radio-nuclides will determine the activity of the radioactive aerosols, formed at the
dismantling of the facility and the building construction. The levels of the radioactive contamination
depend on many parameters and are determined at every particular case during the radiation control.
The Legislative and the Normative base for waste disposal is developed in details, but the methodical
part of the performing of radiation control requires considerable scientific elaboration in accordance
with the specific situation. Strong rules of radiation protection are imposed at the all stages of
decommissioning: dismantling of facilities, treatment, storage and disposal of wastes, re-cultivation of
the territory and the levels of radiation dose rates are low enough. This requires permanent radiation
control during carrying out the works as well as during monitoring the environment, which imposes
high level of responsibility regarding the precision of the measurements of the lowest activities and
especially oL activities samples. Various specialists at the [NRNE-BAS, experienced in the carrying out
of similar research work should participate in the different stages of the decommissioning process.

The special group of specialists is going to deal with a specific issue of the decommissioning and
will specialized in solving methodical tasks, calculations, as well as performing of expert analyses in
the different stages of the process. For the initial period the subjects of the group activity are as
follows:

1. Recommendations and offers about the different alternatives of for removing and reuse of the
fuel of unit and 2;

2. Analysis on the necessity of using the existing computer codes for the activation of the
equipment of WWER-440 reactor and the adaptation of the main ones to particular tasks.

3. Offers for the elaboration of the experimental methodical base for performing precise
measurements in the INRNE-BAS.

4. Creation of the information data bank on Decommnissioning, including national and international
legislative and regulating documents, conference materials and main scientific publications, survey of
the existing methods radiation control during decommissioning, creation of an Internet site on the
subject etc.

Creation of the preconditions and scientific and technical cooperation with the Institute of Nuclear
Energy in Obninsk (Rusia), which there is an already prepared contract, participation in activities and
Programs for scientific researches on Decommissioning in the European Union (participation in
Program 6 of the European Union) as well as cooperation with other experienced organizations abroad.

IlL Possibilities of the low burned assemblies reuse after final WWER-440 reactor shutdown

Various variants of fuel cycle have been developed and investigated in the case of core fuel
loadings, with the re-use of partially burned assemblies from fuel pool taken out from some other unit
(for example after decommissioning of unit one). Some initial results of these works are presented in
this paper. Three types of loadings are considered in the performed calculations by SPPS 1.6 three-
dimensional difflision code /2/, based on the typical equilibrium fuel cycle (e.g. 20th) of unit 3 of NPP
`Kozloduy". Unit 3 is characterized by "small core"' with 36 dummy assemblies placed on the core
periphery. Type is an example of core loading for 20th fuel cycle of unit 3 with use of standard
number of fresh fuel assemblies without using partially burned assemblies. Sorts of assemblies used in
the this fuel cycle are as follows:

Working assemblies
Sort 0-enichmient 36%, wa~lthickness 1.5mmZi cr ~grds Sort H- enrichment 2.40%, wall thickness 1.5mm, Zr spacer grids

Control assemblies

Sort i- enrichment 3.6%, wall thick~es .Smm Zr spec gids Sort K- enrichment 2.41%, wvail thickness 1.5nm Zr spacer grids
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Type 2 is an example of core loading for 20 fuel cycle of unit 3 with the use of reduced number
(66) of fresh fel assemblies and with the use of the 30 partially burned assemblies and 18 3 6%
enriched assemblies operated 4 cycles Type 3 is an example of core loading for 20 fuel cycle of unit 3
with use of reduced number (54) of fresh fuel assemblies, with the use of the 30 partially burned
assemblies and 30 assemblies operated during 4 cycles.

The main neutron-physics characteristics of the previous three fuel cycles (. g. 17,18 and 19) and
above described possible types of fuel cycle are demonstrated in Table 9. The loading patterns of
described three types of fbel core arrangements are presented in ChartsI, 2 and 3. The obtained results
show that it is possible to achieve acceptable fuel cycle length together with decreasing of number of
fresh assemblies in case of re-use of partially burned assemblies removed from the core of
decommissioned WWER-440 reactor

The investigations are in progress now. After comprehensive analysis and evaluation reuse of
partially burned assemblies from unloaded cores could be implemented into practice.
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_______ __________Table 

Ty N Number ofrresh T, Number ass. Dischargel
pe cycle assemblies FP Cl" MWD.g,. for 4 cycle assemblies Bui

11(3.66/.CA)-12 ~~~~~~~~77(3.6%) -

17 1G(3.60/oA)-12 1 (2.4%/) -
IG(3.6%WA)-84 286.7 1.111 24.1 26 - 3.61% 6(2.4%) -

E.4%WMA) -6 1___ 2CA(3.6%) -

U -12 ~~~~~~~~~~~7(3.6%) -)

18 -2 302.7 1.161 24.7 30 -3.6% 12CA(3.6%)
___ G1 .84 _ _ _ _ I CA (2.4%/)

Is -12 28. .9 4778(3.6%) -)

IK(2.4V.'CA) - 8. .04 2. 30 -3.6% 6 (2.4%/) -

19 IG .78 1_______ 2CA (3.6%) -I

13 -12 84(3.6%) -)

20 to .A) - 298.5 1.142 24.8 30 3.6%/1 12CA (3.6%1/)-
13 -12 90(3.6%) 

IK(2.40%CA) - 1 287.7 1.094 24.7 30 - 3.6% 6 (2.4%) -)

19* 10 -78 ___ _____ 12CA (3.6%/) -l
2 1U -12 9(.6o

20* -30.6 302.3 1.144 24.5 I8-361/ 2CA(3.6%/) -31;

IK2./o )- 1 287.7 1.094 24.7 30 .%78(3.6%/) -'
IKJ.0 C)- 13 3 6(2.4%) -

19** 10 -1 -78_____ 12CA(3.6%) -J
3 13 -1 90(3.6%/1) -~

20** iG -54 273.3 1.025 24.8 30 -3.6% 12CA (3.6%) -
2 0* -30 __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

Neutron-physics characteristics of core fuel loads with the re-use of partially burned assembli
from different unit with WWER-440 reactor
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ABSTRACT

Position of nuclear energy at die energy sources competition is characterised briefly. Multi-tier transmutation
system is outlined out as fecTwive back-end solution and consequently as factor that can increase nuclear energy
competitiveness. LWIR and equivalent VVER a suggested as a first tier reactors. Partially closed fuel cycle
with combined fuel assemblies is briefed. Main back-end effects are characterised.

1. INTRODUCTION

Consumption of electricity in Europe is supposed to grow at least at the horizon 20 years (1]. Report European
electricity market outlook' of Finish Energy Industries Federation Finergy shows, that electricity consumption
grows faster in comparison with production. As a consequence more and more countries will have to resort to
increasing energy import. Concerning EU, 200 000 to 300 000 MW of new electricity supply capacity will be
required within the next 20 year and equally as much is needed to compensate production capacity which
becomes retired. Fast electricity consumption growth is supposed in Russia and Baltic countries after structural
transition of economy. Concerning nuclear power (and coal) there are intentions on one hand to reduce
(Germany) and on the other hand to increase (Russia) their use. Position of nuclear energy in the competition of
energy sources is supported by restriction in carbon dioxide emissions as EU members and some other states
ratified the Kyoto Protocol.

Concerning greenhouse effect reduction, EFN association 1 suggested several kind of actions as energy waste
reduction, renewable sources development or CO2 emission credits market support and stresses key role of
Nuclear energy in environment friendly electricity production.
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`Ecological` nuclear energy production has good changes to cover growing electricity demands. Main
environmental problem connected with nuclear energy exploitation is spent fuel management, discharged
annually from some 400 commercial nuclear power plants now n operation.

The management of spent fuel should ensure that the biosphere is protected under economically acceptable
conditions without entailing unfavourable short-term consequences and the public must be convinced of the
effectiveness of the methods. Since the spent fuel contains very long-lived radio-nuclides some protection is
required for at least 100 000 years. Two ways are possible:

* waitig for the natural decay of the radioactive elements isolated physically from the biosphere by installing
successive barriers at a suitable depth in the ground. This strategy lads to deep geological disposal;

* exploitation of nuclear reactions that will transmute the very ong-lived wastes into less radioactive or
shorter-lived products.

2. MULTI-TIER TRANSMUTATION

Believed as the most effective transmutation mean are Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) that can supply high
enough neutron densities for sufficient trnmutation efficiency. But because this revolutionary technology needs
decades of expensive research and development reator types and concepts in exploitation or under development
are als taken into accont in connection with at least partial transmutation. Such evolution of nuclear
tehnlogy can profit from gathered experience and is likely to be cheaper in comparison with ADS. Multi-tier
tranmutaton system 13] is nra combination of mentioned approaches. Performs combination of .
tranmutation effect as follows: much of plutonium and perhaps other problematic materials caii be consumed
in power reactors (Tier with thermal spectrum) and more actinides and fission products can be destroyed at
accelerator - based transmutation systems (Tier 2 - fast spectrum). Such complex Multi-tier system can reach
objectives as follows:

* to improve long-term public safety by reduction of spent fuel radio-toxicity and future inhabitants peak
doses;

* to provide benefits to the repository program by reduction of heat producing material inventory and spent
fue mass and by minimisation of criticality risk;

to reduce the proliferation risk from plutonium in commercial spent fuel;

to improve prospct for nuclear power by waste management problem solution.

Thenna-speciru gas-cooled reactor (OT-MH-R) with good transmutation potential 14) can serve as an example
of reacor system under development for first tier (or first strata). But partial first tier transmutation can be
perf~e also at existing or new light water reactors (LW~s) [5,6]. Pu, minor actinides and even some ong,-
lived fission products (LLFP) can be burned there partially. This first tier concept can exhibit some advantages
for ADS at seon tier as minimisation of reacivity swing during ADS cycle by minimisation of Pu content in
ADS fuel or reduction of the amount of material sent to the ADS. Exploitation of non-fertile fuel with burnable
absorbe in LWR's is also taken into account.

Combination of LWR and ADS technology seems to be highly beneficial and should be examined more closely.
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3. VVER-440 TRANSMUTATION APPLICATION

LWR reactors in general were mentioned in previous chapter. VVER reactor, that arc n exploitation in Russia
and some other countries in Europe (and Asia) can be considered as specific typ of LWR reactors. Main
difference in comparison with LWR is hexagonal shape of FA's and triangular net for FA's and pins.

Back-end solution depends also on economy power of country, solving the problem. At small nuclear economy
with high share of nuclear electricity (Slovaca with S million people and mnore than SO % electricity form six
VVER-440 reactors Is typical example) high level waste consists of burned FWs and some other materials from
NPP? operation (no problems with military abuse of Pu). Paritoning and transmutation s contemporary
progressive back-end solution. But economical potential does not allow to develop ndividually some
revolutionary back-end technology as ADS. Selected method should be as simple as possible in order to facilitate
its development and Implementation. The only realistic way is to participate on nternational development effort
and explore existing equipment and experience.

Reactor VVER-440 was taken into account as safe, reliable and long time exploited candidate fr first tier
reactor and very simple separation process was supposed at the first stage. Resulting transmutation fuel cycle of
VVER-440 reactor with partially uranium-free (UF) uel In so called combined fuel assembly (CFA) is
described in following paragraphs.

COMBINED FUEL ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION

CFA is used for transmutation process introduction into the VVER fuel cycle. Several equilibrium fuel cycles
with CA was developed for VVER-440 reactor. Changes of sotopic composition, reactivIty and other
parameters during bum-up were modelled by Norwegian-Swedish spectral code HELlOS [M.

Combined fuel assembly is a model of the special transmutation fuel assembly. Its purpose is to transmute
transuranium elements (TRU) and fission products (FP) (ig. ). Geometry of CFA and natural material
composition of all parts except fel pins are dhe same as in of the original fuel assembly, which hs used at the
VVER-440 reactor (in following text labelled as VVER fuel assembly or VVER FA).
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Fig The model of CFA

The only difference between CPA and VVER FA is material composition of fuel pins. There are 126 uranium
fuel pins (U-pins or UP) in VVER FA but 120 U-pins and 6 transmutation pins (T-pins or TP) in CPA fS], 9].
TP's contain TRU and FD only, there is no uranium for the reason not to breed another TRU. T-pins are placed
at the assembly corners where higher thermal flux speeds up transmutation process. Another advantage is
flattening of radial power distribution in CFA.

Composition of CFA U-pins is the same as in VVER FA except for U-235 enrichment which is 5% of U-235.
Goal of higher enrichment is to approach multiplication properties of CPA to ones of VVER FA with the mean
enrichment of U-pins 3.82% of U-235. Neutron balance at CPA is deteriorated by high neutron absorption of P
at T-pins. In such a way is possible to reach dischag bum-up 40 MWd/kgHM at 4-year fuel cycle.

5. EQUILIBRIUM FUEL CYCLE OF COMBINED FUEL ASSEMBLY

A waytbf reach equilibrium fuel cycle (EPC) [10] of CPA is shown on Pig. 2. Presh CPA or fresh VVER PA (at
first cycle) is burned-up to 40 MWdlkgHM in the core of VVER-440 and cooled for 5 year at the reactor pool.
Partitioning and trnmutation process integrated with fuel cycle can be divided into five stages as follows:

1. Burned U-pins and T-pins are separated (120 U-pins and 6 T-pins from CPA, 26 U-pins only from VVER
PA).

2. Uranium is separated from burned U-pins and is manipulated as low level waste (LLW) or can be used as a
material for fresh U-pins preparation.

3. TRU and FP -rest of burned U-pins after uranium separation - are concentrated to the T-pins (6 pcs approx.
from one assembly) and create fesh CPA together with 120 fresh U-pins.

4. T-pins are not reprocessed, are regarded and manipulated as high level waste (HLW) and wait for second
tier. As a main facility for other tiers is considered an accelerator driven system (ADS) or fast breeder
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reactor. It should be a facility that uses a fast spectrum of neutrons to reach the maximum transmutation
effect.

S. Fresh CFA is loaded into the VVER-440 core, burned-up to 40 MWdlkgU. cooled for 5 years and cycle
comes back to the stage .

'fraCF or WER FA Spen C or WER FA

40 MWM9kHMI

_ i~~~~~nU
. ........ . ...0 

_ _ I - ADS~rpro

M ~~~~~~~~~~~~~40 MWdflcgHM

freshlws FAsntC

Fig.2 EFC with CFZA

Describe4.fuzel cycle was done 10.-times and then mass concentration of FP and TRU were analysed. On the
assebly level the positive effect of this way of transmutation is a general fall of Pu-239 concentration at T-pins.
On the other hand, the negative eect is concentration increase of some TRU and FP, for example Cni-246.
Quantitative effects, on the core level are given in following paragraphs.

6. PARTIALLY CLOSED FUEL CYCLE OF VVER-440

1There is an effort to close partially a fuel cycle to limit TRU (and FP partially) production. For this purpose a
model of core fuel cycle with CFA was created. The partially closed equilibrium fuel cycle (PCFC) model is
shown on Fig. 3. Material flow can be described as follows.
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After 40 MWd/kgH-M burn-up. 87 uel assemblies are discharged (13 VVER FA's and 74 CAs) Ater U
separation P and TRU fom 10 518 U-pins are concentrated (their total mass is 454 kg) and 444
T-pins are fabricated. After 10 5 18 fresh U-pins were added to 444 fresh T-pins, 74 fsh CFA's are created. By
addition of 13 fresh VVER FA's fresh fuel batch is created and loaded into the VVER-440 reactor core. Spent
444 T-pins are moved to storage to wait for second tier of multi-tier transmutation system. Uranium (-9 571 kg)
separated frm spent U-pins is manipulated as LLW or used for fresh U-pins preparation.

discharging of spent fuel 87spn54 kg

reactor (10 518 U-p~~~~ns) (HLW)

WER- rnu
440 51k 

to tile C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ftS ll-pns p uto

& ~~~~~~~~~~CFA production

13 originaI'

VVER FA 7 AUpn

Fig.3 The partially closed fuel cycle

heeis a large contrs of quantity of high level waste (HLW) released from current open fel cycle (OFC) of
VVER-440 reaco and from the model of partially closed fuel cycle (PCFC) - see material flows on Fig. 4 and
Fig. S.

open fuel cycle 87 VVER FA
10 962 UP

10 442,47 kg)

87 VVER P~A 40 MWdlkgHM TRU: 125,91 kg
11) 962 U F~~ ~~~~~~P :375,10 kg

10 442,47 kg) ~ ~~~U :9941,46 kg

Fig 4 The material flow of 01FC
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partiully closed uel cycle

110 I~3VWER FA+74 CFA I
iosisur I~~0 5 SUP+444 TP Oips

(10025,72kg) ~~~40MWd/kgHM (10 025,72 kg)

TRU: 87,86 kg
444TP P~P :366,83 kg

(M454kg) ~U :9571,04 kg

Fig.S The material flow of PCP

There is more than 1 0t of H LW (TRU: 125.91 kg, FP: 375. 10 kg, U: 9 941.46 kg) at OFC (Fig. 5) but less than
0.5 t of HLW (TRU: 87.86 kg, FP: 366.33 kg and no uranium) at PCF (Fig. 6). Uranium is considered as
LLW there. Other advantages of PC12C is saving of about 3.5 VVER FA's per fuel cycle as a consequence of
reusing otTRU at 444 T-pins that were bred in U-pins at previous cycle.

Comparison of material flow at OFC and PCF can be seen also in Table .

m as& [kg) ~ open fuel cycle partially Closed fuel cycle
mass P~9) ILW iepohoty LLW tepeeltory HLW .epoty LLW eep#oty

TFU 325.91 0 87.86 0
TRU 375.91 0 3763 0
U 9941.46 0 0 j 9571.04

TOTAL 10442.47 0 454.69 j 9571.04

aFP TU n FP a TRU
HLW HLW HLW
3.6% 1.2% W3.747 .9

HLtW LLW
95.2% 95.5%

Table.I1 Material flow comparison
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7. CONCLUSION

Efflective solution of fuel cycle back-end as a condition for nuclear energy success at energy sources competition
was pointed out. Multi-tier transmutation system was outlined out as a progressive combination of revolutionary
ADS and evolution of existing technology with impact on LWR's Reactor VVER-440 was suggested as first tier
reactor at small nuclear economies based on VVER type reactors.

Introduction of transmutation process into the VVER-440 fuel cycle based on combined fuel assembly with
trnmutation pins was described. Resulting model of partially closed VVER-440 fuel cycle analysed by spectral
code HELlOS exhibited significant advantages in comparison with common open fuel cycle. High level waste
flow to the deep repository was reduced more than 20-times. Amount of resulting TRU was of 30 % smaller.
Fresh fuel economy was reached by replacing of 444 fresh U-pins (equivalent of more than 3 fuel assemblies) by
"fresh" T-pins.

Analytical result shows, that VVER-440 is reasonable candidate on first tier reactor at multi-tier transmutation
system.
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ACCIDENT ANALYSIS CONNECTED WITH THE IMPROPER CORE LOADING

Pinegin A.A., Lizorkin M.P., Shumsky B. .
(RRC "KI")

ABSTRACT

During refuelling the erroneous actions of the NPP personnel may possibly lead to
incorrect fuel arrangement in the core. It is supposed that the most probable errors, possible in
fuel arrangement, are the pair shufflings with which the actual position of two FAs differs from
their planned positions.

The possible effect of such erroneous fuel shufflings on the reactor operation reliability
starting from the stage of the reactor bringing to power has been evaluated. Accident analysis was
carried out on the example of serial VVER-1000 reactor. Maximum fuel temperature, maximum
fuel rod cladding temperature, minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR),
maximum linear heat rate, maximum fuel enthalpy are considered as the safety parameters.

Analysis of detectability of erroneous pair FA shufflings by the use of thermocouples and
SPND) (self-powered neutron detector) in the process of the reactor bringing to power was carried
out.

PROBLEM ASSIGNING

It is assumed, that in the course of FA loading into the reactor core the rather improbable
event occurs - erroneous pair FA shufflings. The rest of assemblies are arranged correctly.
Erroneous fuel shufflings leads to non-planned redistribution of power fields.

At the stage of bringing to power the correctness of fuel loading is checked with the help
of the in-core instrumentation system (IS), and, in particular, by measurements of coolant
temperature fields at FA outlet by the use of thermocouples and power assembly values by the
use of SPND.

Improper FA's position may lead to decreasing of scram worth. The worst situation is an
improper arrangement of pair FAs near the most effective clusters.

Computer code BIPR1-7A and NOSTRA are applied in the course of studies. Analysis is
performed for the core states that combine conservative characteristics in terms of reaching
minimum values of DNBR and maximum values of linear heat rate.
A number of safety parameters were calculated by use of the `hot" channel. In all calculations the
"hot" channel was simulated with regard for power peaking factor inside FA, calculated using
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code PERMAK. The engineering safety factor was also taken into account. The value of this
factor was calculated under the condition that maximum linear heat rate at conservative condition
in xihotb channel exceeds its limiting value.

Analysis of detectability of erroneous pair FA shufflings by the use of thermocouples and
SPND in the reactor bringing to power was carried out. This analysis is carried out at definite
power levels and control rod positions. Erroneous FA shufflings have to be detected before it
leads to dangerous consequences.

Erroneous FA shufflings may be detected if discrepancy between experimental and
calculated coolant heating-ups exceeds the total calculation and measurement coolant heating-up
error in the FAs equipped by thermocouples. Conservatively it is assumed that detectability of
erroneous pair FA shufflings takes place if this error is exceeded in two or more thermocouples.

Erroneous FA shufflings may be detected if discrepancy between experimental and
calculated assembly power values exceeds the total calculation and measurement assembly power
value error in the FAs equipped by SPND.

Check of heating-up and power field symmetry is an effective method for detecting of
erroneous pair FA shufflings for cores with symmetry fuel loading.
Deviations from symmetry of power field for i-th assembly (8,) is defined by formula

'6Q, = Q, - ~~~~~~~~~~,ob ~~(1)

where Q, - i-th assembly power value; Q~b-is an average assembly power value for assemblies
containing SPNDs and settled on the same orbit as i-th assembly.
Deviation from symmetry of heating-ups for i-th assembly (c5(AT7)) is defined by formula

J(A,) =A7&T, ,(2)

where AT7 - -t assembly heating-up; AZ," - is an average assembly heating-up for assemblies
containing thermocouples and settled on the same orbit as i-th assembly.
Check of heating-up and power field symmetry doesn't need calculated coolant heating-ups and
calculated assembly power values.

Erroneous A shufflings may be detected if asymmetry of power field (Q,) or
asymmetry of heating-up field (d(AT1)) is more than errors of their experimental determination.

If symmetry of core loading is absent an analysis of local structure of assembly power and
assembly heating-up fields is useful.

A local structure of power field for i-th FA containing SPND (ACs) is defined by formula

where N, - is a set of FAs containing SPND that have common bounderies with i-tb assembly. J-
is a number of elements in N .

A local structure of heating-up field for i-th FA containing SPND (As,) is defined by
formula
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A,=(AT, + Y AT,)1(l + K) (4)
keK,

where Ki - is a set of FAs containing thermocouples that have common bounderies with i-th FA.
K- is a number of elements in K,.

Erroneous FA shufflings may be detected by use of local structures if deviations of
experimental local structures from calculated local structures for one or more assemblies are
more than errors of their experimental and calculation values.

Finally in present analysis six different particular detectability tests of erroneous FA
shufflings were used on the basis of deviation analysis of:

*experimental and calculated power assembly values for assemblies containing SPND;
*experimental and calculated coolant heating-up values for assemblies containing

thermocouples;
*symmetry of heating-up values;
*symmetry of power assembly values;
*experimental and calculated local structure of power field;
*experimental and calculated local structure of heating-up field.

Total detectability test is formed on the basis of six particular detectability tests. It assumes
that erroneous FA shufflings is detected if it is observed at least in one particular detectability
test.

Fig. presents positions of thermocouples and SPND. Indexes of thermocouples and SPND
correspond to the indexes in in-core instrumentation system (OTS).

Some conservativeassumptions were made about failures of ICIS elements:
for first particular detectability test it was assumed that SPND garland, for which there

was the greatest discrepancy between experimental arnd calculated power assembly values, was
out of action;
* for second particular detectability test it was assumed that thermocouple, for which there
was the greatest discrepancy between experimental and calculated heating-up values, was out of
action;

for third particular detectability test it was assumed that there one SPND garland was out
of action in each symmetry sector,

for fourth particular detectability test it was assumed that there one thermocouple was out
of action in each symmetry sector.

t
Vext assumptions about experimental and calculated errors were used for present analysis:

*maximal experimental error for power assembly values detected by means SPND was 5%.
*maximal experimental error for heating-up values detected by means SPND was 1.8 C;
*maximal calculated error for power assembly values was 5% for assemblies with relative

power 1.35 and maximal calculated error was 16%/ for assemblies with relative power 0.4.
maximal calculated error for heating-up values was 2 00.

SPND current is converted to power assembly value by means of special coefficients
which depend on assembly type, fuel burnup etc. SPNDs located in improper cells have mistaken
coefficients. This fact leads to decreasing of discrepancy between detectable and calculated
power assembly values for such FA and it was taken into account.
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Values for particular detectability tests were determined for every FA using formulas (I)-
(4). Experimental errors for different FA were assumed to be statistically independent variables.

All of erroneous couple FA shufflings were investigated. Each erroneous FA shuffling
was simulated for two different data sets.

First data set provided detectability conservatism of erroneous FA shuffling if
thermocouples were used. Second data set provided detectability conservatism of erroneous FA
shuffling if SPND were used. Second data set was used for estimation of erroneous FA shuffling
consequences.

Analyses of detectability of erroneous FA shuffling and its consequences were carried out
in assumption that power field and heating-up field were controlled for five power levels: 30%,
50%, 75%, 90%, 100%.

For higher power levels only erroneous FA shufflings that hadn't be detected on previous
power levels were taken into account. All technically possible and physically sgnificant
erroneous FA shufflings were analyzed on power level 30%. (Erroneous rearrangement of one-
type FAs, which bumnups differed less than 3%, was considered as insignificant.)

The number of erroneous couple FA shufflings is significant (-1 5000). Analyses of their
detectability and consequences have to be performed for a set of power levels. That is why two
levels algorithm has been developed for solving this problem.

On first level the approximate model of couple FA shufflings was used. Variations of
physical fields were considered as linear superposition of variations of physical fields caused by
variations of multiplication properties in two cells. Approximation of linear superposition" is
satisfactory for cases when there isn't nucleate boiling. But erroneous FA shufflings have to be
discovered at the power levels where nucleate boiling is not reached. Variations of p)Iysical fields
caused by variation of multiplication properties in one cell are approximated with the help of
supporting fields for this cell. Five supporting fields for each cell have been calculated previously
by variations of multiplication properties in this cell. A range of variation of cell multiplication
properties which was used for obtaining supporting fields, re-covers the range of possible
cha~e of multiplication properties in tells due to couple FA shufflings. It is important to notice
that the investigated core has 60-degree symmetry. Therefore it was enough to calculate
supporting fields only for cells in the first symmetry sector. Supporting fields for cells in another
symmetry sectors can be obtained by rotation of supporting fields obtained for cells in the first
symmtr sector. On basis of this analysis detectability and consequences of erroneous FA
shufflings were estimated and it was formed a set of dangerous erroneous FA shufflings; for each
power level. Erroneous FA shufflings was assumed as dangerous if it is not detectable and DNI3R
for this shuffling is less than 1.2.

On the second level direct calculations of dangerous erroneous FA shufflings were carried
out.

RESULTS

Values of maximal fuel temperature, minimal DNBR, maximum fuel rod cladding
temperature, maximum linear heat rate, maximal fuel enthalpy were determined for each
erroneous PA shuffling. Results are presented at Fig. 2-6. Plots of physical parameters, presented
at Fig. 2.- a lower(for DNBR) and upper (for temperature and enthalpy) envelopes for all
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calculated erroneous FA shuffings. Plots are constructed in assumption that all erroneous A
shufflings, which can be detected on previous power level, have been eliminated.

It is seen from plots that after eliminating erroneous FA shufflings, which can be detected
at first power level, it takes place an improvement of thermal-physical characteristics of core. For
next increasing power levels thermal-physical characteristics of core steadily deteriorate.
For all powers thermnal-physical characteristics of core containing erroneous FA shuffhings are
worth than thermal-physical characteristics of core with planned loading.

At Fig. 7 plots of minimal values of relations of critical heat flux (Q,,j to actual heat flux
(Q)are presented for cases when detection of erroneous FA shufflings takes place with use only

one particular detectability test. From plots it is seen that particular detectability test connected
with analyses of deviation from symmetry of heating-ups is the most effective particular
detectability test. From plots it is seen also, that only total detectability test can ensure a reliable
control of core loading.

Plots of scram worth for planned loading and loading containing erroneous FA shufflings
are presented at Fig. S. Plot for loading with erroneous FA shufflings is an upper envelope for all
not yet detected erroneous FA shufflings.

Histogram of maximal deviations of linear heat rate for a set of loadings containing non-
detected erroneous FA shufflings from their values for planned loading is presented at Fig. 9. It is
seen that there are only some non- detected erroneous FA shufflings that lead to significant
deviations of linear heat rate values. It sets our thinking that results of this investigation can be
used for optimisation of in-core control structure.

SUMMARY

.ICIS of VVER-1000 can provide detection of erroneous PA shufflings before this erroneous
PA shufflings lead to dangerous consequences.

2. Possibility of detection of erroneous FA shufflings is determined by efficiency of all elements
of ICIS.

3. Systemnatical control of power field in the reactor bringing to nominal power must begin from
power level not more than 30%.

4. Quality of detection of erroneous A shufflings may be improved by optimisation of
Vrrangement of in-core detectors.
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Fig. 2 DNBR
1- fuel loading with erroneous FA shufflings
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Fig. 3 Maximal fuel temperature
1- fuel loading with erroneous FA shufflings
2 - planned fuel loading.
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Fig. 4 Maximal fuel temperature
1- fuel loading with erroneous FA shufflings

2 - planned fuel loading.
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Fig. 5 Maximal linear heat rate
I - fuel loading with erroneous FA shufflings
2 - planned fuel loading.
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Fig. 7. Relations of critical heat flux (Q,,t) to actual heat flux (Q) for cases when detection of
erroneous FA shufflings takes place with use only one particular detectability test and with use
total detectability test

I -deviation analysis of experimental and calculated power assembly values for assemblies
containing SPND; 2 - deviation analysis of experimental and calculated coolant heating-up values
for assemblies containing thermocouples; 3 - deviation analysis of symmetry of heating-up
values; 4 - deviation analysis of symmetry of power assembly values; 5 - deviation analysis of
experimental and calculated local structure of power field; 6 - deviation analysis of experimental
and calculated local structure of heating-up field. 7 -total detectability test.
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TIGR-l CODE. THE USE EXPERIENCE OF THE THERMAL HYDRAULIC
ASSEMBLY MODEL WITH1 CELL NODALIZATION FOR RIA CALCULATIONS

FOR THE KALININ NPP UNIT 3

S. Kryukov, M. Lizorkin
RRC " Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia

W. Bolnov, A Budnikov, W. Demurov, W. Pechenkin, 0. Samoilov
OKBM Niziuni Novgorod, Russia

ABSTRACT

When performing the design calculations of RIA is required analysis of the core heat-
technological reliability. The parameters of the core heat:-technological reliability are the basic
acceptance criteria for the given class of acsidentes. Now in world practice of the analysis of
emergency modes, as a rule, the model of isolated "hot channel is used. This model gives
basically conservative estimation of heat-technological reliability criterions. More detailed
analysis requires use of models, in which FA is described as a group of channels and is taken
into account convective and turbulent heat and mass transfer between separate cells of
channels of this group. In the structure of TIGR-l code is included such model and in
combination with the spatial kinetics allows to refuse excessive conservatismr, and also to
reveal weak' places (from the point of view of heat-technological reliability) in a design of
FA Last is especially important for modernization of FA design.

In the Kalinin NPP unit 1 is realized operation testing of core with alternative FA designs
(FAA). The designing of FAA for VVER-1000 reactors was carried out with the purpose of
improvement of the operational and economic characteristics of a fuel cycle. In comparison
with usual FA, the design of FAA is characterized by presence of six corners from zirconium
alloy, which together with spacer grids form a force framework ensuring hardness, strenght
and geometrical stability of FAA. Use of new elements in FA design has required realization
more detailed heat-technological analysis, including considerations of FA areas close to
corners. In this worit presented results of basic RIA calculations, executed for the new project
of a four-year fuel cycle of core with FAA.
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1. TIGER-I CODE

1.1 Basic characteristics

The developed TIGER-1 code, is intended for the joint neutron - physical and
thermohydraulical calculation of non-stationary processes in VVER type reactors.
The structure of the modeled equipment includes all basic elements and systems of reactor,
turbine, electropower system, system of measurement and control.

The code is presented to certification.
By basic feature of a program complex TIGER - 1 is an opportunity of realization of the
detailed analysis of core heat-technological condition at the expense of use of kinetics spatial
model and of special thermal hydraulic assembly model. This FA model, includes the
description of separate groups of channels divided in an axial direction into cells. Between
cells of nearby channels is simulated convective and turbulent heat and mass transfer.
The boiling of coolant is described in view of steam sliding. The nonequilibrium boiling in
the core is described on the basis of Osmachkin model. The system of heat and Unas transfer
correlations covers area of single-phase environment, bubble boiling, crisis and overcrytical
heat transfer.
In the lower and upper plenum of reactor provided possibility of calculations of incomplete
coolant mixing.
The basic neutrons-physical model used for the description of kinetics is spatial two-group
model of the program BIPR8KN. The spatial kinetics model allows to simulate assembly of
separate sectors of the core (symmetric tasks), and core completely [I.
More detailed description of mathematical model of the TIGER - code is submitted in [21.

2. THE USE EXPERIENCE OF THE THERMAL HYDRAULIC
ASSEMBLY MODEL WITH CELL NODALIZATION IN DESIGN CALCULATIONS

The program complex TIGER - 1 was used for Kalinin NPP unit 3 safety analysis calculations
for the project of a four-year fuel cycle of core with FAA.
In article the basic results of the analysis of two determining RIA modes are submitted:
1.) Control rod cluster ejection
2.) Uncontrolled withdrawal of one control rod cluster

2.1 Calculation scheme

In neutron-and-physical calculation one calculated node for each FA was used in radially-
azimuthal direction and in axial direction each FA was broken-down into 10 calculated nodes.
Libraries of FA neutron-physical properties were prepared by code TVS-M [31.
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In thermohydraulic calculation the core was considered as a system o parallel channels (one
channel for each FA) with the same axial nodalization as in neutron-and physical calculation.
The channel, through which the coolant bypassing flow passes, was also singled out
additionally.
For the analysis of the core heat-technological reliability two FAA were considered, one of
which has maximal power in the field of AR CPS guiding tubes, another - close to corners.
Everyone such FAA was broken into elementary cells of various types according to a design,
which then were grouped in calculated areas in FAA section. The area in the location of AR
CPS guiding tubes was represented by cells from region.Na 1, and the area close corners was
represented by cells from region Xa 2. All other cells in everyone considered FAA are
submitted to one equivalent.

Region Xal

Region 22

Fig. 1. Distribution of cells in the allocated FAA areas for types

Maximum radial power peaking factor of fel rod power taking into account engineering
margin factors is accepted equal - 1,74 for channels included in regions Na and M 2.
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Relative powers all others rods chosen FAA were calculated from a condition of balance
preservation between the sum of powers separate rods and integrated power of FAA.
DNBR calculation is executed taking into account limiting dependence for linear power of
rods in an initial condition. The constant meaning of linear power - 448 Wlcm from bottom of
core up to middle, further - linear dependence with point - 360 Wlcm at height 80 %
from bottom of core is accepted.
Equations of heat conduction in the fuel rod were solved by choosing ten concentric
calculated zones over the radius of the fuel pellet and one calculated zones in the fuel rod
cladding taking into account gas gap. Critical heat flux was calculated by 0KB Gidropress"
correlation.

Considering the purpose of calculation, the structure of the simulated equipment was limited
by frameworks of the reactor plant.

2.2 Accident analysis with control rod dluster ejection

2.2.1 Initial conditions. Readiness and functioning of systems and equipment
As an initial state for the analysis of the accident with ejection of CPS AR from the core, the
moment of beginning of boron 'cycle is chosen.The variant of mode calculation at full power
with consideration of coolant losses is submitted. Initiating event of the considered condition
is ejection of one CPS AR from the bottom of the core into the extreme upper position within
time of 0, Is as a result of rupture of CPS drive housing.
APC is assumed conservatively not to operate that results in uncontrolled increase in neutron
power. Failures of the following normal operation systems are assumed conservatively:
PP, PR heaters, BRU-K, EGSR. Operation of one high-pressure emergency boron injection
system, one EFWP and one BRU-A was excluded.

2.2.2 Calculations results
The main results of calculation are presented in fig. 2 - 1 1.
Ejection of CPS AR brings about positive reactivity that causes increase in reactor power.
During CPS AR ejection, the set point for actuation of EP - is reached by the fact of
increase in neutron flux level up to 107 % against nominal value (109 % in view of the
accepted deviations). According to algorithm of calculation, loss of off-site power supply is
imposed simultaneously with initial event. As a result of increase in power and switching-off
of MCP the short-term worsening of heat removal conditions in the core is observed. The
crisis of heat exchange starts to take place in 1 s in the "hot" channel close to the AR CPS
guiding tubes. The crisis of heat exchange in cells close to corners is not reached. The
operation of EP causes decrease of reactor power. At 2 s from process the crisis of heat
exchange in hot` channels stops. Closing of stop valves of the turbine results in pressure
increase in steam generators and BRU-A opening. After MCP set trip, coolant natural
circulation in the primazy circuit is set.
As a result of primary coolant blowdown, pressurizer emptying takes place. The connection
of high-pressure emergency boron injection pumps is realized in response to the signal of
decrease in difference between saturation temperature of the primary circuit and coolant
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temperature in the hot leg of any loop, less than IC. After supply of cold boron solution
into in the first and second loop is observed to gradual filling of PRZ and decrease of pressure
in SGs. More intensive cooldown of SGI and SG2 on the side of the primary circuit brings
about the arrival a steam through MSL from SG3-SG4 to SGI-SG2 and increase of boiler
water level in them as a result of steam condensation. The level in SGI and SG2 is stabilized
after supply of fened water f-rm EFWP and action of fened water regulators.

As was marked above DNBR calculation is executed taking into account limiting dependence
for linear power of rods in an initial condition. The calculation with real powers from the
program BIPR8KN (taking into account maximum radial power peaking factor of fuel rod),
shows absence of heat exchange crisis.

1.6 -

08 -

0. 4 a I 12 1I2

Time, a

1- Core power,
2 - MCP frequency

Fig. 2 Accident analysis with control rod cluster ejection
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2.3.1 Initial conditions. Readiness and functioning of systems and equipment
The variant of mode calculation at full power is submitted. Initial event of a considered mode
- uncontrolled withdrawal from core of one control rod cluster with speed 2 cm/s not
stipulated by normal technological process.The failures of the following systems of normal
operation are accepted: APC, PP, PR heaters, BRU-K, EGSR. Operation of one EFWP and
one BRU-A was excluded.

23.2 Calculations results

The main calculation results of this accident are given in a fig. 12 - 21.

Witdrawa of one control rod cluster from the initial position of 50 % from the core bottom
with mairun velocity of 2 cm Is is the initiating event of the considered condition. At 68 s
the control signal for EP-1 actuation begins be formed by increase in the level of neutron flux
to 107% of the nominal value (109 % in view of the accepted deviations). In accordance with
algorithm of the calculation 2,3 s before the moment of operation the scram, the complete loss
of NPP power supply takes place. As a result of increase in power and switching-off of MCP
the short-term worsening of heat removal conditions in "hot" channels of core is observed.
The crisis of heat exchange in "hot' channels is reached in 69 s and lasts during 2 . Closing
of stop valves of the turbine results in pressure increase in steam generators and BRU-A, SG
PSD opening. As a result of reduction of heat removal from the primary circuit there is an
increase of pressure in the primary circuit, the setpoint of control PRZ PSD is not reached.
After scram operation, and also opening BRU-A and SG PSD the decrease of pressure in the
priniazy circuit and in SGs, and then stabilization begins. The closing of stop valves of the
turbine results in increase of boiler water level in SGs, and then after switching-off of feed
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water pumps (when the valves of BRU-A are open) - to decrease of level. Nominal meanings
of level in SG is restored after EFWPs connection. After MCP set trip, coolant natural
circulation in the primary circuit is set. In 30 minutes the stabilization of reactor plant
parameters is observed.

r- r- f- r- r r - r- 

0 40 80 120 160 200
Time, s

1 - Core power,
2 - MCP frequency

Fig. 12 Accident analysis with uncontrolled withdrawal of one control rod cluster
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Fig. 13 Accident analysis with uncontrolled withdrawal of one control rod cluster
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Fig. 15 Accident analysis with uncontrolled withdrawal of one control rod cluster
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Fig. 18 Accident analysis with uncontrolled withdrawal of one control rod cluster
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CONCLUSION

The received results have shown, that the model, realized in TIGR- 1 code, provides more
detailed calculations of FA heat-technological margins in comparison with the traditionally
accepted models and can be recommended for performance of design calculations of RIA.

LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

APC - automatic power controller;
AR - absorbing rod;
BRU-A - steam dump valve to the atmosphere;
BRU-K - steam dump valve to the turbine condenser;
CPS - control and protection system;
DNBR- departure from nucleate boiling ratio;
EFWP - emergency feed water pump;
EGSR-clectro-hydraulic regulation system of turbine;
EP - emergency protection;
FA - fuel assembly;
MCI - main circulating pump;
MSL - main steam ine;
NPP - nuclear power plant;
PP - preventive protection;
PRZ - pressurizer;
PSD) - pulse-safety device;
SO - steamngenerator;
TDFP- turbine-driven feedwater pump,
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RESULTS OF COUPLED DYNAMIC CALCULATIONS OF NEUTRON PHYSICS
AND THERMOHYDRAULICS OF A VVER, WITH 3-DIMENSIONAL CORE

REPRESENTATION.

V. K. Ivanov, M. P. Lizorkin, M. L. Lukashenko, D. L. Shishikov
RRC `Kurchatov Institute"

ABSTRACT

Some testing results of coupled dynamic calculations of the integrated
BIPR8KN [ and R.ELAP5 2] codes with the help of the independent module for
parallel calculations PM 31 is given in the report. Besides the interconnection
description of these codes are represented.

The integration of codes is carried out for realization coupled neutron-physical
and thermal hydraulic calculation of the transients and emergency processes for
WWER with three-dimensional representation of the core.

The integration of codes for neutron-physical (BIPR8KN) and thermal
hydraulic (RELAPS) calculations was planned for complex research of the safety at
WWER operation.

BJ1PRSKN' - the neutron-physical code with three-dimensional representation
of WWER core. The code is intended for the reactor core kinetic calculation with an
capabilities of imitation of burning process, modeling of transients on Xe-135 and
Sm- 149, and imitations of realistic process of fuel loading.

After calculation of an initial condition for transient or accident regimes, BIPRSKN
code can model three-dimensional kinetic processes in WWER core. Calculations a
reactor's kinetic will be cardied out in view of feedback of the coolant and fuel
temperature. Feedback of the coolant density and of a boric acid concentration are
taken into account. At calculations the capability of the various control rods groups
movement or movement of separate control rods is taken into account. For
calculations of BIPRBKN code, thermal hydraulic parameters of an core should be
transferred from thermal hydraulic codes.

Neutron flux calculations performs with using set of equations of two-groups rare-
grid nodal approximation, with additional derivative of neutron fluxes on time and
with the account of the change of the late neutrons sources.
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RELAPS includes thermal hydraulic and eat transfer modules. The program contains
the various universal and special blocks that model the monitoring and control
systems, and other specific models for the complex description of the reactor systems
behavior with the water coolant, in conditions of single-phase or bi-phase flow.

In RELAPS the components specially developed for the analysis of nuclear
reactors which include models of fuel elements are developed.

Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) software allows to use heterogeneous networks of
parallel and serial computers as one resource with an opportunity of parallel
calculations. Integration was carried out on the dual-processor, PC-Compatible
computer under Windows NT 4.0 operation system.

THE SCHEME OF INTERACTION OF CODES.

The start of a complex is carried out from RELAPS. Ager the reading of the
entrance data and the analysis of their syntax RELAPS, by means of PVM starts
B31PR8KN. Further RELAPS and BIPR8KN work in parallel. The data exchange is
made with the help of blocks of the data exchange through PVM. The print of output
data of codes R.ELAPS and BIPR8KN is independent and mutually supplements each
other. Terintion of work of codes is carried out at sending of a ((stop)) command by
one of codes. These basic stages are submitted in a Fig. 1.

After start of execution, RELAPS calculates the static preliminary
thermohydraulic state for reactor including an core.

At the same time BIPR8KN calculates the steady state, using thus the
simplified internal thermohydraulic module (see Fig. 2 state 1). After that at the given
moment of time and with the given time step the three-dimensional power distribution
calculte in program B3IPR8KN starts to be transmitted in code RELAP5. And after
that moment the process of iterations to the compounded steady-state is started. (see
Fig. 2 stt 2).

At the following stage (see Fig. 2 state 3) of the coupled work the codes RELAP5 and
BIP~8. with the help of PVM begin the dynamic calculation. Codes interchange
for tlerohydraulic parameters of core (RELAPS) and three-dimensional power
distribution (BIPR8KN) with set frequency.
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Fig 2. The scheme of interaction of codes RELAP5 and BIPR8KN and an exchange
of the data.
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INTERACTION OF RELAP5 AND BIPR8KN CODES.

The reasons of using PVM are:

* RELAPS and BIPRSN have for a long time the individual and complex
architecture, therefore their integration in a complex without the
interface will demand the big efforts.

* By preparation of codes various compilers with the established set of
options are used. Even adaptation of a code for use of the uniform
compiler demands adaptation.

* Both codes at calculations use much processor time.

At parallel calculations each of codes, after next data exchanges, accepts the output
data of other code as unchangeable parameters up to the following exchange and
conducts calculations independently. Thus use of the multiprocessor machine that
allows to reduce time required for calculations is possible.

At use PVM transition to uniform or compatible compilers is not required. The
preservation of architecture of a code is achieved naturally as the exchange for
parameters with a cooperating code is carried out with the help independently
working Daemon process, by means of a call of several subroutines of coupled codes.

It is important, that developers of code RELAP5 had an experience of communication
with external program codes with help PVMAfter the appropriate completion their
approach was used for the organization of the interaction of program codes RELAPS
and BIPR8KN.

The important feature of the exchange became the input in an input data set of code
RELAPS, the list of transmitted and accepted parameters (on the basis of the syntactic
design accepted in it). Therefore this simplicity and universality of adjustment of the
input data on a specific target was provided.

The area of problems, which resolving is planned to carry out with the help of
combined codes RELAP5 and BIPRBKN, has allowed to estimate a maximum
quantity of transmtitted variables given in the twenty thousand and quantity of
accepted variables given in the five thousand.

The data exchange during the dynamic calculation is made through the given time
intervals of physical process which are set from program RELAPS (is defined time of
physical process in which there will be a following exchange). After the data
exchange each complex works independently, with the use of the internal integration
step, and can come to the moment of the following exchange at the various moments
of machine time.
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TESTING OF COUPLED RELAP5 AND BIPR8KN CODES.

Calculation model.

The model chosen for testing of an incorporated complex includes only a core
with input and output parts. Assemblies included in core WWER-1000 are modeled
by 163 thermohydraulic channels who are broken on 12 parts on height. Also it is
modeled bypass of the coolant by an core through cavities in a baffle and between a
baffle and reactor barrel. The information on condition of the coolant in these cavities
is necessary for the nmodeling of a lateral reflector at realization of the neutron-
physical calculations. In each part on height for everyone assembly the average
temperature of fuel, temperature of the coolant, density of the coolant and
concentration of a boric acid a calculated and transferred to BIPRBN. For the
bypass it is calculated the same except for temperature of fuel and also is transferred
to BIPR8KN. The scheme of the calculation model is submitted in figure 4. The
boundary conditions for the given problem are the flow rate, temperature of the
coolant on an input in a core and pressure.

For program BIPR8KN symmetry of an core was accepted 60 degree. The cartogram
of an allocation and numbering of assemblies in a modeled core, and also an
arrangement and numbers of groups of control rods are given in figur 5. In the same
figure 60 degree symmetry is shown (allocated by thick lines). The steady state
condition of the modeled core recei.Ad on coupled complex RELAPS and BIPRBKN
for 50 second o calculation of stationary process is shown in figur 6. Power
distribution considered in code BIPR8KN is transferred in RELAP5 for all assemblies
and all levels on height and it will be transformed to 360-degree syrrmetry.
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THE DESCRIPTION OF TEST VARIANTS.

The main attention, at testing of this complex, was concentrated on control of
right data transmission between neutron physics and thermo-hydraulic modules. The
test-calculations with changes of all important parameters of moderator (coolant) was
planned. The change of the coolant temperature at the core inlet (increasing), change
of the coolant flow rate at the core inlet (decreasing) was checked.

Besides, RELAP can calculate changes of the concentration of a boric acid at
the core inlet for transferring to BIPR8KN. Increasing of this parameter was
calculated.

Moreover, due to abilities of modeling, some automatic regulators and control rods
movement by RELAPS control variables, the automatic power regulator was modeled.
It was change of the power at the movement of the control rods

Next some figures are show the calculations.
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CHANGE OF THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE AT THE CORE INLET.

The initial data.

As boundary conditions for calculation mode) the following parameters were
chosen:
* Full power of an core - 3120 MW.
* The flow rate at the core inlet is constant - 16351 kgfs.
* Pressure at the core inlet - 15,8 M~a
* Temperature at the core inlet - 563 KC
* Concentration of a boric acid in the coolant at the core inlet - 5,745 gfkg
* The beginning of the first fuel campaign, stationary xenon poisoning.

Transitive process.

In the modeled test variant the first 50 seconds of process there is an
establishment of a steady state. As result at the moment of the beginning of dynamic
process the following condition of an cote was established.

At the moment of time - SO seconds the temperature at the core inlet decreases
from 563 K till 543 K for 20 seconds. After that, the change of temperature stpps and
reactor works in such condition up to the moment of 1 00 seconds.

Apparently from figures at reduction of the coolant temperature at the core
inlet negative feedback on the coolant temperature start to work. Thus the positive
reactivity is brought in an core and'power of reactct starts to grow. As consequence of
it the heating fuel and increase of its temperature take a place, that results to reduction
of the positive reactivity in consequence of Doppler effect.

Since 70 seconds the reduction of the coolant temperature at the core inlet
stops and effects concerned with the coolant temperature and density, and also with
the fuel temperaur are counterbalanced. Power of the core is stabilized at a new
level. These effects also are well visibled. in figures.
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Test RELAP5 & BIPR8KN
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Fig. 4. Change of full power of core.
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Fig. 5 Change of coolant temperature at inlet in core and at outlet from core.
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CHANGE OF THE CONCENTRATION OF A BORIC ACID AT THE CORE
INLET.

The initial data.

As boundary conditions for the calculation model the following parameters
were chosen:
* Full power of an core -3120 MW.
* The flow rate at the core inlet is constant - 16351 kg/s.
* Pressure at the core inlet - 15,8 MPa
* Temperature at the core inlet - 563 K
* Concentration of a boric acid in the coolant at the core inlet - 5,745 glkg
* The beginning of the first fuel campaign, stationary xenon poisoning.

Transitive process.

In modeled test variant the first 50 seconds of process there is an
establishment of the steady state. As result, at the moment of the beginning of the
dynamic process the following condition of a core was received.

At the moment of time 50 seconds the injection of the coolant starts (with the
flow rate of 8 kg/sec) at the core inlet. This coolant have the same temperature and
pressure as the basic coolant, but the concentration of a boric acid is equal 40 glkg.
This injection proceeds up to the moment 1OO seconds.

At injection of a boric acid at the core inlet, the power begin to decrease owing
to the presence of a positive feedback on the concsntration of a boric acid. At the
achievement of the concentration of a boric acid equi&1 5.762 glkg power is stabilized
at a new level. The feedback by temperature of the coolant and fuel in the given test
variant is not very much.
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Test RELAP5 & BIPR8KN
Change of the concentration of a boric acid In the coolant at Input In a core
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Fig. 6 Change of full power of care.
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Fig. 7 Change on height assembly N 87 concentration of a boric acid in the coolant.
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CHANGE OF THE POWER AT THE MOVEMENT OF THE CONTROL
RODS.

The initial data.

As boundary conditions for calculation model the following parameters were
chosen:
* Full power of an core - 3120 MW.
* The flow rate at the core inlet is constant - 16351 kg/s.
* Pressure at the core inlet - 1 5,8 M~a
* Temperature at the core inlet - 563 K
* Concentration of a boric acid in the coolant at the core inlet - 5,745 glkg
* The beginning of the first fuel campaign, stationary xenon poisoning.

Transitive process.

In the modeled test variant the first 50 seconds of process there is an
establishment of the steady state. As result, at the moment of the beginning of
dynmc process the following condition of a core was received.

At the moment of time of 50 seconds 1 0-th and 1 -st groups of the control rods
start to move with the ordinary working speed of 2 cm/sec. Under the script of the test
variant they should lower the power of a core up to 2800 MW. The movement of 10-
th group begins from their regular position of 284 cm (80 %) from a core bottom. The
movement of 1-st group begins from their regular position of 355 cm (100 %) from a
core bottom. As a result of their movement the power of an core decreases up to 2800
MW by 69,5 second of the process and both groups of a control rods stop. The further
downturn, and then the increase of the power to 2803 MW by 74,1 second of the
process, caused by feedback, results in the repeated initialization of the movement of
1O-th and 1-st groups downwards. This movement results in downturn of the power
up to 2782 MW by 80 second of the process and to the further stabilization of the
power.

Thus the automatic regulator of a reactor power was simulated.
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Test RELAP5 & BIPR8KN
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Fig. 9 Position of 0-th and 1 -st groups control rods.
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THE CONCLUSION

In the report the basic stages of integration of RELAP5 and BIPR8N are
described. This integration was executed with the help of interface PM The
application of the interface has allowed to couple codes with the minimal changes in
them.

After realization of the debugging and elimination of mistakes four test
calculations with change of the various parameters influencing on capacity of an core
were executed.

The carried out test calculations have shown adequacy of work of the
incorporated complex RELAPS and BIPR8KN and qualitatively correct description of
all given test variants. The further testing of complex RELAP5 and BIPRSKN will be
carried out with use of the given measurements carried out directly on the atomic
power plant with reactor WWER.
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